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Abstract
The dissertation describes and assembles the building blocks for sound and accurate models for
solid-state polymerization process systems of condensation polymers, particularly poly(ethylene
terephthalate) and nylon-6. The work centers on an approach for modeling commercial-scale, as
opposed to laboratory-scale, systems. The focus is not solely on coupled polymerization and
diffusion, but extends to crystallization, physical properties, and phase equilibrium, which all
enhance the robustness of the complete model.

There are three applications demonstrating the utility of the model for a variety of real, industrial
plant operations. One of the validated simulation models is for commercial production of three
different grades of solid-state PET. There are also validated simulation models for the industrial
leaching and solid-state polymerization of nylon-6 covering a range of operating conditions. The
results of these studies justify our mixing-cell modeling approach as well as the inclusion of all
relevant fundamental concepts.

The first several chapters discuss in detail the engineering fundamentals that we must consider
for modeling these polymerization process systems. These include physical properties, phase
equilibrium, crystallization, diffusion, polymerization, and additional modeling considerations.
The last two chapters cover the modeling applications.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Polymerization Process Systems Engineering
Process systems engineering combines mathematics, physical and chemical sciences, and
chemical

engineering

fundamentals

to

develop

computer-based

methodologies

and

computational tools for the analysis, synthesis, design, control and optimization of processes
along with economic and safety evaluation.

We may apply methodologies to large-scale,

complex chemical processes. Some example s of the implementation of research in this field
include developing and applying tools for the real-time analysis and control of a process,
devising the best strategy to correct a process upset or perform a grade-change operation,
simulating dynamic conditions such as the startup and shutdown sequences, and simulating
proposed process retrofits to choose the best solution before the planning stage.

Much of the existing process technology employed for manufacturing polymers, particularly
commodity polymers, on a large scale have been around for decades. While we have understood
fairly well the basic operations of the processes for years, only until recently we began to know
more about the underlying mechanics involved in a polymerization process. Therefore, there is a
low predictive capability at the polymer plants.

Normal plant operation relies heavily on

experience and trial-and-error to make the day-to-day adjustments required. Debottlenecking,
new product development with existing equipment, retrofitting, and production rate adjustments
can be time-consuming with a loss of manpower, raw material, and energy resources.

Polymerization process systems engineering caters to the development and commercialization of
new polymer products and processes, as well as contributes to a better understanding and
smoother operation of existing polymerization processes. It therefore has the potential to save
valuable manpower, raw material, and energy resources. The resulting model should quickly
identify an optimal strategy for producing a product that meets the customer’s specified
properties.
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1.2. Motivation and Goal of the Research
The research centers around the modeling of polymerization process systems with an emphasis
on solid-state polymers, particularly polyesters and polyamides. Modeling incorporates key
engineering fundamentals including: physical properties, phase equilibrium, crystallization
kinetics, mass transfe r, polymerization kinetics, mass and energy balances, process dynamics and
computer-aided design.

Both statistical and simulation models are important tools used in the development and operation
of polymerization process systems. Accurate, predictive models can help a plant minimize cost
and maximize profit. This work focuses on creating and applying simulation models to support
the polymer manufacturing industry. Some of the ways that simulation models accomplish this
are as follows: design new products, optimize grade-changes between products, debottleneck a
process to increase production, predict product composition to tailor the product to the
customer’s needs, train process engineers and operators, design a process retrofit, and optimize
plant operations to minimize secondary feed streams such as washwater and nitrogen carrier gas.

The goal of this research is to develop a practical approach to modeling solid-state
polymerization (SSP) process systems based on fundamental engineering concepts.

This

involves the development of a framework for modeling the entire continuous process for a solidstate polymer which may include combinations of crystallizers, leachers, and reactors. A single
unified building block will handle all industrial operations, with only the operating conditions,
feed compositions, pellet geometry, and vessel geometry requiring customization for each unit.
We may easily substitute the crystallization kinetics, polymerization kinetics, and
thermodynamic parameters for the desired polymer. There are examples of modeling code
provided for Aspen Custom Modeler, which is part of AspenTech’s Aspen Engineering Suite, the
most popular engineering simulation software in the process industry.

1.3. Significance of the Research
Published research on SSP focuses almost entirely on bench-scale batch reactors with almost no
real industrial reactors. Aside from a couple of exceptions, the only place to find information
about industrial SSP process systems is in patents.
2

Patents, however, do not discuss the

fundamental engineering concepts and mathematical equations in depth. Patents describe the
overall operation and provide a general understanding of what occurs in the system.

Furthermore, most published research deals only with polymerization kinetics and volatile
species diffusivity, while neglecting important concepts and using inappropriate equations or
parameters.

The literature largely mistreats the carrier-side mass-transfer resistance and the

phase equilibrium at the solid polymer and carrier fluid interface (Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2). The
literature also uses the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation at temperatures outside of its
range of applicability (Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3). Some of the kinetic parameters in the literature
models are incorrect (Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3) for the operating temperatures of the SSP reactors.
Additionally, much of the published work neglects crystallinity or crystallization kinetics
(Chapter 3, Section 3.1).

This research incorporates all relevant engineering principles into a model suitable for use by
practicing engineers. The model includes calculations for important physical properties used to
sell the product. The model is predictive, can simulate new product grades, training simulations,
and process optimizations. Furthermore, the model is flexible to handle a variety of vessel
geometries and carrier stream directions (e.g., countercurrent or cross flow).

1.4. Organization of the Disseration
Chapter 1 serves as an introduction.

Chapters 2 through 6 cover fundamental engineering

concepts and their assembly into a model.

Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 present modeling

applications.
•

Chapter 1 introduces polymerization process systems engineering, research tasks, and
their significance.

•

Chapter 2 covers important physical properties and provides parameter values for PET
and nylon-6. This chapter also covers phase equilibrium.

•

Chapter 3 gives an overview of crystallinity in polymers and describes crystallization
kinetics used to model and predict the degree of crystallinity in semi-crystalline polymers.
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•

Chapter 4 discusses mass transfer, including the diffusion of volatile species through the
solid polymer and into the carrier stream, and also the diffusion of end groups within the
solid polymer.

•

Chapter 5 details the melt- and solid-state polymerization kinetic schemes for PET and
nylon-6, which are easily adaptable for other polyesters and polyamides. This chapter
clearly identifies the differences among kinetic schemes for different phases.

•

Chapter 6 discusses the actual modeling of solid-state polymerization process systems.
This describes the unification of fundamental modeling concepts and engineering
assumptions to construct working models to simulate real process systems.

•

Chapter 7 is a manuscript about modeling an industrial solid-state PET process system.

•

Chapter 8 is a manuscript about modeling industrial nylon-6 continuous extraction and
solid-state polymerization.

1.5. Fundamentals
We can sort all of the various components of the modeling considerations into four major
categories: (1) physical properties and phase equilibrium, (2) crystallinity and crystallization
kinetics, (3) mass transfer, and (4) polymerization kinetics. We show these categories in Figure
1.1 along with their interrelationships. The physical properties and phase equilibrium influence
everything else. For example, the phase equilibrium is a boundary condition for the diffusion of
volatile species. The crystallinity and crystallization kinetics affects both the mass transfer and
the polymerization kinetics.

The crystallinity slows down diffusion, but accelerates

polymerization by localizing the non-crystalline components that participate in reactions. Mass
transfer affects the polymerization. Diffusion of condensates out of the system pushes the
reacting species away from chemical equilibrium. More polymer chains react and generate
condensates.

4

Physical
properties and
phase
equilibrium

Mass transfer

Polymerization
kinetics

Crystallinity
and
crystallization
kinetics

Figure 1.1. The four major categories of modeling considerations and their interrelationships.

1.5.1. Physical Properties and Phase Equilibrium
We propose to quantify the physical properties and activity-coefficient model required to model
the polymerization process systems included in this research. Our work uses the POLYNRTL
model for solving phase equilibrium. We discuss why we choose this type of model rather than
an equation of state. The physical properties are necessary to perform accurate mass and energy
balances. We also present property values for nylon-6 and poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET.

1.5.2. Crystallinity and Crystallization Kinetics
We propose to describe crystallinity and crystallization kinetics. The degree of crystallinity
within a polymer has a significant impact on both diffusion and reaction. We must therefore also
discuss crystallization kinetics to be able to predict the crystallinity over a range of operating
temperatures at any given time. We will discuss the development of the equations that we
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choose to use and why we choose them over others. We list parameter values for nylon-6 and
PET.

1.5.3. Mass Transfer
We propose to discuss the importance of mass transfer in these process systems. The polymer in
this work is semi-crystalline solid rather than melt, so Flory’s principle of equal reactivity of end
groups does not always hold true. This follows because of the limitations imposed by the
diffusion of end groups towards each other in the solid polymer pellets. Also, the system may be
rate-controlled by the diffusion of volatile species out of the solid polymer pellets and into the
bulk carrier stream under certain conditions. We discuss why we choose an Arrhenius-type
diffusivity model rather than a free-volume-based model. We list the important volatile species
modeled for nylon-6 and PET systems and give diffusivity parameter values.

1.5.4. Melt- and Solid-State Polymerization Kinetics
We propose to describe the polymerization kinetics involved in these process systems. The
kinetics involved in melt- and solid-state polymerization process systems are not exactly the
same. We discuss the differences between the two. We show that polymerization occurs not just
in the higher-temperature reactors, but also in the lower-temperature crystallizers and leachers.
We give kinetic schemes for nylon-6 and PET in detail with reaction rates and kinetic parameter
values.

1.5.5. Modeling Solid-State Polymer ization Process Systems
We propose to discuss how all the previously described engineering fundamentals combine
together to model a solid-state polymerization process system. We discuss the creation of a
model that is applicable to crystallizers, leachers, and reactors.

We justify engineering

assumptions used in the model. We show how to use the model to describe different flow
arrangements of polymer and carrier streams.

We give examples of model code in Aspen

Custom Modeler software for nylon-6 and PET systems.

1.6. Applications
We complete three modeling projects for solid-state polymerization process systems. All three
of these are industrial projects for our sponsors.
6

1.6.1. Steady-State and Dynamic Modeling for New Product Design for the
Solid-State Polymerization of Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
We complete an industrial modeling project with Beijing Yanshan Petrochemical Corporation.
Yanshan produces three grades of solid-state PET characterized by the intrinsic viscosity. We
validate a model that accurately describes the production of those three grades. We then use our
model to predict what operating conditions are necessary to produce a new grade of even higher
intrinsic viscosity that is more profitable than any of the three modeled grades. The scope of the
project includes the prepolymer feed, a series of crystallizers, a reactor, and a series of coolers.
We develop a model suitable for all process units. The model includes a single set of diffusivity
parameters used throughout the entire process.

1.6.2. Modeling

of

Industrial

Nylon-6

Leachers

and

Solid-State

Polymerization Reactors
We complete industrial modeling projects with Honeywell Nylon. Honeywell uses leachers to
reduce the amount of oligomers and SSP reactors to increase the relative viscosities in their
nylon-6 resin. They operate several leachers and SSP reactors of various sizes with a variety of
pellet sizes and shapes. We develop and validate models that describe several of their leachers
and SSP reactors and that is capable of predicting important polymer product properties. The
models are suitable for designing new leachers and reactors, or determining new operating
conditions to meet different product properties. The models all use a single set of diffusivity
parameters.
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2. Physical Properties and Phase Equilibrium
2.1. Introduction
We discuss the physical properties involved in modeling a polymer process system. We also
describe the thermodynamic models used in the applications of our research work. We focus on
phase-equilibrium calculations when discussing thermodynamic models.

Polymer process systems engineering starts with knowing which components are in the system.
We divide all of the components into two main categories: conventional and polymeric species.
Conventional species include all small, typical components such as light gases (e.g., oxygen and
nitrogen), monomers (e.g., caprolactam and terephthalic acid), condensates (e.g., water and
ethylene glycol), byproducts (e.g., diethylene glycol), and additives (e.g., acetic acid). Polymeric
species include all of the different segments that compose a polymer chain. This group is made
up of end groups and repeat (or bound) groups.

After we identify all components, we need to understand their relevant physical properties.
These include pure-component, mixture, and polymer properties. Pure-component properties
include critical properties, densities, heat capacities, vapor pressure, and enthalpies. Mixture
properties include densities and enthalpies. Polymer properties include trans ition temperatures,
segment fractions and flow rates, average degrees of polymerization, segment and average
molecular weights, polydispersity index, moments of the molecular weight distribution, and end
group concentrations.

We also present various viscosity correlations. These are important because plants measure
viscosity (e.g, intrinsic viscosity for PET and relative viscosity for nylon-6) and use this as an
important characteristic for selling the product. Models directly calculate polymer properties
such as number-average degree of polymerization or molecular weight. We use correlations to
give the equivalent viscosity for a model-calculated polymer property.
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The thermodynamic models that undergraduate students in chemical engineering learn are not
directly applicable to polymer systems. Conventional species are low- molecular-weight, while
polymers are not only high in molecular-weights, but their molecular-weights and compositions
are variable. Therefore, conventional thermodynamic models require modification to make them
suitable for making predictions with polymer systems. One example is the non-random twoliquid 1 (NRTL) activity-coefficient model. Its modification for polymers is the polymer-NRTL2
or POLYNRTL model. We use thermodynamic models for phase equilibrium and enthalpy
calculations.

The models described in this work include binary- interaction parameters for

improved accuracy.

Polymers are present as either liquid or solid phases and for all practical purposes, they do not
vaporize.

Conventional species can be in any phase.

Modeling polymerization and

devolatilization require accurate phase-equilibrium calculations. We always need to know how
much of each species is in a particular phase.

We elaborate on physical properties and phase equilibrium throughout the rest of this chapter.
Section 2.2 summarizes the components in this research. Section 2.3 presents pure-component
properties.

Section 2.4 gives the polymer properties.

Section 2.5 discusses the viscosity

correlations. Section 2.6 covers phase equilibrium.

2.2. Components
We have two component types: polymeric (segments comprising variable length and structure
polymer chains) and conventional (fixed structure). A polymer system contains polymer chains
of different lengths. We do not consider each chain length to be its own species. We consider
each type of segment in the chain to its own species. There are two types of segments: (1)
terminal or end groups, and (2) bound or repeat groups. We prefix their names with a ‘t’ or ‘b,’
respectively. The conventional components include monomer, additives, catalysts, condensates,
water for slurries and washing, and gases for devolatilization and heating. Figure 2.1 illustrates a
mixture of conventional and segment-based polymeric species.
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Monomer #1
Monomer #2
Bound group #1
Bound group #2
End group #1
End group #2
Condensate #1

Figure 2.1. A mixture of conventional and segment-based polymeric species in the system.

2.2.1. Nylon-6 Polymer Process System
The species that we consider include small molecules and polymer (polycaprolactam, nylon-6) as
in Arai et al.’s3 work. The small molecules are water (W), ε-caprolactam (CL), cyclic dimer
(CD), aminocaproic acid (ACA). Caprolactam is the monomer. Water opens up caprolactam
rings to form ACA. Water also results from polycondensation reactions. Acetic acid is a monofunctional acid terminator. These additives modify nylon-6 end groups and repeat groups. There
is a single repeat unit, which is the nylon-6 bound segment, bACA. We could also include
monofunctional terminators such as acetic acid (HAC) and cyclohexylamine (CHA) as in Seavey
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et al.,4 which yield the respective end groups tHAC and tCHA. We may find cyclic oligomers up
to about eight chain lengths in the polymer, but CD is the most prevalent.3

Table 2.1 lists the components in their short-hand notation along with the description, molecular
structure, and molecular weights.

Table 2.1. Conventional and polymeric species in solid-state nylon-6 polymerization. Asterisks denote
connection points on segments.

Molecular
Component

Description

Molecular Structure

Weight
(kg/kmol)

W

Water

H

O

H

18.0152

NH

113.159

O

CL

e-Caprolactam

O

ACA

e-Aminocaproic acid

HO

tCOOH

tNH2

bACA

O

Carboxylic acid end
group

HO

group

group

H
N

H
N

*
O

Nylon-6 repeat
*
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131.1742
H

130.1663
*

O

Amino acid end

H
N

114.1669
H

H
N

113.159
*

H
N
CD

O O

Cyclic dimer

226.318

N
H
O

HAC

Acetic acid

60.0524
H3 C

OH

O
tHAC

Acetyl end group

43.0451

H3C

*
NH2

CHA

tCHA

Cyclohexylamine

99.1754

H
N

Cyclohexylamine

*

end group

98.1675

2.2.2. Poly(ethylene terephthalate) Polymer Process System
The species that we consider include small molecules and polymer (poly(ethylene terephthalate),
PET) as in Kang et al.’s5-7 work. The small molecules are terephthalic acid (TPA), ethylene
glycol (EG), diethylene glycol (DEG), and acetaldehyde (AA). Terephthalic acid and ethyle ne
glycol are both monomers whose bound segments alternate in the chain. It takes two segments
(one TPA bound segment and one EG bound segment) to form one PET repeat unit. Diethylene
glycol and acetaldehyde result from side reactions.

Diethylene glycol can replace ethylene

glycol as either a bound group or an end group. Thermal degradation creates the oxyvinyl end
group. Esterification reactions produce water. Polycondensation reactions produce ethylene
glycol.
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The solid-state PET process uses air in the crystallizers and one of the coolers, and uses nitrogen
in the reactor and the other cooler. So, when modeling the system, we include the following
light gases: nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2), and carbon dioxide (CO2). Using air as the carrier gas
in the reactor can cause yellowing. The yellowness is believed to be volatile, low-molecularweight degradation products from side reactions with the oxygen in air.8

Table 2.2 lists the components in their shorthand notation along with the description, molecular
structure, and molecular weights.

Table 2.2. Conventional and polymeric species in solid-state PET polymerization. Asterisks denote
connection points on segments.

Molecular
Component

Description

Molecular Structure

Weight
(kg/kmol)

O
HO
TPA

terephthalic acid

166.133

OH
O

EG

ethylene glycol

W

Water

DEG

diethylene glycol

H

H
H

O

O

O

O
AA

18.0152

H

O

O

62.0682

H

O

H

106.1212

CH3

acetaldehyde

44.053

H

13

O
tTPA

HO

terephthalic acid end

149.1257

group

*
O

tEG

ethylene glycol end

H

group
tDEG

diethylene glycol end

H

group

O

O

61.0603

*
O

O

O

*

105.1133

H
tVIN

oxyvinyl end group

H2 C

43.0451

*

O

O

bTPA

terephthalic acid

*

132.1184

bound segment

*
O

bEG

ethylene glycol

*

bound segment
bDEG

diethylene glycol

*

bound segment

O

O

60.0524

*
O

O

O

*

104.1054

N2

nitrogen

N N

28.0134

O2

oxygen

O O

31.9988

CO2

carbon dioxide

O

14

O

44.0098

2.3. Pure-Component Properties
2.3.1. Introduction
The backbones of a comprehensive model for any process unit are the mass and energy balances.
Mass balances are important for equipment sizing.

Accurate density (or molar volume)

predictions allow for correct resident time and holdup volume calculations. We also need to
know the molecular weight of each species. Liquid and vapor viscosities are necessary for
calculating mass-transfer coefficients. Energy balances are important for economic studies on a
process system as well as determining the feasibility of or optimizing a design. We calculate
enthalpies to accomplish this. This requires ideal-gas heat capacities and standard heats of
formation for all species. We also use the heat of vaporization and vapor pressure as parts of our
phase calculations. Accurately predicting pure-component properties at the desired operating
conditions is therefore the essential initial phase of any model development project. We use the
ideal-gas state at 25 °C and 1 atm as the reference state in our property models.

The structure of a polymer chain varies during polymerization. The morphology can also change
with temperature. The structure and morphology of an individual chain have an influence on its
physical properties.

Comonomer bound segments affect the polymer heat capacity.

The

crystalline fraction also affects the heat capacity as well as the density and enthalpy.

2.3.2. Critical Properties
Critical properties include critical temperature Tc, critical pressure Pc, and critical molar volume
v c. These constants are important for parameters in various equations of state. We can find
values of these properties of many molecules in Daubert and Danner9 and Reid, Prausnitz,
Poling.10 There are methods to estimate values for unmeasured molecules.

Table 2.3 gives values for nylon-6 polymerization components and Table 2.4 lists those for PET
polymerization.
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Table 2.3. Critical properties for nylon-6 polymerization components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9

Tc

Species

Pc

vc
3

(K)

(Pa)

(m /kmol)

W

647.13

2.2055E+07

0.05595

CL

806.00

4.7700E+06

0.40200

ACA

*

*

*

CD

*

*

*

HAC

592.71

5.7857E+06

0.17100

TPA

1390.00 3.9500E+06

0.42400

* Assume the same respective property
values as CL.

Table 2.4. Critical properties for PET polymerization components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9

Species
TPA

Tc

Pc

vc

(K)

(Pa)

(m3/kmol)

1390.00 3.9500E+06

0.42400

EG

645.00

7.5300E+06

0.19100

W

647.13

2.2055E+07

0.05595

DEG

680.00

4.6000E+06

0.31200

AA

461.00

5.5500E+06

0.15700

N2

126.10

3.3944E+06

0.09010

O2

154.58

5.0430E+06

0.07340

CO2

304.19

7.3815E+06

0.09400

2.3.3. Vapor Density
We can easily calculate the density of pure components and mixtures existing in the vapor phase
by using equations of state. We do not need to consider polymers when selecting an equation of
state since polymers do not vaporize. We generally neglect non- idealities in the vapor phase if
the system is at low to moderate pressure and use the ideal-gas law. We assume that the ideal16

gas law is applicable to our systems for solid-state polymer and therefore calculate the molar
vapor density ρiV as follows:

P
RT

ρiV =

(2.1)

2.3.4. Liquid Density
We use the DIPPR correlation to predict the liquid density of the conventional components. The
correlation consists of four parameters and gives the molar liquid density ( ρˆ iL ) in units of
kmol/m3 . The temperature in the equation is in Kelvins. Table 2.5 lists the DIPPR parameters
for liquid molar density for nylon-6 and PET polymerization components.

A

ρˆ iL =
Bi

i
D
 
 i
 1+ 1 − T C 

i







for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

(2.2)

Table 2.5. Parameters for DIPPR liquid molar density correlation for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9
Species

Ai

Bi

Ci

Di

Ei

Fi

CL

7.1180E-01

2.5400E-01

8.0600E+02

2.8570E-01

342.36

806.00

ACA

1

1

1

1

1

1

CD

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.5791E+00

2.6954E-01

5.9271E+02

2.6843E-01

289.81

592.71

--

--

--

--

--

--

EG

1.3353E+00

2.5499E-01

6.4500E+02

1.7200E-01

260.15

645.00

W

5.4590E+00

3.0542E-01

6.4713E+02

8.1000E-02

273.16

333.15

DEG

8.4770E-01

2.6446E-01

6.8000E+02

1.9690E-01

262.70

680.00

AA

1.6650E+00

2.6004E-01

4.6100E+02

2.7760E-01

150.15

461.00

N2

3.1724E+00

2.8479E-01

1.2610E+02

2.9250E-01

63.15

126.10

O2

3.9143E+00

2.8772E-01

1.5458E+02

2.9240E-01

54.35

154.58

CO2

2.7570E+00

2.6160E-01

3.0419E+02

2.9030E-01

216.58

304.19

HAC
TPA

1.

2

Assume the same respective values as CL.
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2.

Sublimes at atmospheric pressure. No prediction method available. Solid density is 1.51
3

g/cm .

The density of solid, semi-crystalline polymer pellets varies with crystallinity. Amorphous
polymer has a lower density than 100% crystalline polymer. We calculate the mass density of
the solid, semi-crystalline polymer with the following equation:
L
ρ polymer
= z c ρ c + (1 − z c ) ρ a

(2.3)

where zc is the crystalline mass fraction; ρc is the crystalline density; and ρa is the amorphous
density.
We can use Amagat’s law for the molar liquid mixture density ρL.

v L = ∑ xi viL =
i

1
ρL

(2.4)

where v L is the molar liquid mixture volume; x i is the liquid mole fraction of species i; and v iL is
the molar liquid volume of species i.

2.3.5. Vapor Pressure
It is important to be able to accurately predict the vapor pressure ( Pi sat ) of a species to model
phase equilibrium. We use the DIPPR correlation to predict the vapor pressure. It consists of
five parameters and gives the vapor pressure in units of Pa. The temperature is in Kelvins.
Ei
Pi sat ( Pa ) = exp  Ai + Bi T + Ci lnT + DT
 for Fi ≤ T ≤ Gi
i

(2.5)

Table 2.6 gives the DIPPR parameters for vapor pressure for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components.
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Table 2.6. Parameters for DIPPR vapor -pressure correlation for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9
Species

Ai

Bi

Ci

Di

Ei

Fi

Gi

CL

7.4172E+01

-1.0469E+04

-6.8944E+00

1.2113E-18

6.0000E+00

342.36

806.00

ACA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CD

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

HAC

7.0230E+01

-6.8465E+03

-7.0320E+00

5.0210E-06

2.0000E+00

289.81

592.71

TPA

-4.0093E+03

1.7675E+05

6.3000E+02

-5.1168E-01

1.0000E+00

523.00

700.15

EG

1.9464E+02

-1.4615E+04

-2.5433E+01

2.0140E-05

2.0000E+00

260.15

645.00

W

7.3649E+01

-7.2582E+03

-7.3037E+00

4.1653E-06

2.0000E+00

273.16

647.13

DEG

7.4550E+01

-1.0632E+04

-6.8195E+00

9.0968E-18

6.0000E+00

262.70

680.00

AA

2.0607E+02

-8.4786E+03

-3.1548E+01

4.6314E-02

1.0000E+00

150.15

461.00

N2

5.9826E+01

-1.0976E+03

-8.6689E+00

4.6346E-02

1.0000E+00

63.15

126.10

O2

5.2486E+01

-1.2134E+03

-6.7062E+00

2.9764E-02

1.0000E+00

54.35

154.58

CO2

8.5530E+01

-3.4813E+03

-1.1336E+01

2.1505E-02

1.0000E+00

216.58

304.19

1.

Assume the same respective values as CL.

2.3.6. Vapor Viscosity
There are situations where there is a mass-transfer resistance for volatile mo lecules entering the
carrier gas stream. We need to calculate mass-transfer coefficients in such cases. This requires
knowing the viscosity of the carrier gas. We can use the DIPPR correlation and parameters to
calculate the vapor viscosity ( µiV ) of each component. This consists of four parameters and
gives the viscosity in units Pa⋅s. The temperature is in kelvins.

Bi
AT
i
µ ( Pa ⋅ s ) =
C D
1 + i + 2i
T T
V
i

for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

(2.6)

Table 2.7 gives the DIPPR parameters for vapor pressure for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components.

Table 2.7. Parameters for DIPPR vapor viscosity correlation for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9
Species

Ai

Bi

Ci

19

Di

Ei

Fi

CL

9.7816E-08

7.9290E-01

2.1040E+02

500.00

1000.00

ACA

1

1

1

1

1

1

CD

1

1

1

1

1

1

HAC

2.6800E-08

1.1126E+00

4.3600E+02

366.35

522.65

TPA

1.2329E-08

1.0560E+00

-5.3509E+01

700.15

1000.00

EG

4.0788E-06

3.7031E-01

1.0567E+03

-4.0100E+04

260.15

1000.00

W

2.6986E-06

4.9800E-01

1.2577E+03

-1.9570E+04

373.15

1073.10

DEG

1.6965E-07

7.3850E-01

3.2161E+02

500.00

1000.00

AA

1.2220E-07

7.8700E-01

7.7000E+01

293.55

1000.00

N2

7.6320E-07

5.8823E-01

6.7750E+01

80.00

1500.00

O2

2.1480E-06

4.6000E-01

2.9000E+02

194.67

1500.00

CO2

8.0380E-07

6.0478E-01

7.0300E+01

80.00

1500.00

1.

Assume the same respective values as CL.

2.3.7. Liquid Viscosity
We notice that there is a mass-transfer resistance for volatile molecules entering the washwater
in leachers. We therefore need to calculate mass-transfer coefficients. This requires knowing
the viscosity of the washwater stream. We can use the DIPPR correlation and parameters to
calculate the liquid viscosity ( µiL ) of each component. This consists of five parameters and
gives the viscosity in units Pa⋅s. The temperature is in kelvins.

B

L
E 
µi ( Pa ⋅ s ) = exp  Ai + i + Ci lnT + DiT i 
T



for Fi ≤ T ≤ Gi

(2.7)

Table 2.8. Parameters for DIPPR liquid viscosity correlation for nylon-6 and PET polymerization
components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9
Species

Ai

Bi

Ci

CL

-8.5082E+01

7.2571E+03

1.0218E+01

ACA

1

1

1

1

CD

1

1

1

1

-9.0300E+00

1.2123E+03

-3.2200E-01

TPA

--

--

--

EG

-1.0352E+02

7.5630E+03

1.3009E+01

HAC
2

Di

--

20

Ei

Fi

Gi

343.15

543.15

1

1

1

1

1

1

289.81

391.05

260.93

449.82

--

W

-5.1964E+01

3.6706E+03

5.7331E+00

DEG

-6.2425E+01

5.9669E+03

AA

5.4304E+01

-2.0507E+03

-5.3495E-29

273.15

643.15

6.8296E+00

288.15

373.15

-9.8077E+00

260.00

290.00

1.

Assume the same respective values as CL.

2.

Sublimes at atmospheric pressure. No prediction method available.

1.0000E+01

2.3.8. Ideal-Gas Heat Capacity
We use heat capacities in enthalpy calculations. The ideal- gas state is a hypothetical state where
the pressure is essentially zero. Gases in the ideal- gas state have individual heat capacities. We
generally assume that the heat capacity of a real gas is the same as the ideal-gas heat capacities at
low pressures.

We use the temperature-dependent DIPPR correlation to predict the ideal- gas molar heat
capacity at constant pressure ( CPig, i ). It consists of five parameters. The units for CPig, i are in
J/kmol·K and temperature is in K.

C

ig
P, i

 C 
C
= Ai + Bi  i  sinh  i
T
 T 

2

 Ei 

 Ei  
  + Di  T  cosh  T  

 
 

2

for Fi ≤ T ≤ Gi

(2.8)

Table 2.9 lists the DIPPR parameters for ideal- gas heat capacity for nylon-6 and PET
polymerization components.

Table 2.9. Parameters for DIPPR ideal-gas molar heat capacity correlation for nylon-6 and PET
polymerization components. Data from Daubert and Danner.9
Species

Ai

Bi

Ci

Di

Ei

Fi

Gi

CL

7.0664E+04

3.7774E+05

-1.5631E+03

2.4215E+05

7.6957E+02

298.15

1000.15

ACA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CD

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

HAC

4.0200E+04

1.3675E+05

1.2620E+03

7.0030E+04

5.6970E+02

50.00

1500.00

TPA

9.4500E+04

2.5260E+05

-8.2900E+02

5.0000E+04

2.0100E+03

298.15

1500.00

EG

8.2000E+04

1.2780E+05

1.6980E+03

9.2900E+04

-7.5400E+02

200.00

1500.00

W

3.3359E+04

2.6798E+04

2.6093E+03

8.8880E+03

1.1676E+03

100.00

1500.00

DEG

8.7900E+04

2.7130E+05

1.3963E+03

1.7035E+05

-6.2404E+02

200.00

1500.00
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AA

4.0880E+04

1.0790E+05

1.4000E+03

5.2000E+04

6.1150E+02

100.00

1500.00

N2

2.9105E+04

8.6149E+03

1.7016E+03

1.0347E+02

9.0979E+02

50.00

1500.00

O2

2.9103E+04

1.0040E+04

2.5265E+03

9.3560E+03

1.1538E+03

50.00

1500.00

CO2

2.9370E+04

3.4540E+04

-1.4280E+03

2.6400E+04

5.8800E+02

50.00

5000.00

1.

Assume the same respective values as CL.

2.3.9. Ideal-Gas Enthalpy
We can use the ideal- gas enthalpy of a species Hiig to calculate the enthalpies of the vapor HiV
and liquid HiL. We integrate from an ideal- gas state at a reference temperature T0 and pressure
P0 to an ideal- gas state at real T and P.

ig
Hiig = H ref
CigP,i dT
,i + ∫
T

Tref

(2.9)

2.3.10. Vapor Enthalpy
We calculate the vapor enthalpy Hi V for conventional species. The vapor enthalpy is the sum of
the ideal-gas enthalpy and residual vapor enthalpy Hires,V. We can get the residual enthalpy from
PVT data or from an equation of state.
H iV = Hiig + Hir e s,V

(2.10)

2.3.11. Liquid Enthalpy
We calculate the liquid enthalpy HiL for conventional species in the same way as the vapor
enthalpy. The liquid enthalpy is the sum of the ideal-gas enthalpy and residual liquid enthalpy
Hires,L.
H iL = H iig + H ir e s, L

22

(2.11)

2.3.12. Formation Enthalpy
We can use the standard formation enthalpy ∆Hf0 to calculate the reaction enthalpy. The
standard state is at 298 K and 1 atm.

Table 2.10 gives the DIPPR parameters for standard formatio n enthalpy for nylon-6 and PET
polymerization components.

Table 2.10. Standard formation enthalpies for nylon-6 and PET polymerization components. Data from
Daubert and Danner.9

∆Hf0

Species

(J/kmol)
CL

-2.4620E+08

ACA

1

CD

1

HAC

-4.3225E+08

TPA

-7.1789E+08

EG

-3.8932E+08

W

-2.4182E+08

DEG

-5.7112E+08

AA

-1.6619E+08

N2

0.0

O2

0.0

CO2

-3.9352E+08

1. Assume the same respective
values as CL.

2.3.13. Polymerization Enthalpy
Polymerization is typically exothermic. It is an important part of the energy balance. We can
get the standard reaction enthalpy ∆Hrxn0 from the sum of the standard formation enthalpies
23

modified by their respective stoichiometric multipliers v i.

The multipliers are negative for

reactants and positive for products. We use the standard reaction enthalpy along with the
standard constant-pressure heat capacities CP,i0 to get the reaction enthalpy ∆Hrxn .
0
∆H rxn
= ∑ vi ∆H 0f ,i

(2.12)

i

∆H rxn = ∆H rxn + ∑ ∫ viCP,i dT
T

0

i

0

298

(2.13)

2.3.14. Crystallization Enthalpy
Polymers increasingly gain mobility above the glass-transition temperature Tg . At a temperature
between Tg and the melting-point temperature Tm , there is a temperature where the polymer has
enough energy and mobility to arrange itself into crystals. This is the crystallization temperature
Tx. Crystallization is exothermic. The heat liberated is the crystallization enthalpy ∆Hx (or
fusion enthalpy). We express the crystallization enthalpy in terms of energy per mass or energy
per moles.

2.4. Polymer Properties
2.4.1. Introduction
Since polymer chains are naturally variable during the process, the physical properties that
characterize them vary as well. These polymer properties are important in order to determine
what applications the polymer is suitable for. When dealing with semi-crystalline polymers in
temperature, we need to determine which phases are present based on the system temperature.
We may have to use separate correlations for two different phases: crystalline and amorphous.

2.4.2. Glass-Transition Temperature
Linear, amorphous, thermoplastic polymers begin to soften when heated up to the glass-rubber
transition temperature (more commonly called glass-transition temperature Tg ).
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This

temperature is an important characterization of a polymer used to help determine the polymer’s
range of usefulness.

There are correlations which predict Tg based on the average segment fractions in a polymer
sample or based on the molecular weight. We use constant values in our work provided by
Mehta11 and Van Krevelen12 and listed in Table 2.11. Jin et al.13 discuss the depression of the Tg
of nylon-6 by water.

Table 2.11. Glass-transition temperatures for nylon-6 and PET.

Polymer

Tg

Source

(K)

Nylon-6

338

Mehta 11

PET

342

Van Krevelen12

2.4.3. Crystalline Melting-Point Temperature
Linear, semi-crystalline, thermoplastic polymers also exhibit a crystalline melting-point
temperature Tm . Crystallites melt over a temperature range. Tm is theoretically the highest
temperature at which the crystallites exist. This temperature dictates the polymer’s upper range
of usefulness.

There are correlations to predict Tm just like Tg . We use constant values in our work provided by
Mehta11 and Van Krevelen, 12 as listed in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12. Melt-transition temperatures for nylon-6 and PET.

Polymer

Tm

Source

(K)
Nylon-6

493

Mehta 11

PET

538

Van Krevelen12
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2.4.4. Segment Fraction
The segment fraction x seg,i is the mole fraction of segment type i in the polymer sample. We
easily calculate x seg,i when we know the concentration of each segment Ci in the polymer. This is
the ratio of the concentration of the segment to the total concentration of all segments. We can
also find the segment fraction if we know the first moment λ1 of the molecular weight
distribution and the molar flow rates of each segment λ1,i.

xs e g, i =

λ1, i
Ci
=
∑ Ci λ1

(2.14)

i

2.4.5. Degrees of Polymerization
The number-average degree of polymerization DPn is the average number of structural units
(bound segments and end groups) per polymer chain in a polymer sample. To find DPn , we first
sum the concentrations of all the segments. We divide this by the number of chains, which is
half the sum of the concentrations of end groups.

We provide example calculations for nylon-6 and PET with Equations (2.15) and (2.16),
respectively. Note that we divide the total segment concentratio n by two for a polymer such as
PET, where one PET repeat unit is really two bound segments (i.e., bEG:bTPA where ‘:’
represents a connection). Also, note that we include ACA for nylon-6 because it is a linear
oligomer of length one containing both carboxyl and amine end groups.

DPn =

CbACA + C bTPA + CtNH 2 + CtCOOH + CtTPA + CtHAC + CACA
1
( CtNH 2 + CtCOOH + CtTPA + CtHAC + C ACA )
2
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(2.15)

1
( CtEG + CtTPA + CbEG + CbTPA + CbDEG + CtVIN )
2
DPn =
1
( CtEG + CtTPA + CtVIN )
2
C + CtTPA + CbEG + CbTPA + CbDEG + CtVIN
= tEG
CtEG + CtTPA + CtVIN

(2.16)

We find the weight-average degree of polymerization DPw using the polydispersity index PDI.
DPw = PDI × DPn

(2.17)

2.4.6. Molecular Weights
We can easily determine the average segment mole cular weight Mseg of the polymer sample
knowing the molecular weight of each segment Mi and the segment fractions.
M seg = ∑ ( M i xs e g, i )

(2.18)

i

We consider the molecular weight and concentration of each polymeric component in the
number-average molecular weight Mn . This is essentially the DPn multiplied by the Mseg, except
for a polymer (such as PET) for which there are two segments linked together to form a PET
repeat unit.

We provide simple calculations for Mn for nylon-6 and PET followed by more complex
calculations.
M n,nylon-6 = D Pn M seg
all segments

M n,nylon-6 =

∑

Ci M i + C ACAM ACA

i

1
( CtNH 2 + CtCOOH + CtTPA + CtHAC + C ACA )
2
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(2.19)

M n,PET = 2 ( D Pn Mseg )
M n,PET =

CtEG M tEG + CtTPA M tTPA + CbEG M bEG + CbTPA M bTPA + CbDEG M bDEG + CtVIN M tVIN (2.20)
CtEG + CtTPA + CtVIN

We find the weight-average molecular weight Mw by multiplying DPw and Mseg.
M w,nylon-6 = DPw M seg

(2.21)

M w,PET = 2 ( D Pw Mseg )

(2.22)

2.4.7. Segment Flow Rate
The segment flow rate λ1,i is the molar flow rate of segment type i in the system. We simply
multiply x seg, i by the molar flow rate of polymer f poly to find λ1,i.
λ1,i = xseg , i f poly

(2.23)

2.4.8. Polydispersity Index
The polydispersity index PDI is the ratio Mw :Mn , which is the same as the ratio DPw :DPn . It
reflects the range of molecular weights in a polymer sample. We assume that our systems have a
most probable distribution, which means the PDI is equal to 2.14

PDI =

M w DPw
=
=2
M n DPn

(2.24)

2.4.9. Moments of the Molecular Weight Distribution
The moments of the molecular weight distribution are useful parameters for describing the
polymer. The zeroth ?0 , first ?1 , and second ?2 moments are the most common moments. The
zeroth moment represents the total polymer concentration. For our systems and data, the first
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moment is the simplest moment to calculate, as it is the sum of the molar flow rates of all
segments. The second moment relates to larger chains.
λ1 = ∑ λ1,i

(2.25)

i

The degrees of polymerization directly relate to ratios of moments. Knowing ?1 and either DPn ,
or DPw we can easily determine ?0 or ?2 , respectively.

DPn =

λ1
λ0

(2.26)

DPw =

λ2
λ1

(2.27)

2.4.10. End-Group Concentrations
The polymer end- group concentrations are another useful characterization.

For nylon-6, we compute the end-group concentrations (mmol/kg or meq/kg amine and
carboxylic acid end groups, Camine and Cacid, respectively) by considering the concentrations of
end groups, aminocaproic acid, and terephthalic acid.
mmol
mmol 
mol
mol 
= 1000
+ CACA
 CtNH 2

kg
mol 
kg
kg 

(2.28)

mmol
mmol 
mol
mol
mol
mol 
= 1000
+ C tTPA
+ 2CTPA
+ C ACA
 CtCOOH

kg
mol 
kg
kg
kg
kg 

(2.29)

Camine

Cacid
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2.4.11. Semi-crystalline Polymer Heat Capacity
We use a group-contribution method to determine the molar heat capacity CP of a semicrystalline polymer. We know that the heat capacity of PET is not a linear function of the degree
of crystallinity. 15

The DEG content directly influences the degree of crystallinity and

consequently affects the measured CP. Satoh (1948) proposed a method for predicting the heat
capacity of the crystalline fraction at various temperatures by adding group contributions. Shaw
(1969) used the same method for the amorphous fraction. Altho ugh Satoh and Shaw neglected
some important groups in their studies, Van Krevelen12 (1990) estimated the most probable
values for these groups using available experimental data.

Table 2.13 lists the relevant group contributions to the molar heat capacity at 25 ºC (CP at 298 K)
for PET and nylon-6.

Table 2.13. Group contributions to the molar heat capacity at 25 ºC (J/mol⋅ K).

Group

CP c

CPa

(J/mol·K)i

(J/mol·K)ii

*

CH 3

30.9

36.9

*

C *
H2

25.35

30.4

*

CH 2

22.6

21.8

*

C
H

18.65

21.4

78.8

113.1

17.0

44.8

16.8

35.6

23.05

52.8

*

*

*
*
*

OH
O

*

O
*

*

30

O
OH

*
O

O

*

*

50iii

98.9

46iii

65.0

*

NH 2

20.95

--

*

N
H

14.25

31.8 iii

*

i. From Satoh
ii. From Shaw
iii. Estimated by Van Krevelen
We add up the required group contributions for CPc and CPa . We multiply CPc by the crystalline
fraction zc and multiply CPa by the amorphous fraction (1-zc). We sum both terms to get CP (298
K) as in Equation (2.30).
CP ( 298 K ) = z cCPc ( 298 K ) + (1 − z c ) C Pa ( 298 K )

(2.30)

We use Equations (2.31) to (2.33) to predict CP at other temperatures.
CPc ( T ) = CPc ( 298 K ) 0.106 +3 ×10 −3T 

(2.31)

CPa ( T ) = CPa ( 298K )  0.64 + 1.2 ×10−3 T 

(2.32)

CP ( T ) = z c CPc ( T ) + (1 − z c ) CPa ( T )

(2.33)

In order to calculate either CPc or CPa , we need to choose a consistent scheme to break the
polymeric components down into functional groups listed in Table 2.13. We consider a PET
polymer of length one (tTPA:tEG), where ‘:’ represents a linkage between groups. The tTPA
group can be broken down as –COOH, –C6 H4 –, and –COO–, while tEG becomes –CH2 –, –CH2 –,
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and –OH. Alternatively, the tTPA group could be broken down as –COOH, –C6 H4 –, –CO–, with
tEG as –O–, –CH2 –, –CH2 –, and –OH. We choose to use –COO– rather than –CO– and –O–.
This means that we include the oxygen atom at the ends of tEG, tDEG, tVIN, bEG, and bDEG
with tTPA and bTPA instead. Table 2.14 shows the group composition for each polymeric
species in PET polymerization.

Table 2.14. Breakdown of polymeric species into group contributions for molar heat capacity of PET
segments.

Species

Group Composition

O

tTPA

OH

*
tEG
tDEG
tVIN

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2
,*

OH

*

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2
,*

O

C
H

CH 2

bDEG

,*

O

bTPA

bEG

*

O

,*

,

*

*

O

*

*

O

*

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2

*

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2
,*

*,

,*

O

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2
,*

OH

O

*

*

*

*
*,

*

*
*,

O

C * *
H2
,

*

C *
H2

We use the information in Table 2.14 with the group contributions in Table 2.13 to predict the
heat capacity of each PET polymeric species at 25 ºC. Table 2.15 shows the results.
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Table 2.15. Molar heat capacity of crystalline and amorphous fractions of PET segments at 25 ºC (J/mol·K).

CP c (298 K)

CPa (298 K)

(J/mol·K)

(J/mol·K)

tTPA

174.8

277.0

tEG

67.70

105.60

tDEG

135.20

202.00

tVIN

41.25

43.20

bTPA

170.8

243.1

bEG

50.70

60.80

bDEG

118.20

157.20

Species

We comb ine the segment fractions and the heat capacities of the segments from Table 2.15 to get
Cp c (298 K) and Cpa (298 K) for PET as in Equations (2.34) and (2.35).
c
CPc ,PET ( 298 K ) = xtTPACcPtTPA
( 298 K ) + xtEGCPct,E G ( 298 K ) + xtDEGCPtDEG
( 298 K )
,
,
c
c
+ xtVIN CPtVIN
( 298 K ) + xbTPACcPbTPA
( 298 K ) + xbEGCPbEG
( 298 K )
,
,
,

(2.34)

c
+ xbDEG CPbDEG
( 298 K )
,

a
CPa,PET ( 298 K ) = xtTPACaPtTPA
( 298 K ) + xtEGCPat,E G ( 298 K ) + xtDEGCPtDEG
( 298 K )
,
,
a
a
+ xtVIN CPtVIN
( 298 K ) + xbTPACaPbTPA
( 298 K ) + xbEGCPbEG
( 298 K )
,
,
,

(2.35)

a
+ xbDEG CPbDEG
( 298 K )
,

We now use the information in Table 2.13 to show the group composition of polymeric species
in nylon-6 polymerization in Table 2.16.

Table 2.16. Breakdown of polymeric species into group contributions for molar heat capacity of nylon-6
segments.

Species

Group Composition
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O
tCOOH

OH

*

C * *
H2
,

*

,

O
tNH2

*

*,

*

*,

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C *
*
H2
,

N
H

*

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C *
H2
,*

NH 2

*

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C * *
H2
,

C *
*
H2
,

N
H

O
bACA

C * *
H2
,

*

*

O
tHAC

*

CH 3 *
,

*

O

tTPA

OH

*

*

O

O

,*

,

O

bTPA

O

*

*

*

*,

*

O

*

,*

O

*

We do not have a value for the CPa of the group –NH2. We estimate this by first averaging the
increase in CPc over CPa for the other components in Table 2.13. This gives us a multiplication
factor of 1.7, which we use with the CPa of –NH2 (20.95 J/mol·K) to get its CPc (35.62 J/mol·K).
We use the information in Table 2.16 with the group contributions in Table 2.13 and our estimate
of CP,-NH2c to predict the heat capacity of each nylon-6 polymeric species at 25 ºC. Table 2.17
shows the results.

Table 2.17. Molar heat capacity of crystalline and amorphous fractions of nylon-6 segments at 25 ºC
(J/mol·K).

CP c (298 K)

CPa (298 K)

(J/mol·K)

(J/mol·K)

tCOOH

191

282.7

tNH2

170.75

240.42

Species
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bACA

164.05

236.6

tHAC

53.95

89.7

tTPA

174.8

277.0

bTPA

170.8

243.1

We combine the compositional data of nylon-6 and the heat capacities of the polymeric species
from Table 2.17 to get CPc (298 K) and CPa (298 K) for nylon-6 as in Equations (2.36) and (2.37).
c
CPc ,nylon-6 ( 298 K ) = xtCOOH CPtCOOH
( 298 K ) + xtNH2CPc ,t N H 2 ( 298 K )
,
c
+ xbACACPc b, A C A ( 298 K ) + xtHAC CPtHAC
( 298 K )
,

+ xtTPAC

c
PtTPA
,

( 298 K ) + xbTPAC

c
PbTPA
,

(2.36)

( 298 K )

a
CPa,nylon-6 ( 298 K ) = xtCOOH CPtCOOH
( 298 K ) + xtNH2CPa,t N H 2 ( 298 K )
,
a
+ xbACACPa b, A C A ( 298 K ) + xtHAC CPtHAC
( 298 K )
,

(2.37)

a
a
+ xtTPACPtTPA
( 298 K ) + xbTPACPbTPA
( 298 K )
,
,

2.4.12. Semi-crystalline Polymer Enthalpy
The liquid enthalpy for a semi-crystalline polymer is
H iL = H ic zic + H i a(1− zic )

(2.38)

where HiL is the liquid-phase enthalpy of polymer; Hic is the enthalpy of the crystalline fraction;
Hic is the enthalpy of the amorphous fraction; and zc is the crystalline mass fraction. The
enthalpy of the crystalline fraction is

Hic = ∆H f0 ,i ( 298 K ) + ∆Hs0u b ,i ( 298 K ) + ∫ C cp ,i dT
T

298

(2.39)

where ∆Hf,i0 (298 K) is the standard formation enthalpy and ∆Hsub,i0 (298 K) is the sublimation
enthalpy. The enthalpy of the amorphous fraction is
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0
Hia = ∆H 0f , i ( 298 K ) + ∆H condi
C pa, i dT
, ( 298 K ) + ∫
T

298

(2.40)

where ∆Hcond,i0 (298 K) is the condensation enthalpy.
We can get ∆Hf,i0 from group contribution for the segments as we did with the heat capacity.

H 0f ,i ( 298 K ) = ∑ ( xseg , j × H j0 ( 298 K ) )

(2.41)

j

2.5. Viscosity Correlations
2.5.1. Introduction
Models directly calculate polymer properties such as DPn and Mn . However, industrial polymer
plant do not routinely measure them. The plants measure viscosity in some form, which may be
intrinsic, solution, or relative viscosity. It is not necessary for normal operations to perform the
lab tests required to determine DPn or Mn . For our purposes, we will refer to fundamental
polymer properties such as DPn and Mn as academic properties, while we refer to properties
measured at the plant like intrinsic viscosity as industrial properties. We could do studies to
take samples and measure both academic and industrial properties, and develop correlations
between them.

We can incorporate these correlations into our models to predict properties

actually measured at the plants.

2.5.2. Intrinsic Viscosity
The viscosity of polymer solutions stems from the entanglement of their chains within the
solvent. We can start with the relative viscosity (ηrel), which is the ratio of the solutiton viscosity
to the solvent viscosity. The ratio is the same as the efflux time of the solution to the efflux time
of the solvent.
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η rel =

efflux time of solution
efflux time of solvent

(2.42)

The specific viscosity (ηsp ) is the fractional increase in viscosity.

ηsp =

efflux time of solution − efflux time of solvent
efflux time of solvent

(2.43)

The inherent viscosity (ηinh) is an approximate indication of molecular weight and has units of
reciprocal concentration (dL/g).

ηinh =

lnηrel
c

(2.44)

The molecular weight and shape of the polymer chains influence the viscosity. We find the
properties of individual chains separated from interactions with other chains by extrapolating to
infinite dilution of the polymer. This gives us the intrinsic viscosity ([η]), which has units of
dL/g,

 ηsp 
 = limηinh
 c  c→0

[η ] = lim

c →0

(2.45)

In our work, [η] is the primary property for determining which applications PET is suitable for.
The model must predict [η] to validate the model and optimize grade-change operations.
Although the ηinh is the industry standard measurement, we measure [η]. A common method to
determine [η] is with a 0.5 g of polymer per 100 mL of phenol:tetrachlorethane solution at 25 ºC.
The phenol:tetrachlorethane has a 3:2 weight ratio.

The polymerization kinetics directly give us DPn and/or Mn , rather than [η]. The DPn and Mn are
intermediate properties used to calculate [η] in our simulation. We have to develop or validate
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an existing correlation for DPn or Mn verus [η]. We can back-calculate DPn from the measured
Mn . Therefore, we need measurements of both Mn and [η].

The reaction kinetics can predict DPn and Mn . We can validate these predictions with the Mn
measurement. Next, we calculate [η] using a correlation and validate this predicted value with
the measured [η].
Table 2.18 lists several correlations from the open literature. The correlation from Kang7 uses
DPn , while the one from Koepp and Werner16 uses Mn . Note that we should use the values from
Koepp and Werner when measuring intrinsic viscosity in phenol/tetrachloroethane (1:1) at 20 ºC.

Table 2.18. Intrinsic viscosity correlations from the open literature.

Researchers

Correlation

Kang 7

[η ] = 2.1×10−4 (192.17 × DPn )

Koepp and Wemer16

[η ] = 7.55 ×10−4 M n 0.685

0.82

If we do not have data to relate Mn and [η] to either validate an existing correlation or fit our own,
then we can try using basic relationships and use constants deemed to be trustworthy. We start
with the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation,

[η ] = K × M v a

(2.46)

where Mv is the viscosity-average molecular weight; and K and a are parameters. Flory14 gives
the ratio assuming a most probable distribution, polydispersity index (PDI) of 2.

1

M n : M v : M w = 1:[(1 + a)Γ (1+ a)]a : 2
The gamma function Γ(x) is defined by
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(2.47)

∞

Γ ( x ) = ∫ t x−1e− t dt
0

(2.48)

Substituting the Flory molecular weight ratio into the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation gives

[η ] = K × [(1+ a )Γ(1 + a )]× M n a

(2.49)

The values of K and a for PET are available in the Polymer Handbook,17 but the values are
dependent on the test method and on whether the polymer samples are fractionated or
unfractionated.

Intrinsic viscosity tests in our research were performed with unfractionated samples in
phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2) solvent at 25 ºC. Therefore, we use K = 7.44×10-4 and a = 0.648
from Berkowitz18 listed in the Polymer Handbook.17 We could use parameters from Moore and
Sanderson19 if the samples were fractionated instead and in an appropriate solvent. We arrive at
the following equation when substituting the values of K and a into Equation (2.49).

[η ] = 11.03 ×10 −4 × M n0.648

(2.50)

Table 2.19 compares the calculated Mn results from different parameters and the intrinsic
viscosity plant data. Solid-state PET (or high- intrinsic-viscosity PET) generally has Mn greater
than 24,000, while PET for textile fiber applications (low- intrinsic-viscosity PET) generally has
Mn between 17,000 and 21,000.20 We immediately see that the custom parameters fit at the plant
are invalid since the results are extremely unreasonable. Using either Koepp and Wemer’s or
Berkowitz’s parameters gives reasonable results. The plant does not measure intrinsic viscosity
using the solvent specified by Koepp and Wemer for their parameters, so we can ignore those
results as well. Although we lack the data to validate the results of Equation (2.50), we consider
them reasonable and therefore acceptable for use in our model development.
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Table 2.19. Comparison of results using different intrinsic viscosity correlations and plant data.

[η]

M nA

M nB

M nC

0.65

97,000

19,000

19,000

0.67

102,000

20,000

20,000

0.70

110,000

21,000

21,000

0.85

149,000

28,000

29,000

1.00

193,000

36,000

37,000

1.20

258,000

47,000

49,000

(dL/g)

Notes:
A. Using plant’s K=4.68E-4, a=0.63
B. Using Koepp and Wemer’s K=7.55E-4,
a=0.685
C. Using Berkowitz’s K=7.44E-4, a=0.648

We do not have any data for the polydispersity index (PDI) or higher molecular weight moments
(i.e., Mw, M z) of our solid-state polymer. It is believed that the diffusion of small molecules
creates a molecular weight gradient within the polymer pellet and consequently raises the PDI
above 2.

2.5.3. Formic Acid Relative Viscosity
We measure the relative viscosity in formic acid, often called the formic acid viscosity, for
nylon-6. One of the required parameters in the correlation for this is the amount of extractables.
Extractables include monomer and oligomers (particularly cyclic oligomers) that are typically
unwanted in the final polymer product.

We do not fundamentally predict the concentration of cyclic oligomers higher than cyclic dimer.
Such predictions are not necessary to estimate the total extractables. We compute the total
formic-acid extractables or true extractables (extractablestrue ) using the percentages of
caprolactam C1 and cyclic dimer C2, and a multiplier χ fit from lab data:
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extractables true = %C1 + χ %C2

(2.51)

We can boil ground chips in water and then use liquid chromatography to get the fractions of
caprolactam and cyclic oligomers up to seven chain lengths (C1 – C7). These fractions add up to
the total extractables. We do this for samples taken before and after a particular unit operation
and calculate the multiplier for the formic acid extractables. We show this in Table 2.20 before
and after leaching. The extractables content does not change appreciably after drying or solidstating so we do not include those measurements in the table. These values vary with the meltstate polymerization technology (e.g., batch, bubble-gas kettles, direct melt, VK tube, etc.) used
to produce the chips and the leacher technology (e.g., batch, countercurrent tube, etc.).

Table 2.20. Example of monomer and cyclic oligomer fractions of polymer chips at extrusion and after
leaching. The total extractables and the multiplier used to compute the total are also given.

At

After

extrusion

leaching

Scaled C1 fraction

0.228

0.080

Scaled C2 fraction

0.302

0.015

Scaled C3 fraction

0.184

0.024

Scaled C4 fraction

0.122

0.024

Scaled C5 fraction

0.088

0.023

Scaled C6 fraction

0.048

0.015

Scaled C7 fraction

0.027

0.010

Scaled total true extractables

1.000

0.189

χ

2.552

7.286

We compute the hot water extractables (extractables water) (30-min boil) from the formic acid
extractables using our previous correlation with extractables data:
extractables water = A × extractables true
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(2.52)

where A is a constant between 0.60 and 0.75 based on laboratory data.

We compute the washed-and-dried formic acid viscosity (FAVW&D) using a correlation derived
from in- house data:
FAVW&D = A × M n2 − B × M n + C

(2.53)

where A, B, and C are constants used to fit the data. The FAVW&D does not include caprolactam
or other extractables. We use an in- house correlation to compute the extrusion FAV or FAV “as
is” (FAVas is) which includes extractables by considering the FAVW&D and the hot water
extractables.
Akkapeddi et al. 21 give a similar correlation that uses Mw instead of Mn .

This correlation

measures FAV with an 11% polymer solution in 90% formic acid at 25 °C.
FAV = 9.38 ×10 −9 M w2.15

(2.54)

2.5.4. Sulfuric Acid Relative Viscosity
Solution viscosity tests involve first dissolving a polymer sample in a solvent. We record the
efflux time of the polymer solution through the apparatus. We also record the efflux time of the
pure solvent in the same apparatus. The relative viscosity is the ratio of the efflux time of the
polymer solution to that of the pure solvent.

There are “as is” and “W&D” flavors of the sulfuric acid relative viscosity (RVS) like with FAV.
Again, we use in- house correlations derived from in- house data.

The RVSW&D is the ratio between the viscosities of a pure nylon-6 solution in sulfuric acid and
pure sulfuric acid. An example of a similar correlation for a 0.01 g/mL sample in 95.7% sulfuric
acid at 20 °C in the open literature appears in Xie:22
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RVS =

Mn
+1
11500

(2.55)

2.6. Phase Equilibrium
2.6.1. Introduction
We work with polymer process systems that involve mass transfer between coexisting phases.
We must model phase equilibrium in order to rigorously model mass and energy balances. The
process systems we consider simultaneously undergo chemical reaction, crystallization and
transport phenomena. They all influence the phase equilibrium.
The basic definition of equilibrium is the chemical potential µi of n species in π phases are equal.
Since the temperature for all phases in equilibrium is the same, we can rewrite the definition with
the fugacity of each species f i.

µiα = µiβ = L = µiπ

( i = 1,2,K , n )

(2.56)

fiα = fi β = L = fiπ

( i = 1,2, K, n )

(2.57)

Furthermore, it is typically more convenient to calculate a fugacity coefficient or an activity
coefficient rather than the fugacity itself.

Activity-coefficient models (ACMs) and equations of state (EOSs) are two approaches to
modeling phase equilibrium. An ACM is only applicable to the liquid phase. We then generally
use an EOS to model the vapor phase. An ACM is useful for calculating the fugacity coefficient
and Gibbs energy, but is not convenient for enthalpies or densities. We therefore also need other
models for the enthalpies and densities. An EOS has the advantage of being able to calculate
enthalpies and densities as well as phase equilibrium.
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Modeling phase equilibrium for polymer systems is more complex than that of conventional
systems, because polymers are variable collections of segments. Besides their complex structure,
polymers are also much larger than conventional materials. It is possible that only a small
selection of segments within a single chain, rather than the entire chain, might interact with a
conventional molecule. There are also interactions between segments within the same chain or
other chains. Same segments of a chain can be isolated within a crystallite and not participate in
interactions.

Classical activity-coefficient models and equations of state need to be extended in order to be
useful for polymer systems. One popular combination of ACM and vapor EOS is the PolymerNRTL2 model with the ideal-gas law. A recent EOS extended for polymers is the PerturbedChain Statistical Associating Fluid Theory EOS.23

We must decide whether to use an ACM or an EOS for thermodynamic property modeling in the
liquid phase for solutions. Bokis et al.24 present guidelines to help choose which type of property
model to use. Typically, we use ACMs at low to moderate pressures (i.e., atmospheric to 10 bar).
At high pressure (i.e., above 10 bar), we use EOSs. This is primarily due to the fact that ACMs
do not consider compressibility of liquids, while EOSs do. ACMs can also handle a higher
degree of non- ideality than EOSs.

2.6.2. Polymer Non-Random Two-Liquid Model
Our system is at low pressure, so right away we know to choose an ACM. The well-known NonRandom Two-Liquid (NRTL)1,25 ACM is excellent for modeling phase equilibrium of strongly
non- ideal mixtures of alcohols, hydrocarbons, water, and other conventional species, whether
polar or non-polar. Chen2 combined the NRTL model with the Flory-Huggins26,27 (FH) model so
that it could treat polymeric species. The result is the Polymer-NRTL model, which, in light of
the components shown in Section 2.2, is suitable for our work.

The NRTL equation is applicable to vapor- liquid (VLE) and liquid- liquid equilibria (LLE). For
a binary mixture, we have
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τ12 =

 τ G

gE
τ G
= x1x2  12 21 + 12 12 
RT
 x1 + x2G21 x2 + x1G12 

(2.58)

g12 − g 22 ∆g12
=
RT
RT

(2.59)

g 21 − g11 ∆g 21
=
RT
RT

τ 21 =

G12 = exp ( −α 12τ 12 ) G21 = exp ( −α12τ 21 )

(2.60)

2
  G


τ 12G12
21

ln γ 1 = x τ 21 
+

2
  x1 + x2G 21  ( x2 + x1G12 ) 

(2.61)

2
  G


τ 21G21
12

ln γ 2 = x τ 12 
+

2
  x2 + x1G12  ( x1 + x2G 21 ) 

(2.62)

with activity coefficients

2
2

2
1

where gE is the molar excess Gibbs energy; R is the ideal gas law; T is the system temperature; γi
is the activity coefficient for component i; x i is the liquid mole fraction of component i; τij is the
temperature-dependent binary interaction parameter; gij is an energy parameter characteristic of
the i-j interaction; ∆g12 and ∆g21 are the first two binary parameters; and α 12 is the third and final
binary parameter, which characterizes the non-randomness of the mixture. The value of α 12
usually varies between 0.20 and 0.47, but we typically set α 12 to 0.3 if we lack experimental data
to suggest a more appropriate value.28
The NRTL equation extended for multicomponent systems is29

N

N
gE
= ∑ xi
RT
i

∑τ

ji

G ji x j

j

(2.63)

N

∑G

x

ki k

k
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with activity coefficients

N

ln γ i =

∑τ jiG ji x j
j

N

∑G

x

ki k

k

N

∑k xkτ kjGkj
N
x j Gij 
 τ ij − N
+∑ N
j
∑k Gkj xk 
∑k Gkj xk








(2.64)

With the expressions for the activity coefficients as functions of liquid-phase composition and
temperature, we can get the VLE by solving simultaneously all the equations of equilibrium. We
have a modified Raoult’s law
yi P = γ i xi Pi sat

(2.65)

for every component i in the mixture, where yi is the vapor mole fraction of component i; and
Pisat is the vapor pressure of component i.
Flory26 and Huggins27 independently developed a theory based on the lattice model to account
for the effects of the entropy of mixing in polymer/solvent systems. The thermodynamic mixing
properties are the sum of two parts: combinatorial contribution (denoted by superscript C) and
residual contribution (denoted by superscript R).
∆S mix = ∆S C + S R

(2.66)

∆G C ∆S C
=
RT
R

(2.67)

∆G mix ∆GC GR
=
+
= N1 ln Φ1* + N 2 ln Φ *2 + χΦ*1Φ*2 ( N1 + rN 2 )
RT
RT
RT

(2.68)

−
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Φ1* =

N1
N1 + rN 2

Φ *2 =

rN 2
N1 + rN 2

(2.69)

where r is the chain length of polymer; 1 is for solvents and monomers; 2 is for polymer; and χ is
the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, which is determined by intermolecular forces.

The activity coefficient of the solvent is
  1   1
ln γ 1 = ln 1 −  1 −  Φ *2  +  1 −  Φ*2 + χ Φ*22
  r   r

(2.70)

Chen2 proposed to represent the Gibbs energy of mixing for a polymer solution as the sum of the
local composition contribution (∆Glc) and the configuration entropy of mixing (∆Sconfig ).

∆G ∆Glc ∆S config
=
−
RT
RT
R

(2.71)

The Flory-Huggins expression represents ∆Sconfig .
−∆S config −∆S FH


=
= ∑ ni ln φi  ∑ ni mi 
R
R
i
 i


φi =

ni mi
N

∑n m
i

(2.72)

(2.73)

i

i

where mi is the ratio of the free volume of polymer i to that of a reference solvent. We consider
mi as a binary parameter if there is more than one solvent present in the polymer solution.
Furthermore, mi becomes equivalent to the degree of polymerization of the polymeric species ri
if we assume that the free volumes of all segments and solvents are constant.
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The expression for the local composition is a modified NRTL equation. We represent a system
with multiple solvents and one polymer species with multiple segments as

∆G lc ∆G NRTL
=
= ∑ s ns
RT
RT

∑ xG τ
∑ xG
j

j

js

j

j

+ n p ∑ i ri, p

js

js

∑ xGτ
∑ xG
j

j

j

ji

j

ji

(2.74)

ji

where i represents the segments in polymer species p, and j stands for all polymer segments and
all solvents.

We substitute Equations (2.72) and (2.74) into Equation (2.71) to give

∆G
= ∑ s ns
RT

∑ xG τ
∑ xG
j

j

j

js

j

js

js

+ n p ∑ i ri, p

∑ xG τ
∑ xG
j

j

j

ji

j

ji

ji



+ ∑ ni ln φi  ∑ ni mi 
i
 i


(2.75)

We find the activity coefficient of species i in the polymer solution by summing the NRTL and
Flory-Huggins contributions.
ln γ i = ln γ iNRTL + ln γ iFH

(2.76)

where

ln γ iNRTL
=
=s

∑ xG τ
∑ xG
j

j

js

k

k

ks

js

+∑j


∑ xkGkjτ kj 
τ js − k
∑ k xk Gkj 
∑ k xkGkj 
x jG js

 ∑ j x jG jiτ ji
x jG ji
ln γ iNRTL
=
r

+
∑
∑
=p
i i ,p
j
 ∑ k xk Gki
∑k xk Gkj

ln γ i

FH


∑ xk Gkjτ kj  
τ ij − k

∑k xkGkj  


 φj
φ 
= ln  i  + 1 − mi ∑ j 
m
 χi 
 j
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(2.77)

(2.78)

(2.79)

We rewrite τij as follows with temperature units in Kelvin:

τ ij = aij +

bij
T

+ cij ln T

(2.80)

We use aij and bij binary interaction parameters for PET from AspenTech.30 We set cij equal to
0.3 for all binary interactions.
We find the aij through cij binary interaction parameters from Seavey et al. 31 for the following
pairs: water/caprolactam, water/nylon-6 segment, and caprolactam/nylon-6 segment. We list
them in Tables 2.21 to 2.23, respectively. We set the parameters for other interactions in the
nylon-6 system to zero.

Table 2.21. Polymer-NRTL a ij binary interaction parameters for water/caprolactam/nylon-6 segment mixture.
Parameters from Seavey et al.31

i,j

W

CL

bACA

W

0.0

-0.313

0.0

CL

0.628

0.0

0.0

bACA

0.0

0.0

0.0

Table 2.22. Polymer-NRTL b ij binary interaction parameters for water/caprolactam/nylon-6 segment mixture.
Parameters from Seavey et al.31

i,j

W

CL

bACA

W

0.0

-15.4

297

CL

-13.7

0.0

265

bACA

-601

207

0.0
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Table 2.23. Polymer-NRTL cij binary interaction parameters for water/caprolactam/nylon-6 segment
mixture.31

i,j

W

CL

bACA

W

0.0

0.0495

0.0

CL

-0.0898

0.0

0.0

bACA

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.6.3. Ideal-Gas Law
The most simplistic equation of state is the ideal- gas law,

Pv = RT

(2.81)

where P is the pressure; v is the molar volume; R is the ideal-gas constant; and T is the
temperature. The ideal- gas state assumes there are no molecular interactions. It is useful for
predicting the molar volume or density of the vapor phase for conventional species. It gives
acceptable results for real gases at low pressures.

2.6.4. Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating Fluid Theory Model
Chapman et al. 32 developed the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) equation of state.
They developed it with associating fluids (including polymers) in mind.

They wrote their

equation in the form of the residual Helmholtz energy aˆ res per mole, which can then be used to
derive other thermodynamic expressions. Their equation for aˆ res is the sum of three energy
terms: (1) segment aˆ seg ; (2) chain aˆ chain ; and (3) association aˆ assoc ,
aˆ res = aˆ seg + aˆ chain + aˆ assoc

(2.82)

aˆ res = aˆ seg ( m ρ , T ;σ , ε ) + aˆ chain ( ρ; d , m ) + aˆ assoc ( ρ , T ; d , ε AB , κ AB )

(2.83)

which is short for
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where m is the effective number of segments within a molecule; ρ is the molar density of the
molecule; T is the temperature; σ is the temperature-independent, Lennard-Jones (LJ) sphere
diameter of the segment; ε is the LJ energy of dispersion between segments; d is the temperaturedependent hard sphere diameter of the segment; ε AB is the association energy of interaction; and
κAB is the volume of interaction. aˆ seg is the contribution from segment-segment interactions (LJ
interactions). aˆ chain is from covalent chain- forming bonds among the LJ segments. aˆ assoc is for
the increment due to site-site specific interactions among the segments such as hydrogenbonding interactions. Chapman et al. expressed aˆ assoc for both pure components and mixtures.
Chapmen et al. provided detailed expressions for aˆ seg , aˆ chain , and aˆ assoc .

The association term for pure components is

aˆ assoc

XA 1
A
= ∑ ln X −
+ M
RT
2  2
A 

(2.84)

where M is the number of association sites on each molecule; XA is the mole fraction of
molecules not bonded at site A; and Σ A is the sum over all associating sites on the molecule.
They calculated XA by



X = 1 + N Av ∑ ρ X B ∆ AB 

B


−1

A

( summation over all sites: A, B, C, K)

(2.85)

where NAv is Avogadro’s number and ∆AB is the association strength. They approximated ∆AB as

∆

AB

= d g( d)
3

seg

κ

AB
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 ε AB  
exp 
 − 1
 kT  


(2.86)

where g(d)seg is the segment radial distribution function and k is Boltzmann’s constant. They
approximated g(d)seg as the hard sphere radial distribution function in terms of η, the reduced
density.

g (d)

seg

≈ g (d) =

η=

hs

2 −η
2 (1 −η )

3

π NAv
ρ d 3m
6

(2.87)

(2.88)

They calculate d as

 kT

d =σ f 
, m =1
 ε


(2.89)

where f(kT/ε,m) is a generic function of the reduced temperature,

 kT 
f
, m =
 ε


0.2977 kT
ε
2
0.33163kT
 kT 
1+
+ f (m )  
ε
 ε 
1+

(2.90)

where

f ( m ) = 0.0010477 + 0.025337

m −1
1

(2.91)

The association term for mixtures is
 

aˆ assoc
X Ai  1
A
= ∑ X i  ∑  ln X i −
 + Mi 
RT
2  2
i
 Ai 
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(2.92)

where X Ai is the mole fraction of molecules i not bonded at site A,

X

Ai



B
AB
= 1 + NAv ∑∑ ρ j X j ∆ i j 
j Bj



−1

 Σ over all sites on molecule j: A j , B j , C j ,K ; 
 Bj
 (2.93)
 Σ over all components

 j


which depends on the molar density ρj and on the association strength ∆ Ai B j .
ρ j = X j ρmix

∆

= d ij gij ( dij )

Ai B j

3

seg

κ

A iB j

(2.94)


 ε Ai B j
 exp 
 kT


 
 − 1
 

(2.95)

The segment radial distribution function is for mixtures of hard spheres,

g ij ( d ij )

seg

≈ gij ( dij )

hs

g ii ( dii )

seg

2

 3diid jj 
3diid jj
1
ζ2
ζ 22
=
+
+
2


2
1 − ζ 3 d ii + d jj (1 − ζ 3 )2
 d ii + d jj  (1 − ζ 3 )

≈ gii ( dii )

(2.96)

2

hs

1
3d ii
ζ2
ζ 22
 d ii 
=
+
+ 2 
2
1−ζ 3
2 (1 − ζ 3 ) 2
 2  (1 − ζ 3 )

(2.97)

where ζk=0,1,2,3 is a function of density and ζ3 equals the segment packing fraction.

ζk =

π N Av
ρ ∑ X imi d ii k
6
i

(2.98)

The chain term is

(

aˆ chain
hs
= ∑ X i (1 − mi ) ln gii ( d ii )
RT
i
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)

(2.99)

where gii is the hard sphere pair correlation function for the interaction of two spheres i in a
mixture of spheres, evaluated at the hard sphere contact.

The LJ segment term is
aˆ seg = aˆ 0seg ∑ X i mi

(2.100)

i

where aˆ0seg is the residual Helmholtz energy of non-associated spherical segments, and Σ iXimi is a
ratio of the number of segments to the number of molecules in the fluid. They assumed that
segments are LJ spheres and have two terms for aˆ0seg , which are the hard sphere (reference) and
dispersion (perturbation) parts of the LJ intermolecular potential.

aˆ0seg = aˆ 0hs + aˆ0disp

( reference + perturbation )

(2.101)

The hard sphere term for pure components and mixtures is

aˆ 0hs 4η − 3η 2
=
RT (1 − η )2

(2.102)

where η is a segment packing fraction (reduced density), which assumes van der Waals one-fluid
theory (vdW1) for mixtures.

η=

π N Av
ρ d 3m
6

η=

( pure components)

π NAv
ρ d 3 ∑ X i mi
6
i

The dispersion term is
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( mixtures )

(2.103)

(2.104)

aˆ0disp =

disp

ε R  disp A02
A
+
 01

k 
TR 

(2.105)

where
disp
aˆ01
= ρ R  −8.5959 − 4.5424 ρ R − 2.1268ρ R2 + 10.285ρ R3 

(2.106)

disp
aˆ02
= ρ R  −1.9075 + 9.9724 ρR − 22.216ρ R2 + 15.904ρ R3 

(2.107)

where TR = kT/ε (reduced temperature), and ρR = [6/(20.5π)]η (reduced density).
The SAFT equation of state requires three molecular parameters for each pure component: (1) σ,
segment diameter in angstroms; (2) ε/k, the LJ interaction energy in Kelvins; and (3) m, the
number of segments per chain molecule. It uses two association parameters for each site-site
interaction: (1) ε Ai B j k , the association energy in Kelvins; and (2) κ Ai B j , the volume of
interaction (dimensionless). All of these parameters are temperature-independent.
Huang and Radosz modified the dispersion term in the SAFT equation for pure components33
and mixtures,34

i

aˆ 0disp
u 
= ∑∑ Dij  
RT
 kT 
i
j

η 
 τ 

j

(2.108)

where Dij are universal constants; u/k is the temperature-dependent dispersion energy of
interaction between segments; and τ = 0.74048.

They wrote an alternate, but equivalent,

equation for η,
η = τρ mv0
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(2.109)

where v 0 is the temperature-dependent segment molar volume in a close-packed arrangement.
They rearranged Equation (2.109) and substituted in Equation (2.103) to calculate v 0 .

v0 =

π N Av 3
d
6τ

(2.110)

They also used a temperature-independent segment molar volume at absolute zero, v 00 ,

v 00 =

π N Av 3
σ
6τ

(2.111)

Huang and Radosz also related d and σ differently than Chapman et al.,


 −3u 0  
d = σ 1 − 0.12exp 

 kT  


(2.112)

and consequently v 0 and v 00 as,

3


 −3u 0  
v = v 1 − 0.12exp 

 kT  

0

00

(2.113)

where u0 /k is the temperature- independent dispersion energy of interaction between segments.
They related u and u0 by
e 
0 
u = u 1 +

 kT 

where e/k is a constant usually equal to 10.

Equation (2.114) is for pure components, while mixtures use
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(2.114)

u
=
kT

 uij  0
  ( v )ij
j
 kT 
∑ ∑ X i X jm i m j ( v 0 )

∑∑ X X m m
i

i

i

j

i

j

(2.115)

ij

j

where

(v )
0

ij

13
13 
1
=  ( v0 ) + ( v 0 )  

i
j 

2 

3

uij = uiiu jj (1 − kij )

(2.116)

(2.117)

where k ij is an empirical binary parameter fitted to experimental data.
The SAFT version of Huang and Radosz requires three molecular temperature- independent
parameters for each pure component: (1) v 00 , segment volume in mL/mol of segments; (2) u0 /k,
the dispersion energy of interaction in Kelvins; and (3) m, the number of segments per chain
molecule.

It uses two temperature- independent association parameters for each site-site

interaction: (1) ε Ai B j k , the association energy in Kelvins; and (2) κ Ai B j , the volume of
interaction (dimensionless). The dispersion term has one adjustable binary interaction parameter,
k ij.
Huang and Radosz used a dispersion term that was derived by fitting a perturbation expansion to
the experimental data of argon. This dispersion term does not account for the non-spherical
shape of molecules.
Gross and Sadowski23,35 instead used a hard-chain fluid as the reference for the perturbation
theory. Their modification is applicable to mixtures of small spherical molecules such as gases,
non-spherical solvents, and chainlike polymers. Their modified version of SAFT is known as
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Perturbed-Chain SAFT (PC-SAFT). They derived PC-SAFT in terms of the reduced residual
Helmholtz free energy along with slightly different notation.

a% res =

Ares aˆ res
=
Nkt RT

(2.118)

They began by expressing a% res as a combination of a hard-chain reference contribution a% hc , a
dispersion contribution a% disp , and an association contribution a% assoc .
a% res = a% hc + a%disp + a%assoc

(2.119)

The hard-chain reference contribution is
a% hc = ma% hs − ∑ xi ( mi − 1) ln giihs (σ ii )

(2.120)

i

where m is the mean segment number in the mixture is
m = ∑ xi mi

(2.121)

i

and the radial distribution function of the hard-sphere fluid g ijhs is

2

 3d id j 
3d i d j
1
ζ2
ζ 22
g =
+
+
2


2
1 − ζ 3 d i + d j (1 − ζ 3 ) 2
 di + d j  (1 − ζ 3 )
hs
ij

(2.122)

The reduced Helmholtz energy of the hard-sphere fluid on a per-segment basis a% hs is

a% hs =


 ζ 32

Ahs
1  3ζ 1ζ 2
ζ32
= 
+
+  2 − ζ 0  ln (1 − ζ 3 )
2
Ns kT ζ 0  (1 − ζ 3 ) ζ 3 (1 − ζ 3 )  ζ 3
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(2.123)

where

ζn =

π
ρ ∑ xi mi din
6 i

n ∈ {0,1,2,3}

(2.124)

and the temperature-dependent segment diameter di of component i is

 −3ε i  
d i = σ i 1 − 0.12exp 

 kT  


(2.125)

a% disp = −2πρ I1 (η , m ) m 2εσ 3 − πρ m C1 I 2 (η , m ) m 2ε 2σ 3

(2.126)

The dispersion contribution is

where C1 is an abbreviation for compressibility expression,


8η − 2η 2
20η − 27η 2 + 12η 3 − 2η 4 


C1 = 1 + m
+ (1 − m )
4
2


1
−
η
( )
 (1 −η )( 2 − η )



−1

(2.127)

and m 2εσ 3 and m 2ε 2σ 3 are also abbreviations,

ε 
m 2εσ 3 = ∑∑ xi x jm im j  ij σ ij3
i
j
 kT 

 ε ij
m ε σ = ∑ ∑ xi x jm im j 
i
j
 kT
2

2

3

where
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(2.128)

2

 3
 σ ij


(2.129)

σ ij =

1
(σ i + σ j )
2

(2.130)

ε ij = ε iε j (1 − kij )

(2.131)

They used power series in density for the integrals of the perturbation theory

6

I1 (η , m ) = ∑ ai ( m)η

i

(2.132)

i

(2.133)

i =0

6

I 2 (η , m ) = ∑ bi ( m )η
i= 0

where the coefficients ai and bi depend on the chain length

ai ( m ) = a0 i +

m −1
m −1 m − 2
a1i +
a2 i
m
m
m

(2.134)

bi ( m ) = b0i +

m −1
m −1 m − 2
b1i +
b2i
m
m
m

(2.135)

where a0i, a1i, a2i, b0i, b1i, and b2i are universal model constants given in Table 2.24.

Table 2.24. Universal model constants for PC-SAFT.23
i

a0i

a1i

a2i

0

0.9105631445

-0.3084016918

-0.0906148351

1

0.6361281449

0.1860531159

0.4527842806

2

2.6861347891

-2.5030047259

0.5962700728

3

-26.547362491

21.419793629

-1.7241829131

4

97.759208784

-65.255885330

-4.1302112531
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5

-159.59154087

83.318680481

13.776631870

6

91.297774084

-33.746922930

-8.6728470368

i

b0i

b1i

b2i

0

0.7240946941

-0.5755498075

0.0976883116

1

2.2382791861

0.6995095521

-0.2557574982

2

-4.0025849485

3.8925673390

-9.1558561530

3

-21.003576815

-17.215471648

20.642075974

4

26.855641363

192.67226447

-38.804430052

5

206.55133841

-161.82646165

93.626774077

6

-355.602356122

-165.20769346

-29.666905585

The association contribution is the same used by both Chapman et al.32 and Huang and
Radosz. 33,34

The PC-SAFT equation of state uses three pure-component parameters: (1) the number of
segments per chain mi; (2) the segment diameter σi in Å; the segment energy parameter ε i/k in
Kelvins. There are two association parameters for each site-site interaction: (1) the association
energy (well depth) ε Ai B j k in Kelvins; and (2) the effective association volume (well width)
κ

Ai B j

, which is dimensionless.

There is one adjustable, temperature- independent binary

interaction parameter, k ij to correct the segment-segment interactions of unlike chains in the
dispersion term. The interactions between different segment types of different chains, such as in
copolymer systems, requires k ij.
Gross and Sadowski,36 Tumakaka et al.,37 and Gross et al. 38 use the PC-SAFT equation of state to
model phase equilibria of polymer systems. Their work includes high-pressure LLE and lowpressure VLE for binary and ternary mixtures of polymers, copolymers, solvents, and gases.
von Solms et al. 39 simplified PC-SAFT with a couple of modifications. The results using their
simplifications hold up well to the original version while significantly decreasing the
computational time required. The original PC-SAFT uses Equation (2.123) for a% hs and Equation
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(2.122) for g ijhs . Their first simplified version uses Equation (2.123) for a% hs , but assumes that all
of the segments in the mixture have the same diameter as in
 ∑ xi mi di3 

d =  i

 ∑ xi mi 
 i


13

(2.136)

so that

g ijhs ( d ) =

1 −η 2

(2.137)

(1 − η )

3

Their second simplified version also uses Equation (2.137) for g ijhs , but simplifies a% hs with
Equation (2.136) as in

a% hs =

4η − 3η 2

(1 −η )

(2.138)

2

Kouskoumvekaki et al. 40 use the simplified PC-SAFT equation of state for VLE of binary and
ternary mixtures of nylon-6 with several solvents. Table 2.25 lists the parameters for nylon-6,
CL, W, and HAC. Their published results are not perfect, but they show that using the PC-SAFT
equation of state is a valid approach to modeling the phase equilibria of nylon systems. They felt
that the number of sites used to represent water may be a cause of some error. Four sites should
probably be used for water rather than the typical two sites. We could refine the parameters for
nylon-6 systems a little more. We could also regress parameters for PET systems.

Table 2.25. PC-SAFT parameters for nylon-6, caprolactam, water, and acetic acid. 40

Component

m/M

σ

ε/k

ε AB/k

(Å)

(K)

(K)
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κAB

nylon-6

0.036

3.38

335.374

1623

0.003995

ε-caprolactam

0.036

3.551

335.374

1623

0.003995

water

0.059

3.0007

366.510

2501

0.034868

acetic acid

0.039

3.185

199.901

2757

0.2599

2.6.5. Considering Polymer as a Pseudo-Liquid
Obviously, there is always a solid phase present in any solid-state polymer process. However, a
solid-state polymer process always operates below the melting-point of the polymer.

All

reactions and mass transfer occur above the glass-transition temperature so that there is sufficient
energy for molecular mobility. The condensed phase of a polymer can be a liquid-like melt, an
amorphous solid, or a semi- crystalline solid state. The polymer always exists in a condensed
phase.

Semi-crystalline polymers are never 100% crystalline so there is always an amorphous phase
present. The amorphous phase behaves just like the melt. Conventional species may be soluble
in amorphous solid. The crystalline phase rejects conventional species and we therefore consider
it thermodynamically inert and not involved in phase equilibrium.

Solid-state polymer reactors and crystallizers typically have an inert gas or air flowing through a
bed of polymer pellets, while polymer leachers use hot water instead.

We consider the

conventional species removed from pellets at high temperatures to vaporize instantly. We treat
the solid polymer as a pseudo- liquid in all phase-equilibrium calculations.

2.6.6. Interfacial Concentration Equilibrium
The concentration of the volatile components at the surface Cs,i of the polymer pellets serves as
one of the boundary conditions in the diffusional mass balance of volatile components (a partial
differential equation).

This surface concentration may also be referred to as the interfacial

concentration between the polymer pellet (pseudo- liquid phase) and the carrier gas (vapor phase)
or washwater (liquid phase). We may assume that the surface concentration is in equilibrium
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with the carrier phase and use either a VLE or LLE calculation to determine the interfacial mole
fraction, which we then use to determine the interfacial molar concentration.

γ i xi =

yi P
= γ iL xiL
sat
Pi

(2.139)

where γi is the activity coefficient of component i; x i is the mole fraction of component i; Pisat is
the vapor pressure of component i; P is the system pressure; and the superscript L refers to the
bulk liquid phase.
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Nomenclature
English Symbols

Description

a

Mark-Houwink-Sakurada parameter

aij

binary interaction parameter (POLYNRTL)

bij

binary interaction parameter (POLYNRTL), K

C

heat capacity, J/kmol⋅K

cij

binary interaction parameter (POLYNRTL)

DP

degree of polymerization

f

molar flow rate, kmol/hr

H

enthalpy, J/kmol

k

Boltzmann’s constant, J/K

K

Mark-Houwink-Sakurada parameter

k ij

temperature-dependent binary interaction parameter (PC-SAFT)

m

segments per chain (PC-SAFT)

M

molecular weight, kg/kmol

P

pressure, Pa

PDI

polydispersity index

R

ideal-gas constant, m3 ⋅Pa/kmol⋅K

T

temperature, K

v

molar volume, m3 /kmol

x

liquid mole fraction, kmol/kmol

y

vapor mole fraction, kmol/kmo l

z

mass fraction, kg/kg

Greek Symbols
γ

activity coefficient

ε/k

segment energy parameter (PC-SAFT), K

ε AB/k

association energy (PC-SAFT), K

η

viscosity, inh: dL/g, sp: dimensionless

[η]

intrinsic viscosity, dL/g

κ

association volume (PC-SAFT)
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λ

molecular weight moment, kmol/hr

µ

viscosity, Pa⋅s

ρ

mass density, kg/m3

ρ̂

molar density, kmol/m3

σ

segment diameter (PC-SAFT), A

τ

temperature-dependent binary interaction parameter (POLYNRTL)

χ

multiplier for hot water and formic acid extractables content

o

Subscripts
acid

acid end groups

amine

amine end groups

c

critical

cond

condensation

E

extrusion

f

formation

g

glass-transition

i

component index

inh

inherent

m

melting-point

P

constant pressure

polymer

polymer

n

number-average

ref

reference

rel

relative

rxn

reaction

s

surface

seg

segment

sp

specific

sub

sublimation

v

viscosity-average
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w

weight-average

W&D

washed-and-dried

x

crystallization

z

z-average

Superscripts
0

standard

a

amorphous phase

c

crystalline phase

ig

ideal-gas

L

liquid phase

res

residual

sat

saturated

V

vapor phase
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3. Crystallinity and Crystallization Kinetics
3.1. Introduction
We discuss polymer crystallinity and its modeling in a polymer process system. Knowing the
crystallinity is important when dealing with solid, semi-crystalline polymer. The crystallinity
affects thermodynamic properties, mass transfer, and polymerization kinetics. We give a brief
discussion of polymer morphology as it relates to our work, and then describe the common
approaches to predicting the degree of crystallinity.

Semi-crystalline polymers at temperatures between their glass-transition temperature Tg and
melting temperature Tm have two phases present: the crystalline phase and the amorphous phase.
The literature suggests that all the components (both conventional and polymeric) may exist in
the amorphous phase, but only bound groups can possibly exist in the crystalline phase.1,2,3 This
changes the way we measure component concentrations.

Physical properties for the two phases are different. We need to know the sizes of the two
phases. We can then use a simple relationship to determine the properties for the entire sample.

Finally, when modeling these systems, we need to predict the crystallinity in the polymer pellets
over the course of the entire production time. We discuss growth and nucleation of crystallites
with the polymer. Then we present popular approaches to modeling the crystallization kinetics.
We show the equations and parameters we use in our research.

Many researchers neglect crystallization kine tics in their work.

Some of them mention

crystallinity and how it affects solid-state polymer systems, but they either do not measure it or
they treat it as constant. Table 3.1 lists much of the published work on modeling solid-state
polymerization and specifies: the year of publication, whether crystallinity or crystallization
kinetics was included in the work, and which polymers they studied. In some cases, there is only
mention of crystallinity, but the equations for diffusion or reaction are not functions of
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crystallinity. There are instances where the diffusivity equation is a function of crystallinity
since it is based on free-volume.

Table 3.1 includes polyesters and polyamides. The polyesters are poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET), poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT), and poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN).

The

polyamides are nylon-6, nylon-4,6, nylon-6,6, and nylon-6,10.

Table 3.1. A list of which pu blished works for solid-state polymerization included crystallinity or
crystallization kinetics.

Researcher(s)

Year

Crystallinity

Crystallization

Polymer(s)

Kinetics
Griskey and Lee4

1966

nylon-6,6

Hsu5

1967

PET

Chen et al.6

1969

Bamford and Wayne 7

1969

X

Chang 8

1970

X

Meyer2

1973

X

polyamides

Gaymans et al.9

1982

X

nylon-6

Gostoli et al.3

1984

X

PBT

Jabarin and Lofgren10

1986

X

PET

Chen and Chen11

1987

X

PET

Kaushik and Gupta 12

1992

X

nylon-6

1993

X

Yoon et al.14

1993

X

PET

Kulkarni and Gupta 15

1994

X

nylon-6

Tang et al.16

1995

Devotta and
Mashelkar13

Wu et al.17
18

Srinivasan et al.

PET; nylon-6,6;
nylon-6,10
PET
X

X

PET

PET

PET

1997

X

PET

1998

X

nylon-4,6; nylon-6,6
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Kang 19

1998

X

X

Mallon and Ray20

1998

X

X

Li et al.21

2000

X

X

nylon-6,6

Li et al.22

2001

X

X

nylon-6

Duh23

2001

X

PET

Xie24

2001

X

nylon-6

Sun and Shieh25

2001

Yao et al.26

2001

X

nylon-6,6

Yao and McAuley27

2001

X

nylon-6,6

Wang and Deng 28

2002

X

Kim and Jabarin29

2003

X

Algeri and Rovaglio30

2004

X

PET
PET; nylon-6; nylon6,6

PEN

X

PET
PET

X

PET

It is understandable that the earliest work was not sophisticated enough to include crystallization
kinetics. It is surprising that most of the literature published during 2001 does not include
crystallization kinetics. The literature published after 2001 do not all include crystallization
kinetics even though they are derivatives of the models by Kang (1998) and Mallon and Ray
(1998), which is even more surprising.

We present more details on the crystallinity and crystallization kinetics in the remainder of this
chapter. Section 3.2 summarizes polymer crystallinity. Section 3.3 presents crystallization
kinetics.

3.2. Polymer Crystallinity
3.2.1. Introduction
Solid polymers are generally either amorphous or semi- crystalline (part amorphous and part
crystalline). It is not common for a polymer to be purely crystalline. The transition temperatures
define the boundaries for the existence of crystalline material within the polymer.

The

amorphous and crystalline fractions appear as separate phases. We can characterize the amount
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of crystalline material present as the degree of crystallinity. The degree of crystallinity affects
the physical properties, composition, diffusivity, and polymerization kinetics.

3.2.2. Phase Transitions
Van Krevelen31 gives an excellent review of polymer phase transitions. We summarize aspects
that are relevant to our research.

We deal only with linear, semi-crystalline, thermoplastic

polymers.

Conventional molecules transition between three states: solid, liquid, and gas. Polymers break
down before they can vaporize. Polymers transition between two states: solid and liquid (melt).
However, the solid state for polymers is more complex than that of conventional molecules.
There are primary and secondary transitions within the solid state.

Polymers typically exhibit three states, which are glassy, rubbery, and semi-crystalline. The
transitions between these states are the primary transitions, which occur at temperatures at which
there is significant mobility in the backbone segments.

Secondary transitions occur at

temperatures where other groups have mobility. Most polymers with significant regularity in the
backbone may crystallize.

Linear, amorphous polymers soften when heated to the glass-rubber transition temperature Tg .
Tg represents the lower limit of usefulness for a rubber and the upper lit of an amorphous
thermoplastic. There is a diffuse rubbery- liquid transition temperature that is a strong function
of the molecular mass. Thermal decomposition also depends on molecular mass. An amorphous
polymer can go from glassy to rubbery to diffuse rubbery to viscous liquid to decomposition.
Secondary transitions may occur below Tg .
Linear, semi-crystalline polymers have a Tg and a crystalline- melt transition temperature Tm .
Crystalline material does not exist above this temperature. Tm represents the upper limit of
usefulness of plastics and the lower limit of rubbers. There are secondary transitions below Tm ,
such as transformations from one type of crystal to another. Between Tg and Tm , the polymer
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exhibits a leathery state. Above Tm , there is a diffuse rubbery state before transitioning to
viscous liquid or decomposition.

3.2.3. Amorphous Phase
Amorphous polymer chains are unordered. There is no structured alignment between the chains.
Amorphous chains in a solid behave the same as those in a melt (where only amorphous chains
exist). We illustrate amorphous chains in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Amorphous polymer chains.

Conventional molecules and amorphous chains in a solid form what is referred to as the
amorphous phase. None of these species interacts with one another to form a well-defined
structural arrangement. All monomers, condensates, additives, byproducts, end groups, and
some very small oligomers (e.g., cyclic dimers) exist only in the amorphous phase. Bound
groups may be in the amorphous phase or possibly the crystalline phase if conditions permit.

3.2.4. Crystalline Phase
Polymer chains with highly regular backbones may arrange themselves in highly ordered, threedimensional structural arrangements.

The chains typically fold regularly to form lamellar

structures that stack upon each other as crystals. These crystals add up to spherically symmetric
arrays called spherulites if there are no outside stresses acting on them. The tight packing of the
spherulites has a higher density than amorphous material. As the spherulites grow in size, they
reject conventional species. Only bound groups compose the spherulites. End groups lie just
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outside the spherulites. The sum of the spherulites represent the crystalline phase. We illustrate
lamellar chains (crystallites) in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Crystalline polymer chains.

3.2.5. Degree of Crystallinity
We can use the mass fraction zc or volume fraction φ c of the crystalline phase at any time as our
measure of crystallinity. We refer to this fraction as the degree of crystallinity. Thermodynamic
properties for semi-crystalline polymers often use zc, while crystallization kinetics often use φ c.
The mass fraction of the amorphous za phase is simply 1 – zc. We can convert between zc and φ c
via the following relationship:

φc =

zc
+
ρc

zc
ρc
(1 − zc )

(3.1)

ρa

where ?c and ?a are the densities of crystalline and amorphous polymer, respectively.

Knowing the degree of crystallinity is also essential to estimating whether polymer pellets will
stick together in the process such as in the transfer lines, crystallizer, or reactor. The temperature
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at which pellets stick together and form an intractable mass capable of shutting down the process
is the sticking temperature.

For example, an amorphous polyester may have a sticking

temperature of 70 °C; whereas the sticking temperature may be 230-240 °C for a crystallized
polyester.32 Balint et al. recommend that the zc of the polymer is at least 0.5 to avoid sticking.

Figure 3.3 illustrates a semi-crystalline polymer pellet.

Spherulite
Conventional
molecule
Amorphous
chain

Figure 3.3. Semi-crystalline polymer pellet with amorphous chains, spherulites, and conventional molecules.

3.2.6. Equilibrium Degree of Crystallinity
The kinetic equation developed by Malkin et al. 33-35 requires the equilibrium degree of
crystallinity φ c,0 . This is the ultimate degree achievable at a given temperature.

There must be sufficient mobility for polymer chains to crystallize. Mobility is very low (nearly
zero) at Tg , but increases with temperature.
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On the other hand, the driving force for

crystallization is the amount of subcooling that the polymer undergoes. The subcooling is the
difference between Tm and the temperature at which the polymer is held. Therefore, the driving
force is zero at Tm , but increases with decreasing temperature. The crystallization rate is zero at
Tg and Tm due to these opposite effects. The degree of crystallinity as a function of temperature
between Tg and Tm is a bell- shaped curve with a maximum. We refer to Schultz36 for more
details regarding polymer crystallization.
Although we can not find data explicitly specifying φ c,0 for PET, we do find limiting density data
(?lim ) which implies φ c,0 . Cobbs and Burton37 give limiting density data of PET after 10 halftimes for crystallization over a range of temperatures. The half- time of crystallization is the time
taken to reach one-half of the asymptotic degree of crystallinity.
We can solve for φ c,0 by using the available data for ?lim , ?c, and ?a as in Equation (3.2). Table
3.2 shows the ?lim data and φ c,0 results.

φ c ,0 =

ρlim − ρ a
ρc − ρa

(3.2)

Table 3.2. Limiting density data from Cobbs and Burton37 and equilibrium degree of crystallinity.

T (ºC)

ρ lim
3

(g/cm )

φ c,0

120

1.375

0.347

130

1.374

0.339

140

1.377

0.362

150

1.378

0.370

160

1.378

0.370

170

1.379

0.377

180

1.380

0.385

190

1.381

0.393

200

1.383

0.408
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210

1.384

0.416

220

1.405

0.577

230

1.408

0.600

240

1.415

0.654

0.7

Equilibrium Degree of Crystallinity, φc ,0

φ c ,0 = -0.2743 + 3.846E-3(T)
0.6
φ c ,0 = -2.9480 + 1.600E-2(T)
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

φ c ,0 = 0.2446 + 7.972E-4(T)

0.1

0.0
120

140

160

180

200

220

240

Temperature (°C)

Figure 3.4. Equilibrium degree of crystallinity of PET versus temperature.

Figure 3.4 illustrates that the relationship between φ c,0 and temperature is not linear over the
temperature range from 120 to 240 ºC. There is a sharp increase in φ c,0 between 210 and 220 ºC.
However, we can divide data points into three linear regions: (1) 120 to 210 ºC; (2) 210 to 220
ºC; and (3) 220 to 240 ºC. We fit the following three linear equations for the separate ranges:
φ c ,0 = 0.2446 + 7.972 ×10 -4 ( T )

(120

o

φ c ,0 = -2.9480 + 1.600 ×10-2 ( T )

( 210

o
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C ≤ T ≤ 210 o C)

(3.3)

C < T < 220 oC )

(3.4)

(210

φ c ,0 = -0.2743 + 3.846 ×10-3 (T )

o

C ≤ T ≤ 240 oC)

(3.5)

The data from Cobbs and Burton are not complete for our needs. We do not have data for Tg (69
ºC) to 120 ºC and 240 ºC to Tm (265 ºC). We can extrapolate to Tg using Equation (3.3). Also,
we may expect a rapid decrease to zero in the degree of crystallinity above 240 ºC if this is where
the peak is, since it is close to Tm , where all crystallites vanish.
Malkin et. al (1984b) provide a plot of φ c,0 for nylon-6 as a function of temperature. We pick
points off of the plot and fit a function to it. We list the data in Table 3.3 and plot them in Figure
3.5.

Table 3.3. Equilibrium degree of crystallinity data for nylon-6.35

T (K)

F c,0

353

0.565

374

0.55

394

0.535

416

0.51

431

0.49

446

0.46

458

0.44

475

0.345

485

0.24

489

0.14

493

0
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Equilibrium Degree of Crystallinity, F c ,0

0.6

F

0.4

0
c

3

2

= -4.4157E-08T + 4.6222E-05T - 1.6777E-02T + 2.67

F

F

0
c

0
c

= -0.8254*ln(T) + 5.4967

2

= -1.8192E-04T + 1.6414E-01T - 3.6577E+01

0.2

F

0
353

373

393

0
c

2

= -1.2500E-03T + 1.1925E+00T - 2.8409E+02

413

433

453

473

493

Temperature (K)
Figure 3.5. Equilibrium degree of crystallinity versus temperature for nylon-6. Data from Malkin et al.35

Figure 3.5 shows that the relationship between φ c,0 and temperature is not linear over the
temperature range from 353 to 493 K. There is an almost linear decline from 353 to 433 K.
Afterwards, the drop in φ c,0 increases exponentially until crystallization is no longer possible at
such high temperatures. We fit expressions for different temperature ranges.
φ c ,0 = − 4.4157 × 10− 8T 3 + 4.6222 × 10− 5T 2 − 1.6777 × 10− 2T
+2.67

φ c ,0 = − 0.8254ln T + 5.4967

( 431 K < T ≤ 458 K )

φ c ,0 = −1.8192 ×10− 4T 2 + 1.6414 ×10 − 1T − 3.6577 ×101
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( 353 K ≤ T ≤ 431 K )

( 458 K < T ≤ 485 K )

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

φ c ,0 = −1.2500 ×10− 3T 2 + 1.1925T − 2.8409 ×102

( 485 K < T ≤ 493 K )

(3.9)

The data from Malkin et al. are a little incomplete for our needs. They cover up to Tm (493 K),
but do not include data for Tg (338 K) to 353. We can extrapolate to Tg using Equation (3.6).

3.2.7. Effect of Crystallinity on Physical Properties
The physical differences among 100% amorphous, 100% crystalline, and semi-crystalline
polymers naturally affect their properties. We show in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 how the degree of
crystallinity affects the vo lume and specific heat.
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100% amorphous

Volume

Tg

Temperature

semi-crystalline

Tm

Volume

Tg

Temperature

100% crystalline

Volume

Tm

Temperature
Figure 3.6. Polymer volume as a function of temperature following the trend lines from Van Krevelen.31
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100% amorphous

Specific Heat

Tg

Temperature

semi-crystalline

Tm

Specific Heat

Tg

Temperature

100% crystalline

Specific Heat

Tm

Temperature
Figure 3.7. Polymer specific heat as a function of temperature following the trend lines from Van Krevelen.31

Many physical properties for semi-crystalline polymers have different values for the different
phases. We use a relationship where the amorphous and crystalline phase values are weighted by
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the degree of crystallinity. We show a few important examples with density ρ, heat capacity CP,
and liquid enthalpy HL.
ρ = ρ c z c + ρ a (1 − z c )

(3.10)

CP = CPc z c + CPa (1− zc )

(3.11)

H L = H c z c + H a (1 − zc )

(3.12)

3.2.8. Effect of Crystallinity on Composition
Crystalline material excludes all conventional species. We therefore need to calculate the
amorphous concentrations of monomers, condensates, additives, etc. relative to the overall
concentrations. We follow Zimmerman1 and Meyer:2

Camorphous,i =

Coverall,i
1− zc

(3.13)

3.2.9. Effect of Crystallinity on Diffusivity
We relate the degree of crystallinity as a measure of the resistance to diffusion. It is more
difficult for volatile components to diffuse through polymer pellets with a high degree of
crystallinity. The diffusivities should decrease as the degree of crystallinity increases.

We model the diffusivity of volatile components. We modify our model to relate it to the degree
of crystallinity. We assume that the crystalline phase excludes the volatile components. We
multiply the temperature-dependant diffusivity by a term that includes the amorphous fraction.
Chang8 and Yoon et al. 14 show that the diffusivity of ethylene glycol in poly(ethylene
terephthalate) is linearly proportional to the amorphous fraction. We assume that the same linear
relationship holds for volatile components in nylon-6 and other semi-crystalline polymers.
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This relationship to the degree of crystallinity is an empirical simplification of what we believe
really happens inside a semi-crystalline pellet.

We measure the appearance and growth of

spherulites at any given time by tracking the overall degree of crystallinity. These spherulites,
which are denser than amorphous polymers, do not allow volatile components to pass through
them. The spherulites growing in the polymer actually increase the tortuosity as in Figure 3.8. It
is difficult to quantify the increased path length that volatile components must now travel
considering their random movements. We are fortunate that the simple relationship described by
Chang and Yoon et al. holds well for the effective diffusivity of small species in semi-crystalline
pellets.

Figure 3.8. Spherulites in a semi-crystalline pellet increase the tortuosity of the conventional species diffusing
out of the pellet.
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3.2.10. Effect of Crystallinity on Polymerization Kinetics
We operate under the assumption that end groups are only in the amorphous phase.1 We
therefore must also assume that polymerization only occurs in the amorphous phase.3 It is also
highly unlikely that segments forming lamellar chains would have sufficient molecular mobility
to participate in any chemical reactions. An accurate model of the crystallization kinetics allows
us to manipulate the degree of crystallinity. This in turn allows us to have the desired diffusion
rate to achieve a particular degree of polymerization. Of course, the degree of polymerization
directly translates into the molecular weight or intrinsic viscosity.

The solid-state polymerization kinetics are not exactly the same as those for the melt state. We
can use the same kinetic scheme, which are based on concentrations. However, we must modify
the kinetics so that they use the amorphous concentrations. We once again use Equation (3.13)
to accomplish this. We also modify the reaction rates by the amorphous fraction as in Equation
(3.14).

R j,amorphous =

R j ,overall
1− z c

(3.14)

Take for example, the polycondensation reaction of amino and carboxyl end groups in the solidstate polymerization of nylon-6. We first show the reaction in Equation (3.15). Then, we show
the reaction rate for melt-state polymerization RMSP in Equation (3.16) and the reaction rate for
solid-state polymerization RSSP in (3.17).

RSSP


→ bACA : bACA + W
tNH2 + tCOOH ←


(3.15)



CbACA
RMSP = k f CtNH2 CtCOOH − kr CW CbACA 

 CbACA + CtNH 2 + C tHAC + C tTPA + C bTPA 

(3.16)

 C C
 
CW CbACA 
CbACA
tNH2 tCOOH

= (1 − z ) k f
− kr

 (3.17)
c 2

1 − z c )  CbACA + C tNH 2 + C tHAC + C tTPA + C bTPA  
(
1
−
z
(
)


c
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3.3. Crystallization Kinetics
3.3.1. Introduction
We see how the crystallinity affects every aspect of a polymer process for a semi-crystalline
polymer between Tg and Tm . It is vital that we know the degree of crystallinity at all times during
the process. We do this by modeling the crystallization kinetics, specifically the growth and
nucleation of spherulites for primary and secondary crystallization. We are able to accurately
predict the degree of crystallinity for the polymers in our research. Using the same approach, we
can also fit kinetic parameters for other nylons and polyesters.

We must mention that we do not predict any crystallization from shear stresses. We start with an
initial degree of crystallinity for the pellets immediately after extrusion. After that, we only use
the crystallization kinetics discussed in this section.

3.3.2. Nucleation and Growth
Polymer crystallization is thought to follow the classical nucleation and growth theory of
crystals.36

Whereas crystallization occurs via nucleation and growth of grains in metals,

polymers contain spherulites.

The two stages of crystallization are nucleation and crystal growth. Each is a function of
temperature and degree of crystallinity, φ c. We give a basic representation of this concept in Eq.
(3.18). The functions f 1 and f 2 describe the appearance of primary nuclei, while f 3 and f 4 describe
the subsequent crystal growth.
dφ c
T , φ c ) = f1 ( T ) f 2 (φ c ) + f 3 ( T ) f4 (φ c )
(
dt

(3.18)

Homogeneous nucleation occurs randomly in time and space within the polymer. Heterogeneous
nucleation occurs instantly at an initial time. Nucleation is strongly dependent on temperature.
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The simplest crystallization process proceeds by homogeneous nucleation with threedimensional growth uniform in all directions and growth that is linear with time. This, of course,
is not always the case. Growth has a particular geometry, which may be a sphere, circular disc,
or circular rod. Spherical growth is uniform in all directions.

3.3.3. Primary and Secondary Crystallization
Many semi-crystalline polymers (including PET and nylon-6) undergo both primary and
secondary crystallization. Schultz36 defines primary crystallization as the propagation of the
spherulite/melt interface. Spherulites are the spherically symmetric aggregates of small crystals.
We define secondary crystallization as the crystallization continuing behind the primary growth
front. In other words, primary crystallization forms a spherulite, while secondary crystallization
continues to build up the degree of crystallinity within the spherulite. Schultz lists a few of the
ways in which secondary crystallization may occur:

1. Crystallization of shorter or less perfect chains of the principal polymer
2. Crystallization of intentionally or unintentionally added chains of other species
3. Crystallization of the principal polymer in small volume packets remaining after the
primary transformation phase
4. Further growth of crystals formed during primary crystallization
5. Increasing perfection of crystals formed during primary crystallization

The Avrami equation (Section 3.3.4) is a popular model for primary crystallization kinetics. One
approach to modeling crystallization is to use the Avrami equation for primary and a simple
logarithmic function for secondary. Another approach is to use Malkin et al.’s kinetic equation
(Sectio n 3.3.5) which claims to be able to model both primary and secondary crystallization.
Hillier38 and Price39 suggest that secondary crystallization is a first-order process occurring at a
constant rate and depending only on how long the material is within a spherulite. Schultz36
reports a few expressions which may model secondary crystallization. These include Eqns. (3.19)
to (3.21).
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φ c ( t ) = 1 − e − k ( T )t

(3.19)

φ c ( t ) = A + B log ( t )

(3.20)

φ c ( t ) = 1 − e − kst

(3.21)

p

Equation (3.21) is an Avrami expression where k s and p refer to the secondary crystallization
process.

3.3.4. Avrami Equation
The Avrami equation40-42 is the most used equation for describing the kinetics of polymer
crystallization. The equation only works well during the early stages of crystallization for PET.
It handles primary crystallization well, but falls short for secondary crystallization. 20 We write
the equation as:
φ c ( t ) = 1 − exp {−Kt n }

(3.22)

where K and n are parameters. The parameter K depends on the geometry of the crystallites’
growth and temperature. The parameter n is the Avrami exponent, which typically has a value
between 1 and 4. We give approximate values for n for different growth types in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Approximate Avrami exponents for various growth types.

Growth Type

Avrami Exponent, n

Polyhedral (sphere-like)

3

Plate-like (disc-like)

2

lineal (rod-like)

1
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3.3.5. Malkin et al.’s Kinetics
Crystallization in a plant is normally non- isothermal where the crystallization time is the
residence time.

We divide the crystallization time into small increments in our modeling

approach. Although we could assume isothermal crystallization in each time increment, we go
ahead and use a kinetic equation suitable for non- isothermal. We use an equation developed by
Malkin et al. 33-35 to model the crystallization kinetics of nylon-6 and PET.
 E
 E
dφc 
ψ Tm0 
ψ Tm0   0
x


 φ  (φ − φc )
=  K1 exp  − x −
+
K
exp
−
−
2
 RT T (Tm0 − T ) 
 RT T ( Tm0 − T )  c  c
dt 



 


(3.23)

Here, K1 , K2 , and ψ are constants, Ex is the activation energy of the segment transfer across the
nucleus- melt boundary, R is the gas constant, Tm 0 is the equilibrium melt temperature, and T is
the current temperature.

The equilibrium melting temperature is not the same as the

experimentally observed melting temperature. Malkin et al. provide parameter values for nylon6 in Table 3.5 and for PET in Table 3.6.

Table 3.5. Crystallization kinetic parameters for nylon-6 from Malkin et. al.35

Parameter

Value

Ex (kJ/mol)

35.1

Tm0 (K)

501

? (K)

225.8

K1 (min-1)

1.03×106

K2 (min-1)

4.326×107

Table 3.6. Crystallization kinetic parameters for PET from Malkin et al.33

Parameter

Value

Ex (kJ/mol)

40.24

Tm0 (K)

533
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? (K)

201

K1 (min-1)

4.33×106

K2 (min-1)

6.6×104

We show crystallinity predictions over a range of temperatures between Tg and Tm for nylon-6 in
Figure 3.9 and for PET in Figure 3.10. We see that both polymers reach their respective
equilibrium degree of crystallinity in just a few minutes.
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Figure 3.9. Crystallinity predictions for nylon-6 using Malkin et al.’s 35 crystallization kinetic equation and
parameters.
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Figure 3.10. Crystallinity predictions for PET using Malkin et al.’s 33 crystallization kinetic equation and
parameters.

3.3.6. Emperical Correlation for Secondary Crystallization
Let us look at a few process characteristics for three production grades of solid-state PET in
Table 3.7. The characteristics include the reactor residence time, the intrinsic viscosity, and the
mass fraction of crystallinity.

We see that both the intrinsic viscosity and the degree of

crystallinity increase with residence time. We can assume the trend of increasing crystallinity is
the effect of secondary crystallinity.

Table 3.7. Solid-state PET process characteristics for three production grades.

Process Characteristics

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

10

12

16

Intrinsic viscosity, [η] (dL/g)

0.81

0.85

0.87

Degree of crystallinity, zc (kg/kg)

0.45

0.48

0.51

Reactor residence time, τ (hr)
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We can fit a simple logarithmic function of time, Eq. (3.24), for the volume fraction of
crystallinity including secondary crystallization as in Figure 3.11.

φ c = 0.14 + 0.12ln (τ )

(3.24)

Degree of Crystallinity (m 3/m3)
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φ c = 0.14 + 0.12ln(t )
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0.0
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2
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10

12

14

16

18

Reactor Residence Time (hr)
Figure 3.11. Degree of crystallinity vs residence time in a solid-state polymerization reactor.

Another possibility is that the the degree of crystallinity increases due to the molecular weight as
in Figure 3.12.
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Degree of Crystallinity (m3/m3)
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Figure 3.12. Degree of crystallinity vs number-average molecular weight.
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30,000

Nomenclature
English Symbols

Description

C

heat capacity, J/kg⋅K

E

activation energy, kJ/mol

H

enthalpy, J/kg

k

rate constant, mol/kg⋅hr

K

crystallization kinetics parameter, min-1

n

Avrami exponent

R

ideal-gas constant, kJ/molK

Rj

reaction rate, kg/mol⋅hr

t

time, min

T

temperature, K

z

mass fraction, kg/kg

Greek Symbols
[η]

intrinsic viscosity, dL/g

ρ

density, g/cm3

τ

residence time, hr

φ

volume fraction, m3 /m3

ψ

crystallization kinetics parameter, K

Subscripts
f

forward

g

glass-transition

i

component index

j

reaction index

lim

limiting

m

melting-point

MSP

melt-state polymerization

P

constant pressure

r

reverse
98

s

surface

SSP

solid-state polymerization

x

crystallization

Superscripts
0

equilibrium

a

amorphous phase

c

crystalline phase

L

liquid phase

sat

saturated
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4. Mass Transfer
4.1. Introduction
The primary purpose of a solid-state polymer process system is to further build-up the molecular
weight of the starting polymer (prepolymer) pellets. This build- up can be either diffusioncontrolled or reaction-controlled, depending on operating conditions, feed composition, and
pellet geometry.

We discuss the mass-transfer principles involved and how to model them. There are three major
mass-transfer phenomena occurring inside the pellet that we must consider: (1) the diffusion of
small species through the polymer to the surface of the pellet; (2) the diffusion of end groups
towards each other so that they may react; and (3) the diffusion of small species from the surface
of the pellet into the bulk carrier fluid.

Mobility of both conventional and polymeric species increases with temperature. There is
enough energy in these species between Tg and Tm for mass transfer to occur. It is important that
our model covers all the mass-transfer phenomena.

The diffusion of small species through the polymer is the most influential mass-transfer
phenomenon that we observe. We need to predict the rate of diffusion for any set of process
conditions in order to meet our targets.

The latter include molecular weight (measured as

intrinsic or relative viscosity) and concentrations of small molecules (e.g., water, cyclic
oligomers, byproducts).

This chapter gives details on these topics. Section 4.2 describes pellet geometry. Section 4.3
covers small molecule diffusion. Section 4.4 summarizes end group diffusion. Section 4.5
presents interfacial diffusion.
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4.2. Pellet Geometry
Cohn1 presents insights on choosing the pellet geometry in commercial practice. The general
practice is to use prepolymer pellets or chips in vacuum and static-bed processes, and to use
finely ground powder in fluidized-bed processes. It is not economical to use pellets or chips in
fluidized-bed processes, because of the velocity and volume of inert gas required to suspend the
pellets or chips and the size of the equipment required to accomplish this. Prepolymer powder
will solid-state polymerize faster than pellets or chips, but is more difficult to handle.

We generally assume a spherical geometry for the polymer chips for modeling purposes. We
model the crystallization, diffusion, and reaction within a single pellet. We need to determine a
suitable pellet diameter (Dp ) to represent the actual geometry in a spherical pellet model. Cubes,
spheres, and short, right cylinders have a sphericity (F s) equal to 1 and a surface area-to-volume
ratio (Sp :Vp ) equal to 6/Dp . The F s is the Sp :Vp for a sphere of diameter Dp divided by the Sp :Vp
for the pellet whose nominal size is Dp .

Φs =

6 Dp
Sp Vp

(4.1)

Given that we want a sphere and know the surface area and volume of the pellet, we can easily
determine the representative pellet diameter for our model.

Dp =

6
S p Vp

(4.2)

The reactions can be reaction-controlled, diffusion-controlled, or both, depending on operating
conditions and pellet size. As the volatile components diffuse out of the polymer pellets and into
the carrier fluid, this drives the equilibrium reactions to the right, which results in a higher degree
of polymerization. Diffusion is sensitive to the pellet geometry. The geometry, specifically the
pellet radius, tells us the ideal path length for diffusion. In reality, the size and shape of the
crystallites within the polymer pellet increase the path length because they exclude the volatile
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components. Although we lack the data to properly account for the tortuosity, the diffusion
terms in our mass-balance equations should at least accurately reflect the pellet geometry.

We do not calculate a pellet radius for a sphere of equal surface area or volume to the real pellet
surface area or volume. We use Fick’s first law of diffusion in spherical coordinates. This
yields a concentration profile for all of the volatile components along the pellet radius. An
infinite number of shapes can have the same surface area or volume. In reality, each shape
would have a different concentration profile in the end. Therefore, using a radius of matching
surface area or volume, rather than the surface area-to-volume ratio, would not in any way
capture the profile for our unique pellet shape.

4.3. Small Molecule Diffusion in Polymer
4.3.1. Introduction
The overall concentrations of small molecules drop at all steps in a solid-state polymer process
system. The primary purpose of the leacher is to remove small molecules. The inevitable
molecular weight build-up is secondary. We see a reduction in small molecules in crystallizers
as well. Diffusion of small molecules typically drives a continuous, industrial solid-state reactor.

We model small molecule diffusion in the pellets with Fick’s law. There are two popular
choices to model the diffusivities. One approach considers the free volume, while the other uses
a simple Arrhenius-type expression.

4.3.2. Conservation Equation and Fick’s Law
We begin with the conservation equation for interior points in a control volume. The total mass
flux of species i is ni. We use the mass density of species i, ρi, as our concentration variable
because we wish to use mass units rather than molar units. We do not include a term for
chemical reaction or any other term for the rate of loss or appearance of mass per unit volume.
∂ρ i
= − ∇ ⋅ ni
∂t
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(4.3)

We express ni as the sum of two terms: (1) convective term (contribution from bulk flow), ρiv;
and (2) diffusive term (contribution from diffusion), ji.
ni = ρ i v + j i

(4.4)

We characterize the diffusive transport of small molecules through the polymer chains using
Fick’s Law. The driving force for diffusion is the concentration gradient.
ji = −D i∇ ρi

(4.5)

Substituting Fick’s Law into the equation of total mass flux gives
ni = ρ i v − D i ∇ ρ i

(4.6)

We further substitute the expression for the total mass flux into the conservation equation to
obtain
∂ρ i
= −∇ ⋅ ( ρi v − D i ∇ ρi )
∂t

(4.7)

∂ρ i
= −∇ ⋅ ( ρ i v ) + ∇ ⋅ ( D i ∇ ρi )
∂t
∂ρ i
= −∇ ⋅ ( ρ i v ) + Di ∇ 2 ρi
∂t

(4.8)

Rewriting the equation gives

We expand the species conservation equation in spherical coordinates (radius r, azimuthal angle
θ, and polar angle φ), and assume a constant mass diffusivity Di :
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vφ ∂ρi 
 ∂ρ v ∂ρ i
∂ρ i
= −  vr i + θ
+

∂t
 ∂r r ∂θ r sinθ ∂φ 
 1 ∂  2 ∂ρ i 
1
∂ 
∂ρ i 
1
∂ 2 ρi 
+D i  2  r
+ 2
 sin θ
+

∂θ  r 2 sin2 θ ∂φ 2 
 r ∂r  ∂r  r sin θ ∂θ 

(4.9)

We typically match all polymer pellets to an equivalent sphere so that we only have to solve
Fick’s Law in one dimension (r). We are able to sufficiently model the process sytems of
interest using only one dimension. It is not critical to include additional dimensions, which may
make the model overly complex.

The convective terms all drop out and we can reduce the diffusive terms. This mass balance
describes the change in the mass concentration for species i in the pellet, but does not include
mass flow into or out of the reactor. It is essentially a constant-volume batch reactor.

∂ρ i
 ∂2 ρ i 2 ∂ρ i 
= Di  2 +
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r

(4.10)

Small molecules move outward from the center of the pellet to the surface as in Figure 4.1. They
are removed at the surface (discussed in more detail in Section 4.5). A concentration gradient
forms within the pellet to drive diffusion. Small molecules naturally move from higher to lower
potential to reach an equilibrium. A spherical pellet may have a concentration profile similar to
Figure 4.2, which comes from trying to reproduce Kang’s2 model for solid-state PET.
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Figure 4.1. Small molecules diffuse out of the polymer pellet.
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Figure 4.2. Concentration profile of water in a spherical polymer pellet over the course of the reaction time.

4.3.3. Free-Volume Diffusivity
The free-volume is the voidage in the polymer, or the fraction of the volume that is not occupied
by the polymer.

One way to model the diffusivity of species i in the polymer is with a

formulation based on the free-volume theory. Cohen and Turnbull3,4 are the first to describe
molecular transport in polymers by relating it to the free-volume. This approach relates the
diffusivity of a penetrant (e.g., solute, condensate, gas molecule, etc.) to the free-volume.
Transport occurs by the penetrant moving into a void. This void must be greater than a critical
value. The voids form by redistribution of the free-volume. Free- volume does not require
energy to redistribute, but the total amount is temperature-dependent. Free- volume distributes
randomly in the amorphous phase, but not in the crystalline phase. Free- volume does not appear
in a polymer until heated to Tg . Diffusivity is proportional to the probability of moving through
sufficient free- volume and the molecular size and shape.
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Cohen and Turnbull derive their diffusion equation,

 −γ V * 
Di = gau exp 

 VF 

(4.11)

where g is a geometric factor (usually 1/6); a is the molecular diameter; u is the gas kinetic
velocity; γ is the overlap factor (1/2 < γ < 1); V* is the critical volume of voids; and VF is the free
volume at temperature T.
Doolittle5 expressed the viscosity in terms of the free volume,

 B 
η = A exp 
0
VF V 

(4.12)

V0 
ln η = ln A + B  
 VF 

(4.13)

or

where A and B are constants and VF/V0 is the relative free volume. V0 is the volume at absolute
zero. Doolittle calculates the relative free volume with

VF V − V 0
=
V0
V0
where V is the volume at temperature T.
Williams, Landel, and Ferry6 express the fractional free volume f as
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(4.14)

f =

VF
V + VF
0

(4.15)

Fujita et al.7 model diffusivity with an expression similar to the viscosity expression of Doolittle
that also incorporates the work by Williams, Landel, and Ferry. Their diffusivity equation is

Di =

RT
ζ ( φi , T )

(4.16)

where ζ(φ i,T) is the friction coefficient of the penetrant and φ i is the volume fraction of the
penetrant. Furthermore, they express the friction coefficient in terms of the fractional free
volume,

 BD ,i 
ln ζ ( φi , T ) = ln AD, i + 

 f (φi , T ) 

(4.17)

where AD,i is a constant dependent on the molecular size and shape of the penetrant; BD,i is a
constant independent of temperature and penetrant concentration; and f(φ i,T) is the average
fractional free- volume at temperature T. The constants AD,i and BD,i are for a specific polymerpenetrant pair.
Kulkarni and Mashelkar8 came up with an expression for diffusivity very similar to the one by
Fujita et al.
 −B 
Di = RTAD, i exp  D, i 
 f 

(4.18)

where R is the ideal- gas constant; T is the temperature; AD,i and BD,i are constants; and f is the
effective fractional free-volume of the system. Kulkarni and Mashelkar9 developed a correlation
for BD,i in semi-crystalline polymers.
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We express the effective fractional free-volume as,
f = f aφ a + f cφ c + f gφ g + ∑ fiφi

(4.19)

i

where f a , f c, fg , and f i are the fractional free-volumes of the amorphous phase, crystalline phase,
carrier gas, and volatile species i, respectively; and φ a , φ c, φg , and φ i are the fractional freevolumes of the amorphous phase, crystalline phase, carrier gas, and volatile species i,
respectively. The Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation,6 Eq. (4.20), calculates the fractional
free-volume of the amorphous phase,
f a = f a (Tg ) + α T − Tg 

(4.20)

where f a (Tg ) is the fractional free-volume of the amorphous phase at Tg and α is the thermal
expansion coefficient. Marten and Hamielec10 use the WLF equation for the fractional freevolumes of volatile species also. Crystallization kinetics determines the volume fractions of the
crystalline and amorphous phases.
Devotta and Mashelkar11 and Kang2 use this diffusivity model in their work for the solid-state
polymerization of PET. However, the WLF equation is only valid in the temperature range from
Tg to (Tg +100 °C). This may be used in lower temperature unit operations such as the precrystallizer and crystallizer, but should not be used in the SSP reactor where temperatures are
likely to exceed Tg +100 °C.

4.3.4. Arrhenius-Type Diffusivity
A simpler way to model diffusivity in polymers is to use an Arrhenius-type expression,
 −E 
Di ( T ) = D 0, i exp  D, i 
 RT 
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(4.21)

where D0,i is the pre-exponential factor of species i; and ED,i is the activation energy for diffusion
of species i.
Michaels et al. 12 used this to model diffusion of gases (i.e., Ar, CH4 , CO2 , He, N2 , and O2 ) in
PET. Schmalz and Grundke13 modeled the diffusion of water in polymers. Whitehead14 used
this in his model for the crystallization and drying of PET. Mallon and Ray15 used this to model
diffusion of volatile species in their work on the solid-state polymerization of PET and nylon-6,6.
Mallon and Ray follow Yoon et al.16 by rela ting it to the amorphous mass fraction to capture the
decrease in diffusivity as the degree of crystallinity increases.
 −E 
Di ( T ) = D 0, i exp  D ,i  (1 − z c )
 RT 

(4.22)

We use this in our work for PET and nylon-6 (Chapters 7 and 8). We model the diffusion of
ethylene glycol (EG), water (W), and acetaldehyde (AA) in PET systems. For nylon-6 systems,
caprolactam (CL) and cyclic dimer (CD) diffuse in the leachers, while W diffuses in the SSP
reactors.

We neglect diethylene glycol in PET systems and aminocaproic acid in nylon-6

systems due to their extremely small concentrations.

We get initial values for the pre-

exponential factors and activations energies from the open literature.

We compute the diffusion pre-exponential coefficients of W and CL using equations developed
in Seavey et al. 17 We assume that CD has the same activation energy as CL and that its preexponential is half that of CL. Table 4.1 gives the initial parameter values for CL, CD, and W.

Table 4.1. Initial diffusivity parameters for volatile species in nylon-6 systems. Parameter values from Seavey
et al.17

Volatile

D 0,i
2

ED,i

Component

(cm /s)

(kJ/kmol)

CL

1.41E-04

33,457

CD

7.05E-05

33,457
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W

2.21E-04

3,010

We get initial parameter values for W from Mallon and Ray and values for EG from Schmalz and
Grundke. We initially assume that AA has the same diffusivity as W in PET until we fit better
values. Table 4.2 summarizes the diffusivity parameters.

Table 4.2. Initial diffusivity parameters for volatile species in PET systems. Parameter values from Mallon
and Ray15 and Schmalz and Grundke.13

Volatile

D 0,i
2

ED,i

Component

(cm /s)

(kJ/kmol)

EG

1.93E-6

124,222

W

7.22E-02

36,258

AA

7.22E-02

36,258

4.4. End-Group Diffusion
4.4.1. Introduction
Components in a mixture transport around the mixture by random molecular (Brownian) motion.
Species, whether conventional or polymeric, need to be close enough to each other in order for
them to react. Linear, condensation polymers grow at the end groups. The increasingly long
chains and restricted mobility due to crystallinity can influence the rate of polymerization. It is
important that our model captures the effect of end- group diffusion in the solid polymer pellets.

4.4.2. Molecular Mobility
Gaymans et al.18 model SSP of nylon-6 and propose that end groups must diffuse towards each
other within a certain distance in order to react. This is referred to as an end-group diffusion
limitation. Chen and Chen19 attempt to model this with an “effective rate constant” that varies
with end-group concentration. The variable rate constant decreases as the reaction proceeds.
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Kang2 adds a term for the chain mobility to the pre-exponential factors of the rate constants in
the PET kinetics scheme to account for these observations.

Polymer chains can have one some segments in the crystalline phase and the rest in the
amorphous phase.

Only the end groups in the amorphous phase are free to participate in

reactions. We illustrate this in Figure 4.3. Having segments trapped in the crystalline phase
reduces a chain’s mobility. Longer chains are more likely to reside at least partially in the
crystalline phase because there are more bound segments that can potentially crystallize.
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A

B

C

Condensate molecule
Amorphous chain
Crystalline chain

Figure 4.3. Amorphous segments of a chain move to where the end groups can react, while the crystalline
segments are immobile.

Amorphous polymer chains have translational degrees of freedom above the glass transition
temperature. Chain mobility is temperature-dependent as in an Arrhenius-type relationship,
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 −E 
m p ∝ exp  p 
 RT 

(4.23)

where mp is the chain mobility at temperature T, and Ep is the activation energy of translational
motion. We more often refer to Ep as the activation energy of flow as seen in the following
equation showing the temperature dependence of viscosity:

 −E 
η0 ( T ) = A exp  p 
 RT 

(4.24)

where η0 is the zero-shear viscosity; and A is a pre-exponential factor. Gregory20 determined the
value of Ep for PET is 13,500 cal/mol, while Laun21 found a value of 60 kJ/mol (56,483 cal/mol)
for nylon-6.

Translational mobility of polymer chains decreases with increasing length. Reptation is the
snake- like movement that linear polymer chains are believed to undergo. Reptation theory22
gives the relationship that the translational mobility of a reptating chain is inversely proportional
to the square of the chain length or number-average degree of polymerization.

mp ∝

1
2
DPn

(4.25)

4.4.3. Effect of End-Group Diffusion on Polymerization Kinetics
Flory23 formulated the equal reactivity principle for polymerization. This assumes the thermal
motion of molecules is fast enough so that all reacting species are fully accessible to each other
in a kinetically-controlled polymerization.

As we stated earlier, spherulites restrict the

movement of chains. Additionally, the chains grown in solid-state polymerization can easily be
twice as long.

Duh24 reports for PET that melt-state polymerization typically produces a

polymer with chains that are an average of 90 to 110 units long. Solid-state polymerization
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produces PET chains from about 125 up to approximately 250 units long according to Duh24 and
our own data.

We will use the reactions in PET polymerization to demonstrate ho w we modify the kinetic rate
constants to account for the reduced mobility in solid-state polymerization. The reactions rates
for esterification, polycondensation, diethylene glycol formation, and vinyl end-group
consumption reactions are all proportional to the chain mobility. We give the rate constants for
reaction j as shown in Equation (4.26) for melt-state polymerization. The modified reaction rates
follow Kang2 and are given in Equation (4.27), where DPref is a reference number-average
degree of polymerization which we set equal to 100.

 −E 
k j = Aj exp  j 
 RT 

k j = Aj

DPref 2
DPn

2

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  j 
 RT 
 RT 

(4.26)

(4.27)

The remaining reactions (thermal degradation and acetaldehyde formation) are intramolecular so
translational motion does not affect them. The reacting segments are already assumed to be in
the amorphous phase and as free as they would be in a melt. They therefore follow the melt rate
constants in Equation (4.26).

4.5. Interfacial Diffusion
4.5.1. Introduction
Small molecules, present at the start of the process and those formed by reaction, which
eventually make their way to the surface of the pellet, must then transport into the carrier fluid.
The carrier fluid, whether liquid (e.g., water) or gas (e.g., air, nitrogen), is always of sufficient
purity that small molecules easily move into it from the polymer. Phase equilibrium calculates
the concentration of any small molecule at the interface.
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Most work assumes that there is no mass transfer resistance at the interface for simplicity.
However, in industrial practice, this is not always the case. Engineers find they are able to
increase the removal of oligomers in leachers by increasing the velocity of the washwater or
changing the conditions to give more ideal mixing.

4.5.2. Carrier-Side Mass-Transfer Resistance
We typically assume that small molecules readily move from the pellet surface to the carrier
fluid without any resistance for modeling purposes. Models generally assume that the flow rate
of the carrier fluid is high enough to remove any resistance. Consequently, the models do not
include any terms to limit the diffusion rate of the small molecules into the carrier fluid. In such
cases, they2,16,19,25-30 often employ a poor assumption stating that the concentration of small
molecules at the surface Cs,i is equal to zero or a fixed value that is nearly zero rather than
solving for the true value, which changes as polymerization and diffusion proceed.
Cs, i = 0 t > 0

(4.28)

It is important to properly deal with mass transport at the surface in the model. We can consider
three cases: (1) there is no mass transport at the surface; (2) mass transport at the surface is equal
to mass transport to the surface; and (3) all mass transfer resistance is within the pellet and there
is phase equilibrium at the surface. We can write the mass flux of species i at the surface (the
convection boundary condition) in two ways:
J s,i = k mt ,i ( f s ,i − Pi )

(4.29)

J s,i =k mt ,i (C s ,i − C b,i )

(4.30)

where Js,i is the mass flux of species i at the surface; kmt,i is the mass-transfer coefficient of
species i; f s,i is the fugacity of species i at the surface; Pi is the partial pressure of species i in the
bulk carrier gas; and Cb,i is the concentration of species i in the bulk carrier fluid. Equation (4.29)
is for gases, while Equation (4.30) is for liquids.
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If there is no mass-transfer resistance at the surface, then the mass-transfer coefficient is zero and
we have a no flux condition at the interface.
k mt ,i = 0

∂C i
∂r

=0

(4.31)

(4.32)

r = rs

Mass transfer at the surface could be equal to mass transfer to the surface. The interfacial
concentration will not be zero in this case. Note that the diffusivity Di in this case is for diffusion
of small molecules in gas and liquids (Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4), such as nitrogen or water carrier
streams, not polymer (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4).

−D i

∂Ci
∂r

r = rs

= k mt ,i ( Ci − Cb,i )

(4.33)

Finally, we can assume that the interfacial concentration is in equilibrium with the carrier fluid
concentration. This means that all mass-transfer resistance is completely inside the pellet. We
solve the phase-equilibrium equation for the interfacial concentration.

The mass-transfer

coefficient is infinite.
k mt ,i = ∞

(4.34)

Most industrial cases typically have flow rates high enough to remove the carrier-side resistance.
This is especially prevalent when using gases.

4.5.3. Diffusivities in Vapor
Cohn1 discusses inert gases for solid-state reactors. SSP may occur in a vacuum or in the
presence of an inert gas. Commercial SSP operations use an inert gas stream, since this not only
removes the volatile reaction products, but also serves as a heating medium for the polymer.
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Inert gases suitable for SSP are nitrogen, carbon dioxide, helium, argon, neon, krypton, xenon,
certain industrial waste gases, and various combinations of inert gases. It is a common practice
to pulse the inert gas between approximately 0.05 to 2 liters of inert gas per kg of prepolymer per
hour.1 Nitrogen is the most common choice. Medellin- Rodriguez et al.31 determine that the
diffusivity of diethylene glycol is highest in nitrogen compared to other inert gases.
Fuller et al.32-34 developed an expression for estimating the diffusivities in low-pressure binary
gas systems. This equation is suitable for moderate temperature ranges. It can handle mixtures
of nonpolar gases as well as a nonpolar and polar mixture.

 cm 2 
D 
=
 s 
V
i

0.00143T ( K )

1.75

P ( bar )

13
13
2 (1 M i ) + (1 M j )  ( Σv )i + ( Σv ) j 
−1

2

( i = volatile species ) (4.35)

where T has units K; P has units bar; Mi and Mj have units g/mol; and Σ v is the sum of the atomic
diffusion volumes. The subscript i refers to the volatile species, while j refers to the bulk carrier
gas. Table 4.3 lists the atomic and structural diffusion volume increments, while Table 4.4 gives
the diffusion volumes of simple molecules.

Table 4.3. Atomic and structural diffusion volume increments.34

Diffusion

Atom or
Structure

Volume
Increment

C

15.9

H

2.31

O

6.11

N

4.54

Heterocyclic ring

-18.3
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Table 4.4. Diffusion volumes of simple molecules.34

Simple

Diffusion

Molecule

Volume

N2

18.5

H2O

13.1

Air

19.7

4.5.4. Diffusivities in Liquid
We describe the self-diffusion of water using an equation developed by Dullien, 35

23
 cm 2 
−16 RTvc ,W
D 
 = 0.124 × 10
µW vW
 s 
L
W

(4.36)

where R is the ideal- gas constant; T is the temperature with units K; v c,W is the critical volume of
water with units cm3 /mol; µ W is the viscosity of water with units cP; and v W is the molar volume
of water with units cm3 /mol.

We calculate the diffusivities of volatile organic species in liquid (water) by the Wilke-Chang
method,36
−18
 cm 2  117.3 × 10 ( ϕ M W ) T
D 
=

µW vi'0.6
 s 
12

L
i

(i ≠ W )

(4.37)

where ϕ is the association factor of the solvent (water); M W is the molecular weight of water
(solvent) with units kg/kmol; T has units K; µ W has units Pa⋅s; and Vi ′ is the molar volume of
species i (solute) at the normal boiling temperature with units m3 /kmol. Wilke and Chang
suggest 2.6 for ϕ if the solvent is water. We use the Tyn and Calus37 method to calculate Vi′,

Vi' = 0.285Vc1.048
,i
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(4.38)

We assume the critical volume of CL (402 cm3 /mol) is half that of CD (804 cm3 /mol).

4.5.5. Velocity of Carrier Fluid
There is research11,24,38-41 that shows that the velocity of the carrier fluid affects the degree of
polymerization. We see considerable differences at low flow rates. Eventually, the increasing
flow rates reach a point where polymerization is insensitive to them.

Engineers use the washwater flow rate as a handle to decrease the extractables (e.g., monomer,
oligomers) content in continuous, industrial leachers.

Washwater flows countercurrent to the polymer pellets in continuous, industrial leachers. The
water picks up increasing amounts of extractables as it moves through the column. The higher
concentrations in the water cause the column to be less effective at removing extractables. One
way to counter the diminishing extraction capability is to decrease the effective diameter of the
column near the top in order to increase the velocity of the washwater.

The fast flowing

washwater pulls out more extractables.

4.5.6. Non-Ideal Plug Flow
Industrial leachers and solid-state reactors are tall columns that can reach approximately 100 feet
tall. There should be countercurrent plug flow between the polymer pellets and carrier fluid.

However, the plug flow is never truly ideal. There may be channeling and stagnant regions.
Increasing the turbulence should bring the flow closer to ideal. Since velocity is a term in the
Reynolds number, this would explain why increasing the velocity improves mass transfer. Ideal
mixing would improve heat transfer and narrow the residence time distribution, which would
result in a more consistent product.
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Nomenclature
English Symbols

Description

a

molecular diameter, cm

A

constant, P

Aj

frequency factor, L/mol⋅min

B

constant

C

mass concentration, kg/m3

D

diameter, cm

D

diffusivity, cm2 /s

DP

degree of polymerization

E

activation energy, cal/mol

f

fractional free volume, cm3 /cm3

g

geometric factor

J

mass flux, g/cm2 ⋅s

k

mass transfer coefficient, cm/s

kj

rate constant, L/mol⋅min

M

molecular weight, g/mol

m

chain mobility

P

pressure, bar

r

radius, cm

R

ideal-gas constant, cal/mol⋅K

S

surface area, cm2

t

time, hr

T

temperature, K

u

gas kinetic velocity, cm/s

V

volume, cm3

v

molar volume, cm3 /mol

z

mass fraction, kg/kg

Greek Symbols
α

thermal expansion coefficient, K-1
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γ

overlap factor

η

viscosity, P

ζ

friction coefficient

ρ

density, g/cm3

Subscripts
0

pre-exponential

b

bulk

D

diffusivity

F

free

g

glass-transition

i

component index

j

reaction index

m

melting-point

mt

mass transfer

n

number-average

p

polymer mobility

ref

reference

s

surface

Superscripts
0

absolute zero

a

amorphous phase

c

crystalline phase

g

carrier gas

*

critical
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5. Melt- and Solid-State Polymerization Kinetics
5.1. Introduction
Polymerization kinetics represents the heart of any polymer process system. The two ultimate
goals of the system are to achieve a particular average molecular weight and composition.
Polymerization kinetics determines both of these.

We deal strictly with step-growth polymerization in our research. Our polymers (nylon-6 and
PET) are both linear, condensation polymers. They are synthesized from difunctional monomers.
Growth occurs at both ends of a polymer chain as in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.1. Nylon-6 chains grow at both ends.
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Figure 5.2. PET chains grow at both ends.

Nylon-6 and PET are both homopolymers despite the small fractions of species—other than the
monomer—which may exist within the polymer chains. There are polymerization systems for
nylon-6 where difunctional acids catalyze the reactions.

The difunctional acid will be

incorporated into the polymer chains. One of the side reactions in a PET system is the formation
of diethylene glycol, which adds itself to the chains in place of the usual ethylene glycol
segments.
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There is enough segment mobility above Tg for reaction and diffusion. Diffusion of conventional
species (i.e., condensates) out of the polymer pellets will drive the equilibrium polycondensation
reactions to the right (i.e., to build up polymer chains and release more condensates).

An amorphous pellet appears just like a melt. Spherulite nucleation and growth changes the
organization of the species. Bound groups in lamella push conventional species away. The local
concentrations of amorphous species increase and thus influence the polymerization kinetics.

We use a segment approach developed by AspenTech to model the polymerization kinetics. We
treat every possible segment type as an individual species. We write out all of the reactions in
terms of these segments and also small, conventional species.

We will illustrate the reaction scheme for both nylon-6 and PET in segment notation. We follow
this with the reaction rates. We give the parameters to determine the rate constants. We also
present the generation rates that we include in the mass balance equations.

We show the

differences of the reactio n rates, rate constants, and generation rates between the melt- and solidstates.

We present the details of the polymerization kinetics in our research in this chapter. Section 5.2
focuses on nylon-6 polymerization, while Section 5.3 covers PET polymerization.

5.2. Nylon-6
5.2.1. Introduction
Nylon-6 is the more common name for polycaprolactam. The IUPAC name is poly[imino(1oxohexane-1,6-diyl)].

The polymer is obviously a nylon (polyamide).

The monomer is

caprolactam. We sometimes catalyze the reactions with a difunctional acid that can be a
comonomer. We can terminate the chains with monofunctional acids.

Commercial production of nylon-6 includes resins for compounding, wire and cable, fiber, and
food grade packaging.

The sulfuric acid relative viscosity, RVS, of the resin primarily
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determines the suitable application. Figure 5.3 illustrates example application ranges for a
variety of resins. We see that compounding is at the lowest end, while food-grade packaging
may include resins with very high molecular weights.

Note that other factors such as

extractables content also influence the suitability of a particular resin.

Nylon-6 Resin

compounding
wire and
cable
fiber

food-grade packaging

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

Sulfuric Acid Relative Viscosity
Figure 5.3. The sulfuric acid relative viscosity of a nylon-6 resin helps determine its potential applications.
Tested in 95.7% sulfuric acid at 20 °C.

The nylon-6 kinetics scheme 1 is based on the one by Arai et al. 2 The reactions considered
include ring-opening of ε-caprolactam (the starting point), polycondensation, polyaddition of εcaprolactam, ring-opening of cyclic dimer, polyaddition of cyclic dimer. The reaction scheme
also includes a monofunctional carboxylic acid (acetic acid) that terminates a chain.

We assume that any monofunctional (e.g., acetic acid) or difunctional acids follow the same
kinetics as tradional polycondensation as in Agrawal et al. 3

5.2.2. Reaction Scheme

5.2.2.1. Ring-opening of ε-Caprolactam
The first equilibrium reaction in the scheme is hydrolysis, or ring-opening, of CL to form ACA.
We show the reactions in Equations (5.1) and (5.2).
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O
k1

NH

+

O

H2O

H
N

HO

k1'=k 1/K1

H

(5.1)

1
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
CL + W ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ACA
k ' =k K

k

1

1

(5.2)

1

5.2.2.2. Polycondensation
There are four possible condensation reactions.

The first is the reaction between two ACA molecules which forms a tCOOH:tNH2 molecule and
water. We show the reaction in Equations (5.3) and (5.4). An ACA molecule is actually nylon-6
with a degree of polymerization DPn being equal to one. Linear dimer LD (DPn equals two)
results from linking together tCOOH and tNH2, so we can also write tCOOH:tNH2 as LD. We
represent a linkage with a semi-colon.

O

O

H
N

HO

H

+

HO

O

H
H
N

HO

O

2
ˆ
ACA + ACA ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH: tNH2 + W
k ' =k K

k

2

2

k2

H
N

N
H

k 2'=k2 /K2
H + H2 O

(5.3)

(5.4)

2

The second condensation reaction is between ACA and tCOOH that forms tCOOH:bACA and
water, as shown in Equations (5.5) and (5.6).
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O

O

H
N

HO

H

+

HO

O

H
H
N

HO

k2

H
N

N
H

O

k 2'=k2 /K2
H + H2 O

(5.5)

k2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
ACA + tCOOH ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH :bACA + W
k ' =k K
2

2

(5.6)

2

The third condensation reaction is between ACA and tNH2, forming tNH2 :bACA and water. See
Equations (5.7) and (5.8).

O

O

H
N

*

H

+

HO

O

H
H
N

*
O

2
ˆ
tNH2 + ACA ˆˆˆˆˆ†
:
+W
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tNH2bACA
k ' =k K

k

2

2

k2

H
N

N
H

k 2'=k2 /K2
H + H2 O

(5.7)

(5.8)

2

The fourth condensation reaction is between tNH2 and tCOOH that forms bACA:bACA and
water. Refer to Equations (5.9) and (5.10).
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O

O

H
N

*

H

+

k2

H
N

HO

*

O

H
N

N
H

*
O

k2 '=k2 /K2
* + H2 O

(5.9)

2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
tNH2 + tCOOH ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
:
+W
ˆ bACAbACA
k '= k K

k

2

2

(5.10)

2

5.2.2.3. Polyaddition of ε-Caprolactam
The polyaddition of CL happens in two different reactions.

The first is the addition of ACA and CL to form tNH2 :tCOOH (LD) shown in Equations (5.11)
and (5.12).

O

O

NH

+

H
N

HO

O

k3
H

H
N

H

O

3
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ACA + CL ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
tNH2tCOOH
:
k ' =k K

k

3

3

k3 '=k3 /K3

N
H

H

(5.11)

(5.12)

3

The second polyaddition reaction is tNH2 and CL forming tNH2 :bACA shown in Equations (5.13)
and (5.14).
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O

O

NH

+

H
N

*
O

k3
H

H
N

*
O

k3 '=k3 /K3

N
H

H

(5.13)

3
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
tNH2 + CL ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
tNH2bACA
:
k '=k K

k

3

3

(5.14)

3

5.2.2.4. Ring-opening of Cyclic Dimer
Cyclic dimer can undergo hydrolysis to form a linear dimer. See Equations (5.15) and (5.16).
H
N
k4
O

+

O

H2O
k 4 '=k4 /K4

N
H
O

H
N

H

O

4
ˆ
CD + W ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH:t N H 2
k ' =k K

k

4

4

4

5.2.2.5. Polyaddition of Cyclic Dimer
There are two polyaddition reactions for cyclic dimer.
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N
H

H

(5.15)

(5.16)

The first one is between ACA and CD that forms linear trimer LT (tNH2 :bACA:tCOOH). See
Equations (5.17) and (5.18).
H
N
O

O O

+

H
N

HO

k5
H

k 5 '=k 5 /K5

N
H

O

H
N

HO

3

H

5
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ACA + CD ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
tNH2bACAtCOOH
:
:
k ' =k K

k

5

5

(5.17)

(5.18)

5

The second polyaddition of CD reaction is between tNH2 and CD, forming bACA:bACA:tNH2.
See Equations (5.19) and (5.20).

H
N
O

O O

+

N
H

H
N

*

k5
H

k 5 '=k 5 /K5

O

H
N

*

2

O

k5
tNH2 + CD ˆˆˆˆˆ†
bACA : bACA : tNH2
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
k ' =k K
5

5

5
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N
H

H

(5.19)

(5.20)

5.2.2.6. Polycondensation of Acetic Acid
We can terminate a chain with a monofunctional carboxylic acid such as HAC. There are two
reactions for the polycondensation of HAC.

The first reaction has ACA and HAC forming tCOOH:tHAC and water as in Equations (5.21) and
(5.22).

O
HO

O
H
N

H

+

HO

k2
CH3

O

k2 '=k2 /K 2

H
N

H

CH3

+

H2O

O

(5.21)

2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
ACA + HAC ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH : tHAC + W
k ' =k K

k

2

2

(5.22)

2

The second reaction has tNH2 and HAC forming bACA:tHAC and water as in Equations (5.23)
and (5.24).

O
*

O
H
N

H

+

HO

O

k2
CH3

k 2'=k 2 /K 2

H
N

CH3

*
O

k2
ˆ
tNH2 + HAC ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ bACA : tHAC + W
k ' =k K
2

2

2
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+

H2 O
(5.23)

(5.24)

5.2.2.7. Summary
Table 5.1 summarizes the sixteen reactions for the polymerization of nylon-6.

Table 5.1. Reactions in Arai 2 kinetic scheme plus additional reactions 1 for acetic acid.

No.
1

Reactions
1
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
CL + W ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ACA
k ' =k K

k

1

2

1

2
ˆ
ACA + ACA ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH: tNH2 + W
k ' =k K

k

2

2

2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
ACA + tCOOH ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH :bACA + W
k ' =k K

k

2

4

2

2

ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
tNH2 + ACA ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
:
+W
ˆ tNH2bACA
k ' =k K
2

2

k2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
tNH2 + tCOOH ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
:
+W
ˆ bACAbACA
k '= k K
2

2

2

6

k3
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ACA + CL ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
tNH2tCOOH
:
k ' =k K

7

ˆˆˆˆˆ† tNH2bACA
tNH2 + CL ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
:
k '=k K

8

4
ˆ
CD + W ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH:t N H 2
k ' =k K

3

3

3

Polyaddition of caprolactam

k3

3

3

3

k

4

9

4

Ring-opening of cyclic dimer

4

5
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ACA + CD ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
tNH2bACAtCOOH
:
:
k ' =k K

k

5

5

5

10

tNH2 + CD ˆˆˆˆˆ†
bACAbACAtNH2
:
:
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
k ' =k K

11

2
ˆˆˆˆˆ†
ˆ
ACA + HAC ‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ tCOOH :tHAC + W
k ' =k K

Polyaddition of cyclic dimer

k5

5

5

5

k

2

12

Polycondensation

k2

2

5

Ring-opening of caprolactam

1

2

3

Description

2

2

ˆ
tNH2 + HAC ˆˆˆˆˆ†
‡ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ bACA : tHAC + W
k ' =k K

Polycondensation of acetic acid

k2

2

2

2

5.2.3. Equilibrium Constants
We calculate the equilibrium constants for the reactions Kj at any temperature with Equation
(5.25) using thermodynamic parameters in Table 5.2. The parameter values are from Arai et al.2
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∆H j

 ∆S j −
T
Kj =
= exp 
kj '
R


kj







(5.25)

Table 5.2. Thermodynamic parameters for the temperature-dependent equilibrium constants of nylon-6synthesis equilibrium reactions.2

∆Hj

∆Sj

(cal/mol)

(cal/mol⋅K)

1

1.9180E+03

-7.8846E+00

2

-5.9458E+03

9.4374E-01

3

-4.0438E+03

-6.9457E+00

4

-9.6000E+03

-1.4520E+01

5

-3.1691E+03

5.8265E-01

Reaction j

5.2.4. Melt-State Reaction Rates
We write the melt-state reaction rate equation Rj for each reaction j in the nylon-6 kinetic scheme.
We list them in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Melt-state nylon-6 reaction rate equations, Rj (mol/kg⋅hr).1

k 
R1 = k1CCL CW −  1  CACA
 K1 
k 
R2 = k2C ACAC ACA −  2  C LDCW
 K2 
k 


CbACA
R3 = k2C ACACtCOOH −  2  CW CtCOOH 

 K2 
 CbACA + CtNH2 + CtHAC 
k 


CbACA
R4 = k2CtNH2C ACA −  2  CW CtNH2 

 K2 
 CbACA + CtCOOH 
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k 


CbACA
R5 = k 2CtNH2 CtCOOH −  2  CW CbACA 

 K2 
 CbACA + C tNH2 + C tHAC 
k 
R6 = k3C ACACCL −  3  CLD
 K3 
k 


CbACA
R7 = k3CtNH2CCL −  3  CtNH2 

 K3 
 CbACA + CtCOOH 
k 
R8 = k4CCDCW −  4  CLD
 K4 
k 
R9 = k 5C ACACCD −  5  CLT
 K5 
k 


CbACA
R10 = k5CtNH2CCD −  5  CtNH2 

 K5 
 CbACA + CtCOOH 

2

k 


CtCOOH
R11 = k2CHAC C ACA −  2  CW CtHAC 

 K2 
 CbACA + CtCOOH 
k 


CbACA
R12 = k 2CHAC CtNH2 −  2  CW CtHAC 

 K2 
 CbACA + CtCOOH 

We calculate the concentrations of linear dimer LD and trimer LT using the following Flory
approximations:



CtCOOH
CLD = Ct N H 2 

 CbACA + CtCOOH 

(5.26)




CbACA
CtCOOH
CLT = Ct N H 2 


 CbACA + CtCOOH   CbACA + CtCOOH 

(5.27)
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5.2.5. Melt-State Rate Constants
We calculate all rate constants k j for j reactions in melt-state kinetics with Arrhenius expressions,
Equation (5.28). Carboxylic acid groups catalyze these reactions. Therefore, there are two terms
in the equation for non-catalyzed and acid-catalyzed reactions represented by superscripts nc and
ac, respectively. Table 5.4 lists the parameter values.
 E nc
j
k j = A exp  −
 RT

nc
j


 E acj
ac
 + A j exp  −

 RT


 ( C ACA + CtCOOH + CHAC )


(5.28)

Table 5.4. Arrhenius parameters for nylon-6 reaction j. Parameter values from Arai et al.2

Ajnc

Ejnc

Ajac

Ejac

(kg/mol⋅hr)

(cal/mol)

(kg2/mol2⋅hr)

(cal/mol)

1

5.9874E+05

1.9880E+04

4.3075E+07

1.8806E+04

2

1.8942E+10

2.3271E+04

1.2114E+10

2.0670E+04

3

2.8558E+09

2.2845E+04

1.6377E+10

2.0107E+04

4

8.5778E+11

4.2000E+04

2.3307E+12

3.7400E+04

5

2.5701E+08

2.1300E+04

3.0110E+09

2.0400E+04

Reaction j

5.2.6. Solid-State Reaction Rates
We modify the reaction rate equations for the amorphous concentrations of conventional species
and end groups in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Solid-state nylon-6 reaction rate equations, Rj (mol/kg⋅hr).

 C C

k  C
R1 = (1 − φ c )  k1 CL W 2 −  1  ACAc 
 (1 − φ c )  K1  (1 − φ ) 
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 C C
 k2  CLDCW 
ACA ACA

R2 = (1 − φ ) k2
−

 (1 − φ c ) 2  K 2  (1 − φ c ) 2 


c

 C C
 k C C
R3 = (1 − φ c )  k 2 ACA tCOOH
−  2  W tCOOH2
2

(1 − φ c )  K 2  (1 − φ c )



 
CbACA


 CbACA + CtNH2 + CtHAC  

 C C
 k C C

CbACA
R4 = (1 − φ )  k2 tNH2 ACA
−  2  W tNH22 
2
 (1 − φ c )
 K 2  (1 − φ c )  CbACA + CtCOOH

c

 

 

 C C
 k2  CW CbACA 
 
CbACA
tNH2 tCOOH

R5 = (1 − φ ) k 2
−



c 2

K 2  (1 − φ c )  CbACA + C tNH2 + CtHAC  
1
−
φ

(
)


c

 C C
 k  CLD 
R6 = (1 − φ c ) k 3 ACA CL2 −  3 
 (1 − φ c )  K 3  (1 − φ c ) 


 C C
k  C

CbACA
R7 = (1 − φ )  k3 tNH2 CL2 −  3  tNH2c 
c
 (1 − φ )  K3  (1 − φ )  CbACA + CtCOOH

c

 

 

 C C
 k  CLD 
R8 = (1 − φ c )  k 4 CD W 2 −  4 
 (1 − φ c )  K4  (1 − φ c ) 


 C C
 k 5  CLT 
ACA CD

R9 = (1 − φ ) k5
− 
 (1 − φ c ) 2  K5  (1 − φ c ) 


c

2

 
CtNH2CCD  k5  CtNH2 
CbACA

R10 = (1 − φ ) k 5
−


 
 (1 − φ c ) 2  K5  (1 − φ c )  CbACA + CtCOOH  


c

 C C
 k C C

CtCOOH
R11 = (1 − φ c )  k2 HAC ACA
−  2  W tHAC2 
2
 (1 − φ c )
 K 2  (1 − φ c )  CbACA + CtCOOH


 

 

 C C
 k C C

CbACA
R12 = (1 − φ ) k 2 HAC tNH2
−  2  W tHAC2 
2
 (1 − φ c )
 K2  (1 − φ c )  CbACA + CtCOOH






c
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We give the amorphous concentrations of linear dimer and trimer:



CtCOOH
CLD = Ct N H 2 

 CbACA + CtCOOH 

(5.29)




CbACA
CtCOOH
CLT = Ct N H 2 


 CbACA + CtCOOH   CbACA + CtCOOH 

(5.30)

5.2.7. Solid-State Rate Constants
We do not modify the rate constants for solid-state polymerization of nylon-6. The operating
conditions and data do not show that this is necessary in our particular systems. There appears to
be sufficient segmental mobility for the end-groups to diffuse towards each other for reaction in
both the leacher and solid-state reactor. Nylon-6 is a linear polymer that lacks bulky side groups
or benzene rings that increase the chain stiffness. Low molecular weight molecules can act like
lubricants for polymer chains. We expect nylon-6 chains in a leacher to have a high degree of
flexibility due to the plasticizing effect of water. The DPn of the chains may not be high enough,
even in the reactor, to significantly impede end- group diffusion.

Note that we could modify the rate constants the same way that we do for PET if necessary for a
given nylon-6 polymer process system. A high degree of crystallinity or high DPn may require
modified rate constants. Srinivasan et al. 4 present a method of modifying the rate constants for
end-group diffusion in the solid-state polymerization of polyamides that is different from the
work by Kang5 for solid-state polymerization of PET (Section 5.3.7).

5.2.8. Generation Rates
The generation rate Gi(t) is the time rate of change of a species due to chemical reaction as in
Equation (5.31), which is the sum of reaction rates including the particular component. Table
5.6 summarizes the generation rates for all components.
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dCi
= Gi ( t )
dt

(5.31)

Table 5.6. Generation rate equations, Gi (t) (mol/kg⋅hr), for nylon-6 components.1

Species

Time Rate of Change

W

GW ( t ) = − R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 − R8 + R11 + R12

CL

GCL ( t ) = −R1 − R6 − R7

CD

GCD ( t ) = − R8 − R9 − R10

ACA

GACA (t ) = R1 − 2 R2 − R3 − R4 − R6 − R9 − R11

bACA

GbACA ( t ) = R3 + R4 + 2 R5 + R7 + R9 + 2R 10 + R12

tNH2

GtNH2 ( t ) = R 2 − R 5 + R 6 + R8 + R9 − R12

tCOOH

GtCOOH ( t ) = R2 − R5 + R6 + R8 + R9 + R11

HAC

GHAC ( t ) = − R11 − R12

tHAC

GtHAC ( t ) = R11 + R12

5.3. Poly(ethylene terephthalate)
5.3.1. Introduction
PET is the abbreviated name for poly(ethylene terephthalate), which is a polyester. The IUPAC
name is poly(oxyethylene-oxyterephthaloyl). The monomers are terephthalic acid and ethylene
glycol. Diethylene glycol is a byproduct that acts as a comonomer.

Commercial production of PET typically proceeds via direct esterification. Industry uses solidstate PET resin in textile fiber, bottles for carbonated beverages, trays for frozen foods that are
safe for use in microwave and convection ovens, and tire cord.6,7 These applications require
different intrinsic viscosities.

Duh7,8 offers typical intrinsic viscosity ranges for numerous

applications: 0.55-0.65 dL/g for textile- fiber- grade resins; 0.72-0.85 dL/g for bottle- grade resins;
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0.85-0.95 dL/g for tray resins; and 0.95-1.05 dL/g for tire-cord resins. We show this in Figure

PET Resin

5.4.

Unpressurized
water bottles

textile-fibergrade

0.5

0.6

Carbonated soft
drink bottles

bottle-grade

0.7

0.8

tray

tire-cord

0.9

1.0

1.1

Intrinsic Viscosity, [η] (dL/g)
Figure 5.4. The intrinsic viscosity of a PET resin helps determine what application it is suitable for. Data
from Duh7,8 corresponds to intrinsic viscosity measured in 3:2 phenol:tetrachloroethane at 25 °C.

Conventional melt-state polymerization processes can yield a prepolymer with an [η] of about
0.35 to 0.60 dL/g. 9 Conventional solid-state polymerization processes can raise the [η] to about
1.0 dL/g. 6

The SSP process follows the same reaction scheme as in the melt state. The reaction scheme
given by Kang5 differs from Kang et al. 10,11 by including reactions for the oxyvinyl endgroup
tVIN and acetaldehyde AA. We do not include reactions for diethylene glycol end group tDEG
and diethylene glycol DEG since they are not measured. Instead, we include their concentrations
with diethylene glycol bound group bDEG.

There are nine reactions of which five are

equilibrium reactions. The types of reaction include esterification, polycondensation, diethylene
glycol formation, thermal degradation, acetaldehyde formation, and vinyl end-group
consumption.
Besnoin and Choi12 discuss side reactions in more detail. They give reactions for DEG and
tDEG. They also include cyclic oligomers. They state that cyclic trimer is the most prevalent
cyclic oligomer. However, we do not expand the reaction scheme to include all of these side
reactions.
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The catalyst type can affect the physical characteristics of the polymer product especially
regarding the “stickiness” of the polymer. Sb2 O3 is a common catalyst in PET processes. The
esterification rate increases with increasing Sb concentration up until the saturation level around
210 ppm. 8 According to Duh, most commercially-produced PET prepolymers contain at least
210 ppm Sb.
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5.3.2. Reaction Scheme

5.3.2.1. Esterification
The first four reactions are esterification reactions, which are all very similar to one another. The first esterification reaction is
between EG and TPA. This produces tEG, tTPA, and W. Equation (5.32) illustrates this reaction while Equation (5.33) expresses it
with segments in shorthand notation, where ‘:’ represents a link between segments.

O
H

O

O

H

+

O

k1
H

HO
OH

O

+

O

k1'=k 1 /K1

OH
O

O

1

→ tEG: tTPA + W
EG + TPA ←

'

k

k1 =k 1 K1

H2O

(5.32)

(5.33)

The second esterification reaction is between EG and tTPA given in Equation (5.34) and expressed with segments in shorthand
notation in Equation (5.35). It produces tEG, bTPA, and W.
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O
O

HO
H

O

O

H

+

O

k2

O

k 2'=k 2 /K 2

O
n

*

O
O
H

O

O

O
O

O

O
n

O

k2

→ tEG:bTPA:( bEGbTPA
EG + tTPA: ( bEG:bTPA )n ←
:
)n + W

'
k2 =k 2 K 2

*

+

H2O

(5.34)

(5.35)

The shorthand expression after mathematical reduction for solution via the segment group approach:
2

→ tEGbTPA
EG + tTPA ←
:
+W

'

k

k2 =k 2 K2
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(5.36)

The third esterification reaction is with tEG and TPA, which yields bEG, tTPA, and W. Equation (5.37) shows the reaction, while
Equations (5.38) and (5.39) are the shorthand expressions.

O
H

O

O

O
O

O

n

*

+

k3

HO
OH

O

k3'=k 3 /K3

O

O
HO

O
O

+

O

O

O
O

O

n

H2O

*
(5.37)

k3

→ tTPAbEG
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
:
: ( bTPAbEG
:
) n + TPA ←
)n + W

'

(5.38)

3

→ tTPAbEG
tEG + TPA ←
:
+W

'

(5.39)

k3 =k 3 K 3

k

k3 =k 3 K 3

The fourth and final esterification reaction is between tEG and tTPA. Equation (5.40) shows that they produce bEG, bTPA, and W.
Equations (5.41) and (5.42) are the shorthand expressions.
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O

O
H

O

HO

O
O

O

n

*

O

+

O

O

O

O

m

*

O
O
k4

O
*

O
*

k4 '=k4 /K 4

+

H 2O

n+m+1

O

(5.40)

k4

→ ( bEGbTPA
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
:
:
) n + tTPA:( bEGbTPA
) m ←
) n+ m + W

'

(5.41)

4

→ bEG: bTPA + W
tEG + tTPA ←

'

(5.42)

k4 =k 4 K 4

k

k4 =k 4 K 4

5.3.2.2. Polycondensation
The polycondensation reaction between two tEG groups is the remaining equilibrium reaction. They form bEG and an EG molecule.
Equation (5.43) shows the reaction, while Equations (5.44) and (5.45) give the shorthand expressions.
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O

O
H

O

O
O

O

n

*

+

H

O

O
O

O

m

*

O

O
O
k5

O
*

O
O

k5 '=k5 /K5

O

*

+

H

O

O

H

n+m

O

(5.43)

k5

→ bEG: ( bTPAbEG
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
:
:
)n + tEG:( bTPAbEG
)m ←
) n+ m + EG

'

(5.44)

k5

→ bEG + EG
tEG + tEG ←

'

(5.45)

k5 =k 5 K 5

k5 =k 5 K 5

5.3.2.3. Diethylene Glycol Formation
A side reaction between two tEG groups leads to bDEG formation along with a W molecule. Equation (5.46) illustrates the reaction,
while Equations (5.47) and (5.48) are the shorthand expressions. The kinetic scheme does not differentiate between free diethylene
glycol (DEG) molecules and bDEG, which is incorporated into the polymer chain.
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O

O
H

O

O
O

O

n

*

+

H

O

O
O

O

m

*

O

O
O
k6

*

O

O

O
O

O

*

+

H2O

n+m

O

(5.46)

k6
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
:
→ bDEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
) n + tEG:( bTPAbEG
) m 
) n+ m + W

(5.47)

k6
tEG + tEG 
→ bDEG + W

(5.48)

5.3.2.4. Thermal Degradation
Thermal degradation produces tVIN as in Equation (5.49). Equations (5.50) and (5.51) are shorthand expressions. A break in the
polymer chain due to heat where bEG becomes tVIN and bTPA becomes tTPA. This reaction reduces molecular weight.
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O
O

k7

O

*

*

n+m+1

O
H
H2C

O

O

O

HO

O
O

O

n

*

+

O

O

O

O

m

O

*
(5.49)

k
:
→ tVIN: ( bTPAbEG
:
( bEGbTPA
) n+ m+1 
) n + tTPA:( bEG:bTPA) m

(5.50)

k7
bEGbTPA
:

→ tVIN + tTPA

(5.51)

7

5.3.2.5. Acetaldehyde Formation
The AA byproduct forms in a side reaction between tEG and bTPA. This is shown in Equation (5.52) and with shorthand expressions
in (5.53) and (5.54).
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O
H

O

k8

O
O

O

n

*

O
O
O

CH3

HO

O

+

O

H

O
O

O

n-1

O

O

*

(5.52)

k8
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
→ AA + tTPA: ( bEGbTPA
:
) n 
) n−1 :bEG

(5.53)

k8
tEG + bTPA 
→ AA + tTPA

(5.54)

5.3.2.6. Vinyl End-Group Consumption
A reaction between tEG and tVIN consumes the undesirable tVIN and forms more bEG and AA. Equation (5.55) gives the reaction.
We also write the reaction in shorthand notation in Equations (5.56) and (5.57).
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O
H

O

H

O
O

O

n

*

+

H2C

O
k9

O
O

O

O

m

*

O
O
O
*

O
O

O

O

*

n+m

+

O

CH3
H
(5.55)

k9
tEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
:
→ bEG: ( bTPAbEG
:
) n + tVIN:( bTPAbEG
)m 
)n +m + AA

(5.56)

k9
tEG + tVIN 
→ bEG + AA

(5.57)
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5.3.2.7. Summary
Table 5.7 summarizes the nine reactions for the polymerization of PET.

Table 5.7. Reactions in Kang 5 kinetic scheme.

No.

Reactions

Description

1

1

→ tEG : tTPA + W
EG + TPA ←

'

2

2

→ tEG : bTPA + W
EG + tTPA ←

'

3

k

k1 =k 1 K 1
k

k 2 =k 2 K 2

k3

→ bEG : tTPA + W
tEG + TPA ←

'
k =k K
3

3

Esterification

3

4

k4

→ bEG : bTPA + W
tEG + tTPA ←

'

5

5

→ bEG + EG
tEG + tEG ←

'

Polycondensation

6

k6
tEG + tEG 
→ bDEG + W

Diethylene glycol formation

7

k7
bEG : bTPA 
→ tVIN + tTPA

Thermal degradation

8

k8
tEG : bTPA 
→ AA + tTPA

Acetaldehyde formation

9

k9
tEG + tVIN 
→ bEG + AA

Vinyl end group consumption

k4 =k 4 K 4
k

k5 =k 5 K 5

5.3.3. Equilibrium Constants
Kang et al.5,10,11 use the five equilibrium constants (Kj, where j is the equilibrium reaction) given
in Table 5.8. These values for Kj are suitable for the high temperatures in a solid-state or melt
reactor. However, they are inappropriate for the kinetics in lower-temperature units such as the
pre-crystallizer and crystallizer.

Table 5.8. Equilibrium constant for reaction j in PET-synthesis.5, 10,11

K1 = K2 = 2.5
K3 = K4 = 1.25
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K5 = 0.50

Mallon and Ray13 (1998) also use 0.50 as the equilibrium constant for polycondensation, but use
1.25 for all esterification reactions.
Wang and Deng14 (2002), Kim and Jabarin15 (2003), and Algeri and Rovalgio16 (2004) all use
the equilibrium constants from Kang (1998).

We instead use van’t Hoff expressions for Kj to more accurately reflect the temperaturedependence of equilibrium constants.17-19

We express the equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis-esterification reactions involving bEG
(reactions 3 and 4 in the Kang et al. kinetic scheme):
 ∆S ∆H 
b
KH = exp 
−

 R RT 

(5.58)

We find the polycondensation equilibrium constant (reaction 5 in the Kang et al. kinetic scheme):
 ∆S ∆H 
KC = exp 
−

 R RT 

(5.59)

The equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis-esterification reactions involving tEG (reactions 1
and 2 in the Kang et al. kinetic scheme) by their relation to the other equilibrium reactions:

KC =

K Hb
K Ht

(5.60)

We assume the entropy- (∆Sj) and enthalpy-changes (∆Hj) are constant for the temperature range
considered. We give the thermodynamic parameters in Table 5.9.
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Table 5.9. Thermodynamic parameters for the temperature-dependent equilibrium constants of PETsynthesis equilibrium reactions.17-19

∆Sj

Reactions

∆Hj

(cal/mol⋅K) (cal/mol)

Reaction
nos.

Hydrolysis-esterification (tEG), KHt

--

--

1 and 2

Hydrolysis-esterification (bEG), KHb

-10.80

-5666

3 and 4

Polycondensation, K C

-19.21

-9122

5

We show how Kj changes over a range of temperatures including the plant’s operating
temperatures in Table 5.10. We see that the values for Kj given in Table 5.8 correspond to a
temperature at the upper operating limit of a solid-state reactor; the melt temperature of PET is
265 °C.20

Table 5.10. Kj as a function of temperature.

T

KC

KHb

KHt

100

13.94

9.08

0.65

110

10.11

7.44

0.74

120

7.46

6.16

0.83

130

5.58

5.14

0.92

140

4.24

4.33

1.02

150

3.26

3.68

1.13

160

2.54

3.15

1.24

170

2.00

2.72

1.36

180

1.59

2.36

1.48

190

1.28

2.06

1.61

200

1.04

1.81

1.74

210

0.85

1.59

1.88

(ºC)

Notes
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Pre-crystallizer temperature range

Crystallizer temperature range

Solid-state reactor temperature range

220

0.70

1.41

2.03

230

0.58

1.26

2.17

240

0.49

1.13

2.32

250

0.41

1.02

2.48

5.3.4. Melt-State Reaction Rates
We write the melt-state reaction rate equation Rj for each reaction j in Kang’s5 kinetic scheme.
We list them in Table 5.11

Table 5.11. Melt-state PET reaction rate equations, Rj (mol/L⋅ min).5

k 
CtEG
R1 = 4k1CEG CTPA −  1  CW CTPA
CtEG + CbEG
 K1 
k 
CtEG
R2 = 2k2CEGCtTPA − 2  2  CW CbTPA
CtEG + CbEG
 K2 
k 
CbEG
R3 = 2k3CtEGCtTPA −  3  CW CtTPA
CtEG + CbEG
 K3 
k 
CbEG
R4 = k4CtEGCtTPA − 2  4  CW CbTPA
CtEG + CbEG
 K4 
k 
R5 = k5CtEGCtEG − 4  5  CEGCbEG
 K5 
R6 = k 6CtEG CtEG
R7 = k7 CbEG

CbTPA
CtEG + CbEG

R8 = k8 CtEG

CbTPA
CtEG + CbEG

R9 = k9CtEGCtVIN
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5.3.5. Melt-State Rate Constants
We calculate all rate constants k j for j reactions in melt-state kinetics with Arrhenius expressions.

 −E 
k j = Aj exp  j 
 RT 

( j = 1− 9)

(5.61)

The pre-exponential (frequency) factors appear in Table 5.12, while the activation energies are in
Table 5.13.

Table 5.12. Pre-exponenti al factor for PET reaction j. Parameter values from Kang.5

A1 = A2 = 2 A3
A3 = A4 = 6.8 × 1012
A5 = A9 = 5.4 × 1012
A6 = 1.8 ×1015

( L mol )
min

( L mol )
min

( L mol )
min

A7 = 3.6 ×109

1
min

A8 = 2.8 × 109

1
min

Table 5.13. Activation energy for PET reaction j. Parameter values from Kang.5

E1 = E2 = E3 = E4 = 17600
E5 = E9 = 18500

cal
mol

E6 = E8 = 29800

cal
mol
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cal
mol

E7 = 37800

cal
mol

5.3.6. Solid-State Reaction Rates
We modify the reaction rate equations for the amorphous concentrations of conventional species
and end groups in Table 5.14.

Table 5.14. Solid-state PET reaction rate equations, Rj (mol/L⋅min).



CEG CTPA  k1  CW CTPA
CtEG


R1 = (1 − φ ) 4k1
− 
 (1 − φ c ) 2  K1  (1 − φ c ) 2 CtEG + CbEG 


c



 k C C
C C
CtEG

R2 = (1 − φ c )  2k2 EG tTPA2 − 2  2  W bTPA
c
c

K
C
+
C

1
−
φ
(
)
1
−
φ

2

tEG
bEG
( )




CtEG CtTPA  k3  CW CtTPA
CbEG


R3 = (1 − φ ) 2k 3
−

c 2
c 2 C

K
+
C
(1 − φ )  3  (1 − φ ) tEG bEG 

c

 C C

 k 4  CW CbTPA
CbEG
tEG tTPA


R4 = (1 − φ ) k4
− 2

c
 (1 − φ c )2
K
C
+
C
1
−
φ
(
)
 4
tEG
bEG 


c

 C C
 k5  CEGCbEG 
tEG tEG

R5 = (1 − φ ) k5
−4 
c
 (1 − φ c ) 2
 K5  (1 − φ ) 

c

 C C 
R6 = (1 − φ )  k6 tEG tEG2 
 (1 − φ c ) 


c


CbTPA 
R7 = (1 − φ c )  k7 CbEG
CtEG + CbEG 


CtEG
CbTPA 

R8 = (1 − φ c )  k8
c
 (1 − φ ) CtEG + CbEG 
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 C C
R9 = (1 − φ )  k9 tEG tVIN2
 (1 − φ c )

c






5.3.7. Solid-State Rate Constants
The pre-exponential factor for esterification is higher (SSP rate is higher) for a higher starting
prepolymer [η]. Recall that a higher [η] translates to longer polymer chains (higher Mn ). Also,
the SSP rate levels off after the [η] builds to a certain point. Translational motion becomes a
limiting factor in SSP, where [η] is significantly higher than in the melt.

There are two separate rate constant calculations depending on whether translational motion
affects the reaction or not. Chain mobility (Section 3.3.3.2) limits reactions 1 through 6 and 9,
but not reactions 7 and 8. Table 5.15 lists the rate constants for SSP of PET.

Table 5.15. Rate constant for solid-state PET reaction j.5

k1 = A1
k 2 = A2
k 3 = A3
k 4 = A4
k 5 = A5
k 6 = A6

DPref 2
DPn2

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  1 
 RT 
 RT 

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  2 
DPn
 RT 
 RT 

DPref 2
2

DPref 2
DPn2

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  3 
 RT 
 RT 

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  4 
DPn
 RT 
 RT 

DPref 2
2

DPref 2
DPn 2
DPref 2
DPn

2

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  5 
 RT 
 RT 
 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  6 
 RT 
 RT 
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 −E 
k 7 = A7 exp  7 
 RT 
 −E 
k 8 = A8 exp  8 
 RT 

k 9 = A9

DPref 2
DPn

2

 −E 
 −E 
exp  p  exp  9 
 RT 
 RT 

5.3.8. Generation Rates
The generation rate Gi(t) is the time rate of change of a species due to chemical reaction. It is a
combination of reaction rates which include the particular component. Table 5.16 summarizes
the generation rates for all components.

Table 5.16. Generation rate equations, Gi (t) (mol/L⋅ min), for PET components.5

Species

Time Rate of Change

TPA

GTPA ( t ) = − R1 − R3

EG

GEG ( t ) = − R1 − R2 + R5

W

GW ( t ) = R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R6

tEG

GtEG (t ) = R1 + R2 − R3 − R4 − 2R5 − 2 R6 − R8 − R9

tTPA

GtTPA (t ) = R1 − R2 + R3 − R4 + R7 + R8

bEG

GbEG (t ) = R3 + R4 + R5 − R7 + R9

bTPA

GbTPA ( t ) = R2 + R4 − R7 − R8

bDEG

GbDEG ( t ) = R6

tVIN

GtVIN (t ) = R7 − R9

AA

GAA ( t ) = R 8 + R9
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Nomenclature
English Symbols

Description

Aj

frequency factor, nylon-6: kg/mol⋅hr, PET: L/mol⋅min

C

concentration, nylon-6: mol/kg, PET: mol/L

DP

degree of polymerization

Ej

activation energy, cal/mol

G

generation rate, nylon-6: mol/kg⋅hr, PET: mol/L⋅min

∆H

enthalpy, cal/mol

kj

rate constant, nylon-6: kg/mol⋅hr, PET: L/mol⋅min

Kj

equilibrium constant

R

ideal-gas constant, cal/mol⋅K

Rj

reaction rate, nylon-6: mol/kg⋅hr, PET: mol/L⋅min

∆S

entropy, cal/mol⋅K

t

time, hr

T

temperature, K

Greek Symbols
[η]

intrinsic viscosity, dL/g

φ

volume fraction, m3 /m3

Subscripts
C

condensation

g

glass-transition

H

hydrolysis-esterification

i

component index

j

reaction index

n

number-average

p

polymer mobility

ref

reference
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Superscripts
ac

acid-catalyzed

b

ethylene glycol bound (repeat) group

c

crystalline phase

nc

non-catalyzed

t

ethylene glycol terminal (end) group

′

reverse
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6. Modeling Solid-State Polymerization Process Systems
6.1. Introduction
We now combine fundamental chemical engineering concepts (physical properties, phase
equilibrium, crystallization kinetics, mass transfer, and polymerization kinetics) into a model that
rigorously describes a solid-state polymerization process system. We can predict what changes
will occur to the polymer pellets in the operating temperature range between the glass-transitio n
temperature (Tg ) and melting-point temperature (Tm ). Our predictions include the final polymer
composition, polymer production rate, viscosity, and degree of crystallinity.

There are advantages of SSP over melt-state polymerization. These focus mainly on the quality
of the product as well as the final viscosity.

The process systems described here are applicable to more than just nylon-6 and PET. Typically,
SSP process systems involve condensation polymers. We can easily use the model framework
for systems of various polyamides (nylons), polyesters, and polycarbonates.

We will describe how we model specific process units commonly found in these process
systems.1-4

We describe the flow arrangements within them.

We discuss the engineering

assumptions we use to model them. We give these in the context of our preferred modeling
approach: mixing-cell model.

The ultimate goal is to increase the viscosity to reach a set target. There are numerous ways to
go about this. We have to look at the specific system and examine which approaches are feasible.
Practical experience may rule out an approach because polymerization may become too difficult
to control or pellets may fuse and agglomerate.

We give the continuous mass balance equations for coupled diffusion and reaction. We outline
the necessary boundary conditions along with the necessary correlations to calculate them.
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Finally, we discuss how we actually build these models and implement them. We provide
sample model code for Aspen Custom Modeler software with a lengthy description.

We discuss more about modeling such systems throughout this chapter. Section 6.2 discusses
the advantages of SSP. Section 6.3 presents other polymers that we can model in the same
fashion. Section 6.4 defines and illustrates the mixing-cell model. Sections 6.5 to 6.10 detail the
pre-crystallizer, crystallizer, reactor, nitrogen cooler, air cooler, and leacher, respectively.
Section 0 presents strategies for increasing the viscosity.

Section 6.12 discusses how we

mathematically treat simultaneous reaction and diffusion in a continuous stirred-tank reactor
(CSTR). Section 6.13 details the three types of radial boundary conditions at the pellet surface
that we consider when modeling any of our systems with one-dimensional Fickian diffusion in
spherical coordinates. Section 6.14 covers the simplified approach to diffusion. Section 6.15
presents simultaneous reaction and diffusion in a plug- flow reactor (PFR). Section 6.16 focuses
on simulation software and programming to build the models. Section 6.17 provides our Aspen
Custom Modeler code for a cell model approach.

Finally, Section 6.18 discusses future

directions for improving our SSP modeling system.

6.2. Advantages of Solid-State Polymerization
There are advantages to operating in the solid-state (below Tm ). The biggest and most obvious
advantage is the feasibility to achieve a much high Mn . The Mn can easily be twice as high the
typical product from the melt-state. Our manuscripts for PET and nylon-6 solid-state process
systems respectively show a final Mn about 2.5 and 1.8 times higher than the starting prepolymer
Mn .
Such high molecular weights translate to an extremely viscous polymer. These would not be
practical to try to process as a melt. However, they are easily transported as solid pellets. The
pellets can be conveyed or slurried.

Also, since the solids are at lower temperatures than the melts, there are less side reactions
occurring.

Look at the activation energies for PET polymerization as an example.

The

activation energies for diethylene glycol formation, thermal degradation, and acetaldehyde
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formation are much higher than those for the esterification and polycondensation reactions.
Lower temperature will minimize the less desirable reactions. Acetaldehyde concentration is an
important characteristic for food- grade solid-state PET products. It is important that we choose
operating conditions (i.e., temperature) which do not favor acetaldehyde formation. For nylon-6,
we can expect less cyclic oligomer formation. We almost always want to minimize cyclic
oligomers in nylon-6.

6.3. Suitable Condensation Polymers
Our research focuses on nylon-6 and PET. We developed a framework for building models to
describe solid-state polymerization process systems for these two polymers. However, we can
easily do the same for similar polymers (i.e., other nylons and polyesters, and also
polycarbonates).

Nylon-6,6, along with nylon-6 and PET, is one of the three most popular polymers in SSP
research. Griskey and Lee5 and Srinivasan et al. 6,7 focus on a rate-controlled process system.
Although, Srinivasan et al. discuss crystallinity, while Griskey and Lee do not. Li et al. 8 and Yao
et al. 9,10 give detailed models considering reaction, diffusion, and crystallization.
Gaymans 11 studied the melt- and solid-state polymerization of nylon-4,T. Gaymans prepared the
prepolymers from different melt-state polymerizations. The prepolymers were then placed in a
fluidized bed reactor with nitrogen as the carrier gas.

Polyesters, besides PET, include poly(butylene terephthalate) (PBT), poly(ethylene naphthalate)
(PEN), and poly(trimethylene terephthalate) (PTT). Bamford and Wayne 12 studied solid-state
PET, but with dihydroxyethyl terephthalate (DHET) as the monomer rather than the usual
monomer combination of ethylene glycol (EG) and terephthalic acid (TPA). While they only
focused on the polycondensation reaction, they did recognize that the crystallinity changes over
the course of SSP. Gostoli et al. 13 studied solid-state PBT. They included polymerization and
diffusion with nitrogen carrier gas. Two groups of researchers, James and Sivaram,14 and Sun
and Shieh, 15 studied solid-state PEN. Duh16 investigated solid-state PTT.
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The SSP of polycarbonates is not practiced commercially either, but we could still model the
process system in the same way. There are several studies17-23 on the SSP of poly(bisphenol A
carbonate) (BPA-PC), which is sold by GE as Lexan. They crystallize the prepolymer pellets
first and then use either nitrogen or supercritical CO2 as the carrier gas. They show that the
polymerization rate is higher with supercritical CO2 than N2 at comparable operating conditions.
They also hypothesize that the supercritical CO2 plasticizes the amorphous regions of the
polymer, which increases chain mobility and the diffusion rate of pheno l. This allows them to
lower the reaction temperature and further avoid unwanted side reactions.

The SSP of nylon salts presents a different situation. This type of solid-state process has the salt
suspended in an inert solvent. The solution is stirred and kept at the solvent’s normal boiling
point, which is well below the melting point of the nylon salt. Other temperatures are possible if
the system is kept in vacuum. Volokhina et al.,24 Kampouris,25,26 and Papaspyrides27-30 have
done a great deal of research in this area. However, this process system is not used industrially
because there is typically a solid- melt transition which causes the pellets to agglomerate. The
resulting polymer mass would quickly plug a transfer line. We could still model the process
(except for predicting agglomeration) in a similar style, but there is currently no commercial
importance.

6.4. Mixing-Cell Modeling Approach
We use a mixing- cell modeling approach to solve the coupled reaction and mass transfer
problem. The mixing-cell model uses a network of small reactors to represent a single large
reactor. We assume that each individual cell is an ideal mixture with a steady-state enthalpy
balance. No predictions for key process output variables are made based on enthalpies. The cell
model allows us to develop accurate steady-state models for every vessel of interest in our solidstate polymerization process systems, which includes: (1) vapor cross- flow through a horizontal,
rectangular solid polymer bed (Figure 6.1); (2) downward flow of solid pellets around
obstructions with countercurrent vapor flow (Figure 6.2); and (3) downward flow of solid pellets
with either countercurrent vapor or liquid flow (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.1. Mixing-cell model for cross-flow through a horizontal polymer bed (shaded area).
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Figure 6.2. Mixing-cell model for countercurrent flow with obstructions in the bed (shaded area).
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Figure 6.3. Mixing-cell model for countercurrent plug flow. The shaded area is the polymer bed.

6.5. Modeling a Pre-crystallizer
The prepolymer pellet feed is amorphous.3

We crystallize the pellets prior to solid-state

polymerization to raise the sticking temperature of the pellets.1,4 Otherwise, the pellets will stick
together and form an intractable mass capable of shutting down production.
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Prior to

crystallization, the sticking temperature of amorphous polyester is above about 70 ºC, whereas
for crystallized polyester the temperature is between 230 and 240 ºC.1

A great deal of transformation within the polymer occurs in the pre-crystallizer. The precrystallizer serves three purposes: (1) increase the degree of crystallinity; (2) dry the polymer;
and (3) increase the sticking temperature. The degree of crystallinity reaches about 30% by mass.
The air stream dries the polymer by removing much of the water and acetaldehyde. There is 50100 ppm water when exiting the pre-crystallizer. The pre-crystallizer operates to crystallize the
PET pellets and consequently reduce their stickiness (raise the sticking temperature). The air
flow must be sufficient so that the pellets do not touch each other and stick together. Otherwise,
the pellets will fuse and stop the production line. Also, the air in the pre-crystallizer removes all
of the powder, which are tiny pieces broken off the chip during handling.

There are two pre-crystallizers running in parallel in our solid-state PET process system. The
polymer pellets drop down from the top of the pre-crystallizer. Hot air blows up through the bed.
The polymer bed moves via pulsing flow. We present the physical representation of the precrystallizers in Figure 6.4.

Polymer in

Air out

τ

Air in

Polymer out
Figure 6.4. Physical representation of the pre-crystallizer.
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We apply assumptions to model the pre-crystallizers. We simplify the geometry for our model
by only considering the main section shaded in gray.

There are three plates in the pre-

crystallizer through which the air flows. We do not know exactly how the air flow is split up,
but we do know that the air flow diminishes along the length of the bed. We can assume the
polymer flow is close to plug flow and there is cross flow of air throughout the entire bed.
Therefore, we use a mixing-cell model similar to Figure 6.1. We divide the polymer residence
time equally among the cells, but the flow rate of air decreases from cell 1 to cell N. We do not
know the real temperature profile along the bed so we use our best engineering judgement.
Figure 6.5 is our representation of the pre-crystallizer in our modeling study.

Air out

Polymer in

T1

T2

TN

τ1

τ2

τΝ

Polymer out

Air in
Figure 6.5. Modeling assumptions for the pre-crystallizer.

We use the mixing-cell modeling approach with Fickian diffusion, Eq. (6.1), and convection
boundary condition at the surface, Eq. (6.4). Each cell has a fixed temperature. We include the
reaction scheme in Section 5.3.2 and crystallization kinetics in Section 3.3.5.

We use an

Arrhenius-type expression for diffusivity, Eq. (4.22). More details regarding modeling the precrystallizer as well as simulation results are in Chapter 7, “Manuscript for Steady-State and
Dynamic Modeling for New Product Design for the Solid-State Polymerization of Poly(ethylene
terephthalate).”
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6.6. Modeling a Crystallizer
The crystallizer in our process fur ther increases the degree of crystallinity of the PET pellets and
also drops the water content in the pellets to between 10 and 20 ppm. The surface of the pellets
softens at higher temperatures.

Increasing the degree of crystallinity also increases the

temperature at which the surface will soften. We do not want the surface to soften at the reactor
temperature so we raise the degree of crystallinity further to about 40 to 45% by mass.

Hot, recirculating gas entrains the pellets and establishes a fluidized flow. The pellets eventually
crystallize as they recirculate. There is a specific residence time during which polymer pellets
admix with crystallized pellets. Balint et al.1 recommend that the pellets in the crystallizer
consist of a maximum of 20 wt. % entirely amorphous polymer pellets and the rest being semicrystalline with a crystalline mass fraction of at least 0.5. Balint et al. warn of certain conditions
which may result in polymer pellets with a tendency to stick together and thus form an
intractable mass which may plug the crystallizer.
Balint et al.1 also suggest using an inert gas such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide for crystallization
because moisture in the gas accelerates crystallization. The fluidized gas should be between 150
and 190 ºC for optimal crystallization times to reach 60 % crystallinity. Exceeding 190 ºC not
only takes longer to attain the desired crystallinity, but also generally causes the pellets to fuse
together.

We caution that in the plant’s experience, moisture in the gas decelerates

crystallization rather than accelerates it.
Brent3 provides further insight into the operation of the crystallizer and its effect on the pellets.
The prepolymer pellet feed generally contains between 0.25 and 0.40 wt. percent moisture. The
heat in the crystallizer will remove some of this moisture. Therefore, a stream of dry gas is
essential to carrying the liberated water away to prevent hydrolysis. Heating too rapidly will
cause the pellets to fuse. Both the lack of a dry gas stream and rapid heating will reduce the
intrinsic viscosity of the prepolymer, which runs counter to the goal of SSP.

The two pre-crystallizers in the solid-state PET process system feed into the top of a single
crystallizer. The polymer pellets distribute throughout the crystallizer with the aid of cones
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spread throughout it. These cones reduce the effective volume of the crystallizer. The cones
also disperse the pellets to cause deviations from ideal plug flow. The carrier gas (nitrogen)
flows upward passed the falling pellets. Figure 6.6 shows the physical representation of the
crystallizer.

Polymer in

Nitrogen out

Nitrogen in

Polymer out
Figure 6.6. Physical representation of the crystallizer.

We model the shaded section and ignore the bottom cone and top section. We only consider the
section where both polymer and nitrogen interact. We use N cells in series (similar to Figure 6.2)
to represent the flow of the polymer and the countercurrent flow of the nitrogen as in Figure 6.7.
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We approximate the temperature profiles of both the polymer and carrier gas as best we can. We
do not know the real profiles.

Polymer in
Nitrogen out

T1
τ1

T2
τ2

TN
Nitrogen in

τΝ
Polymer out

Figure 6.7. Modeling assumptions for the crystallizer.

We model the crystallizer with the same equations as the pre-crystallizer. However, we arrange
the carrier streams for countercurrent flow rather than cross flow. We use the mixing-cell
modeling approach with Fickian diffusion, Eq. (6.1), and convection boundary condition at the
surface, Eq. (6.4). Each cell has a fixed temperature. We include the reaction scheme in Section
5.3.2 and crystallization kinetics in Section 3.3.5. We use an Arrhenius-type expression for
diffusivity, Eq. (4.22). More details regarding modeling the crystallizer as well as simulation
results are in Chapter 7, “Manuscript for Steady-State and Dynamic Modeling for New Product
Design for the Solid-State Polymerization of Poly(ethylene terephthalate).”
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6.7. Modeling a Reactor
The solid-state reactor builds up the molecular weight (measured in the plant as intrinsic
viscosity) and degree of crystallinity to their maximum values. The inert gas stream flowing
through the reactor removes volatile products such as ethylene glycol and water, which drives
the equilibrium reactions to the right.

The degree of crystallinity increases from both

temperature and molecular weight.

It is better to operate closer to Tm than Tg due to the higher molecular mobility. We must
consider the sticking temperature as well when choosing the reaction temperature. Commercial
reactors typically operate from about 1 to 50 ºC below the sticking temperature.4 The sticking
temperature depends not only on the crystallinity, but also on the composition and molecular
weight of the polymer; it can increase during SSP, which then allows the reactor temperature to
gradually increase during the course of reaction. The sticking temperature of crystalline PET is
generally about 230-240 °C.1

A commercial solid-state reactor is most often a vertical, tubular reactor. The prepolymer pellets
move from top to bottom, while the inert gas flows from bottom to top. There is countercurrent
heat and mass transfer in the reactor. The SSP reaction zone may be a fixed, static, fluidized, or
moving bed. The polymerization time is the residence time in the reaction zone.4

The reactor is the most important unit in the solid-state PET or nylon-6 process system. The
bulk of the solid-state polymerization occurs here and the residence time of the reactor
determines the final intrinsic viscosity of the product. Similar to the crystallizer, the polymer
pellets drop down from the top and the carrier gas (again, typically nitrogen) flows upward
through the bed. There is a distribution plate at the top of the reactor to disperse the pellets
throughout the diameter of the reactor. Figure 6.8 illustrates the physical representation of the
reactor.
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Polymer in

Nitrogen out

Nitrogen in
Polymer out
Figure 6.8. Physical representation of the solid-state reactor.

As usual, we only model the shaded section where the carrier gas and polymer pellets come in
contact with one another. We choose to represent the flows in the reactor with a series of N cells
(similar to Figure 6.3). The reactor is heated by a jacket which maintains the same temperature
profile for all grades. Raising the temperature makes it difficult to control the viscosity in real
operation. We assume a linear temperature profile for the carrier gas. We represent the reactor
with our modeling assumptions in Figure 6.9.
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Polymer in
Nitrogen out
T1
τ1
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τ3
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τ4
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TN
Nitrogen in

τΝ

Polymer out
Figure 6.9. Modeling assumptions for the solid-state reactor.

We use the mixing-cell modeling approach with Fickian diffusion, Eq. (6.1), and convection
boundary condition at the surface, Eq. (6.4). We use an Arrhenius-type expression for diffusivity,
Eq. (4.22), with the Fickian diffusion term. Each cell has a fixed temperature. We also compare
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it to a PFR with simplified diffusion, Eq. (6.48), which uses an overall mass-transfer coefficient,
Eq. (6.37). We include the reaction schemes in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.2 for nylon-6 and PET,
respectively. We justify the inclusion of the crystallization kinetics in Section 3.3.5. More
details regarding modeling the reactor for PET and nylon-6 as well as simulation results for each
are in Chapter 7, “Manuscript for Steady-State and Dynamic Modeling for New Product Design
for the Solid-State Polymerization of Poly(ethylene terephthalate),” and Chapter 8, “Manuscript
for Modeling of Industrial Nylon-6 Leachers and Solid-State Polymerization Reactors.”

6.8. Modeling a Nitrogen Cooler
We dry the polymer some more prior to sending it to the packaging unit. The drying medium
may be either an inert gas or air. The drying temperature is normally below the Tg of PET in
order to inhibit hydrolysis.4 The dryers also serve to cool the polymer.

The nitrogen cooler in the solid-state PET process system starts to lower the temperature of the
reactor product. Nitrogen enters the cooler near the top, but is piped down to the bottom of the
cooler where it disperses upward. A distribution plate spreads the polymer pellets throughout the
diameter of the cooler. Figure 6.10 presents the physical representation of the nitrogen cooler.

Polymer in

Nitrogen out

Nitrogen in

Polymer out
Figure 6.10. Physical representation of the nitrogen cooler.
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We use only a single cell to represent the nitrogen cooler due to its small size and short residence
time. We show the modeling representation of the cooler in Figure 6.11.

Polymer in
Nitrogen out

Nitrogen in
Polymer out
Figure 6.11. Modeling assumptions for the nitrogen cooler.

We use the a single cell with Fickian diffusion, Eq. (6.1), and convection boundary condition at
the surface, Eq. (6.4). The cell has a fixed temperature. We include the reaction scheme in
Section 5.3.2 and crystallization kinetics in Section 3.3.5. We use an Arrhenius-type expression
for diffusivity, Eq. (4.22).

More details regarding modeling the nitrogen cooler as well as

simulation results are in Chapter 7, “Manuscript for Steady-State and Dynamic Modeling for
New Product Design for the Solid-State Polymerization of Poly(ethylene terephthalate).”

6.9. Modeling an Air Cooler
We model the air cooler in the solid-state PET process system identically to the pre-crystallizer,
except with different operating conditions. We present the physical representation of the air
cooler in Figure 6.12 and the modeling assumptions in Figure 6.13.
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Polymer in

Air out

τ
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Polymer out
Figure 6.12. Physical representation of the air cooler.
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T1
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τ2

τΝ

Polymer out

Air in
Figure 6.13. Modeling assumptions for the air cooler.

6.10. Modeling a Leacher
The leacher (or extractor) is a vertical column with polymer chips flowing downward and
washwater flowing upward as in Figure 6.14. Water carries the chips after extrusion to the top of
the leacher as a slurry. Most of the water separates from the chip. Washwater fills the leacher
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from the bottom up to the water overflow. Slurry or jet water also moves the chip from the
leacher to the dryer.

unwashed
chip & slurry
water
slurry water
return
washwater
return

washwater
supply

washed chip
slurry water
supply
Figure 6.14. Standard continuous leacher with countercurrent washwater flow.

A leacher may be atmospheric or pressurized depending on the desired water temperature. A
commercial leacher for nylon-6 uses water to remove monomer (i.e., caprolactam) and cyclic
oligomers, especially cyclic dimer.

We believe that water acts as a solvent to remove

caprolactam and that water and caprolactam both act as solvents to remove cyclic dimer.31
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Leachers may have complex geometries as well as temperature profiles from top to bottom. For
leachers with a temperature profile, we divide the leacher into cells which contain a temperature
reading. We then assume the temperature is constant for the entire cell. We may also divide a
leacher into cells which have different effective diameters, such as conical frustum at the bottom
of a leacher. We use a series of cells to simulate the plug flow behavior, varying geometry, and
temperature profile in a real, industrial leacher. The mixing-cell modeling approach allows us to
connect the polymer chip and washwater streams for countercurrent flow.

We assume a

minimum of eight cells is necessary to represent plug flow.

We use the mixing-cell modeling approach with Fickian diffusion, Eq. (6.1), and convection
boundary condition at the surface, Eq. (6.22). Each cell has a fixed temperature. We verify that
the reaction scheme in Section 5.2.2 and the crystallization kinetics in Section 3.3.5 are not
necessary to consider in order to accurately model the leacher. More details regarding modeling
the leacher for nylon-6 as well as simulation results are in Chapter 8, “Manuscript for Modeling
of Industrial Nylon-6 Leachers and Solid-State Polymerization Reactors.”

6.11. Strategies to Increase Viscosity
6.11.1. Introduction
There are several strategies possible to attain the maximum viscosity for a given prepolymer.
We list seven of them and also illustrate them in Figure 6.15:

1. Optimize pellet size
2. Optimize inert gas velocity in the reactor
3. Optimize reactor temperature
4. Optimize polymerization time (reactor residence time)
5. Optimize prepolymer viscosity
6. Optimize prepolymer crystallinity
7. Optimize catalyst concentration
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Figure 6.15. Strategies for increasing intrinsic viscosity.

6.11.2. Optimizing the Pellet Size
Generally, smaller-sized pellets have lower solid-side diffusion resistance which leads to higher
viscosity, but there is a limit. At the limit, the pellets will agglomerate and viscosity build-up
decreases.
Duh32 discusses this for solid-state PET. Maximum [η] build-up in PET occurs within a pellet
size range of 106 to 180 µm. The pellets must be below about 250 µm for negligible diffusion
resistance. However, a pellet size of 75 µm results in agglomeration and a drop-off in SSP rate.

Fluidized-bed reactors should already have a smaller pellet size because of the requirements to
fluidize the bed. In most cases, the diffusion resistance for volatile components within the pellet
in a fluidized-bed is negligible.
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6.11.3. Optimizing the Inert Gas Velocity
Increased gas velocity decreases the gas-side diffusion resistance until the resistance is negligible.
There is a limit at which increasing the velocity no longer increases viscosity build- up. The SSP
rate for PET reaches a maximum at a superficial nitrogen velocity of about 3 FPM.32

Fluidized-bed reactors by nature have a sufficiently high gas flow rate to remove the gas-side
diffusional resistance.

6.11.4. Optimizing the Reactor Temperature
Higher temperatures increase segment mobility and thus allow for increase reaction rates.
Ideally, the reactor would operate as close to the sticking temperature as possible without
exceeding it. This will provide maximum mobility as long as the peak degree of crystallinity is
not at the same temperature.

6.11.5. Optimizing the Polymerization Time
Longer polymerization times give higher final viscosity. However, the rate trails off with time,
so it takes longer and longer for an equal increase in viscosity. It is important to note that long
polymerization times also lead to higher degrees of crystallinity from secondary crystallization.

6.11.6. Optimizing the Prepolymer Intrinsic Viscosity
Generally, the higher the prepolymer viscosity, the higher the SSP rate. Duh32 states there is an
“ultimate intrinsic viscosity” associated with each prepolymer [η]. Therefore, the higher the
starting [η], the higher the potential [η] increase. In fact, it is possible to re-melt and pelletize
solid-state PET and then send it back to the solid-state reactor for further polymerization to get
solid-state PET with yet an even higher [η].

However, the economics of re-melting and

pelletizing make this impractical. It is also not practical to try to absolutely maximize the
viscosity of the prepolymer in the melt polymerization because that defeats the purpose of SSP.
Remember, it is difficult to handle melt polymers with high viscosity.
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6.11.7. Optimizing the Prepolymer Crystallinity
Crystallinity is a resistance to mass transfer of condensates and end groups. However, the
crystallinity also causes higher local concentrations of monomer, condensates, and end groups,
which amplifies the observed reaction rates and also the equilibrium shifts to higher conversions
and chain length. We do not want to maximize the crystallinity, nor do we want to minimize it.
It is important to keep in mind that crystallinity increases with time though due to secondary
crystallization. We absolutely must have enough crystallinity (at least at the surface) to prevent
the pellets from sticking together. Reaction limited conditions would benefit more from a higher
degree of crystallinity, while diffusion limited conditions would benefit from a lower degree of
crystallinity.

6.11.8. Optimize the Catalyst Concentration
The prepolymer pellets (both nylon-6 and PET) in our research do not have any me tal catalysts
added to them in the melt polymerization. Some of the nylon-6 prepolymer contains small
amounts of a phosphorous-based acid catalyst. Generally, the polymers only have carboxylic
acid end groups to catalyst the polycondensation reaction.

The SSP rate could certainly be improved with catalysts.

The catalyst concentration is

something that would typically be optimized in the MSP. This way it would be distributed
throughout the subsequent pellet.

6.12. Simultaneous Reaction and Diffusion in a CSTR
We consider simultaneous reaction and diffusion in a material balance for a CSTR with diffusion
(one cell). The small molecules diffuse to the surface of the pellet where the carrier stream
removes them. They are also involved in the polymerization kinetics. Two approaches to
representing the mass-transfer are using Fickian diffusion, which results in a partial differential
equation, or using an overall mass-transfer coefficient with an appropriate driving force, which
results in an ordinary differentia l equation. Devotta and Mashelkar,33 Kang, 34 Mallon and Ray, 35
Yao et al.,9 Kim and Jabarin,36 Algeri and Rovaglio37 are some of the researchers who model
diffusion with the former approach, while Yao et al.38 and Rovaglio et al. 39 model diffusion with
the latter. These researchers all used species balances for batch or plug flow reactors.
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We examine the case for Fickian diffusion first.

We assume one-dimensional diffusion in

spherical coordinates since we characterize all polymer pellet shapes using equivalent spheres.
Our single dimension is the radius. The CSTR species balance for diffusing component i in a
spherical pellet is:

V

∂CiP
 ∂ 2C P 2 ∂CiP 
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + DiP  2i +
V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r

(6.1)

where V is the total polymer volume; CiP is the concentration of component i in the polymer; V&
is the total volumetric flow rate; DiP is the diffusivity of component i in polymer; and r is the
radial dimension of the pellet. The volume constraint limits the diffusion time so we do not need
to discretize time, which greatly reduces the number of variables required by the simulation.

The component concentrations are distributed over one dimension (radius r) giving us a
concentration profile along the radius from the center to the surface. We use the 4th -order central
finite-difference (CFD4) discretization method to solve our mass balance equations for the radius
domain. The initial component concentrations are equal to the concentrations entering the
particular vessel (Ci = Ci,0). We set a no- flux (dCi/dt = 0) boundary condition for all components
at the center (r = 0). The boundary condition for the volatile components at the pellet surface is
the surface concentration, which we assume, equals the interfacial concentration (Ci = CiI).
Section 6.13 discusses the surface boundary condition in more detail.

We now look at the case for an overall mass-transfer coefficient and driving force. The driving
force may be either concentration (CiI - CiV), pressure (PiI - PiV), or mole fraction (x iI - x iL or yiI yiV). The overall mass-transfer coefficient includes diffusion through the polymer and carrier
fluid. The CSTR species balance for diffusing component i in a spherical pellet with either
vapor or liquid carrier fluid:
OV
I
V
dC% iP % P & % P & 3km t, i RT ( Ci − Ci )
V
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V −
V + GV
i
dt
rs
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(6.2)

OL
I
L
dC% iP % P & % P & 3km t,i (C i − C i )
V
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V −
V + GiV
dt
rs

(6.3)

where C% iP is the average concentration of species i in the polymer; k mt,iOV and kmt,iOL are the
overall mass-transfer coefficients for species i in the vapor and liquid phases, respectively; R is
the ideal- gas constant; T is the absolute system temperature; CiV and CiL are the concentrations of
species i in the vapor and liquid phases, respectively; and rs is the radius of the polymer pellet.
Section 6.14 has the details for the diffusion term.

6.13. Surface Boundary Conditions for Fickian Diffusion
6.13.1. Case I: Convection with Carrier Gas
The system uses a carrier gas and we use a boundary condition at the pellet surface with a gasside mass-transfer resistance,

 kg 
∂C i  3 
 cm 
m 
−D iP 

 s  ∂r ( m )

 m    kg 
 kg 
= 1×10 4 k Vmt ,i    Ci I  3  − CiV  3 
 s   m 
 m 

2

(6.4)

r = rs

where DiP is the diffusivity of species i in the polymer; k mt,iV is the mass-transfer coefficient of
species i in the vapor phase; and CiI and CiV are the mass concentrations of species i at the
interface and in the vapor phase, respectively.

6.13.1.1. Mass-Transfer Coefficient
We calculate a mass-transfer coefficient40 for volatiles in a sphere to a flowing gas,

k

V
m t, i

D Vi ( cm 2 s )
m
−4
 2 + 0.552 ( N Re ) 0.53 ( N Sc )1 3 
  = 1 ×10

Ds ( m ) 
s 
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(6.5)

where Di V is diffusivity of species i in the vapor phase; Ds is the diameter of same surface area as
the pellet; NRe is the dimensionless Reynolds number; and NSc is the dimensionless Schmidt
number. The Ds is not the same as the pellet diameter Dp , except for true spherical polymer
pellets. We calculate the Schmidt number as follows,

N Sc = 10

ρ

V

( kg

µ V ( cP )

m ) D i ( cm s )
3

V

2

(6.6)

where µ V is the viscosity of the vapor phase and ρV is the mass density of the vapor phase. We
calculate NRe as follows,
N Re =

DS ( m ) m& V ( kg hr )
3.6(1 − ε ) µ

V

( cP ) ac ( m 2 )

(6.7)

where m& V is the mass flow rate of the vapor phase; ε is the void fraction; and ac is the crosssectional area.

6.13.1.2. Diffusivities in Vapor (Nitrogen)
We use the expression developed by Fuller et al. 41,42,43 along with their parameter values to
estimate the diffusivities of volatile molecules in a carrier gas. We give examples of diffusivities
for relevant small molecules in nitrogen. The following expressions are dependent only on
temperature and pressure.
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(6.10)
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6.13.2. Case II: Equilibrium
The system uses a carrier gas or liquid and we assume there is no carrier-side mass-transfer
resistance and set the boundary condition to the interfacial concentration,

 kg 
 kg 
∂Ci  3 
= CiI  3 
 m  r =rs
m 

(6.16)

We first calculate yiV or x iL, the mole fractions of the species in the vapor or liquid phase,
respectively. Next, we calculate x iP, the liquid mole fractions of the species in the polymer phase.
The liquid mole fractions of the non-diffusing species at the interface x non,iI will have the same
ratio as in the polymer phase. Therefore we start by calculating this ratio in the polymer phase,
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P
xnon,
i
P
x
∑ non,i

(6.17)

i

We perform a phase equilibrium calculation to determine the liquid mole fractions for the
diffusing species at the interface x diff,iI,

I
diff,i

x

yVi P
xiL γ iL
= I sat or I
γ i Pi
γi

(6.18)

where P is the system pressure; γiI and γiL are the activity coefficients of species i at the interface
and in the liquid, respectively; and Pisat is the vapor pressure of species i at the interface.
We need the sum of the mole fractio ns of the diffusing species and the ratio calculated above in
order to determine the liquid mole fractions for the non-diffusing species at the interface.

I
non,i

x

 P


  xnon,i 
I
= 1 − ∑ xdiff,i  
P

i
  ∑ xnon,i 
 i


(6.19)

Now we can calculate the molar density of the mixture at the interface, ρˆ I .
I
I
ρˆ = ∑ ( xi ρˆ i )

(6.20)

i

We can calculate the interfacial mass concentration CiI,
CiI = x iI ρˆ I M i

where Mi is the molecular weight.
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6.13.3. Case III: Convection with Carrier Liquid
The system uses a carrier liquid and we use a boundary condition at the pellet surface with a
liquid-side mass-transfer resistance,

 kg 
∂C i  3 
 cm 
m 
−D iP 

 s  ∂r ( m )


   kg 
kmol
 kg  
 CiI  3  − CiL  3  
= 1×10 4 kiL  2
3
 m ⋅ s ⋅ ( kmol m )    m 
 m 



2

(6.22)

r = rs

where kmt,iL and CiL are the mass-transfer coefficient and mass concentration, respectively, of
species i in the liquid phase.

6.13.3.1. Mass-Transfer Coefficient
We calculate a mass-transfer coefficient44 for liquid flow in packed towers,

k

L
m t, i



D iL ( cm2 s )
kmol
0.45
0.5
−4
 2
 = 25.1×10
( N Re ) ( NSc )
 m ⋅ s ⋅ ( kmol m3 ) 
DS ( m )



(6.23)

where DiL is the diffusivity of species i in the liquid phase. We calculate the Reynolds number as
follows,

N Re = 0.278

DS ( m ) m& L ( kg hr )
µ

L

( cP ) ac ( m 2 )

(6.24)

where m& L is the mass flow rate of the liquid phase; and µL is the viscosity of the liquid phase.
We calculate the Schmidt number as follows,

N Sc = 10

ρ

L

( kg

µ L ( cP )

m ) D i ( cm s )
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3

L

2

(6.25)

where ρL is the mass density of the liquid phase.

6.13.3.2. Diffusivities in Liquid (Water)
We can use Dullien’s45 equation for the self-diffusion of water. We use the Wilke-Chang46
method (along with the Tyn and Calus47 liquid molar volume estimation) for the diffusivities of
other small molecules in water. We give examples of diffusivities for relevant small molecules
in water. The following expressions are dependent only on temperature and viscosity, except for
water which is also dependent on its molar volume.

 2.4780 ×10−8 T ( K )
=
µW ( cP )


(6.26)
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 s 

(6.27)
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 s 
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=
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 s 
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6.14. Simplified Diffusion
6.14.1. Case I: Polymer-Vapor System
The system is a bed solid polymer pellets with a carrier gas flowing through it. The simplified
diffusion term, as opposed to the more complex Fickian diffusion term, for this system with a
concentration driving force is

−

3kmOVt,i RT ( CiI − CiV )
rs

(6.34)

and we can calculate k mt,iOV as follows:38
1
KiP −V M i
RT
= P
+ V
OV
2
2
km t, i ( kmol m ⋅ s ⋅ bar ) km t, i ( kg m ⋅ s ) km t, i ( m s )

(6.35)

where KiP-V is the distribution coefficient for species i in this polymer-vapor system; Mi is the
molecular weight of species i; and k mt,iP is the mass-transfer coefficient of species i in the
polymer.

Henry’s law is a special case of the distribution coefficient for vapor- liquid systems. We relate
the Henry’s constant for the diffusing species i to its equilibrium partial pressure at the pellet
surface (PiI) and its volume fraction in the polymer (φ iP) as in Rovaglio et al. 39 Furthermore, we
use the polymer-NRTL model to calculate PiI.

KiP−V =

Pi I γ iP xiP Pi sat
=
φiP
φiP
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(6.36)

We end up with the following equation for k mt,iOV.

1

OV
m t, i
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2

⋅ s ⋅ bar )

γ iP xiPPi sat ( bar ) M i ( kg kmol )

=

φ k

P P
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+

RT
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V
mt ,i
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We follow Yao et. al38 to calculate k mt,iP.

k

P
m t, i

(kg

m ⋅ s ) = 1.5
2

DiP ( cm 2 s ) ρ P ( kg m 3 ) π 21E − 4
3rs

(6.38)

Refer back to Section 6.13.1.1 for the k mt,iV correlation.
We easily convert the equilibrium partial pressure at the surface to concentration for the driving
force.

CiI =

Pi I M i γ iP xiPPi sat Mi
=
RT
RT

(6.39)

6.14.2. Case II: Polymer-Liquid System
The system is a bed solid polymer pellets with a carrier liquid flowing through it. The simplified
diffusion term for this system with a concentration driving force is

−

3kmOLt,i (C i I − C iV )
rs

and we can calculate k mt,iOL as follows:
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(6.40)

1
KiP− L Cˆ L M i
1
=
+ L
OL
P
2
km t, i ( m s ) km t, i ( kg m ⋅ s ) km t, i ( m s )

(6.41)

where KiP-L is the distribution coefficient for species i in this polymer-liquid system; and Cˆ L is
the total molar concentration of the liquid phase.

The distribution coefficient is the ratio of the activity coefficient of the species in the polymer
phase to that of the liquid phase.

K

P− L
i

γ iP
= L
γi

(6.42)

We end up with the following equation for k mt,iOL.
L
1
γ iPCˆ L M ave
1
=
+ L
OL
L P
2
km t, i ( m s ) γ i k mt ,i ( kg m ⋅ s ) km t, i ( m s )

(6.43)

We calculate k mt,iP the same way as in the polymer-vapor system. Refer back to Section 6.13.3.1
for the k mt,iL correlation. The units
We start with the liquid- liquid equilibrium relationship,
xiI γ iP = xiLγ iL

(6.44)

Then we rearrange and divide both sides by the total molar concentration of the liquid phase,

γ iPCˆ iL
I
ˆ
Ci = L
γi
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Finally, we multiply by the molecular weight of the species to get the mass concentration at the
interface for the concentration driving force.

CiI =

γ iL CiL
γ iP

(6.46)

6.15. Simultaneous Reaction and Diffusion in a PFR
It takes an infinite number of cells to have the same dynamic response as an ideal PFR.
Therefore, depending on the number of cells chosen to represent a given PFR, it may be wiser to
model the vessel with a true PFR model with coupled diffusion rather than multiple CSTR
models with coupled diffusion if dynamic response is important for the particular study. Yao et
al.,9,10,38 Algeri and Rovaglio,37 and Rovaglio et al. 39 give equations for the PFR with coupled
diffusion as well as numerous graphs showing the dynamic response. Between all of the articles,
they cover both Fickian diffusion as well as simplified diffusion.

The PFR species balance with radial diffusion in a spherical pellet is:
2 P
∂CiP
m& P
∂CiP
2 ∂CiP 
∂ 2CiP
P  ∂ Ci
=−
+
D
+
+
GV
+
D
i 
i
a
2
∂t
r ∂r 
∂z 2
(1 − ε ) ac ρ P ∂z
 ∂r

(6.47)

where m& P is the total mass flow rate of the polymer phase entering the reactor; ε is the void
fraction; ac is the cross-sectional area of the reactor; ρP is the mass density of the polymer phase;
Da is the axial dispersion coefficient; and z is the height dimension of the reactor.
The PFR species balances with simplified diffusion in a spherical pellet for both carrier gas and
carrier liquid are:
OV
I
V
∂C% iP
m& P
∂C% iP 3km t, i RT ( Ci − Ci )
∂ 2C%iP
=−
−
+
GV
+
D
i
a
∂t
rs
∂z 2
(1 − ε ) ac ρ P ∂z
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m& P
∂C% iP 3km t, i (C i − C i )
∂ 2C% iP
=−
−
+ GV
+ Da
i
∂t
rs
∂z 2
(1 − ε ) ac ρ P ∂z

(6.49)

The radial boundary conditions when incorporating one-dimensional Fickian diffusion for a
spherical pellet are the same as for the CSTR. The initial component concentrations are equal to
the concentrations entering the particular vessel (Ci = Ci,0).

There may be one or two axial boundary conditions depending on whether we include axial
dispersion. It is one-dimensional in z without it, but it is two-dimensional when we include it.
Note that an ideal PFR has zero axial dispersion. We consider a vertical reactor of height H,
where z at the top equals H while z at the bottom equals 0. We set the concentrations of all
species equal to the intial concentrations (Ci = Ci,0) at the top (beginning) of the reactor (z = H).
We set a no- flux (dCi/dz = 0) boundary condition for all species at the bottom end of the reactor
(z = 0) when we include axial dispersion.

6.16. Simulation Software and Programming
We can solve the partial differential equations by writing a Fortran program or use a commercial
software design to solve these types of equations. However, we choose a commercial simulation
software (Aspen Custom Modeler, ACM). We need to calculate thermodynamic parameters as
well as phase equilibrium. ACM facilitates this with its built- in procedures. Models are built in
ACM using their modeling language. We can easily define and manipulate stream and process
unit contents and parameters. This software makes it much easier to simulate a real polymer
process system in steady-state or dynamic conditions. Of course, there are math solvers included
to solve the partial differential equations.

6.17. Aspen Custom Modeler CSTR Cell Model Code
6.17.1. Introduction
We present the custom code for our CSTR cell model that we use to simulate solid-state
polymerization process systems in ACM. This includes custom port types, stream types, variable
types, parameter types, and models.

We include the custom variable and parameter types
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directly within the appropriate model or stream type for easy reference. We also make use of the
ACM flowsheet to incorporate custom global variables fo r use in all models and stream types.
We show a basic simulation diagram in Figure 6.16 that includes the Flowsheet, SSP_CLR block,
SSPolymerPort and MassPort port types, and SSPolymerStream and MassStream stream types.
We could add other blocks (i.e., FSplitSSP, FSplitM, MixerSSP, MixerM) to increase the
complexity of the simulation.

Flowsheet

SSPolymerStream (in)

SSPolymerStream (out)

SSP_CLR
MassStream (in)

MassStream (out)

SSPolymerPort
MassPort
Figure 6.16. Basic representation of a simulation in Aspen Custom Modeler.
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6.17.2. Flowsheet
The flowsheet in ACM provides a text-based method to define the model and stream instances, as well as the necessary connections,
for a process. We, however, simply use the flowsheet to define global variables that our custom stream types and models can use.
This allows us to quickly and easily change a value, for example the number of spaces in the radius domain, for every single model
instance in the process flowsheet window.

1. Explore Simulation > Flowsheet and double-click “Flowsheet.”
2. Add the following code:
CONSTRAINTS

pi

as global RealParameter

(Description:"Pi mathematical constant", 3.14159);

SmallPositive

as global Pos_Small

(Description:"Vanishingly small, +ve number to prevent divide-by-zero

errors", Fixed, 1.0E-10);

Dp

as global Length

(Description:"Pellet diameter", Fixed, 0.001);

num

as global IntegerParameter

(Description:"Number of spaces in radial domain", 10);

Ds

as global Length

(Description:"Pellet diameter of equivalent surface area", Fixed,

0.001);

END

Figure 6.17. Flowsheet code.
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3. Save the file.

6.17.3. Custom Port Type: SSPolymerPort
We will now create a custom port type in ACM. We use “PolymerPort” as our basis, which is included with the Polymer Library.
View the PolymerPort in Simulation > Polymer Library > Port Types. Right-click PolymerPort and choose “Edit” to view the
original code. We want to remove all the catalyst variables since they are not necessary in our simulation and also add variables for
degree of crystallinity, concentration profiles, and average concentration.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Port Types and double-click “Add Port Type.”
2. Name it “SSPolymerPort.”
3. Add the following code:
Port SSPolymerPort
/*
DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's PolymerPort (included in Polymers
Plus library). This port does not include the Ziegler-Natta variables,
but adds volumetric crystalline fraction (degree of crystallinity),
conventional species mass concentration profiles along the pellet radius,
average component mass concentration, and polymeric species molar
concentration profiles along the pellet radius.

VERSION:

1.2

DATE:

6/9/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original PolymerPort)

*/
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// Array for radius domain
num

as global IntegerParameter;// Description:"Number of spaces in radius domain"

nums

as hidden IntegerSet

([0:num]);

Fm

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Total mass flow rate");

zm(componentlist)

as MassFraction

(Description:"Mass fractions");

Cmc(componentlist,nums) as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Component mass concentration profile");

Cmc_ave(componentlist)

as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Average component mass concentration");

T

as Temperature

(Description:"Temperature");

P

as Pressure

(Description:"Pressure");

hm

as Enth_Mass

(Description:"Mass enthalpy");

phiC

as VolFraction

(Description:"Degree of crystallinity (volume fraction)");

// Polymer Global Attribute sets:
AttSet

as global StringSet;

SegAttSet

as global StringSet;

// Polymer Property parameters
Segments

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("SEGMENTS"));

PolyAttSel

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("POLY-ATT"));

// Polymer Attribute set intersections:
Atts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*AttSet);

SegAtts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*SegAttSet);

// End Polymer parameters
PolScalar(Atts)

as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Polymer scalar attributes");

PolSeg(Segments,SegAtts)
as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Polymer segment attributes");
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Ccs(Segments,nums)

as Conc_Mole

(Description:"Segment mole concentration profile");

End

Figure 6.18. SSPolymerPort code.

4. Save the file.

6.17.4. Custom Port Type: MassPort
We create another custom port type in ACM. We do not include crystallinity, any polymer variables, or concentration profiles. This
stream has a mass basis.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Port Types and double-click “Add Port Type.”
2. Name it “MassPort.”
3. Add the following code:
Port MassPort
/*
DESCRIPTION:

This port is for conventional (non-polymeric) streams. It includes
total mass flow rate, mass fractions, temperature, pressure, mass
enthalpy, and mass concentrations.

VERSION:

1.0

DATE:

2/01/2004

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech

*/
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Fm

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Mass flowrate");

zm(ComponentList)

as Massfraction

(Description:"Mass fractions");

T

as Temperature

(Description:"Temperature");

P

as Pressure

(Description:"Pressure");

hm

as Enth_Mass

(Description:"Mass enthalpy");

Cmc(ComponentList)

as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Component mass concentration");

End

Figure 6.19. MassPort code.

4. Save the file.

6.17.5. Custom Stream Type: SSPolymerStream
We also need to create a custom stream type similar to what we did for the port type. We use “PolymerStream” as our basis, which is
included with the Polymer Library. View the PolymerStream in Simulation > Polymer Library > Stream Types. Right-click
PolymerStream and choose “Edit” to view the original code. Again, we want to remove all the catalyst variables since they are not
necessary in our simulation and also add variables for degree of crystallinity, average mass concentration of conventional species, and
concentration profiles for conventional and polymeric species.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types and double-click “Add Stream Type.”
a. Name it “SSPolymerStream.”
b. Add the following code:
Stream SSPolymerStream
/*
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DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's PolymerStream (included in Polymers
Plus library). This stream does not include the Ziegler-Natta variables,
but adds volumetric crystalline fraction (degree of crystallinity),
component mass concentration profile along the pellet radius, and
average component mass concentration. This stream is suitable for both
PET and nylon-6 solid-state polymerization processes.

The PolymerStream description:
"The stream model detects if its feed is connected, if not, it becomes
a polymer feed stream model, fixing the specifications which have to
be made for a polymer feed stream.
a polymer report stream.

It its feed is connected, it becomes

If the global "PolymerStreamAtts" is set to yes,

then the stream calculates all the attributes defined in the set
DerivedAttSet."

VERSION:

1.4

DATE:

6/9/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original PolymerStream)

*/

// Variable types
Variable IdealGasConstant
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E9;
Value : 8.314E-6;
PhysicalQuantity : "GJ/kmol/K";
Spec : Fixed;
Description : "Ideal-gas constant";
End
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Variable VolFraction
Lower : 0.0;
Upper: 1.0;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "m3/m3";
End

// Global parameters
PolymerStreamAtts

as global YesNo;

FeedSpec

as global CompositionSpec;

num

as global IntegerParameter;// Number of spaces in radius domain

// Parameters
ValidPhases

as ValidPhasePol

(Description:"Valid phases", "Liquid-Only");

DerivedAttributes

as YesNo

(PolymerStreamAtts, Description:"Calculate derived polymer

as CompositionSpec

(FeedSpec, Description:"Specify the flows or fractions?");

attributes?");
FeedSpecOption

// Polymer global attribute sets
AttSet

as global StringSet;

SegAttSet

as global StringSet;

// Polymer property parameters
Polymer

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("Polymer"));

Segments

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("Segments"));

PolyAttSel

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("POLY-ATT"));

// Polymer attribute set intersections
Atts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*AttSet);
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SegAtts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*SegAttSet);

// Ports
In_F

as input SSPolymerPort

(Description:"Input, (Optional)");

Out_P

as output SSPolymerPort (Description:"Output, (Optional)");

// ComponentList
ComponentList : In_F.ComponentList;

// Array for radius domain
nums

as hidden IntegerSet

([0:num]);

as IdealGasConstant

(Description:"Ideal gas constant (GJ/kmol-K)", Fixed);

// Ideal gas constant
Rgas

// Flow and composition variables
Fm

as input,output Flow_Mass

Fmc(ComponentList)

as input Flow_Mass

(Description:"Component mass flow");

zm(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Mass fraction");

zmn(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Normalized mass fraction");

Fv

as Flow_Vol

(Description:"Total volumetric flow");

rhom(ComponentList)

as hidden Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component mass density", Lower:1E-30, 1E-30);

rhomv(ComponentList)

as hidden Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component vapor mass density", Lower:1E-30, 1E-30);

rhoml(ComponentList)

as hidden Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component liquid mass density", Lower:1E-30, 1E-30);

rhomlA

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Amorphous density", Free, Lower:1E-30, 1E3);

rhomlC

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"100% crystalline density", Free, Lower:1E-30, 1E3);

(Description:"Total mass flow");

// Density variables
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// Concentration variables
Cmc_ave(ComponentList)

as output Conc_Mass

(Description:"Average component mass concentration", Lower:0.0);

as output Conc_Mass

(Description:"Component mass concentration", Lower:0.0);

as Conc_Mole

(Description:"Segment molar concentration", Lower:0.0);

Cmc(ComponentList,nums)

Ccs(Segments,nums)

// Molecular weights (kg/kmol)
Mwc(ComponentList)

as hidden MolWeight

(Description:"Component molecular weights");

Proc_MWc : call (MWc) = Pmolweights ();

// Specifications
T

as input,output Temperature
(Description:"Temperature");

P

as input,output Pressure
(Description:"Pressure");

// Degree of crystallinity
phiC

as input,output VolFraction
(Description:"Degree of crystallinity (volume fraction)", Lower:0.0);

zmC

as MassFraction

(Description:"Degree of crystallinity (mass fraction)", Lower:0.0);

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Vapor Mass fractions");

xm(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Liquid Mass fractions");

vf

as output VapMassFraction

// Property variables
ym(ComponentList)

(Description:"Mass based Vapor fraction");
hmv

as Enth_Mass_Vap

(Description:"Vapor mass enthalpy", Lower:-1E12);

hml

as Enth_Mass_Liq

(Description:"Liquid mass enthalpy");

// Thermodynamic variables
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Zgas(ComponentList)

as hidden Pos_Small

(Description:"Compressibility factor", Free, 1.0);

as StringSet

(Description:"Volatile components", ["EG","W","AA","CL","ACA","CD"]);

// Volatile components
Volatiles

// Declare Polymer variables
PolScalar(Atts)

as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Scalar atts feed", 0.01);

PolSeg(Segments,SegAtts)
as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Seg atts feed", 10);
Rate_pol

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Polymer mass flow");

zmom

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Composite zeroth moment");

fmom

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Composite first moment");

sflow(Segments)

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Composite segment flow");

smom

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Composite second moment");

tmom

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Composite third moment");

zmomc

as hidden zmom_mass;

sflowc(Segments)

as hidden seg_mass;

smomc

as hidden smom_mass;

tmomc

as hidden tmom_mass;

MWseg

as MolWeight

(Description:"Average segment MW");

MWsegs(Segments)

as MolWeight

(Description:"Segment molweights");

sfrac(Segments)

as MoleFraction

(Description:"Segment molefractions");

MWn

as output MolWeight

(Description:"Number-average molecular weight");

MWw,MWz

as MolWeight

(Description:"Average distribution MW");

DPn,DPw,DPz

as Positive

(Description:"Average degree of polymerization");

PDI

as Positive

(Description:"Polydispersity Index");

// Equations

Eqn_Fm_out : Out_P.Fm = In_F.Fm;
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Eqn_T_out : Out_P.T = In_F.T;
Eqn_P_out : Out_P.P = In_F.P;
Eqn_Zm_out : Out_P.zm = In_F.zm;
Eqn_hm_out : Out_P.hm = In_F.hm;
Eqn_phic_out : Out_P.phic = In_F.phic;
Eqn_PolScalar_out : Out_P.PolScalar = In_F.PolScalar;
Eqn_PolSeg_out : Out_P.PolSeg = In_F.PolSeg;
Eqn_Cmc_out : Out_P.Cmc(componentlist,nums) = In_F.Cmc(componentlist,nums);
Eqn_Cmc_ave_out : Out_P.Cmc_ave(componentlist) = In_F.Cmc_ave(componentlist);
Eqn_Ccs_out : Out_P.Ccs(Segments,nums) = In_F.Ccs(Segments,nums);

Eqn_Rate_pol : Rate_pol = In_F.zm(Polymer) * In_F.Fm ;
Eqn_Fmc : Fmc = In_F.zm * In_F.Fm ;

// Calculate compressibility factors
Zgas(ComponentList) = 1.0; // ideal gas assumption

// Calculate densities
For i in ComponentList do;
Eqn_rhomv : rhomv(i) * Rgas * (In_F.T+273.15) * Zgas(i) = In_F.P * MWc(i) * 1E-4;
EndFor;

If "TPA" in componentlist then;
Eqn_rhom_TPA : rhoml("TPA") = 9.0891 * Mwc("TPA"); // (kg/m3) (Use solid density since there is no liquid)
EndIf
If "EG" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 260.15) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 645) then
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = (1.3353/0.25499^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/645)^0.172)) * MWc("EG");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = rhomv("EG");
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EndIf;
EndIf;
If "W" in ComponentList then
//

If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 333.15) Then

If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 647.13) then
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = (5.459/0.30542^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/647.13)^0.081)) * MWc("W");
//

ElseIf (In_F.T+273.15)) > 333.15 Then

Else
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = rhomv("W");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "AA" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 150.15) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 461) then
Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = (1.665/0.26004^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/461)^0.2776)) * MWc("AA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = rhomv("AA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CO2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_CO2 : rhoml("CO2") = rhomv("CO2");
EndIf;
If "N2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_N2 : rhoml("N2") = rhomv("N2");
EndIf;
If "O2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_O2 : rhoml("O2") = rhomv("O2");
EndIf;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomlC_PET : rhomlC = 1460;
Eqn_rhomlA_PET : rhomlA = 1330;
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Eqn_rhom_PET : rhom("PET") = (zmC * rhomlC) + ((1-zmC) * rhomlA);
EndIf;
If "CL" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CL");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = rhomv("CL");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("ACA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = rhomv("ACA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CD" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CD");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = rhomv("CD");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in ComponentList Then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 289.81) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 592.71) then;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = (1.5791/0.26954^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/592.71)^0.26843)) * Mwc("HAC");
Else;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = rhomv("HAC");
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EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in ComponentList Then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 255.45) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 615.00) Then
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = (0.70886/0.25517^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/615)^0.27070)) * Mwc("CHA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = rhomv("CHA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhom_c_PA6 : rhomlC = 1230;
Eqn_rhom_a_PA6 : rhomlA = 1084;
Eqn_rhom_PA6 : rhom("NYLON6") = (zmC * rhomlC) + ((1-zmC) * rhomlA);
EndIf;

If ValidPhases == "Vapor-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList-Polymer) = rhomv(ComponentList-Polymer);
ElseIf ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList-Polymer) = rhoml(ComponentList-Polymer);
Else;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList-Polymer) = vf*rhomv(ComponentList-Polymer) + (1-vf)*rhoml(ComponentList-Polymer);
EndIf;

// Degree of crystallinity (mass fraction)
If In_F.phiC == 0.0 then;
Eqn_zmC : zmC = 0.0;
Else
Eqn_zmC : In_F.phiC = (zmC/rhomlC) / ((zmC/rhomlC) + ((1-zmC)/rhomlA));
EndIf;
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// For feed or product streams:
Eqn_zmom : zmom = In_F.PolScalar("ZMOM")*Rate_pol*1E-3;
Eqn_sflow : sflow = In_F.PolSeg(Segments,"SFLOW")*Rate_pol*1E-3;

If "SMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_smom : smom = In_F.PolScalar("SMOM")*Rate_pol;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_tmom : tmom = In_F.PolScalar("TMOM")*Rate_pol*1.0E3;
EndIf;

// Calculate volumetric flow rate
Eqn_Fv : Fv = sigma(Fmc(componentlist)/rhom(componentlist));

If NOT In_F.IsConnected then; // Feed stream
If (ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only") then;
Proc_hm_Liq : call (In_F.hm) = pEnth_Mass_LiqP (In_F.T,In_F.P,In_F.zm,zmomc,sflowc,smomc,tmomc);
Else;
Proc_pFlashP : call (ym, xm, vf, hmv, hml ) = pFlashP (In_F.T,In_F.P,In_F.zm,zmomc,sflowc,smomc,tmomc);
Eqn_hm_vap_liq : In_F.hm = vf*hmv + (1-vf)*hml;
EndIf;
If (FeedSpecOption == "Fractions") then;
Fm : Fixed;
zm(componentlist) : Fixed;
Fmc : Free;
zmn * sigma(zm) = zm;
zmn = In_F.zm;
Fm = In_F.Fm;
Else
Fmc : Fixed;
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Eqn_sigma_Fmc : In_F.Fm = sigma(Fmc);
In_F.Fm : Free;
zm(componentlist) : Free;
EndIf;

In_F.T : Fixed;
In_F.P : Fixed;
In_F.phic : Fixed;

Eqn_Cmc_ave : In_F.Cmc_ave(componentlist) * Fv = Fmc(componentlist);

Eqn_Cmc : In_F.Cmc(ComponentList,nums) = In_F.Cmc_ave(ComponentList);

Eqn_Ccs : In_F.Ccs(Segments,nums) * Fv = sflow(Segments);

zmom : Fixed;
sflow : Fixed;
Eqn_zmomc: zmomc = In_F.PolScalar("ZMOM");
Eqn_sflowc: sflowc = In_F.PolSeg(Segments,"SFLOW");
If "SMOM" in Atts then;
smom : fixed;
Eqn_smomc : smomc = In_F.PolScalar("SMOM");
Else
Eqn_smomc_0 : smomc = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
tmom : fixed;
Eqn_tmomc : tmomc = In_F.PolScalar("TMOM");
Else
Eqn_tmomc_0 : tmomc = 0.0;
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EndIf;

Else; // Connecting or product stream
Fmc : Free;
In_F.T : Free;
In_F.P : Free;
In_F.phic : Free;
In_F.Cmc(componentlist,nums) : Free;
In_F.Cmc_ave(componentlist) : Free;
In_F.Ccs(Segments,nums) : Free;

Fm = In_F.Fm;

zmom : Free;
sflow : Free;
If "SMOM" in Atts then;
smom : Free;
EndIf
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
tmom : Free;
EndIf;
EndIf;

If (DerivedAttributes == "YES") then;
Eqn_DPn: DPn * zmom = fmom;
Eqn_fmom: fmom = sigma(sflow);
Eqn_MWseg: MWseg = sigma(MWsegs * sfrac);
Eqn_sfrac: sfrac * sigma(sflow) = sflow;
Proc_MWsegs: call (mwsegs) = pMolWeights_seg ( );
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
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Eqn_MWn: MWn = DPn * 2 * MWseg;
Else
Eqn_MWn: MWn = DPn * MWseg;
EndIf;

If "SMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_DPw: DPw * fmom = smom ;
Eqn_PDI: PDI * DPn

= DPw;

If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_MWw: MWw = DPw * 2 * MWseg;
Else
Eqn_MWw: MWw = DPw * MWseg;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_DPz: DPz * smom

= tmom;

If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_MWz: MWz = DPz * 2 * MWseg;
Else
Eqn_MWz: MWz = DPz * MWseg;
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndIf;

End

Figure 6.20. SSPolymerStream code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > SSPolymerStream and double-click “Add Form. ”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
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b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
ComponentList
DerivedAttributes
FeedSpecOption
ValidPhases
Fm
Fmc(*)
zm(*)
In_F.P
In_F.T
In_F.phiC
zmom
sflow(*)
smom
tmom

Figure 6.21. SSPolymerStream specification form variables.

3. Go back to Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > SSPolymerStream and double-click “Add Form” again.
a. Name it “Results” and choose “Table.”
b. Add the following list of variables:
Fmc(*)
Out_P.zm(*)
Out_P.Fm
Out_P.hm
Out_P.T
Out_P.P
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Out_P.Cmc_ave(*)
Fv
DPn
MWn
phiC
zmC
xm(*)
ym(*)
hml
hmv

Figure 6.22. SSPolymerStream results form variables.

4. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > SSPolymerStream, right-click on the Results form and select “Make Default”.
5. Save the file.

6.17.6. Custom Stream Type: MassStream
We create a custom stream type for the conventional (non-polymeric) streams. We use “MoleStream” as our basis, which is included
with the Polymer Library. View the MoleStream in Simulation > Polymer Library > Stream Types. Right-click MoleStream and
choose “Edit” to view the original code. We convert the stream variables to a mass basis since we use our custom MassPort.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types and double-click “Add Stream Type.”
a. Name it “MassStream.”
b. Add the following code:
Stream MassStream
/*
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DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's MoleStream (included in Polymers
Plus library). We convert most of the variables to a mass basis.

The MoleStream description:
"MoleStream is used for all feed and connecting streams where polymer
is never present, such as monomer feeds and vapor products.

This is

a mole-basis stream.

The stream model detects if its feed is connected, if not, it becomes
a non-polymer feed stream model, fixing the specifications which have to
be made for a non-polymer feed stream.

It its feed is connected, it becomes

a regular non-polymer stream."

VERSION:

1.22

DATE:

2/24/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original PolymerStream)

*/

// Variable types
Variable IdealGasConstant
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E9;
Value : 8.314E-6;
PhysicalQuantity : "GJ/kmol/K";
Spec : Fixed;
Description : "Ideal-gas constant";
End

// Global parameters
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FeedSpec

as global CompositionSpec;

// Parameters
ValidPhases

as ValidPhaseMon

(Description:"Valid phases", "Vapor-Only");

FeedSpecOption

as CompositionSpec

(Description:"Specify the flows or fractions?", FeedSpec);

In_F

as input MassPort

(Description:"Input, (Optional)");

Out_P

as output MassPort

(Description:"Output, (Optional)");

// Ports

// Flow and composition variables
Fm

as input,output Flow_Mass

(Description:"Total mass flow");

Fmc(ComponentList)

as input Flow_Mass

(Description:"Component mass flow");

zm(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Mass fraction");

zmn(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Normalized mass fraction");

Fv

as Flow_Vol

(Description:"Total volumetric flow");

F

as flow_mol

(Description:"Total mole flow");

z(ComponentList)

as MoleFraction

(Description:"Mole fraction");

// Temperature and pressure variables
T

as input,output Temperature

(Description:"Temperature");

P

as input,output Pressure

(Description:"Pressure");

rhom(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component mass density");

rhomv(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component vapor mass density");

rhoml(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component liquid mass density");

// Density variables

// Concentration variables
Cmc(ComponentList)

as output Conc_Mass

(Description:"Average component mass concentration",
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Lower:0.0);

// Property variables
y(ComponentList)

as output MoleFraction

(Description:"Vapor mole fractions");

x(ComponentList)

as output MoleFraction

(Description:"Liquid mole fractions");

vf

as output VapFraction

(Description:"Mole based Vapor fraction");

hv

as Enth_Mol_Vap

(Description:"Vapor mole enthalpy");

hl

as Enth_Mol_Liq

(Description:"Liquid mole enthalpy");

h

as Enth_Mol

(Description:"Mole enthalpy");

MW

as MolWeight

(Description:"Mixture molweight");

MWc(ComponentList)

as hidden MolWeight; //Component molweights

Zgas(ComponentList)

as hidden Pos_Small

(Description:"Compressibility factor", Free, 1.0);

as IdealGasConstant

(Description:"Ideal gas constant (GJ/kmol-K)", Fixed);

// Ideal gas constant
Rgas

Eqn_Fm_out : Out_P.Fm = In_F.Fm;
Eqn_T_out : Out_P.T = In_F.T;
Eqn_P_out : Out_P.P = In_F.P;
Eqn_zm_out : Out_P.zm = In_F.zm;
Eqn_hm_out : Out_P.hm = In_F.hm;
Eqn_Cmc_out : Out_P.Cmc(ComponentList) = In_F.Cmc(ComponentList);

Eqn_Fmc : Fmc(ComponentList)

= zmn(ComponentList) * In_F.Fm ;

Proc_MWc: call (MWc) = pMolWeights () ;
Eqn_z : z(ComponentList) * sigma(Fmc(ComponentList)/MWc(ComponentList)) = (Fmc(ComponentList)/MWc(ComponentList));
Proc_MW : call (MW) = pMolWeight (z);
Eqn_F : In_F.Fm = F * MW;
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If NOT In_F.IsConnected then; // Feed stream
If (ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only") then;
Proc_h_liq : call (h) = pEnth_Mol_Liq (In_F.T,In_F.P,z);
ElseIf (ValidPhases == "Vapor-Only") then;
Proc_h_vap : call (h) = pEnth_Mol_Vap (In_F.T,In_F.P,z);
Else;
Proc_pflash : call (y, x, vf, hv, hl) = pflash (In_F.T,In_F.P,z);
Eqn_h_vap_liq : h = vf*hv + (1-vf)*hl ;
EndIf;
Eqn_hm_in: In_F.hm * MW = h * 1.0E3;

If (FeedSpecOption == "Fractions") then;
Fm : Fixed;
zm(ComponentList) : Fixed;
Fmc : Free;
zmn * sigma(zm) = zm;
zmn = In_F.zm;
Fm = In_F.Fm;
Else;
Fmc : Fixed ;
Eqn_sigma_Fmc: In_F.Fm = sigma(Fmc) ;
In_F.Fm : Free ;
zm(ComponentList) : Free ;
zmn = In_F.zm;
EndIf;

In_F.T : Fixed ;
In_F.P : Fixed ;

// Calculate compressibility factors
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Zgas(ComponentList) = 1.0; // assume ideal gas

// Calculate densities
For i in ComponentList do;
Eqn_rhomv : rhomv(i) * Rgas * (In_F.T+273.15) * Zgas(i) = In_F.P * MWc(i) * 1E-4;
EndFor;

If "TPA" in componentlist then
Eqn_rhoml_TPA : rhoml("TPA") = 9.0891 * MWc("TPA"); // (kg/m3) (Use solid density since there is no liquid)
EndIf
If "EG" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 260.15) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 645) then
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = (1.3353/0.25499^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/645)^0.172)) * MWc("EG");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = rhomv("EG");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "W" in ComponentList then
//

If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 333.15) Then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 647.13) then
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = (5.459/0.30542^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/647.13)^0.081)) * MWc("W");

//

ElseIf (In_F.T+273.15)) > 333.15 Then
Else
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = rhomv("W");
EndIf;

EndIf;
If "AA" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 150.15) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 461) then
Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = (1.665/0.26004^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/461)^0.2776)) * MWc("AA");
Else
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Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = rhomv("AA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CO2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_CO2 : rhoml("CO2") = rhomv("CO2");
EndIf;
If "N2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_N2 : rhoml("N2") = rhomv("N2");
EndIf;
If "O2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_O2 : rhoml("O2") = rhomv("O2");
EndIf;
If "PET" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_PET : rhoml("PET") = 1330;
EndIf;
If "CL" in ComponentList then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CL");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = rhomv("CL");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("ACA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = rhomv("ACA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
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If "CD" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CD");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = rhomv("CD");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in ComponentList Then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 289.81) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 592.71) then;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = (1.5791/0.26954^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/592.71)^0.26843)) * Mwc("HAC");
Else;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = rhomv("HAC");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in ComponentList Then
If ((In_F.T+273.15) >= 255.45) and ((In_F.T+273.15) <= 615.00) Then
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = (0.70886/0.25517^(1+(1-(In_F.T+273.15)/615)^0.27070)) * Mwc("CHA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = rhomv("CHA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_PA6 : rhoml("NYLON6") = 1084;
EndIf;

If ValidPhases == "Vapor-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = rhomv(ComponentList);
ElseIf ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = rhoml(ComponentList);
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Else;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = vf*rhomv(ComponentList) + (1-vf)*rhoml(ComponentList);
EndIf;

Eqn_Fv : Fv = sigma(Fmc(componentlist)/rhom(componentlist));
Eqn_Cmc : In_F.Cmc(componentlist) * Fv = Fmc(componentlist);

Else; // Connecting or product stream
Fm : Free ;
zm(ComponentList) : Free ;
Fmc : Free ;
In_F.T : Free ;
In_F.P : Free ;
In_F.Cmc(ComponentList) : Free;
zmn(ComponentList) = In_F.zm(ComponentList);

Fv * sigma(In_F.Cmc(ComponentList)) = sigma(Fmc(ComponentList));
EndIf;

End

Figure 6.23. MassStream code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > MassStream and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
ComponentList
ValidPhases
FeedSpecOption
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In_F.T
In_F.P
Fmc(*)
Fm
zm(*)

Figure 6.24. SSPolymerStream specification form variables.

3. Go back to Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > MassStream and double-click “Add Form” again.
a. Name it “Results” and choose “Table.”
b. Add the following list of variables:
Fmc(*)
Out_P.zm(*)
Out_P.Cmc(*)
Out_P.Fm
Out_P.T
Out_P.P
Out_P.hm
Fv
vf
x(ComponentList)
y(ComponentList)

Figure 6.25. MassStream results form variables.

4. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Stream Types > MassStream, right-click on the Results form and select “Make Default”.
5. Save the file.
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6.17.7. Custom Variable Type: IdealGasConstant
We create a custom variable type for the ideal- gas constant.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name IdealGasConstant. Add the following code:
Variable IdealGasConstant
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E9;
Value : 8.314E-6;
PhysicalQuantity : "GJ/kmol/K";
Spec : Fixed;
Description : "Ideal-gas constant";
End

Figure 6.26. IdealGasConstant code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.8. Custom Variable Type: Diffus_Liq
We create a custom variable type for the liquid diffusivity. This variable already exists, but our custom one modifies the upper bound
of the value.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name Diffus_Liq. Add the following code:
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Variable Diffus_Liq
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 0.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "Diffusivity";
End

Figure 6.27. Diffus_Liq code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.9. Custom Variable Type: Conc_Mole2
We create a custom variable type for the molar concentration used in nylon-6 kinetics, which has units kmol/kg rather than kmol/m3 .

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name Conc_Mole2. Add the following code:
Variable Conc_Mole2
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 100;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/kg";
End

Figure 6.28. Conc_Mole2 code.

3. Save the file.
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6.17.10. Custom Variable Type: Reaction2
We create a custom variable type for the reaction rate used in nylon-6 kinetics, which has units kmol/kg/hr rather than kmol/m3 /hr.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name Reaction2. Add the following code:
Variable Reaction2
Lower: -1E6;
Upper: 1E6;
Value: 1000;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/kg/hr";
// Scale : <scaling value>;
End

Figure 6.29. Reaction2 code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.11. Custom Variable Type: MassTransCoeff_Conc
We include a custom variable type for the mass-transfer coefficient with a concentration driving force.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name MassTransCoeff_Conc. Add the following code:
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Variable MassTransCoeff_Conc
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 1.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "m/s";
End

Figure 6.30. MassTransCoeff_Conc code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.12. Custom Variable Type: MassTransCoeff_Pres
We include a custom variable type for the mass-transfer coefficient a pressure driving force.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name MassTransCoeff_Pres. Add the following code:
Variable MassTransCoeff_Pres
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 1.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/m2/s/bar";
End

Figure 6.31. MassTransCoeff_Pres code.

3. Save the file.
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6.17.13. Custom Variable Type: MassTransCoeff_Frac
1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name MassTransCoeff_Frac. Add the following code:
Variable MassTransCoeff_Frac
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 1.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "kg/m2/s";
End

Figure 6.32. MassTransCoeff_Frac code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.14. Custom Variable Type: Intrinsic_Visc
We include a custom variable type for intrinsic viscosity.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name Intrinsic_Visc. Add the following code:
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Variable Intrinsic_Visc
Lower: 0.0;
Upper: 10.0;
Value: 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "dL/g";
End

Figure 6.33. Intrinsic_Visc code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.15. Custom Variable Type: VolFraction
We include a custom variable type for volume fraction.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Variable Types. Double-click “Add Variable Type.”
2. Give it the name VolFraction. Add the following code:
Variable VolFraction
Lower : 0.0;
Upper: 1.0;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "m3/m3";
End

Figure 6.34. VolFraction code.

3. Save the file.
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6.17.16. Custom Parameter Type: KineticsSetParameter
We include a custom parameter type for the nylon-6 kinetics set. We can either use one from the open literature or choose between
two proprietary sets from our industrial sponsor.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name KineticsSetParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter KineticsSetParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Choose a kinetics set";
Valid as StringSet(["Literature 1 (nylon-6)","Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)","Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"]);
Value : "Literature 1 (nylon-6)";
End

Figure 6.35. KineticsSetParameter code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.17. Custom Parameter Type: GenerationParameter
We need a custom parameter type to indicate whether to calculate the generation rates of all the components or not. It is preferable to
first use our custom model with the generation rates turned off (set to “False”) to make converging on an initial solution easier.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name GenerationParameter. Add the following code:
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Parameter GenerationParameter uses LogicalParameter
Description : "Include generation rates?";
Value : False;
End

Figure 6.36. GenerationParameter code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.18. Custom Parameter Type: DiffusionParameter
We need a custom parameter type to indicate whether to enable diffusion within the pellet or not. We can also choose between two
diffusion modeling approaches that give either an ODE or a PDE species balance. It is preferable to first use our custom model with
the diffusion rates turned off (set to “None”) to make converging on an initial solution easier.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name DiffusionParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter DiffusionParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Diffusion rate calculation";
Valid as StringSet(["None","ODE","PDE"]);
Value : "None";
End

Figure 6.37. DiffusionParameter code.

3. Save the file.
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6.17.19. Custom Parameter Type: CrystallizationParameter
We need a custom parameter type to indicate whether to enable crystallization kinetics or not. It is preferable to leave this parameter
set to “true.” Use “false” to evaluate whether a particular system benefits from crystallization kinetics or if a fixed degree of
crystallinity is acceptable.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name DiffusionParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter CrystallizationParameter uses LogicalParameter
Description : "Include crystallization kinetics?";
Value : True;
End

Figure 6.38. CrystallizationParameter code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.20. Custom Parameter Type: BoundaryConditionParameter
We need a custom parameter type to indicate what the boundary condition for the interfacial concentration should be. The model
works with the boundary condition set to either zero (fixed value of 0), small (fixed value of 1E-3), Equilibrium (perform a VLE or
LLE calculation to determine equilibrium concentration), or convective when there is a carrier-side mass-transfer resistance.
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1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name BoundaryConditionParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter BoundaryConditionParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Choose boundary condition at pellet-carrier interface";
Valid as StringSet (["Zero","Small","Equilibrium","Convective"]);
Value : "Zero";
End

Figure 6.39. BoundaryCondition code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.21. Custom Parameter Type: GeometryParameter
We need a custom parameter type to indicate the geometry of the process unit.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name GeometryParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter GeometryParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Vessel geometry";
Valid as StringSet (["Cylinder","Cuboid","Cone"]);
Value : "Cylinder";
End

Figure 6.40. GeometryParameter code.
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3. Save the file.

6.17.22. Custom Parameter Type: CarrierPhaseParameter
We create a custom parameter type for the phase of the carrier fluid. The carrier fluid may be either a liquid or a gas depending on the
system.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Parameter Types. Double-click “Add Parameter Type.”
2. Give it the name CarrierPhaseParameter. Add the following code:
Parameter CarrierPhaseParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Phase of carrier fluid";
Valid as StringSet (["Liquid","Vapor"]);
Value : "Vapor";
End

Figure 6.41. CarrierPhaseParameter code.

3. Save the file.

6.17.23. Custom Model: FSplitSSP
We create a custom model for a polymer stream splitter. We use “FSplitP” as our basis, which is included with the Polymer Library.
View the FSplitP in Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitters. Right-click FSplitP and choose “Edit” to view the original code.
Again, we want to remove all the catalyst variables since they are not necessary in our simulation and also add a variable for degree of
crystallinity.
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1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “FSplitSSP.”
b. Add the following code:
Model FSplitSSP
/*
DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's FSplitP (included in Polymers Plus
library). This port does not include the Ziegler-Natta variables,
but adds volumetric crystalline fraction (degree of crystallinity),
component mass concentration profile along the pellet radius, and
average component mass concentration.

The FSplitP description:
"FSplitP divides a single polymer feed stream into two or more
polymer product streams. All outlets have the same composition and
properties as the inlet."

VERSION:

1.2

DATE:

6/9/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original FSplitP)

*/

// Variable types
Variable VolFraction
Lower : 0.0;
Upper: 1.0;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "m3/m3";
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End

// Declare global parameters
num

as global IntegerParameter;// Number of spaces in radius domain

// Declare parameters

// Declare ports
In_F

as input SSPolymerPort

(Description: "Feed stream (required)");

Out_P

as output multiport of SSPolymerPort

(Description:"Product stream (2+ streams required)",
Min_Connections:2);

// Declare variables
SplitFractions(Out_P.connectionset)
as input Positive

(Description: "Split fractions, will be normalized",

as Fraction

(Description: "Normalized split fractions");

Fixed);
sfn(Out_P.connectionset)

// Array for radius domain
nums

as hidden IntegerSet

([0:num]);

// Polymer Property parameters
Segments

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("SEGMENTS"));

// Model Equations
For conn in Out_P.ConnectionSet do;
Eqn_Out_con_Fm : Out_P.connection(conn).Fm = sfn(conn) * In_F.Fm;
Eqn_Out_con_zm : Out_P.connection(conn).zm(ComponentList) = In_F.zm(ComponentList);
Eqn_Out_con_T : Out_P.connection(conn).T = In_F.T;
Eqn_Out_con_P : Out_P.connection(conn).P = In_F.P;
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Eqn_Out_con_hm : Out_P.connection(conn).hm = In_F.hm;
Eqn_Out_con_phic : Out_P.connection(conn).phic = In_F.phic;
Eqn_Out_con_Cmc : Out_P.connection(conn).Cmc(ComponentList,nums) = In_F.Cmc(ComponentList,nums);
Eqn_Out_con_Cmc_ave : Out_P.connection(conn).Cmc_ave(ComponentList) = In_F.Cmc_ave(ComponentList);
Eqn_Out_con_Ccs : Out_P.connection(conn).Ccs(Segments,nums) = In_F.Ccs(Segments,nums);
// If polymer in In_F.componentlist then;
Eqn_PolScalar_Out : Out_P.connection(conn).PolScalar = In_F.PolScalar;
Eqn_PolSeg_Out : Out_P.connection(conn).PolSeg = In_F.PolSeg;
// EndIf;
EndFor;

sfn * sigma(SplitFractions) = SplitFractions;

// Note, because split fractions don't have to add up to 1
// user must fix them all, and they are normalized.

End

Figure 6.42. FSplitSSP code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
ComponentList
SplitFractions(*)

Figure 6.43. FSplitSSP specification form variables.
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3. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
4. Save the file.
5. Go back to Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitters > FSplitP, right-click on the 3Way icon, and select “Copy.”
a. Right-click on Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP and select “Paste.”
b. Repeat this for the Block, Dot, and Tee icons.
6. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP, right-click the Block icon and select “Edit.”
a. Left-click the icon and then right-click and choose “Ungroup.”
b. Now, left-click the text “FSPLITP” and then right-click and choose “Edit.”
c. Change the text to “FSPLITSSP.” Make sure the font size is 24.
d. Position the blue arrow on the left so that it matches up with the gray arrow on the left. This will ensure that a connected
material stream touches the border of the icon.
e. Hold down the ‘shift’ key and then left-click both the block and the text.
f. Right-click on the block and choose “Group.”
g. Close the Icon Editor window and choose “Yes” to save the changes.
7. Right-click the 3Way icon in Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP and choose “Edit.”
a. Position the blue arrow pointing to the right so that it matches up with the gray arrow point ing to the right. This will
ensure that a connected material stream touches the border of the icon.
b. Repeat for the Dot and Tee icons.
8. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitSSP, right-click the Block icon and select “Make Default.”
9. Save the file.

6.17.24. Custom Model: FSplitM
We create a custom model for a conventional stream splitter. We use “FSplitP” as our basis, which is included with the Polymer
Library. View the FSplitP in Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitters. Right-click FSplitP and choose “Edit” to view the
original code. We remove all polymer and catalyst variables since this is for non-polymer streams.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “FSplitM.”
b. Add the following code:
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Model FSplitM
/*
DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's FSplitP (included in Polymers Plus
library). This splitter does not include the polymer variables, but
adds component mass concentration.

The FSplitP description:
"FSplitP divides a single polymer feed stream into two or more
polymer product streams. All outlets have the same composition and
properties as the inlet."

VERSION:

1.0

DATE:

2/6/2004

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original FSplitP)

*/

// Declare global parameters

// Declare parameters

// Declare ports
In_F

as input MassPort

(Description:"Feed stream (required)");

Out_P

as output multiport of MassPort
(Description:"Product stream (2+ streams required)",
Min_Connections:2);

// Declare variables
SplitFractions(Out_P.connectionset)
as input Positive

(Description:"Split fractions", Fixed);
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sfn(Out_P.connectionset)
as Fraction

(Description:"Normalized split fractions");

// Model Equations
For conn in Out_P.ConnectionSet do
Eqn_Out_con_Fm : Out_P.connection(conn).Fm = sfn(conn) * In_F.Fm;
Eqn_Out_con_zm : Out_P.connection(conn).zm(ComponentList) = In_F.zm(ComponentList);
Eqn_Out_con_T : Out_P.connection(conn).T = In_F.T;
Eqn_Out_con_P : Out_P.connection(conn).P = In_F.P;
Eqn_Out_con_hm : Out_P.connection(conn).hm = In_F.hm;
Eqn_Out_con_Cmc : Out_P.connection(conn).Cmc(ComponentList) = In_F.Cmc(ComponentList);
EndFor

sfn * sigma(SplitFractions) = SplitFractions;

// Note, because split fractions don't have to add up to 1
// user must fix them all, and they are normalized.

End

Figure 6.44. FSplitM code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
ComponentList
SplitFractions(*)

Figure 6.45. FSplitM specification form variables.
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3. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
4. Save the file.
5. Go back to Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitter > FSplitP, right-click on the 3Way icon, and select “Copy.”
a. Right-click on Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM and select “Paste.”
b. Repeat this for the Block, Dot, and Tee icons.
6. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM, right-click the Block icon and select “Edit.”
a. Left-click the icon and then right-click and choose “Ungroup.”
b. Now, left-click the text “FSPLITP” and then right-click and choose “Edit.”
c. Change the text to “FSPLITM.” Make sure the font size is 24.
d. Position the blue arrow on the left so that it matches up with the gray arrow on the left. This will ensure that a connected
material stream touches the border of the icon.
e. Hold down the ‘shift’ key and then left-click both the block and the text.
f. Right-click on the block and choose “Group.”
g. Close the Icon Editor window and choose “Yes” to save the changes.
7. Right-click the 3Way icon in Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM and choose “Edit.”
a. Position the blue arrow pointing to the right so that it matches up with the gray arrow pointing to the right. This will
ensure that a connected material stream touches the border of the icon.
b. Repeat for the Dot and Tee icons.
8. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > FSplitM, right-click the Block icon and select “Make Default.”
9. Save the file.

6.17.25. Custom Model: MixerSSP
We create a custom model for mixing polymer streams. We use “MixerP” as our basis, which is included with the Polymer Library.
View the MixerP in Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitters. Right-click MixerP and choose “Edit” to view the original code.
We remove the Ziegler-Natta polymerization variables and make the mode always Instantaneous. We add variables for degree of
crystallinity and mass concentration.
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1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “MixerSSP.”
b. Add the following code:
Model MixerSSP
/*
DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's MixerP (included in Polymers Plus
library). The mode is always Instaneous. This does not have any of
the variables for Ziegler-Natta polymerization. This adds the
average mass concentration for each component, the mean concentration
profile, and the mean degree of crystallinity.

The MixerP description:
"To model a polymer mixer with any number of feed streams and one product
stream.

The mode can be Instantaneous or Dynamic.

The dynamic mode

assumes a vertical vessel with flat ends and liquid only.

To model

vapor-liquid, the Instantaneous mixer should be coupled to a polymer
FlashP model.

Parameter Pdriven sets all feed stream pressures equal

and related to the out pressure through variable Delta_P."

VERSION:

1.2

DATE:
AUTHOR:

6/9/2005
Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original MixerP)

*/

// Variable types
Variable VolFraction
Lower : 0.0;
Upper: 1.0;
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Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "m3/m3";
End

// Polymer Global Attribute SETs:
AttSet

as global StringSet;

SegAttSet

as global StringSet;

// Polymer Property parameters
Polymer

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("POLYMER"));

Segments

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("SEGMENTS"));

PolyAttSel

as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("POLY-ATT"));

// Polymer Attribute SET intersections:
Atts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*AttSet);

SegAtts

as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*SegAttSet);

// Array for radius domain
num

as global IntegerParameter;

nums

as hidden IntegerSet

([0:num]);

// Declare global parameters
GPDriven

as global LogicalParameter;

// Declare parameters
PDriven

as LogicalParameter

(Description:"Model is pressure driven?", GPDriven);

ValidPhases

as ValidPhaseMon

(Description:"Valid phases", "Liquid-Only");

// Declare ports
In_F

as input multiport of SSPolymerPort
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(Description:"Feed stream (required; 1+)", Min_Connections:1);
Out_P

as output SSPolymerPort (Description:"Product stream");

// Additional fixed variables
Delta_P

as Press_Diff

(Description: "Pressure difference", Fixed, 0.0);

// Molar flow rates of inlet streams
F(In_F.ConnectionSet)

as Flow_Mol;

// Inlet mixture
Fm_in

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Total mass flow rate of inlet streams");

F_in

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Total molar flow rate of inlet streams");

Fmc_in(ComponentList)

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Component mass flow rate of inlet streams");

zm_in(ComponentList)

as MassFraction

(Description:"Mean massfraction of inlet streams");

hm_in

as Enth_Mass

(Description:"Mean mass enthalpy of inlet streams");

Cmc_ave_in(ComponentList)
as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Mean overall component mass conc. of inlet streams");

Cmc_in(ComponentList,nums)
as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Mean component mass conc. profile of inlet streams");

Ccs_in(Segments,nums)

as Conc_Mole

(Description:"Mean segment mole conc. profile of inlet streams");

P_in

as Pressure

(Description:"Inlet pressure");

phic_in

as VolFraction

(Description:"Inlet degree of crystallinity");

ym(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Vapor mass fractions");

xm(ComponentList)

as output MassFraction

(Description:"Liquid mass fractions");

vf

as VapMassFraction

(Description:"Mass based vapor fraction");

hmv

as Enth_Mass_Vap

(Description:"Vapor mass enthalpy");

hml

as Enth_Mass_Liq

(Description:"Liquid mass enthalpy");

MWc(ComponentList)

as hidden MolWeight;

// Property variables
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// Declare Polymer variables
Polymer_rate_in

as Flow_Mass_Liq

(Description:"Polymer mass feed");

Polymer_rate_out

as Flow_Mass_Liq

(Description:"Polymer mass prod");

PolScalar(Atts)

as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Scalar atts feed");

PolSeg(Segments,SegAtts)
as hidden PolAttributes (Description:"Segment atts feed");
zmomc

as hidden zmom_mass; // Composite zeroth moment

sflowc(Segments)

as hidden seg_mass;

smomc

as hidden smom_mass; // Composite second moment

tmomc

as hidden tmom_mass; // Composite third moment

// Composite segment flow

// Mix inlet material streams
Eqn_Fm_in : Fm_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm);
For c in In_F.ConnectionSet do;
F(c) = In_F.connection(c).Fm*sigma(In_F.connection(c).zm(ComponentList)/MWc(ComponentList));
EndFor;
F_in = sigma(F(In_F.ConnectionSet));
For Component in ComponentList do;
Eqn_zm_in : Fm_in * zm_in(Component) = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.zm(Component));
Eqn_Cmc_ave_in : Fm_in * Cmc_ave_in(Component) = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.Cmc_ave(Component));
For R01 in nums do;
Eqn_Cmc_in : Fm_in * Cmc_in(Component,R01) = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.Cmc(Component,R01));
EndFor;
EndFor;
For Segment in Segments do;
For R02 in nums do;
Ccs_in(Segment,R02) * F_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Ccs(Segment,R02) * F(In_F.ConnectionSet));
EndFor;
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EndFor;

Eqn_Fmc_in : Fmc_in(ComponentList) = zm_in(ComponentList) * Fm_in;
Eqn_hm_in: Fm_in * hm_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.hm);
Eqn_phic_in : Fm_in * phic_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.phic);

// Retrieve molecular weights
Proc_MWc: call (MWc) = pMolWeights () ;

// Mix polymer feed stream attributes
Eqn_Rate_pol_in:

Polymer_rate_in

= Fm_in * zm_in(polymer); // mass

Eqn_Rate_pol_out: Polymer_rate_out = Out_P.Fm * Out_P.zm(polymer);
For Att in Atts do;
Eqn_PolScalar: Fm_in * zm_in(Polymer) * PolScalar(Att) =
sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.zm(Polymer) * In_F.connection.PolScalar(Att));
EndFor;
For SegAtt in SegAtts do;
For Seg in Segments do;
Eqn_PolSeg: Fm_in * zm_in(Polymer) * PolSeg(Seg,SegAtt) =
sigma(In_F.connection.Fm * In_F.connection.zm(Polymer) * In_F.connection.PolSeg(Seg,SegAtt));
EndFor;
EndFor;

If (PDriven) then;
// Equate inlet pressures
Eqn_P_in_pdriven: In_F.connection.P = P_in;
Else;
// Find the minimum inlet pressure
Eqn_P_in_flowdriven: P_in = min(In_F.connection.P);
EndIf;
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//Pressure drop calculation
Eqn_Pdrop: Out_P.P = P_in + Delta_P;

//Calculate composite polymer moments for property calls:
Eqn_zmomc: zmomc = Out_P.PolScalar("ZMOM"); // zmom mandatory
Eqn_sflowc: sflowc = Out_P.PolSeg(Segments,"SFLOW") ; // sflow mandatory
If "SMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_smomc: smomc = Out_P.PolScalar("SMOM");
Else;
Eqn_smomc_0: smomc = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_tmomc: tmomc = Out_P.PolScalar("TMOM");
Else;
Eqn_tmomc_0: tmomc = 0.0;
EndIf;

// Material balance
Eqn_Fm_out_SS: Out_P.Fm = Fm_in;
Eqn_zm_out_SS: Out_P.zm = zm_in;

// Energy balance
Eqn_hm_out_SS: Out_P.hm = hm_in;

// Calculate the outlet stream temperature
If (ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only") then;
Proc_hm_liq_: call (Out_P.hm) = pEnth_Mass_LiqP (Out_P.T,Out_P.P,Out_P.zm,zmomc,sflowc,smomc,tmomc);
Else;
Proc_pFlashP: call (ym, xm, vf, hmv, hml ) = pFlashP (Out_P.T,Out_P.P,Out_P.zm,zmomc,sflowc,smomc,tmomc);
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Eqn_hm_vap_liq: Out_P.hm = vf * hmv + (1-vf) * hml ;
EndIf;

// This is really for mixing two equivalent streams as required by one particular project.

// Outlet concentrations
Eqn_Cmc_ave_out : Out_P.Cmc_ave(ComponentList) = Cmc_ave_in(ComponentList);
Eqn_Cmc_out : Out_P.Cmc(ComponentList,nums) = Cmc_in(ComponentList,nums);
Eqn_Out_con_Ccs : Out_P.Ccs(Segments,nums) = Ccs_in(Segments,nums);

// Degree of crystallinity
Eqn_phic_out : Out_P.phic = phic_in;

// Polymer outlet
Eqn_PolScalar_out_SS: Out_P.PolScalar = PolScalar;
Eqn_PolSeg_out_SS: Out_P.PolSeg = PolSeg;

End

Figure 6.46. MixerSSP code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
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ComponentList
PDriven
ValidPhases
Delta_P

Figure 6.47. MixerSSP specification form variables.

3. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
4. Explore
a. Give it the name “Results” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
Out_P.T
Out_P.P
Out_P.Fm
Out_P.hm
Out_P.zm(*)
Out_P.Cmc(*)
Out_P.Cmc_ave(*)
Out_P.phic
vf

Figure 6.48. MixerSSP results form variables.

5. Save the file.
6. Go back to Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitter > MixerP, right-click on the 3Way icon, and select “Copy.”
a. Right-click on Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP and select “Paste.”
b. Repeat this for the Block, Dot, and Tee icons.
7. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP, right-click the Block icon and select “Edit.”
a. Left-click the icon and then right-click and choose “Ungroup.”
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b. Now, left-click the text “MIXERP” and then right-click and choose “Edit.”
c. Change the text to “MIXERSSP.” Make sure the font size is 24.
d. Position the blue arrow on the left so that it matches up with the gray arrow on the left. This will ensure that a connected
material stream touches the border of the icon.
e. Hold down the ‘shift’ key and then left-click both the block and the text.
f. Right-click on the block and choose “Group.”
g. Close the Icon Editor window and choose “Yes” to save the changes.
8. Right-click the 3Way icon in Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP and choose “Edit.”
a. Position the blue arrow pointing to the right so that it matches up with the gray arrow pointing to the right. This will
ensure that a connected material stream touches the border of the icon.
b. Repeat for the Dot and Tee icons.
9. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerSSP, right-click the Block icon and select “Make Default.”
10. Save the file.

6.17.26. Custom Model: MixerM
We create a custom model for mixing conventional streams. We use “MixerSS” as our basis, which is included with the Polymer
Library. View the MixerSS in Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitters. Right-click MixerSS and choose “Edit” to view the
original code. We convert the model to a mass basis. We add variables for mass concentration.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “MixerM.”
b. Add the following code:
Model MixerM
/*
DESCRIPTION:

Modified version of AspenTech's MixerSS (included in Polymers Plus
library). This mixer is for streams with a mass basis.
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The MixerSS description:
"To model a non-polymer steady state mixer with any number of feed
streams and one product stream.

The mode can be only Instantaneous.

Parameter Pdriven sets all feed stream pressures equal
and related to the out pressure through variable Delta_P.

VERSION:

1.1

DATE:

2/24/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
(S. Lingard, AspenTech authored the original MixerSS)

*/

// Variable types
Variable IdealGasConstant
Lower: 0.0;
Upper: 1E9;
Value: 8.314E-6;
PhysicalQuantity: "GJ/kmol/K";
Spec: Fixed;
Description: "Ideal-gas constant";
End

// Declare global parameters
GPDriven

as global LogicalParameter;

// Declare parameters
PDriven

as LogicalParameter

(Description:"Model is pressure driven?", GPDriven);

ValidPhases

as ValidPhaseMon

(Description:"Valid phases", "Vapor-Only");

// Declare variables
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// Additional fixed variables
Delta_P

as Press_Diff

(Description: "Pressure difference", Fixed, 0.0);

Fm_in

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Total mass flow rate of inlet streams");

Fmc_in(ComponentList)

as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Component mass flow rate of inlet streams");

zm_in(ComponentList)

as MassFraction

(Description:"Mean massfraction of inlet streams");

hm_in

as Enth_Mass

(Description:"Mean mass enthalpy of inlet streams");

P_in

as Pressure

(Description:"Inlet pressure");

F_in

as Flow_Mol

(Description:"Total mole flow rate of inlet streams");

z_in(ComponentList)

as MoleFraction

(Description:"Mean molefraction of inlet streams");

rhom(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component mass density");

rhomv(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component vapor mass density");

rhoml(ComponentList)

as Dens_Mass

(Description:"Component liquid mass density");

// Inlet mixture

// Property variables

y(ComponentList)

as output MoleFraction

(Description:"Vapor mole fractions");

x(ComponentList)

as output MoleFraction

(Description:"Liquid mole fractions");

vf

as VapFraction

(Description:"Mole based Vapor fraction");

hv

as Enth_Mol_Vap

(Description:"Vapor mole enthalpy");

hl

as Enth_Mol_Liq

(Description:"Liquid mole enthalpy");

h

as Enth_Mol;

Mw

as MolWeight;

Mwc(ComponentList)

as MolWeight;

Zgas(ComponentList)

as hidden Pos_Small

(Description:"Compressibility factor", Free, 1.0);

as IdealGasConstant

(Description:"Ideal gas constant (GJ/kmol-K)", Fixed);

// Parameters
Rgas
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// Declare ports
In_F

as input multiport of MassPort
(Description:"Feed Stream (Required; 1+)", Min_Connections:1);

Out_P

as output MassPort

(Description:"Product Stream");

// Mix inlet material streams
Eqn_Fm_in: Fm_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm);
For Component in ComponentList do
Eqn_zm_in: Fm_in * zm_in(Component) = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm*In_F.connection.zm(Component));
EndFor;
Proc_Mwc: call (Mwc) = pMolWeights () ;
Eqn_Fmc_in : Fmc_in(ComponentList) = zm_in(ComponentList) * Fm_in;
Eqn_hm_in: Fm_in * hm_in = sigma(In_F.connection.Fm*In_F.connection.hm);
Eqn_z_in : z_in(ComponentList) * sigma(Fmc_in(ComponentList)/Mwc(ComponentList)) =
(Fmc_in(ComponentList)/Mwc(ComponentList));
Proc_Mw : call (Mw) = pMolWeight (z_in);
Eqn_F_in : Fm_in = F_in * Mw;

If (PDriven) then;
// Equate inlet pressures
Eqn_P_in_pdriven: In_F.connection.P = P_in;
Else;
// Find the minimum inlet pressure
Eqn_P_in_flowdriven: P_in = min(In_F.connection.P);
EndIf;

//Pressure drop calculation
Eqn_Pdrop: Out_P.P = P_in + Delta_P;
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// Material balance
Eqn_Fm_out_SS: Out_P.Fm = Fm_in;
Eqn_zm_out_SS: Out_P.zm = zm_in;

// Energy balance
Eqn_hm_out_SS: Out_P.hm = hm_in;
Eqn_h : Out_P.hm * Mw = h * 1.0E3;

// Calculate the outlet stream temperature
If (ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only") then;
Proc_h_liq: call (h) = penth_mol_liq (Out_P.T,Out_P.P,z_in);
ElseIf (ValidPhases == "Vapor-Only") then;
Proc_h_vap: call (h) = penth_mol_vap (Out_P.T,Out_P.P,z_in);
Else;
Proc_pflash: call (y, x, vf, hv, hl ) = pflash (Out_P.T,Out_P.P,z_in);
Eqn_h_vap_liq : h = vf * hv + (1-vf) * hl ;
EndIf;

// Calculate compressibility factors
Eqn_Zgas : Zgas(ComponentList) = 1.0; // assume ideal gas

// Calculate densities
For i in ComponentList do;
Eqn_rhomv : rhomv(i) * Rgas * (Out_P.T+273.15) * Zgas(i) = Out_P.P * MWc(i) * 1E-4;
EndFor;

If "TPA" in componentlist then
Eqn_rhoml_TPA : rhoml("TPA") = 9.0891 * MWc("TPA"); // (kg/m3) (Use solid density since there is no liquid)
EndIf
If "EG" in ComponentList then
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If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 260.15) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 645) then
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = (1.3353/0.25499^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/645)^0.172)) * MWc("EG");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_EG : rhoml("EG") = rhomv("EG");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "W" in ComponentList then
//

If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 333.15) Then
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 273.16) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 647.13) then
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = (5.459/0.30542^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/647.13)^0.081)) * MWc("W");

//

ElseIf (Out_P.T+273.15)) > 333.15 Then

Else
Eqn_rhoml_W : rhoml("W") = rhomv("W");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "AA" in ComponentList then
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 150.15) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 461) then
Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = (1.665/0.26004^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/461)^0.2776)) * MWc("AA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_AA : rhoml("AA") = rhomv("AA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CO2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_CO2 : rhoml("CO2") = rhomv("CO2");
EndIf;
If "N2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_N2 : rhoml("N2") = rhomv("N2");
EndIf;
If "O2" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_O2 : rhoml("O2") = rhomv("O2");
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EndIf;
If "PET" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_PET : rhoml("PET") = 1330;
EndIf;
If "CL" in ComponentList then
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CL");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CL : rhoml("CL") = rhomv("CL");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("ACA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_ACA : rhoml("ACA") = rhomv("ACA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CD" in ComponentList then
// Use same as CL
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 342.36) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 806.00) then
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CD");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CD : rhoml("CD") = rhomv("CD");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in ComponentList Then
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 289.81) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 592.71) then;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = (1.5791/0.26954^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/592.71)^0.26843)) * MWc("HAC");
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Else;
Eqn_rhoml_HAC : rhoml("HAC") = rhomv("HAC");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in ComponentList Then
If ((Out_P.T+273.15) >= 255.45) and ((Out_P.T+273.15) <= 615.00) Then
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = (0.70886/0.25517^(1+(1-(Out_P.T+273.15)/615)^0.27070)) * MWc("CHA");
Else
Eqn_rhoml_CHA : rhoml("CHA") = rhomv("CHA");
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then
Eqn_rhoml_PA6 : rhoml("NYLON6") = 1084;
EndIf;

If ValidPhases == "Vapor-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = rhomv(ComponentList);
ElseIf ValidPhases == "Liquid-Only" then;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = rhoml(ComponentList);
Else;
Eqn_rhom : rhom(ComponentList) = vf*rhomv(ComponentList) + (1-vf)*rhoml(ComponentList);
EndIf;

// Mass concentration calculation
Eqn_Cmc_out : Out_P.Cmc(ComponentList) * sigma(Fmc_in(ComponentList)/rhom(ComponentList)) = Fmc_in(ComponentList);

End

Figure 6.49. MixerM code.
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2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
ComponentList
PDriven
ValidPhases
Delta_P

Figure 6.50. MixerM specification form variables.

3. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
4. Explore
a. Give it the name “Results” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
Out_P.T
Out_P.P
Out_P.Fm
Out_P.hm
Out_P.zm(*)
Out_P.Cmc(*)
vf

Figure 6.51. MixerM results form variables.

5. Save the file.
6. Go back to Simulation > Polymer Library > MixersSplitter > MixerSS, right-click on the 3Way icon, and select “Copy.”
a. Right-click on Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM and select “Paste.”
b. Repeat this for the Block, Dot, and Tee icons.
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7. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM, right-click the Block icon and select “Edit.”
a. Left-click the icon and then right-click and choose “Ungroup.”
b. Now, left-click the text “MIXERSS” and then right-click and choose “Edit.”
c. Change the text to “MIXERM.” Make sure the font size is 24.
d. Position the blue arrow on the left so that it matches up with the gray arrow on the left. This will ensure that a connected
material stream touches the border of the icon.
e. Hold down the ‘shift’ key and then left-click both the block and the text.
f. Right-click on the block and choose “Group.”
g. Close the Icon Editor window and choose “Yes” to save the changes.
8. Right-click the 3Way icon in Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM and choose “Edit.”
a. Position the blue arrow pointing to the right so that it matches up with the gray arrow pointing to the right. This will
ensure that a connected material stream touches the border of the icon.
b. Repeat for the Dot and Tee icons.
9. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MixerM, right-click the Block icon and select “Make Default.”
10. Save the file.

6.17.27. Custom Model: SSP_CLR
We now create the most important custom model for this research: SSP_CLR. Single instances or combinations of this model can
represent a pre-crystallizer, crystallizer, leacher, or solid-state reactor. The crystallization kinetics, diffusivity model, and reaction
kinetics are essentially the same for all these process units, but operate under different conditions and with different carrier materials
(e.g., air, nitrogen, or water).

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “SSP_CLR.”
b. Add the following code:
Model SSP_CLR
/*
NAME:
DESCRIPTION:

SSP_CLR: Solid-State Polymer - Crystallizer/Leacher/Reactor
This model may be used for polymer crystallizers, leachers, and
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solid-state polymerization reactors. The model contains equations
for PET and nylon-6 crystallization and reaction kinetics as well
as volatile byproduct diffusivities. The vessel geometry may be
cylindrical, cuboid, or conical. The volume constraint limits the
run time of diffusion to the residence time. This model includes
VLE, LLE, vapor convection, and liquid convection boundary
conditions to determine the interfacial concentration at the surface
of the pellet.
The mass diffusion flux may be either Fickian (PDE) or with an
overall mass transfer coefficient (ODE). The global parameter
specifying the number of elements in the radial domain ("num")
must be an even number greater than or equal to 2 for PDE diffusion,
while "num" must be equal to 0 for ODE diffusion.
This model does not include pressure drop, and reactor temperature
profile. The temperature and pressure gradients may be approximated
by using a series of these models.
VERSION:
DATE:
AUTHOR:
NOTE:

2.94
7/31/2005
Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech
The code for polymer attributes and properties follow the example used
by most if not all polymer models authored by AspenTech.

*/
// Parameter types
Parameter KineticsSetParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Choose a kinetics set";
Valid as StringSet(["Literature 1 (nylon-6)","Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)","Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"]);
Value : "Literature 1 (nylon-6)";
End
Parameter GenerationParameter uses LogicalParameter
Description : "Include generation rates?";
Value : False;
End
Parameter DiffusionParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Diffusion rate calculation";
Valid as StringSet(["None","ODE","PDE"]);
Value : "None";
End
Parameter CrystallizationParameter uses LogicalParameter
Description : "Include crystallization kinetics?";
Value : True;
End
Parameter BoundaryConditionParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Choose boundary condition at pellet-carrier interface";
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Valid as StringSet (["Zero","Small","Equilibrium","Convective"]);
Value : "Zero";
End
Parameter GeometryParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Vessel geometry";
Valid as StringSet (["Cylinder","Cuboid","Cone"]);
Value : "Cylinder";
End
Parameter CarrierPhaseParameter uses StringParameter
Description : "Phase of carrier fluid";
Valid as StringSet (["Liquid","Vapor"]);
Value : "Vapor";
End
// Variable types
Variable IdealGasConstant
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E9;
Value : 8.314E-6;
PhysicalQuantity : "GJ/kmol/K";
Spec : Fixed;
Description : "Ideal-gas constant";
End
Variable Diffus_Liq
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 0.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "Diffusivity";
End
Variable Conc_Mole2
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 100;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/kg";
End
Variable Reaction2
Lower : -1E6;
Upper : 1E6;
Value : 1000;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/kg/hr";
End
Variable
Lower :
Upper :
Value :

MassTransCoeff_Conc
0.0;
1E3;
1.0;
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PhysicalQuantity : "m/s";
End
Variable MassTransCoeff_Pres
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 1.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "kmol/m2/s/bar";
End
Variable MassTransCoeff_Frac
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 1E3;
Value : 1.0;
PhysicalQuantity : "kg/m2/s";
End
Variable Intrinsic_Visc
Lower : 0.0;
Upper : 10.0;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "dL/g";
End
Variable VolFraction
Lower : 0.0;
Upper: 1.0;
Value : 0.5;
PhysicalQuantity : "m3/m3";
End
// Component lists
Default
Volatiles
Carrier

as ComponentListName
as ComponentListName
as ComponentListName

(Description:"Default component list","Default");
(Description:"Volatile species component list","Volatiles");
(Description:"Carrier fluid component list","Carrier");

// Ports
p_in
p_out
c_in
c_out

as
as
as
as

(componentList:ComponentList); // Polymer
(componentList:ComponentList); // Polymer
(componentList:Carrier); // Carrier fluid
(componentList:Carrier); // Carrier fluid

// Global parameters
pi
SmallPositive
num

as global RealParameter; // Pi mathematical constant, 3.14159
as global Pos_Small; // Vanishingly small, positive number to help prevent divide-by-zero errors
as global IntegerParameter; // Number of spaces in domain

input SSPolymerPort
output SSPolymerPort
input MassPort
output MassPort

// Polymer global attribute sets
AttSet
as global StringSet;
SegAttSet
as global StringSet;
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in
out
(e.g., inert gas, water, etc.) in
out

// Polymer property parameters
Polymer
as hidden StringSet
Segments
as hidden StringSet
PolyAttSel
as hidden StringSet

(ComponentList.Option("Polymer"));
(ComponentList.Option("Segments"));
(ComponentList.Option("POLY-ATT"));

// Polymer attribute set intersections
Atts
as hidden StringSet
SegAtts
as hidden StringSet

(PolyAttSel*AttSet);
(PolyAttSel*SegAttSet);

// Operating condition variables
T
as Temperature
Tabs
as Temperature_abs
P
as Pressure

(Description:"System temperature", Fixed);
(Description:"Absolute system temperature", Free);
(Description:"System pressure", Fixed);

// Pellet variables
Dp
rs
rs = Dp/2;
r
epsilon
Ds

as global Length; // Description:"Pellet diameter"
as Length
(Description:"Pellet radius", Free);
as LengthDomain
(Length:Dp/2);
as Fraction
(Description:"Pellet void fraction", Fixed);
as global Length; // Description:"Pellet diameter of equivalent surface area"

IndexSet as IntegerSet;
If num >= 2 then;
IndexSet : [0:num];
ElseIf num == 1 then;
IndexSet : [0:1];
Else; // num == 0
IndexSet : [0];
EndIf;
// Reconfigure radial domain based on element spacing
If num == 0 then;
r.HighestOrderDerivative:0;
r.SpacingPreference:Dp/2;
ElseIf num == 1 then;
r.HighestOrderDerivative:1;
r.SpacingPreference:Dp/(2*num);
Else; // num >= 2
r.HighestOrderDerivative:2;
r.SpacingPreference:Dp/(2*num);
EndIf;
If num < 4 then;
r.DiscretizationMethod:"BFD1";
Else;
r.DiscretizationMethod:"CFD4";
EndIf;
// Carrier fluid phase type
CarrierPhase
as CarrierPhaseParameter
(Description:"Carrier fluid phase type");
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// Declare Polymer variables
PolScalar(Atts)
as hidden PolAttributes
PolSeg(Segments,SegAtts)
as hidden PolAttributes
zmom
as Flow_Mol
fmom
as Flow_Mol
sflow_in(Segments)
as Flow_Mol
sflow(Segments)
as Flow_Mol
smom
as Flow_Mol
tmom
as Flow_Mol
zmomc
as hidden zmom_Mass
sflowc(Segments)
as hidden seg_Mass
smomc
as hidden smom_Mass
tmomc
as hidden tmom_Mass
sfrac(Segments,IndexSet)
as MoleFraction
sfrac_ave(Segments)
as MoleFraction
DPn(IndexSet)
as Positive
DPn_ave
as Positive
DPw_ave
as Positive
DPz_ave
as Positive
PDI
as Positive
// Moleculwar weight variables (kg/kmol)
MWc(ComponentList)
as MolWeight
MWsegs(Segments)
as MolWeight
MWseg
as MolWeight
MWmix
as MolWeight
MWn(IndexSet)
as MolWeight
MWn_ave
as MolWeight
MWw_ave
as MolWeight
MWz_ave
as MolWeight
Simpson3(IndexSet)
as hidden RealVariable
Simpson4(IndexSet)
as hidden RealVariable
// Flow and composition variables
Fm_in
as input Flow_Mass
Fm_out
as input Flow_Mass
zm_in(ComponentList)
as MassFraction
zm_out(ComponentList)
as MassFraction
z_out(ComponentList)
as MoleFraction
Fv_in
as Flow_vol
Fv_out
as Flow_vol
Cmc_in(ComponentList,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mass
Cmcv_out(Volatiles)
as Distribution1D
Cmcn_out(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mass
Cmc_out_ave(ComponentList)
as Conc_Mass

(Description:"Scalar atts feed");
(Description:"Seg atts feed");
(Description:"Zeroth moment", Free, 0.1);
(Description:"First moment", Free, 10); // kmol/hr
(Description:"Inlet segment flow", Free); // kmol/hr
(Description:"Segment flow", Free); // kmol/hr
(Description:"Second moment", Free, 1E4); // kmol/hr
(Description:"Third moment", Free, 0.0); // kmol/hr
(Description:"Composite zeroth moment", Free); // mol/kg
(Description:"Segment first moments", Free); // mol/kg
(Description:"Composite second moment", Free); // kmol/kg
(Description:"Composite third moment", Free); // Mmol/kg
(Description:"Segment molefractions", Free, 0.1);
(Description:"Average segment molefractions", Free);
(Description:"Number-average degree of polymerization", Free, 100);
(Description:"Average DPn of pellet", Free);
(Description:"Weight-average degree of polymerization", Free, 100);
(Description:"Z-average degree of polymerization", Free, 100);
(Description:"Polydispersity index", Free, 2.0);
(Description:"Component molecular weights", Free);
(Description:"Segment molecular weights", Free);
(Description:"Average segment molecular weight", Free);
(Description:"Average molecular weight of polymer mixture", Free);
(Description:"Number-average molecular weight", Free);
(Description:"Average MWn of pellet", Free);
(Description:"Average weight-average molecular weight of pellet", Free);
(Description:"Average Z-average molecular weight of pellet", Free);
(Description:"For Simpson's Approximation (DPn_ave)", Free);
(Description:"For Simpson's Approximation (MWn_ave)", Free);
(Description:"Mass flow rate in", Free);
(Description:"Mass flow rate out", Free);
(Description:"Mass fractions in", Free);
(Description:"Mass fractions out", Free);
(Description:"Mole fractions out", Free);
(Description:"Volumetric flow rate in", Free);
(Description:"Volumetric flow rate out", Free);
(Description:"Inlet mass concentration of components", Free);
(XDomain is r) of Conc_Mass; // Outlet mass concentration of volatile components
(Description:"Outlet mass concentration of non-volatile components", Free);
(Description:"Average outlet mass concentration of component", Free);
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Cc_out2(ComponentList,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mole2
Ccs_in(Segments,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mole
Ccs_out(Segments,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mole
Ccs_out_ave(Segments)
as Conc_Mole
Ccs_out2(Segments,IndexSet)
as Conc_Mole2
Simpson1(ComponentList,IndexSet)
as hidden RealVariable
Simpson2(Segments,IndexSet)
as hidden RealVariable
Polymer_rate
as Flow_Mass_Liq
phii(ComponentList)
as VolFraction
Fm_Car
as Flow_Mass
zm_Car(Carrier)
as MassFraction
z_Car(Carrier)
as MoleFraction
z_Car_D(Default)
as MoleFraction
Fv_Car
as Flow_Vol
Cmc_Car(Carrier)
as Conc_Mass
zv_I(Volatiles)
as MoleFraction
zn_I(ComponentList-Volatiles)
as MoleFraction
Ci_I(Volatiles)
as Conc_Mass
WaterUptake
as Flow_Mass

(Description:"Molar concentration of component (kmol/kg)", Free);
(Description:"Segment concentration in", Free);
(Description:"Segment concentration out", Free);
(Description:"Average outlet molar concentration of segment", Free);
(Description:"Segment concentration out (kmol/kg)", Free);
(Description:"For Simpson's Approximation (Cmc_out_ave)", Free);
(Description:"For Simpson's Approximation (Ccs_out_ave)", Free);
(Description:"Polymer mass product", Free);
(Description:"Volume fraction of component", Free);
(Description:"Total mass flow rate of carrier fluid", Free);
(Description:"Mass fractions of carrier fluid", Free);
(Description:"Mole fractions of carrier fluid", Free);
(Description:"Carrier mole fractions in Default (not Carrier) componentlist", Free);
(Description:"Volumetric flow rate of carrier phase", Free);
(Description:"Mass concentration of carrier fluid components", Free);
(Description:"Mole fractions of volatiles at the interface", Free);
(Description:"Mole fractions of non-volatiles at the interface", Free);
(Description:"Equilibrium concentration at the interface", Free);
(Description:"Water uptake rate", Fixed);

// Thermodynamics variables
Rgas
as IdealGasConstant;
Zgas(ComponentList)
as hidden Pos_Small
hm
as Enth_Mass
h_Car
as Enth_Mol
hm_Car
as Enth_Mass
gammai(ComponentList)
as Act_Coeff_Liq
gammai_L(ComponentList) as Act_Coeff_Liq

(Description:"Compressibility factor", Free);
(Description:"Mass enthalpy", Free);
(Description:"Molar enthalpy of carrier phase", Free);
(Description:"Mass enthalpy of carrier phase", Free);
(Description:"Polymer mixture molar component activity coefficients", Free);
(Description:"Liquid mixture molar component activity coefficients", Free);

// Density variables
rhomi(ComponentList)
rhom_P
rhomiA
rhomiC
rhom_Car
rho_I

as
as
as
as
as
as

Dens_Mass
Dens_Mass
Dens_Mass
Dens_Mass
Dens_Mass
Dens_Mol

(Description:"Mass density of components", Free);
(Description:"Mass density of polymer phase", Free);
(Description:"Amorphous polymer density", Free);
(Description:"100% crystalline polymer density", Free);
(Description:"Mass density of carrier phase", Free);
(Description:"Molar density of mixture at the interface", Free);

// Viscosity variables
mui_L(Carrier)
mu_L_Car
mui_V(Carrier)
mu_V_Car

as
as
as
as

Visc_Liq
Visc_Liq
Visc_Vap
Visc_Vap

(Description:"Pure component liquid viscosity", Free);
(Description:"Viscosity of carrier liquid", Free);
(Description:"Pure component vapor viscosity", Free);
(Description:"Viscosity of carrier gas", Free);

// Vapor pressure variables
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Pisat(ComponentList)

as Pressure

(Description:"Pure component vapor pressures", Free);

// Holdup variables
V_Pol
Mc_Pol(ComponentList)
M_Pol
tau_Pol
V_Car
Mc_Car(Carrier)
M_Car
tau_Car

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

(Description:"Polymer volume", Free);
(Description:"Component mass holdup", Free);
(Description:"Total mass holdup", Free);
(Description:"Residence time", Free);
(Description:"Carrier fluid volume", Free);
(Description:"Carrier fluid component mass holdup", Free);
(Description:"Carrier fluid total mass holdup", Free);
(Description:"Carrier fluid residence time", Free);

Volume
Holdup_Mass
Holdup_Mass
Time_
Volume
Holdup_Mass
Holdup_Mass
Time_

// Vessel geometry variables
Geometry
as GeometryParameter
vessel_L
as Length
vessel_W
as Length
vessel_H
as Length
vessel_D
as Length
vessel_XA
as Area
Level
as output Length
FillPercent
as Percent
// Fill percent may be a fraction over 100%
V_Tot
as Volume
// Polymerization variables
KineticsSet
as KineticsSetParameter
Generation
as GenerationParameter
DPnR
as MolWeight
Nr_PET
as hidden IntegerSet
Nrc_PET
as hidden IntegerSet
Nec_PET
as hidden IntegerSet
EP_PET
as Energy_Act
// GJ/kmol (or 13.5 kcal/mol)
ki_PET(Nrc_PET,IndexSet)
as RealVariable
Ei_PET(Nrc_PET)
as Energy_Act
Ai_PET(Nrc_PET)
as RealVariable
Keqi_PET(Nec_PET)
as Pos_Small
Si_PET(Nec_PET)
as Entr_Mol
Hi_PET(Nec_PET)
as Enth_Mol
Ri_PET(Nr_PET,IndexSet)
as Reaction
Gi(ComponentList+Segments-Polymer,IndexSet)
as Reaction
Nr_PA6
as hidden IntegerSet
Nrc_PA6
as hidden IntegerSet
Nec_PA6
as hidden IntegerSet
EP_PA6
as Energy_Act
ki_PA6(Nrc_PA6,IndexSet)
as RealVariable
Ei0_PA6(Nrc_PA6)
as Energy_Act

(Description:"Vessel geometry", "Cylinder");
(Description:"Vessel length", Fixed);
(Description:"Vessel width", Fixed);
(Description:"Vessel height", Fixed);
(Description:"Vessel diameter", Fixed);
(Description:"Vessel cross-sectional area", Free);
(Description:"Level", Fixed);
(Description:"Fill percent", Free, Upper:200.0);
(Description:"Total vessel volume", Free);
("Literature 1 (nylon-6)");
(False);
(Description:"Reference number-average degree of polymerization", Fixed, 100);
(Description:"Index of reaction rates", [1:9]);
(Description:"Index of rate constants", [1:9]);
(Description:"Index of equilibrium constants", [1:5]);
(Description:"Activation energy of translational motion", Fixed, 5.65E-02);
(Description:"Rate constant", Free);
(Description:"Activation energy of reaction", Fixed);
(Description:"Frequency factor", Fixed);
(Description:"Equilibrium constant", Free);
(Description:"Entropy", Fixed); // kJ/kmol/K
(Description:"Enthalpy", Fixed); // GJ/kmol
(Description:"Molar reaction rates", Free);
(Description:"Generation rates", Free);
(Description:"Index of reaction rates", [1:15]);
(Description:"Index of rate constants", [1:7]);
(Description:"Index of equilibrium constants", [1:5]);
(Description:"Activation energy of translational motion", Fixed, 0); // GJ/kmol
(Description:"Rate constant", Free);
(Description:"Non-catalytic activation energy of reaction", Fixed); // GJ/kmol
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Eic_PA6(Nrc_PA6)
Ai0_PA6(Nrc_PA6)
Aic_PA6(Nrc_PA6)
Hi_PA6(Nec_PA6)
Si_PA6(Nec_PA6)
Keqi_PA6(Nec_PA6)
Ri_PA6(Nr_PA6,IndexSet)
LD_PA6(IndexSet)
LT_PA6(IndexSet)
// Diffusion variables
SurfaceBC
Diffusion
EDi_P(Volatiles)
D0i_P(Volatiles)
Di_P(Volatiles)
Di_V(Volatiles)
Di_L(Volatiles)
kmti_V(Volatiles)
kmti_L(Volatiles)
kmti_P(Volatiles)
kmtio_V(Volatiles)
kmtio_L(Volatiles)

as
as
as
as
as
as

Energy_Act
RealVariable
RealVariable
Enth_Mol
Entr_Mol
Pos_Large

as Reaction2
as Conc_Mole2
as Conc_Mole2

(Description:"Catalytic activation energy of reaction", Fixed); // GJ/kmol
(Description:"Non-catalytic frequency factor", Fixed); // kg/kmol/hr
(Description:"Catalytic frequency factor", Fixed); // kg2/kmol2/hr
(Description:"Enthalpy", Fixed); // GJ/kmol
(Description:"Entropy", Fixed); // kJ/kmol/K
(Description:"Equilibrium constant", Free);
(Description:"Molar reaction rates", Free);
(Description:"Molar concentration of linear dimer (kmol/kg)", Free);
(Description:"Molar concentration of linear trimer (kmol/kg)", Free);

as BoundaryConditionParameter
(Description:"Surface boundary condition");
as DiffusionParameter
("None");
as Energy_Act
(Description:"Diffusivity activation energy", Fixed); // GJ/kmol
as Diffus_Liq
(Description:"Diffusivity pre-exponential factor", Fixed); // cm2/s
as Diffus_Liq
(Description:"Diffusivities in polymer", Free);
as Diffus_Vap
(Description:"Diffusivities in vapor (nitrogen)", Free);
as Diffus_Liq
(Description:"Diffusivities in liquid (water)", Free);
as MassTransCoeff_Conc (Description:"Vapor mass-transfer coefficient", Free);
as MassTransCoeff_Conc (Description:"Liquid mass-transfer coefficient", Free);
as MassTransCoeff_Frac (Description:"Polymer mass-transfer coefficient", Free);
as MassTransCoeff_Pres (Description:"Overall vapor mass-transfer coefficient", Free);
as MassTransCoeff_Conc (Description:"Overall liquid mass-transfer coefficient", Free);

// Non-dimensional numbers variables
NRe
as Pos_Large
NSc(Volatiles)
as Pos_Large

(Description:"Reynolds number", Free);
(Description:"Schmidt number", Free);

// Crystallization variables
Crystallization
as CrystallizationParameter
(True);
kc1
as RealVariable
(Description:"Crystallization kinetics rate constant", Fixed);
kc2
as RealVariable
(Description:"Crystallization kinetics rate constant", Fixed);
Ec
as Energy_Act
(Description:"Activation energy of transfer of a segment through the nucleus-melt
interface", Fixed);
Tm
as Temperature_Abs
(Description:"Equilibrium melt temperature", Fixed);
psi
as Temperature_Abs
(Description:"Crystallization kinetics constant", Fixed);
phiC_eq
as VolFraction
(Description:"Equilibrium degree of crystallinity (volume fraction)", Free);
phiC_in
as VolFraction
(Description:"Initial degree of crystallinity (volume fraction)", Free);
phiC
as VolFraction
(Description:"Degree of crystallinity (volume fraction)", Free);
zmC
as MassFraction
(Description:"Degree of crystallinity (mass fraction)", Free);
phiC2
as VolFraction
(Description:"Degree of crystallinity from ultra high molecular weight", Free);
// Specification variables
eta
as Intrinsic_Visc

(Description:"Intrinsic viscosity", Free);

//******* Below are model equations *******
Cmcv_x(Volatiles,IndexSet) as Conc_Mass;
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If num > 0 then;
Cmcv_x(Volatiles,IndexSet) = Cmcv_out(Volatiles,IndexSet);
EndIf;
// Absolute system temperature
Eqn_Tabs : Tabs = T + 273.15;
// Retreive molecular weights
Proc_MWc : call (MWc) = pMolWeights();
Proc_MWsegs : call (MWsegs) = pMolWeights_seg();
// Calculate compressibility factors
Eqn_Zgas : Zgas(ComponentList) = 1.0; // ideal-gas assumption
// Component mass densities
If "TPA" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomi_TPA : rhomi("TPA") = 9.0891 * MWc("TPA"); // (kg/m3) (Use solid density since there is no liquid)
EndIf;
If "EG" in ComponentList then;
If (Tabs >= 260.15) and (Tabs <= 645) Then
Eqn_rhomi_EG : rhomi("EG") = (1.3353/0.25499^(1+(1-Tabs/645)^0.172)) * MWc("EG");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_EG : rhomi("EG") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("EG") = P * MWc("EG") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "W" in ComponentList then;
// If (Tabs >= 273.16) and (Tabs <= 333.15) Then
If (Tabs >= 273.16) and (Tabs <= 647.13) Then
Eqn_rhomi_W : rhomi("W") = (5.459/0.30542^(1+(1-Tabs/647.13)^0.081)) * MWc("W");
// ElseIf Tabs > 333.15 Then
Else
Eqn_rhomi_W : rhomi("W") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("W") = P * MWc("W") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "AA" in ComponentList then;
If (Tabs >= 150.15) and (Tabs <= 461) Then
Eqn_rhomi_AA : rhomi("AA") = (1.665/0.26004^(1+(1-Tabs/461)^0.2776)) * MWc("AA");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_AA : rhomi("AA") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("AA") = P * MWc("AA") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CO2" in Carrier or "CO2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomi_CO2 : rhomi("CO2") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("CO2") = P * MWc("CO2") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
If "N2" in Carrier or "N2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomi_N2 : rhomi("N2") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("N2") = P * MWc("N2") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
If "O2" in Carrier or "O2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomi_O2 : rhomi("O2") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("O2") = P * MWc("O2") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
If "CL" in ComponentList then;
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If (Tabs >= 342.36) and (Tabs <= 806.00) Then
Eqn_rhomi_CL : rhomi("CL") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-Tabs/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CL");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_CL : rhomi("CL") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("CL") = P * MWc("CL") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in ComponentList then;
// Use same as CL
If (Tabs >= 342.36) and (Tabs <= 806.00) Then
Eqn_rhomi_ACA : rhomi("ACA") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-Tabs/806)^.28750)) * MWc("ACA");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_ACA : rhomi("ACA") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("ACA") = P * MWc("ACA") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CD" in ComponentList then;
// Use same as CL
If (Tabs >= 342.36) and (Tabs <= 806.00) Then
Eqn_rhomi_CD : rhomi("CD") = (0.71180/0.25400^(1+(1-Tabs/806)^.28750)) * MWc("CD");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_CD : rhomi("CD") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("CD") = P * MWc("CD") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in ComponentList then;
If (Tabs >= 289.81) and (Tabs <= 592.71) Then
Eqn_rhomi_HAC : rhomi("HAC") = (1.5791/0.26954^(1+(1-Tabs/592.71)^0.26843)) * MWc("HAC");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_HAC : rhomi("HAC") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("HAC") = P * MWc("HAC") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in ComponentList Then
If (Tabs >= 255.45) and (Tabs <= 615.00) Then
Eqn_rhomi_CHA : rhomi("CHA") = (0.70886/0.25517^(1+(1-Tabs/615)^0.27070)) * Mwc("CHA");
Else
Eqn_rhomi_CHA : rhomi("CHA") * Rgas * Tabs * Zgas("CHA") = P * Mwc("CHA") * 1E-4;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomiC_PET : rhomiC = 1460;
Eqn_rhomiA_PET : rhomiA = 1330;
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_rhomiC_PA6 : rhomiC = 1230;
Eqn_rhomiA_PA6 : rhomiA = 1084;
EndIf;
If Crystallization == True then;
Eqn_rhomi_P : rhomi(Polymer) = (zmC * rhomiC) + ((1-zmC) * rhomiA);
Else; // Assume reasonable degree of crystallinity to calculate a density
Eqn_rhomi_P : rhomi(Polymer) = (0.4 * rhomiC) + (0.6 * rhomiA);
EndIf;
If KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" or KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)" then;
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// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
// Polymer phase inputs
If NOT p_in.IsConnected then;
// Model block does not have a connected feed stream
Fm_in : Fixed;
zm_in : Fixed;
T : Fixed;
P : Fixed;
sflow_in(Segments) : Fixed;
phiC_in : Fixed;
Fv_in = sigma(Fm_in*zm_in(ComponentList)/rhomi(ComponentList));
Cmc_in(ComponentList,IndexSet) * Fv_in = Fm_in * zm_in(ComponentList);
Ccs_in(Segments,IndexSet) * Fv_in = sflow_in(Segments);
Else;
// Get the inputs from the connected feed stream
Fm_in : Free;
zm_in(ComponentList) : Free;
// T : Free;
// P : Free;
sflow_in(Segments) : Free;
phiC_in : Free;
Fm_in = p_in.Fm;
zm_in(ComponentList) = p_in.zm(ComponentList);
// T = p_in.T;
// P = p_in.P;
Cmc_in(ComponentList,IndexSet) = p_in.Cmc(ComponentList,IndexSet);
Ccs_in(Segments,IndexSet) = p_in.Ccs(Segments,IndexSet);
sflow_in(Segments) = p_in.PolSeg(Segments,"SFLOW") * p_in.Fm * sigma(p_in.zm(Polymer)) * 1E-3;
phiC_in = p_in.phiC;
Fv_in = sigma(Fm_in*zm_in(ComponentList)/rhomi(ComponentList));
EndIf;
// Initial conditions
If num == 0 then;
Cmcv_x(Volatiles,IndexSet) : RateInitial, Cmc_in(Volatiles,IndexSet);
EndIf;
If r.HighestOrderDerivative == 2 then;
Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.Interior) : RateInitial, Cmc_in(Volatiles,r.Interior);
ElseIf r.HighestOrderDerivative == 1 then;
Cmcv_out(Volatiles,[1:r.EndNode]) : RateInitial, Cmc_in(Volatiles,[1:r.EndNode]);
Else; // r.HighestOrderDerivative == 0
// Cmcv_out(Volatiles,IndexSet) : RateInitial, Cmc_in(Volatiles,IndexSet);
// Cmcv_out(Volatiles) : Free, 0.0;
EndIf;
Cmcn_out(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet) : RateInitial, Cmc_in(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet);
phiC : RateInitial, phiC_in;
Ccs_out(Segments,IndexSet) : RateInitial, Ccs_in(Segments,IndexSet);
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// Boundary conditions
If r.HighestOrderDerivative >= 1 then;
Cmcv_out(Volatiles,0).ddx = 0.0; // Neumann
EndIf;
If r.HighestOrderDerivative == 2 then;
If SurfaceBC == "Zero" then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_0 : Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode) = 0.0; // Dirichlet
ElseIf SurfaceBC == "Small" then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_Small : Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode) = 1E-3; // Dirichlet
ElseIf SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium" then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_Equilibrium : Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode) = zv_I(Volatiles) * rho_I * MWc(Volatiles); // Dirichlet
Else; // SurfaceBC == "Convective"
If CarrierPhase == "Liquid" then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_Convective_L : -Di_P(Volatiles) * Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode).ddx = 1E4 * kmti_L(Volatiles) *
(Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode) - Cmc_Car(Volatiles));
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Vapor
Eqn_Cmcv_out_Convective_V : -Di_P(Volatiles) * Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode).ddx = 1E4 * kmti_V(Volatiles) *
(Cmcv_out(Volatiles,r.EndNode) - Cmc_Car(Volatiles));
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Species balances
For C01 in Volatiles do;
If Diffusion == "None" then;
If num == 0 then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_None0 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_x(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_x(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
ElseIf num == 1 then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_None1 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
Else; // num >= 2
Eqn_Cmcv_out_None2 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior) = Cmc_in(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_out +
Gi(C01,r.Interior)*V_Pol*MWc(C01) + 0.36*Di_P(C01)*(Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior).d2dx2 + (2/r)*Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior).ddx)*V_Pol;
EndIf;
ElseIf Diffusion == "ODE" then;
If num == 0 then;
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_Cmcv_out_ODE0V : V_Pol*$Cmcv_x(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_x(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01) (3*(kmtio_V(C01)*0.08314*Tabs)*(Ci_I(C01) - Cmc_Car(C01))*3600*V_Pol/rs);
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
Eqn_Cmcv_out_ODE0L : V_Pol*$Cmcv_x(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_x(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01) (3*kmtio_L(C01)*(Ci_I(C01) - Cmc_Car(C01))*3600*V_Pol/rs);
EndIf;
ElseIf num == 1 then; // invalid--no diffusion
Eqn_Cmcv_out_ODE1 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
Else; // num >= 2; invalid--no diffusion
Eqn_Cmcv_out_ODE2 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior) = Cmc_in(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_out +
Gi(C01,r.Interior)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
EndIf;
Else; // Diffusion == "PDE"
If num >= 2 then;
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Eqn_Cmcv_out_PDE2 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior) = Cmc_in(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior)*Fv_out +
Gi(C01,r.Interior)*V_Pol*MWc(C01) + 0.36*Di_P(C01)*(Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior).d2dx2 + (2/r)*Cmcv_out(C01,r.Interior).ddx)*V_Pol;
ElseIf num == 1 then; // invalid--no diffusion
Eqn_Cmcv_out_PDE1 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_out(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_out(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01,1)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
Else; // num == 0; invalid--no diffusion
Eqn_Cmcv_out_PDE0 : V_Pol*$Cmcv_x(C01) = Cmc_in(C01)*Fv_in - Cmcv_x(C01)*Fv_out + Gi(C01)*V_Pol*MWc(C01);
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndFor;
For C02 in ComponentList-Volatiles-Polymer do;
If C02 == "W" and CarrierPhase == "Liquid" then;
Eqn_Cmcn_out_W : V_Pol*$Cmcn_out(C02,IndexSet) = Cmc_in(C02,IndexSet)*Fv_in - Cmcn_out(C02,IndexSet)*Fv_out +
Gi(C02)*V_Pol*MWc(C02) + WaterUptake;
Else;
Eqn_Cmcn_out : V_Pol*$Cmcn_out(C02,IndexSet) = Cmc_in(C02,IndexSet)*Fv_in - Cmcn_out(C02,IndexSet)*Fv_out +
Gi(C02)*V_Pol*MWc(C02);
EndIf;
EndFor;
For R01 in IndexSet do;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Cmcn_out_P : Cmcn_out(Polymer,R01) = sigma(Ccs_out(Segments,R01)) * 2 * sigma(sfrac(Segments,R01)*MWsegs(Segments));
Else
Eqn_Cmcn_out_P : Cmcn_out(Polymer,R01) = sigma(Ccs_out(Segments,R01)) * sigma(sfrac(Segments,R01)*MWsegs(Segments));
EndIf;
EndFor;
// Concentration in strange units (kmol/kg)
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Cc_out2_v : Cc_out2(Volatiles,IndexSet) * rhom_P = Cmcv_x(ComponentList,IndexSet) / MWc(ComponentList);
Eqn_Cc_out2_n : Cc_out2(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet) * rhom_P = Cmcn_out(ComponentList,IndexSet) / MWc(ComponentList);
EndIf;
// Calculate average concentration
For C03 in Volatiles do;
If num >= 2 then;
For R01 in IndexSet do;
If R01 == 0 Then
Eqn_Simpson1_0 :Simpson1(C03,R01) = Cmcv_x(C03,R01);
ElseIf R01 == num Then
Eqn_Simpson1_rs : Simpson1(C03,R01) = Cmcv_x(C03,R01);
ElseIf round(cos(R01*pi)) == -1 Then
Eqn_Simpson1_odd : Simpson1(C03,R01) = 4 * Cmcv_x(C03,R01);
ElseIf round(cos(R01*pi)) == 1 Then
Eqn_Simpson1_even : Simpson1(C03,R01) = 2 * Cmcv_x(C03,R01);
EndIf
EndFor;
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave2v : Cmc_out_ave(C03) = ((1/num)/3) * sigma(Simpson1(C03,IndexSet));
ElseIf num == 1 then;
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave1v : Cmc_out_ave(C03) = sigma(Cmcv_x(C03,IndexSet))/2;
Else; // num == 0
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave0v : Cmc_out_ave(C03) = Cmcv_x(C03,IndexSet);
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EndIf;
EndFor;
For C04 in ComponentList-Volatiles do;
If num >= 2 then;
For R01 in IndexSet do;
If R01 == 0 Then
Eqn_Simpson1_0 :Simpson1(C04,R01) = Cmcn_out(C04,R01);
ElseIf R01 == num Then
Eqn_Simpson1_rs : Simpson1(C04,R01) = Cmcn_out(C04,R01);
ElseIf round(cos(R01*pi)) == -1 Then
Eqn_Simpson1_odd : Simpson1(C04,R01) = 4 * Cmcn_out(C04,R01);
ElseIf round(cos(R01*pi)) == 1 Then
Eqn_Simpson_even : Simpson1(C04,R01) = 2 * Cmcn_out(C04,R01);
EndIf
EndFor;
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave2n : Cmc_out_ave(C04) = ((1/num)/3) * sigma(Simpson1(C04,IndexSet));
ElseIf num == 1 then;
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave1n : Cmc_out_ave(C04) = sigma(Cmcn_out(C04,IndexSet))/2;
Else; // num == 0
Eqn_Cmc_out_ave0n : Cmc_out_ave(C04) = Cmcn_out(C04,IndexSet);
EndIf;
EndFor;
// Flow and composition out
Eqn_rhom_P : rhom_P * Fv_out = Fm_out;
Eqn_Fv_out : Fv_out * Cmc_out_ave(ComponentList) = Fm_out * zm_out(ComponentList);
Eqn_Fm_out : Fm_out = rhom_P*sigma(Fm_out*zm_out(ComponentList)/rhomi(ComponentList));
Eqn_zm_out : 1 = sigma(zm_out(ComponentList));
// Average molecular weight and mole fractions of polymer mixture
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" and (Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and (SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium" or SurfaceBC ==
"Convective"))) then;
Eqn_MWmix : MWmix = sigma(zm_out(ComponentList)*MWc(ComponentList));
Eqn_z_out : z_out(ComponentList) * MWc(ComponentList) = zm_out(ComponentList) * MWmix;
EndIf;
// Polymer volume
If Geometry == "Cylinder" then;
Eqn_V_Pol_cyl : V_Pol * 4 = Level * pi * vessel_D^2 * (1 - epsilon);
ElseIf Geometry == "Cuboid" then;
Eqn_V_Pol_cub : V_Pol = Level * vessel_L * vessel_W * (1 - epsilon);
Else
Eqn_V_Pol_con : V_Pol * 12 = Level * pi * vessel_D^2 * (1 - epsilon);
EndIf;
// Vessel fill percentage
Eqn_FillPercent : FillPercent = (Level/vessel_H) * 100;
// Polymerization Kinetics
// Activation energies, frequency factors, and equilibrium constants for rate constants
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If "PET" in ComponentList Then;
Ei_PET(1) : 7.36E-02;
Ei_PET(2) : Ei_PET(1);
Ei_PET(3) : Ei_PET(1);
Ei_PET(4) : Ei_PET(1);
Ei_PET(5) : 7.74E-02;
Ei_PET(6) : 1.25E-01;
Ei_PET(7) : 1.58E-01;
Ei_PET(8) : Ei_PET(6);
Ei_PET(9) : Ei_PET(5);
Ai_PET(1) : 8.16E+14;
Ai_PET(2) : Ai_PET(1);
Ai_PET(3) : 0.5 * Ai_PET(1);
Ai_PET(4) : Ai_PET(3);
Ai_PET(5) : 3.24E+14;
Ai_PET(6) : 1.08E+17;
Ai_PET(7) : 2.16E+11;
Ai_PET(8) : 1.38E+11;
Ai_PET(9) : Ai_PET(5);
Hi_PET(1) : -1; // Not used
Hi_PET(2) : -1; // Not used
Hi_PET(3) : -0.023717;
Hi_PET(4) : -0.023717;
Hi_PET(5) : -0.038183;
Si_PET(1) : -1; // Not used
Si_PET(2) : -1; // Not used
Si_PET(3) : -45.2072;
Si_PET(4) : -45.2072;
Si_PET(5) : -80.4102;
Eqn_Keqi_PET_1 : Keqi_PET(1) = exp((Si_PET(3)/1E6
= K3/K5
Eqn_Keqi_PET_2 : Keqi_PET(2) = Keqi_PET(1); // K2
Eqn_Keqi_PET_3 : Keqi_PET(3) = exp((Si_PET(3)/1E6
Eqn_Keqi_PET_4 : Keqi_PET(4) = Keqi_PET(3); // K4
Eqn_Keqi_PET_5 : Keqi_PET(5) = exp((Si_PET(5)/1E6
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If KineticsSet == "Literature 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// no additives
Nec_PA6 : [1:5];
Ei0_PA6(1) : 8.3176E-02;
Ei0_PA6(2) : 9.7364E-02;
Ei0_PA6(3) : 9.5582E-02;
Ei0_PA6(4) : 1.7572E-01;
Ei0_PA6(5) : 8.9118E-02;
Eic_PA6(1) : 7.8683E-02;
Eic_PA6(2) : 8.6482E-02;
Eic_PA6(3) : 8.4126E-02;
Eic_PA6(4) : 1.5648E-01;
Eic_PA6(5) : 8.5352E-02;
Ai0_PA6(1) : 5.9874E+08;

- (Hi_PET(3)/Tabs))/Rgas) / exp((Si_PET(5)/1E6 - (Hi_PET(5)/Tabs))/Rgas); // K1
=
=
-

K1
(Hi_PET(3)/Tabs))/Rgas); // K3
K3
(Hi_PET(5)/Tabs))/Rgas); // K5
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Ai0_PA6(2) : 1.8942E+13;
Ai0_PA6(3) : 2.8558E+12;
Ai0_PA6(4) : 8.5778E+14;
Ai0_PA6(5) : 2.5701E+11;
Aic_PA6(1) : 4.3075E+13;
Aic_PA6(2) : 1.2114E+16;
Aic_PA6(3) : 1.6377E+16;
Aic_PA6(4) : 2.3307E+18;
Aic_PA6(5) : 3.0110E+15;
Hi_PA6(1) : 8.0248E-03;
Hi_PA6(2) : -2.4877E-02;
Hi_PA6(3) : -1.6919E-02;
Hi_PA6(4) : -4.0166E-02;
Hi_PA6(5) : -1.3259E-02;
Si_PA6(1) : -3.2989E+01;
Si_PA6(2) : 3.9485E+00;
Si_PA6(3) : -2.9060E+01;
Si_PA6(4) : -6.0751E+01;
Si_PA6(5) : 2.4378E+00;
ElseIf KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Else;// KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
For N00 in Nec_PA6 do;
Eqn_Keqi_PA6 : Keqi_PA6(N00) = exp((Si_PA6(N00)/1E6 - (Hi_PA6(N00)/Tabs))/Rgas);
EndFor;
EndIf;
// Reaction rate constants
// PET : 1-6,9 (m3/kmol/hr); 7,8 (1/hr)
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
For N01 in Nrc_PET do;
If (N01 == 7) or (N01 == 8) then;
Eqn_ki_PET_A : ki_PET(N01,IndexSet) = Ai_PET(N01) * exp(-Ei_PET(N01)/(Rgas*Tabs));
Else;
Eqn_ki_PET_B : ki_PET(N01,IndexSet) * (DPn(IndexSet)^2) = Ai_PET(N01) * (DPnR^2) * exp(-EP_PET/(Rgas*Tabs)) * exp(Ei_PET(N01)/(Rgas*Tabs));
EndIf;
EndFor;
EndIf;
// Nylon-6 : 1-7 (kg/kmol/hr)
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If KineticsSet == "Literature 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// no additives
Nrc_PA6 : [1:5];
For N02 in Nrc_PA6 do;
If N02 == 2 and Tabs < 493 then;
Eqn_ki_PA6_2 : ki_PA6(N02,IndexSet) = 1.5 * (Ai0_PA6(N02) * exp(-Ei0_PA6(N02)/(Rgas*Tabs)) + Aic_PA6(N02) * exp(Eic_PA6(N02)/(Rgas*Tabs)) * (Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet) + Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)));
Else;
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Eqn_ki_PA6 : ki_PA6(N02,IndexSet) = Ai0_PA6(N02) * exp(-Ei0_PA6(N02)/(Rgas*Tabs)) + Aic_PA6(N02) * exp(Eic_PA6(N02)/(Rgas*Tabs)) * (Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet) + Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet));
EndIf;
EndFor;
ElseIf KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Else;// KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Reaction rates
// PET : (kmol/m3/hr)
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Ri_PET_1 : Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) *
(4*ki_PET(1,IndexSet)*(Cmcv_x("EG",IndexSet)/MWc("EG"))*(Cmcn_out("TPA",IndexSet)/MWc("TPA"))/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PET(1,IndexSet)/Keqi_PET(1))*(Cmcv_x("W",IndexSet)/MWc("W"))*Ccs_out("TTPA",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",In
dexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PET_2 : Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (2*ki_PET(2,IndexSet)*(Cmcv_x("EG",IndexSet)/MWc("EG"))*Ccs_out("TTPA",IndexSet)/(1zmC)^2 2*(ki_PET(2,IndexSet)/Keqi_PET(2))*(Cmcv_x("W",IndexSet)/MWc("W"))*Ccs_out("BTPA",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",
IndexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC));
Eqn_Ri_PET_3 : Ri_PET(3,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) *
(2*ki_PET(3,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*(Cmcn_out("TPA",IndexSet)/MWc("TPA"))/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PET(3,IndexSet)/Keqi_PET(3))*(Cmcv_x("W",IndexSet)/MWc("W"))*Ccs_out("TTPA",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",In
dexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PET_4 : Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * ( ki_PET(4,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TTPA",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 2*(ki_PET(4,IndexSet)/Keqi_PET(4))*(Cmcv_x("W",IndexSet)/MWc("W"))*Ccs_out("BTPA",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",
IndexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC));
Eqn_Ri_PET_5 : Ri_PET(5,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * ( ki_PET(5,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 4*(ki_PET(5,IndexSet)/Keqi_PET(5))*(Cmcv_x("EG",IndexSet)/MWc("EG"))*Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)/(1-zmC));
Eqn_Ri_PET_6 : Ri_PET(6,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * ( ki_PET(6,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PET_7 : Ri_PET(7,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) *
( ki_PET(7,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("BTPA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositi
ve)));
Eqn_Ri_PET_8 : Ri_PET(8,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) *
( ki_PET(8,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out("BTPA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)+Ccs_out("BEG",IndexSet)+SmallPositi
ve))/(1-zmC));
Eqn_Ri_PET_9 : Ri_PET(9,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * ( ki_PET(9,IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TEG",IndexSet)*Ccs_out("TVIN",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2);
EndIf;
// Nylon-6 : (kmol/kg/hr)
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If KineticsSet == "Literature 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// no additives
Nr_PA6 : [1:10];
Eqn_Ri_PA6_1 : Ri_PA6(1,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(1,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CL",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(1,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(1)))*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)); // K1 [=] kg/mol
Eqn_Ri_PA6_2 : Ri_PA6(2,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)/Keqi_PA6(2))*LD_PA6(IndexSet)*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PA6_3 : Ri_PA6(3,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)/Keqi_PA6(2))*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexS
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et)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PA6_4 : Ri_PA6(4,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)/Keqi_PA6(2))*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSe
t)+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC)^2);
Eqn_Ri_PA6_5 : Ri_PA6(5,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2
(ki_PA6(2,IndexSet)/Keqi_PA6(2))*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSe
t)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC));
Eqn_Ri_PA6_6 : Ri_PA6(6,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(3,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CL",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(3,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(3)))*LD_PA6(IndexSet)/(1-zmC)); // K3 [=] kg/mol
Eqn_Ri_PA6_7 : Ri_PA6(7,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(3,IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CL",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(3,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(3)))*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TC
OOH",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))/(1-zmC)); // K3 [=] kg/mol
Eqn_Ri_PA6_8 : Ri_PA6(8,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(4,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CD",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("W",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(4,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(4)))*LD_PA6(IndexSet)/(1-zmC)); // K4 [=] kg/mol
Eqn_Ri_PA6_9 : Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(5,IndexSet)*Cc_out2("ACA",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CD",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(5,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(5)))*LT_PA6(IndexSet)/(1-zmC)); // K5 [=] kg/mol
Eqn_Ri_PA6_10 : Ri_PA6(10,IndexSet) = (1-zmC) * (ki_PA6(5,IndexSet)*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*Cc_out2("CD",IndexSet)/(1-zmC)^2 (ki_PA6(5,IndexSet)/(1000*Keqi_PA6(5)))*Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TC
OOH",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))^2/(1-zmC)); // K5 [=] kg/mol
ElseIf KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Else;// KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Generation rates
// PET : (kmol/m3/hr)
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
If Generation == False then;
Eqn_Gi_PET_all : Gi(ComponentList+Segments-Polymer,IndexSet) = 0.0;
Else
Eqn_Gi_PET_TPA : Gi("TPA",IndexSet) = - Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(3,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_EG : Gi("EG",IndexSet) = - Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(5,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_W : Gi("W",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(3,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) +
Ri_PET(6,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_TEG : Gi("TEG",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(3,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) 2*Ri_PET(5,IndexSet) - 2*Ri_PET(6,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(8,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(9,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_TTPA : Gi("TTPA",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(1,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(3,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) +
Ri_PET(7,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(8,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_BEG : Gi("BEG",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(3,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(5,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(7,IndexSet) +
Ri_PET(9,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_BTPA : Gi("BTPA",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(2,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(4,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(7,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(9,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_BDEG : Gi("BDEG",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(6,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_TVIN : Gi("TVIN",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(7,IndexSet) - Ri_PET(9,IndexSet);
Eqn_Gi_PET_AA : Gi("AA",IndexSet) = Ri_PET(8,IndexSet) + Ri_PET(9,IndexSet);
If "CO2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Gi_PET_CO2 : Gi("CO2",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "N2" in ComponentList then;
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Eqn_Gi_PET_N2 : Gi("N2",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "O2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Gi_PET_O2 : Gi("O2",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Nylon-6 : (kmol/m3/hr)
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If Generation == False then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_all : Gi(ComponentList+Segments-Polymer,IndexSet) = 0.0;
Else
If KineticsSet == "Literature 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// no additives
Eqn_Gi_PA6_CL : Gi("CL",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (- Ri_PA6(1,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(6,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(7,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_ACA : Gi("ACA",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (Ri_PA6(1,IndexSet) - 2*Ri_PA6(2,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(3,IndexSet) Ri_PA6(4,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(6,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_W : Gi("W",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (- Ri_PA6(1,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(2,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(3,IndexSet) +
Ri_PA6(4,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(5,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(8,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_CD : Gi("CD",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (- Ri_PA6(8,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(10,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_BACA : Gi("BACA",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (Ri_PA6(3,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(4,IndexSet) + 2*Ri_PA6(5,IndexSet) +
Ri_PA6(7,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet) + 2*Ri_PA6(10,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_TNH2 : Gi("TNH2",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (Ri_PA6(2,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(5,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(6,IndexSet) +
Ri_PA6(8,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet));
Eqn_Gi_PA6_TCOOH : Gi("TCOOH",IndexSet) = rhom_P * (Ri_PA6(2,IndexSet) - Ri_PA6(5,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(6,IndexSet) +
Ri_PA6(8,IndexSet) + Ri_PA6(9,IndexSet));
If "HAC" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_HAC : Gi("HAC",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "THAC" in Segments then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_THAC : Gi("THAC",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_CHA : Gi("CHA",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "TCHA" in Segments then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_TCHA : Gi("TCHA",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
ElseIf KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Else;// KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
If "N2" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Gi_PA6_N2 : Gi("N2",IndexSet) = 0.0;
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Segment balance
For R02 in IndexSet do;
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Eqn_Ccs_out : V_Pol*$Ccs_out(Segments,R02) = Fv_in*Ccs_in(Segments,R02) - Fv_out*Ccs_out(Segments,R02) + V_Pol*Gi(Segments,R02);
EndFor;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_Ccs_out2 : Ccs_out2(Segments,IndexSet) * rhom_P = Ccs_out(Segments,IndexSet);
If "THAC" in Segments then;
Eqn_LD_PA6 : LD_PA6(IndexSet) =
Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("THAC",IndexSet)
+SmallPositive));
Eqn_LT_PA6 : LT_PA6(IndexSet) =
Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("THAC",IndexSet)
+SmallPositive))*(Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("THAC",IndexSet)+SmallPosi
tive));
Else;
Eqn_LD_PA6 : LD_PA6(IndexSet) =
Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+SmallPositive));
Eqn_LT_PA6 : LT_PA6(IndexSet) =
Ccs_out2("TCOOH",IndexSet)*(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+SmallPositive))*(Ccs_out2
("TNH2",IndexSet)/(Ccs_out2("BACA",IndexSet)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",IndexSet)+SmallPositive));
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Average segment concentration
For S01 in Segments do;
If num >= 2 then;
For R03 in IndexSet do;
If R03 == 0 Then
Eqn_Simpson2_0 :Simpson2(S01,R03) = Ccs_out(S01,R03);
ElseIf R03 == num Then
Eqn_Simpson2_rs : Simpson2(S01,R03) = Ccs_out(S01,R03);
ElseIf round(cos(R03*pi)) == -1 Then
Eqn_Simpson2_odd : Simpson2(S01,R03) = 4 * Ccs_out(S01,R03);
ElseIf round(cos(R03*pi)) == 1 Then
Eqn_Simpson2_even : Simpson2(S01,R03) = 2 * Ccs_out(S01,R03);
EndIf
EndFor;
Eqn_Ccs_out_ave2 : Ccs_out_ave(S01) = ((1/num)/3) * sigma(Simpson2(S01,IndexSet));
ElseIf num == 1 then;
Eqn_Ccs_out_ave1 : Ccs_out_ave(S01) = sigma(Ccs_out(S01,IndexSet))/2;
Else; // num == 0
Eqn_Ccs_out_ave0 : Ccs_out_ave(S01) = Ccs_out(S01,IndexSet);
EndIf;
EndFor;
// Diffusivities in polymer phase
If Diffusion == "None" then;
Eqn_Di_P_0 : Di_P(Volatiles) = 0.0;
Else;
If "AA" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("AA") : 8.9302E-06;
EDi_P("AA") : 0.01004832;
EndIf;
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If "EG" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("EG") : 4.8734E-05;
EDi_P("EG") : 0.0167472;
EndIf;
If "DEG" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("DEG") : 4.8734E-05; // assume same as EG until fit with DEG data
EDi_P("DEG") : 0.0167472;
EndIf;
If "W" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("W") : 2.3004E-04;
EDi_P("W") : 0.01004832;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("ACA") : 0.059437;
EDi_P("ACA") : 0.033457;
EndIf;
If "CL" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("CL") : 0.059437;
EDi_P("CL") : 0.033457;
EndIf;
If "CD" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("CD") : 0.010924;
EDi_P("CD") : 0.033457;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("HAC") : 0.08;
EDi_P("HAC") : 0.033457;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in Volatiles then;
D0i_P("CHA") : 0.08;
EDi_P("CHA") : 0.033457;
EndIf;
Eqn_Di_P : Di_P(Volatiles) = D0i_P(Volatiles) * exp(-EDi_P(Volatiles)/(Rgas*Tabs)) * (1-zmC);
EndIf;
// Diffusivities in vapor phase (nitrogen)
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" and Diffusion <> "NONE" then;
If "AA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_AA : Di_V("AA") = 6.2405E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
EndIf;
If "EG" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_EG : Di_V("EG") = 5.4258E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
EndIf;
If "DEG" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_DEG : Di_V("DEG") = 3.9619E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
EndIf;
If "W" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_W : Di_V("W") = 1.2205E-5 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
EndIf;
If "ACA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_ACA : Di_V("ACA") = 3.4030E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
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EndIf;
If "CL" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_CL : Di_V("CL") =
EndIf;
If "CD" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_CD : Di_V("CD") =
EndIf;
If "HAC" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_HAC : Di_V("HAC")
EndIf;
If "CHA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_V_CHA : Di_V("CHA")
EndIf;
EndIf;

3.8122E-6 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
2.5575E-6 * Tabs^1.75 / P;

= 5.6356E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;
= 3.8873E-06 * Tabs^1.75 / P;

// Diffusivities in liquid phase (water)
If CarrierPhase == "Liquid" and Diffusion <> "NONE" then;
If "AA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_AA : Di_L("AA") = 4.4756E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "EG" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_EG : Di_L("EG") = 3.9566E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "DEG" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_DEG : Di_L("DEG") = 2.9061E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "W" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_W : Di_L("W") = (1.5285E-9 * Tabs * rhomi("W")) / (mu_L_Car * MWc("W"));
EndIf;
If "ACA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_ACA : Di_L("ACA") = 2.4780E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car; // assume same as CL
EndIf;
If "CL" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_CL : Di_L("CL") = 2.4780E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "CD" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_CD : Di_L("CD") = 1.6025E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "HAC" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_HAC : Di_L("HAC") = 4.2415E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
If "CHA" in Volatiles then;
Eqn_Di_L_CHA : Di_L("CHA") = 2.6560E-8 * Tabs / mu_L_Car;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Crystallization
If Crystallization == True then;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
If (T <= 68.85) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(0.0, phiC_in, phiC2); // include any existing degree of crystallinity (e.g. strain induced)
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ElseIf (T > 68.85) and (T < 120) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(7.972E-4*T + 0.2446, phiC2); // temporary; need better correlation for this temperature
region!
ElseIf (T >= 120) and (T <= 210) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(7.972E-4*T + 0.2446, phiC2);
ElseIf (T > 210) and (T < 220) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(1.600E-2*T - 2.9480, phiC2);
ElseIf (T >= 220) and (T <= 240) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(3.846E-3*T - 0.2743, phiC2);
ElseIf (T > 240) and (T < 279.85) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = max(3.846E-3*T - 0.2743, phiC2); // temporary; need better correlation for this temperature
region!
Else;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PET : phiC_eq = 0.0;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If (Tabs <= 313) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = max(0.0, p_in.phic); // less than or equal to Tg
//include any existing degree of crystallinity (e.g., strain induced)
ElseIf (Tabs > 313) and (Tabs <= 353) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = 0.014125*Tabs - 4.421125; // linear fit between Tg and 80 C; don't have intermediate data points
ElseIf (Tabs > 353) and (Tabs <= 431) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = (-4.4157E-08*Tabs^3) + (4.6222E-05*Tabs^2) - (1.6777E-02*Tabs) + 2.67;
ElseIf (Tabs > 431) and (Tabs <= 458) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = (-0.8254*LOGe(Tabs)) + 5.4967;
ElseIf (Tabs > 485) and (Tabs <= 493) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = (-1.2500E-03*Tabs^2) + (1.1925E+00*Tabs) - 2.8409E+02;
ElseIf (Tabs > 493) and (Tabs < 501) then;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = 0.0;
Else;
Eqn_phiC_eq_PA6 : phiC_eq = 0.0; // greater than or equal to Tm
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
kc1 : 2.598E8; // hr-1
kc2 : 3.96E6; // hr-1
Ec : 0.04024; // GJ/kmol
Tm : 533; // K
psi : 201; // K
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
kc1 : 6.18E7; // hr-1
kc2 : 2.5956E9; // hr-1
Ec : 0.0351; // GJ/kmol
Tm : 501; // K
psi : 225.8; // K
EndIf;
If Crystallization == True then;
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Eqn_phiC : $phiC = ((kc1*exp((-Ec/(Rgas*Tabs))-((psi*Tm)/(Tabs*(Tm-Tabs)))))
+(kc2*exp((-Ec/(Rgas*Tabs))-((psi*Tm)/(Tabs*(Tm-Tabs))))))*(phiC_eq-phiC);
Else;
Eqn_phiC_0 : phiC = 0.0;
EndIf;
Eqn_zmC : phiC = (zmC/rhomiC) / ((zmC/rhomiC) + ((1-zmC)/rhomiA));
// Secondary crystallization
// PET crystallinity increases with ultra high molecular weight
If "PET" in ComponentList and Crystallization == True then;
If (MWn_ave > 25500) and (MWn_ave <= 31825) then;
phiC2 = (3.9589E-09*MWn_ave^2) - (2.0274E-04*MWn_ave) + 3.0225;
ElseIF MWn_ave > 31825 then;
phiC2 = 0.60; // assume this degree of crystallinity caps at 60%
Else;
phiC2 = 0.0;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Mass holdup
Eqn_Mc_Pol : Mc_Pol(ComponentList) = Cmc_out_ave(ComponentList)*V_Pol;
Eqn_M_Pol : M_Pol = sigma(Mc_Pol(ComponentList));
// Residence time
Eqn_tau_Pol : tau_Pol * Fv_in = V_Pol;
// Polymer properties
Eqn_Polymer_rate : Polymer_rate = Fm_out * sigma(zm_out(Polymer));
Eqn_sflow : sflow(Segments) = Ccs_out_ave(Segments) * Fv_out; // (kmol/hr)
For R04 in IndexSet do;
Eqn_sfrac : sfrac(Segments,R04) * sigma(Ccs_out(Segments,R04)) = Ccs_out(Segments,R04);
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_DPn_PET : DPn(R04) * sigma(Ccs_out("TTPA",R04)+Ccs_out("TEG",R04)+Ccs_out("TVIN",R04)) = sigma(Ccs_out(Segments,R04));
//
Eqn_MWn_PET : MWn(R04) = sigma(Ccs_out(Segments,R04)*MWsegs(Segments)) /
sigma(Ccs_out("TTPA",R04)+Ccs_out("TEG",R04)+Ccs_out("TVIN",R04));
Eqn_MWn_PET : MWn(R04) = 2 * DPn(R04) * sigma(sfrac(Segments,R04) * MWsegs(Segments));
EndIf;
If "NYLON6" in ComponentList then;
If KineticsSet == "Literature 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// no additives
If "THAC" in Segments and "TCHA" in Segments then;
Eqn_DPn_PA6 : DPn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04))
/ (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
Eqn_MWn_PA6 : MWn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)*MWsegs("BACA")+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)*MWsegs("TCOOH")+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)*MWsegs("THAC")+Ccs_out2("TCHA",
R04)*MWsegs("TCHA")+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)*MWsegs("TNH2")+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)*MWc("ACA")) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
ElseIf "THAC" in Segments then;
Eqn_DPn_PA6 : DPn(R04) =
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sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
Eqn_MWn_PA6 : MWn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)*MWsegs("BACA")+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)*MWsegs("TCOOH")+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)*MWsegs("THAC")+Ccs_out2("TNH2",
R04)*MWsegs("TNH2")+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)*MWc("ACA")) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("THAC",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
ElseIf "TCHA" in Segments then;
Eqn_DPn_PA6 : DPn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
Eqn_MWn_PA6 : MWn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)*MWsegs("BACA")+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)*MWsegs("TCOOH")+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)*MWsegs("TCHA")+Ccs_out2("TNH2",
R04)*MWsegs("TNH2")+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)*MWc("ACA")) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCHA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
Else; // no THAC or TCHA
Eqn_DPn_PA6 : DPn(R04) = sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)) / (0.5 *
sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
Eqn_MWn_PA6 : MWn(R04) =
sigma(Ccs_out2("BACA",R04)*MWsegs("BACA")+Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)*MWsegs("TCOOH")+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)*MWsegs("TNH2")+Cc_out2("ACA",R0
4)*MWc("ACA")) / (0.5 * sigma(Ccs_out2("TCOOH",R04)+Ccs_out2("TNH2",R04)+Cc_out2("ACA",R04)+SmallPositive));
//
Eqn_MWn_PA6 : MWn(R04) = DPn(R04)*113.2;
EndIf;
ElseIf KineticsSet == "Proprietary 1 (nylon-6)" then;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Else;// KineticsSet == "Proprietary 2 (nylon-6)"
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndFor;
// Average polymer properties
Eqn_sfrac_ave : sfrac_ave(Segments) * sigma(sflow(Segments)) = sflow(Segments);
If num >= 2 then;
For R05 in IndexSet do;
If R05 == 0 Then
Eqn_Simpson3_0 : Simpson3(R05) = DPn(R05);
Eqn_Simpson4_0 : Simpson4(R05) = MWn(R05);
ElseIf R05 == num Then
Eqn_Simpson3_rs : Simpson3(R05) = DPn(R05);
Eqn_Simpson4_rs : Simpson4(R05) = MWn(R05);
ElseIf round(cos(R05*pi)) == -1 Then
Eqn_Simpson3_odd : Simpson3(R05) = 4 * DPn(R05);
Eqn_Simpson4_odd : Simpson4(R05) = 4 * MWn(R05);
ElseIf round(cos(R05*pi)) == 1 Then
Eqn_Simpson3_even : Simpson3(R05) = 2 * DPn(R05);
Eqn_Simpson4_even : Simpson4(R05) = 2 * MWn(R05);
EndIf
EndFor;
Eqn_DPn_ave2 : DPn_ave = ((1/num)/3) * sigma(Simpson3(IndexSet));
Eqn_MWn_ave2 : MWn_ave = ((1/num)/3) * sigma(Simpson4(IndexSet));
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ElseIf num == 1 then;
Eqn_DPn_ave1 : DPn_ave = sigma(DPn(IndexSet))/2;
Eqn_MWn_ave1 : MWn_ave = sigma(MWn(IndexSet))/2;
Else; // num == 0
Eqn_DPn_ave0 : DPn_ave = DPn(IndexSet);
Eqn_MWn_ave0 : MWn_ave = MWn(IndexSet);
EndIf;
Eqn_fmom : fmom = sigma(sflow(Segments));
Eqn_zmom : zmom * DPn_ave = fmom;
//MWseg : Free;
Eqn_MWseg : MWseg = sigma(MWsegs(Segments) * sfrac_ave(Segments));
If "SMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_PDI : PDI = 2.0; // assumption
Eqn_DPw : DPw_ave = PDI * DPn_ave;
smom : Free;
Eqn_smom : smom = DPw_ave * fmom;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_MWw_ave : MWw_ave = 2 * DPw_ave * MWseg;
Else
Eqn_MWw_ave : MWw_ave = DPw_ave * MWseg;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
tmom : Free;
Eqn_tmom : tmom = 0.0;
Eqn_DPz_ave : DPz_ave * smom = tmom;
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_MWz_ave : MWz_ave = 2 * DPz_ave * MWseg;
Else
Eqn_MWz_ave : MWz_ave = DPz_ave * MWseg;
EndIf;
EndIf;
Eqn_zmomc : zmomc * Polymer_rate * 1E-3 = zmom; // zmom mandatory
Eqn_sflowc : sflowc(Segments) * Polymer_rate * 1E-3 = sflow(Segments); // sflow mandatory
If "SMOM" in p_out.Atts then;
Eqn_smomc : smomc * Polymer_rate = smom;
Else;
Eqn_smomc_0 : smomc = 0.0;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in p_out.Atts then;
Eqn_tmomc : tmomc * Polymer_rate * 1.0E3 = tmom;
Else;
Eqn_tmomc_0 : tmomc = 0.0;
EndIf;
// Polymer phase enthalpy
Proc_hm_Liq : call (hm) = pEnth_Mass_LiqP (T,P,zm_out,zmomc,sflowc,smomc,tmomc);
// Molar component activity coefficients
If Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and (SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium" or SurfaceBC == "Convective")) then;
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Proc_gammai : call (gammai(ComponentList)) = pAct_Coeff_LiqP (T, P, zm_out(ComponentList), zmomc, sflowc(Segments), smomc, tmomc);
EndIf;
If CarrierPhase == "Liquid" and (Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium")) then;
Proc_gammai_L : call (gammai_L(ComponentList)) = pAct_Coeff_Liq (T, P, z_Car_D(ComponentList));
EndIf;
// Intrinsic viscosity (dL/g)
If "PET" in ComponentList then;
Eqn_eta : eta = 11.03E-4 * (MWn_ave)^0.648; // Mark-Houwink equation with Berkowitz parameters
EndIf;
// Set p_out port variables
Eqn_p_out_Fm : p_out.Fm = Fm_out;
Eqn_p_out_zm : p_out.zm(ComponentList) = zm_out(ComponentList);
Eqn_p_out_Cmcn : p_out.Cmc(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet) = Cmcn_out(ComponentList-Volatiles,IndexSet);
Eqn_p_out_Cmcv : p_out.Cmc(Volatiles,IndexSet) = Cmcv_x(Volatiles,IndexSet);
Eqn_p_out_Cmc_ave : p_out.Cmc_ave(ComponentList) = Cmc_out_ave(ComponentList);
Eqn_p_out_T : p_out.T = T;
Eqn_p_out_P : p_out.P = P;
Eqn_p_out_hm : p_out.hm = hm;
Eqn_p_out_phiC : p_out.phiC = phiC;
Eqn_p_out_Ccs : p_out.Ccs(Segments,IndexSet) = Ccs_out(Segments,IndexSet);
Eqn_p_out_zmom : zmom = p_out.PolScalar("ZMOM") * Polymer_rate * 1E-3;
Eqn_p_out_sflow_out : sflow(Segments) = p_out.PolSeg(Segments,"SFLOW") * Polymer_rate * 1E-3;
If "SMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_p_out_smom : smom = p_out.PolScalar("SMOM") * Polymer_rate;
EndIf;
If "TMOM" in Atts then;
Eqn_p_out_tmom : tmom = p_out.PolScalar("TMOM") * Polymer_rate * 1.0E3;
EndIf;
// Vessel cross-sectional area and volume
If Geometry == "Cylinder" then;
Eqn_vessel_XA_cyl : vessel_XA * 4 = pi * vessel_D^2;
Eqn_V_Tot_cyl : V_Tot * 4 = vessel_H * pi * vessel_D^2;
ElseIf Geometry == "Cuboid" then;
Eqn_vessel_XA_cub : vessel_XA = vessel_L * vessel_W;
Eqn_V_Tot_cub : V_Tot = vessel_H * vessel_L * vessel_W;
Else;
Eqn_vessel_XA_con : vessel_XA * 8 = pi * vessel_D^2; // approximate it as half the area of the flat end
Eqn_V_Tot_con : V_Tot * 12 = vessel_H * pi * vessel_D^2;
EndIf;
// Carrier fluid volume
Eqn_V_Car : V_Car = V_Tot - V_Pol;
// Carrier phase inputs
If NOT c_in.IsConnected then;
// Model block does not have a connected carrier fluid stream
c_in.Fm : Fixed;
c_in.zm : Fixed;
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c_in.T : Fixed;
c_in.P : Fixed;
c_in.Cmc : Free;
c_in.Cmc(Carrier) * sigma(c_in.Fm*c_in.zm(Carrier)/rhomi(Carrier)) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(Carrier);
Else;
c_in.Fm : Free;
c_in.zm : Free;
c_in.T : Free;
c_in.P : Free;
c_in.Cmc : Free;
EndIf;
// Initial condition
Cmc_Car(Carrier) : RateInitial, c_in.Cmc(Carrier);
// Carrier phase species balance
For C06 in Volatiles do;
If Diffusion == "None" then;
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_None : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06);
ElseIf Diffusion == "PDE" then;
If num >= 2 then;
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_PDEV : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06) + (3 * kmti_V(C06) *
(Cmcv_out(C06,r.EndNode) - Cmc_Car(C06)) * (1 - epsilon) * 3600 * V_Car / ((rs * epsilon) + SmallPositive));
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_PDEL : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06) + (3 * kmti_L(C06) *
(Cmcv_out(C06,r.EndNode) - Cmc_Car(C06)) * (1 - epsilon) * 3600 * V_Car / ((rs * epsilon) + SmallPositive));
EndIf;
Else; // diffusion is not allowed in this case
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_PDEnone : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06);
EndIf;
Else; // Diffusion == "ODE"
If num == 0 then;
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_ODEV : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06) +
(3*(kmtio_V(C06)*0.08314*Tabs)*(Ci_I(C06) - Cmc_Car(C06))*3600*V_Car*(1-epsilon)/((rs * epsilon) + SmallPositive));
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_ODEL : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06) + (3*kmtio_L(C06)*(Ci_I(C06) Cmc_Car(C06))*3600*V_Car*(1-epsilon)/((rs * epsilon) + SmallPositive));
EndIf;
Else; // diffusion is not allowed in this case
Eqn_Cmc_Car_v_ODEnone : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C06) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C06) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C06);
EndIf;
EndIf;
EndFor;
For C07 in Carrier-Volatiles do;
If C07 == "W" and CarrierPhase == "Liquid" then;
Eqn_Cmc_Car_n_W : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C07) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C07) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C07) - WaterUptake;
Else;
Eqn_Cmc_Car_n : V_Car * $Cmc_Car(C07) = c_in.Fm * c_in.zm(C07) - Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(C07);
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EndIf;
EndFor;
Eqn_rhom_Car : rhom_Car * Fv_Car = Fm_Car;
Eqn_Fv_Car : Fv_Car * Cmc_Car(Carrier) = Fm_Car * zm_Car(Carrier);
Eqn_Fm_Car : Fm_Car = rhom_Car*sigma(Fm_Car*zm_Car(Carrier)/rhomi(Carrier));
Eqn_zm_Car : 1 = sigma(zm_Car(Carrier));
Eqn_z_Car : z_Car(Carrier) * sigma(Mc_Car(Carrier)/MWc(Carrier)) = (Mc_Car(Carrier)/MWc(Carrier));
// Carrier phase mass holdup
Eqn_M_Car : M_Car = rhom_Car * V_Car;
Eqn_Mc_Car : Mc_Car(Carrier) = zm_Car(Carrier) * M_Car;
Eqn_tau_Car : tau_Car * Fv_Car = V_Car;
// Carrier mole fractions under Default component list rather than Carrier
For C08 in Default do;
If C08 in Carrier then;
z_Car_D(C08) = z_Car(C08);
Else;
z_Car_D(C08) = 0.0;
EndIf;
EndFor;
// Equilibrium concentration
//If Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium") then;
// If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
//
Eqn_zv_I_VLE : zv_I * gammai(Volatiles) * Pisat(Volatiles) = z_Car(Volatiles) * P;
// Else; // CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
//
Eqn_zv_I_LLE : zv_I * gammai(Volatiles) = z_Car(Volatiles) * gammai_L(Volatiles);
// EndIf;
// Eqn_zn_I : zn_I * sigma(z_out(ComponentList-Volatiles)) = (1 - sigma(zv_I(Volatiles))) * z_out(ComponentList-Volatiles);
// Eqn_rho_I : rho_I = sigma(zv_I(Volatiles)*rhomi(Volatiles)/MWc(Volatiles)) + sigma(zn_I(ComponentListVolatiles)*rhomi(ComponentList-Volatiles)/MWc(ComponentList-Volatiles));
//EndIf;
//If Diffusion == "ODE" then;
// Ci_I(Volatiles) = zv_I(Volatiles) * rho_I * MWc(Volatiles);
//EndIf;
If Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium") then;
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_Ci_I_V : Ci_I(Volatiles) * 0.08314 * Tabs = gammai(Volatiles) * z_out(Volatiles) * Pisat(Volatiles) * MWc(Volatiles);
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
Eqn_Ci_I_L : Ci_I(Volatiles) * gammai(Volatiles) = z_Car(Volatiles) * gammai_L(Volatiles) * sigma(Cmc_Car(Carrier)) *
MWc(Volatiles);
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Carrier phase enthalpy
If (CarrierPhase == "Liquid") then;
Proc_h_Car_Liq : call (h_Car) = pEnth_Mol_Liq (T,P,z_Car_D);
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Vapor"
Proc_h_Car_Vap : call (h_Car) = pEnth_Mol_Vap (T,P,z_Car_D);
EndIf;
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Eqn_hm_Car : hm_Car * sigma(z_Car(Carrier)*MWc(Carrier)) = h_Car * 1.0E3;
// Carrier phase viscosity
If (CarrierPhase == "Liquid") then;
// Can't use the following procedure call because the default componentlist is "Default"
// rather than "Carrier." Procedures seem to only use the default componentlist.
// Proc_mu_L_Car : call (mu_L_Car) = pVisc_Liq (T,P,z_Car(Carrier));
// mu (cP) = 1000*exp[A + B/T + ClnT + DTE]
If "AA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_AA : mui_L("AA") = 1000 * exp(5.4304E+01 + (-2.0507E+03/Tabs) + (-9.8077E+00*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
If "EG" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_EG : mui_L("EG") = 1000 * exp(-1.0352E+02 + (7.5630E+03/Tabs) + (1.3009E+01*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
If "DEG" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_DEG : mui_L("DEG") = 1000 * exp(-6.2425E+01 + (5.9669E+03/Tabs) + (6.8296E+00*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
If "W" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_W : mui_L("W") = 1000 * exp(-5.1964E+01 + (3.6706E+03/Tabs) + (5.7331E+00*LOGe(Tabs)) + (-5.3495E29*Tabs^1.0000E+01));
EndIf;
If "ACA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_ACA : mui_L("ACA") = 1000 * exp(-8.5082E+01 + (7.2571E+03/Tabs) + (1.0218E+01*LOGe(Tabs))); // assume same as CL
EndIf;
If "CL" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_CL : mui_L("CL") = 1000 * exp(-8.5082E+01 + (7.2571E+03/Tabs) + (1.0218E+01*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
If "CD" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_CD : mui_L("CD") = 1000 * exp(-8.5082E+01 + (7.2571E+03/Tabs) + (1.0218E+01*LOGe(Tabs))); // assume same as CL
EndIf;
If "HAC" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_HAC : mui_L("HAC") = 1000 * exp(-9.0300E+00 + (1.2123E+03/Tabs) + (-3.2200E-01*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
If "CHA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_L_CHA : mui_L("CHA") = 1000 * exp(-3.5730E+01 + (2.8806E+03/Tabs) + (3.4662E+00*LOGe(Tabs)));
EndIf;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
Eqn_mu_L_car : mu_L_car = sigma(z_Car(Carrier)*mui_L(Carrier)); // ignores interactions between components
Else; // CarrierPhase == "Vapor"
// Can't use the following procedure call because the default componentlist is "Default"
// rather than "Carrier." Procedures seem to only use the default componentlist.
// Proc_mu_V_Car : call (mu_V_Car) = pVisc_Vap (T,P,z_Car(Carrier));
// mu (cP) = 1000 * (AT^B) / (1 + C/T + D/T^2)
If "AA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_ACA : mui_V("AA") = 1000 * (1.2220E-7 * Tabs^7.8700E-1) / (1 + (7.7000E1/Tabs));
EndIf;
If "EG" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_EG : mui_V("EG") = 1000 * (4.0788E-6 * Tabs^3.7031E-1) / (1 + (1.0567E3/Tabs) + (-4.0100E4/Tabs^2));
EndIf;
If "DEG" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_DEG : mui_V("DEG") = 1000 * (1.6965E-7 * Tabs^7.3850E-1) / (1 + (3.2161E2/Tabs));
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EndIf;
If "W" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_W : mui_V("W") = 1000 * (2.6986E-6 * Tabs^4.9800E-1) / (1 + (1.2577E3/Tabs) + (-1.9570E4/Tabs^2));
EndIf;
If "ACA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_ACA : mui_V("ACA") = 1000 * (9.7816E-8 * Tabs^7.9290E-1) / (1 + (2.1040E2/Tabs)); // assume same as CL
EndIf;
If "CL" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_CL : mui_V("CL") = 1000 * (9.7816E-8 * Tabs^7.9290E-1) / (1 + (2.1040E2/Tabs));
EndIf;
If "CD" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_CD : mui_V("CD") = 1000 * (9.7816E-8 * Tabs^7.9290E-1) / (1 + (2.1040E2/Tabs)); // assume same as CL
EndIf;
If "HAC" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_HAC : mui_V("HAC") = 1000 * (2.6800E-8 * Tabs^1.1126E0) / (1 + (4.3600E2/Tabs));
EndIf;
If "CHA" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_CHA : mui_V("CHA") = 1000 * (1.1920E-7 * Tabs^7.6350E-1) / (1 + (1.1680E2/Tabs));
EndIf;
// *** Proprietary information removed ***
If "N2" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_N2 : mui_V("N2") = 1000 * (7.6320E-7 * Tabs^5.8823E-1) / (1 + (6.7750E1/Tabs));
EndIf;
If "CO2" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_CO2 : mui_V("CO2") = 1000 * (2.1480E-6 * Tabs^4.6000E-1) / (1 + (2.9000E2/Tabs));
EndIf;
If "O2" in Carrier then;
Eqn_mui_V_O2 : mui_V("O2") = 1000 * (8.0380E-7 * Tabs^6.0478E-1) / (1 + (7.0300E1/Tabs));
EndIf;
Eqn_mu_V_car : mu_V_car = sigma(z_Car(Carrier)*mui_V(Carrier)); // ignores interactions between components
EndIf;
// Vapor pressures
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" and (Diffusion == "ODE" or (Diffusion == "PDE" and (SurfaceBC == "Equilibrium" or SurfaceBC ==
"Convective"))) then;
Proc_Pisat : call (Pisat) = pVap_Pressures (T);
EndIf;
// Non-dimensional numbers
If Diffusion <> "None" then;
If CarrierPhase == "Liquid" then;
Eqn_NRe_L : NRe * mu_L_Car * vessel_XA = 0.278 * Ds * Fm_Car;
Eqn_NSc_L : NSc(Volatiles) * rhom_Car * Di_L(Volatiles) = 10 * mu_L_Car;
Else;
// Eqn_NRe_V : NRe * mu_V_Car * vessel_XA = 0.278 * Ds * Fm_Car;
Eqn_NRe_V : NRe * (1 - epsilon) * mu_V_Car * vessel_XA * 3.6 = Dp * Fm_Car;
Eqn_NSc_V : NSc(Volatiles) * rhom_Car * Di_V(Volatiles) = 10 * mu_V_Car;
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Volume fractions
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If Diffusion == "ODE" and CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_phii : phii(ComponentList) * sigma(z_out(ComponentList)*MWc(ComponentList)/rhomi(ComponentList)) =
z_out(ComponentList)*MWc(ComponentList)/rhomi(ComponentList);
EndIf;
// Mass-transfer coefficients
If Diffusion <> "None" then;
If CarrierPhase == "Liquid" then;
Eqn_kmti_L : kmti_L(Volatiles) = 25.1E-4 * Di_L(Volatiles) * NRe^0.45 * NSc(Volatiles)^0.5 / Ds;
Else;
Eqn_kmti_V : kmti_V(Volatiles) = 1E-4 * Di_V(Volatiles) * (2 + (0.552 * NRe^0.53 * NSc(Volatiles)^(1/3))) / Ds;
EndIf;
EndIf;
If Diffusion == "ODE" then;
Eqn_kmti_P : kmti_P(Volatiles) * 3 * rs = 1.5 * Di_P(Volatiles) * rhom_P * (pi^2) * 1E-4;
If CarrierPhase == "Vapor" then;
Eqn_kmtio_V : kmtio_V(Volatiles) =
1/((gammai(Volatiles)*z_out(Volatiles)*Pisat(Volatiles)*MWc(Volatiles)/((phii(Volatiles)*kmti_P(Volatiles))+SmallPositive)) +
((0.08314*Tabs)/(kmti_V(Volatiles)+SmallPositive)));
Else;// CarrierPhase == "Liquid"
Eqn_kmtio_L : kmtio_L(Volatiles) =
1/(gammai(Volatiles)*sigma(Cmc_Car(Carrier))*MWc(Volatiles)/(gammai_L(Volatiles)*kmti_P(Volatiles)+SmallPositive) +
1/(kmti_L(Volatiles)+SmallPositive));
EndIf;
EndIf;
// Set c_out port variables
Eqn_c_out_Fm : c_out.Fm = Fm_Car;
Eqn_c_out_zm : c_out.zm(Carrier) = zm_Car(Carrier);
Eqn_c_out_T : c_out.T = T;
Eqn_c_out_P : c_out.P = P;
Eqn_c_out_hm : c_out.hm = hm_Car;
Eqn_c_out_Cmc : c_out.Cmc(Carrier) = Cmc_Car(Carrier);
End

Figure 6.52. SSP_CLR code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
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ComponentList
Carrier
Volatiles
Geometry
vessel_L
vessel_W
vessel_D
vessel_H
Level
epsilon
KineticsSet
Generation
Diffusion
SurfaceBC
T
P
Fm_in
zm_in(*)
phiC_in
sflow_in(*)
CarrierPhase
WaterUptake

Figure 6.53. SSP_CLR Specification form variables.

3. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “PolymerProperties” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
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zmom
fmom
smom
tmom
DPn(*)
DPn_ave
DPw_ave
DPz_ave
MWn(*)
MWn_ave
MWw_ave
MWz_ave
sfrac(*,*)
sfrac_ave(*)
sflow(*)

Figure 6.54. SSP_CLR PolymerProperties form variables.

4. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Results” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
Fm_out
Polymer_rate
phiC
zmC
Cmcn_out(*,*)
Cmcv_out(*).Value(*)
Ccs_out(*,*)
Cmc_out_ave(*)
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Ccs_out_ave(*)
hm
FillPercent
tau_Pol
tau_Car

Figure 6.55. SSP_CLR Results form variables.

5. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “GradeSpecifications” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
eta

Figure 6.56. SSP_CLR GradeSpecifications form variables.

6. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Generation” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
Gi(*)

Figure 6.57. SSP_CLR Generation form variables.

7. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > SSP_CLR, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
8. Save the file.
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6.17.28. Custom Model: MultiplySSP
This custom model comes in handy to easily manipulate a polymer flow rate. For instance, if both pre-crystallizers operate at the
same conditions with the same feed, then we can multiply the output flow rate from one pre-crystallizer by two and completely delete
the other pre-crystallizer from the flow sheet.

1. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models and double-click “Add Model.”
a. Name it “CoolerSSP.”
b. Add the following code:
Model MultiplySSP
/*
DESCRIPTION:

MultiplySSP is the opposite of a splitter. It multiplies the flow
rate of a single polymer stream by a given factor. All of the other
variables naturally remain the same. This is only for SSPolymerStream
stream types.

VERSION:

1.1

DATE:

7/12/2005

AUTHOR:

Bruce Lucas, Virginia Tech

*/

// Declare ports
In_F

as input SSPolymerPort

Out_P

as output SSPolymerPort

(Description:"Feed Polymer Stream (Required)");

(Description:"Product Polymer Stream");
// Declare variables
Multiplier

as input Positive

(Description:"Multiply feed stream flow rate by this factor", Fixed, 1);
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// Array for radius domain
Num

as global IntegerParameter;// Number of spaces in radius domain

// Model equations
Eqn_Out_Fm : Out_P.Fm = Multiplier * In_F.Fm;
Eqn_Out_zm : Out_P.zm = In_F.zm;
Eqn_Out_T : Out_P.T = In_F.T;
Eqn_Out_P : Out_P.P = In_F.P;
Eqn_Out_hm : Out_P.hm = In_F.hm;
Eqn_Out_phic : Out_P.phic = In_F.phic;
Eqn_Out_Cmc : Out_P.Cmc = In_F.Cmc;
Eqn_Out_Cmc_ave : Out_P.Cmc_ave = In_F.Cmc_ave;
Eqn_Out_Ccs : Out_P.Ccs = In_F.Ccs;
Eqn_PolScalar_Out : Out_P.PolScalar = In_F.PolScalar;
Eqn_PolSeg_Out : Out_P.PolSeg = In_F.PolSeg;

End

Figure 6.58. MultiplySSP code.

2. Explore Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MultiplySSP and double-click “Add Form.”
a. Give it the name “Specification” and choose “Table.”
b. Go to the variables tab and add the following list of variables:
Multiplier

Figure 6.59. MultiplySSP Specification form variables.

3. In Simulation > Custom Modeling > Models > MultiplySSP, right-click on the Specification form, and select “Make Default”.
4. Save the file.
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6.18. Future Directions
We recognize that are still facets of this work where further research can give us a greater
understanding that enables us to develop a more robust modeling system for SSP process
systems.

These areas are more tha n academic exercises.

Their inclusion in the modeling

framework allows us to have a higher level of insight that will benefit modeling commercial
production trains.

Recent advances in melt-polymerization technology allow for the production of bottle-grade PET.
Zimmer developed such a process which is capable of an inherent viscosity of 0.86 dL/g without
SSP. There is no indication that this process can manufacture the full range of products currently
produced by SSP of PET. Its applicability to other polyesters is unknown. There is still a need
to develop SSP modeling capabilities for specialty polyesters and nylons. Gaining insights
through modeling to improve the economics of these processes is the best way to convince
companies to increase their production and find more applications for them.

We fit diffusivity parameters in our work. The ability to accurately predict activation energies
and pre-exponential factors for the diffusion of small molecules (i.e., water and organic
compounds) in polymer would allow us to simulate other SSP systems (e.g., PBT, PEN, and PTT)
for which we lack plant data. This assumes that we understand the polymerization kinetics of
these systems well and the missing model component is the intramolecular diffusion of volatile
species.

We may start by investigating the accuracy of the following equations from van

Krevelen48 relative to the parameters we obtain from literature (activation energies, ED,i) and fit
with our plant data (pre-exponentials, D0,i). The equation for ED,i uses nitrogen as the standard
gas for comparison.

ED , i  σ i
10
=
σN
R
 2
−3





2

7.5 − 2.5 ×10 −4 (T − 298) 3 2 
g



log D 0,i ;

ED ,i ×10
R
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(6.50)

−3

− 5.0

(6.51)

The ability to predict diffusivity parameters would allow us to make reasonable simulations and
therefore a priori predictions for SSP of PBT, 13 PEN,14,15 and PTT16 without any data. There
seems to be very little published research regarding the SSP of these polyesters. They are
gaining increasing commercial importance and should therefore receive more attention. PBT is
popular for injection- molding applications.

Zimmer built the world’s first large-scale

commercial PTT plant capable of production of 95,000 tons/year just two years ago. There were
smaller plants in operation by Shell and DuPont before this.

PTT has superior properties

(softness and stain resistance) over PET and nylon for textile applications. PEN has superior
properties (gaseous barrier and chemical resistance) over PET for containers.

We know that the diffusion of volatile species in SSP leads to concentration and molecular
weight gradients50 along the radius of a pellet. This also leads to a PDI greater than Flory’s49
most probable distribution, 2.0.

Our model does not currently predict the change in the

molecular weight distribution due to diffusion. We lack the data to validate any such simulation
results. Jabarin and Balduff51 reported ηinh and PDI in Table 6.1. Goodner et al. 20 investigated
the broadening of the molecular weight distribution due to the slow diffusion of condensate (i.e.
phenol) in the SSP of BPA-PC. Our correlations for [η] or ηinh should correlate with M w and
PDI, rather than just Mn .

Table 6.1. Inherent viscosities and polydispersity indices for PET samples. Inherent viscosity measured in
60:40 phenol:tetrachloroethane at 25 °C and 0.25 g/100 mL.

η inh (dL/g)

PDI

Goodyear 5041

1.00

2.57

Goodyear 5737

0.72

2.84

Goodyear (O-I 11)

0.64

2.77

Celanese PT 101C

0.67

2.64

PET Sample

We also know that there is a crystallinity gradient52 along the radius of the pellet. We do not
currently measure or predict this gradient in our work. It is well-known that a certain degree of
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crystallinity is necessary to prevent PET chips from agglomerating during commercial
production. The ability to predict the crystallinity at the surface of the chip will likely help to
predict whether the chips would stick together or not.

We have data for temperatures at various points in polymer beds. We use these temperature data
to estimate the entire temperature profile along the bed. We do not currently have the extensive
data required to develop and validate fundamental enthalpy balances for these beds. Such a
modeling feature would be extremely useful for commercial simulations though. The ability to
predict the temperature profile in a bed would enable us to more confidently simulate the
influence of heated carrier streams.
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Nomenclature
English Symbols

Description

a

area, m2

C

mass concentration, kg/m3

D

diameter, m

D

diffusivity, cm2 /s

G

generation rate, kg/m3 ⋅hr

k

mass-transfer coefficient, m/s

K

distribution coefficient

M

molecular weight, kg/kmol

m&

mass flow rate, kg/hr

P

pressure, bar

PDI

polydispersity index

r

radius, m

t

time, hr

T

temperature, K

V

volume, m3

V&

volumetric flow rate, m3 /hr

x

liquid mole fraction, kmol/kmol

Greek Symbols
γ

activity coefficient

ε

void fraction, m3 /m3

[η]

intrinsic viscosity, dL/g

µ

viscosity, cP

ρ

mass density, kg/m3

ρ̂

molar density, kmol/m3

τ

residence time, hr

φ

volume fraction, m3 /m3
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Subscripts
0

intial

c

cross-sectional

g

glass-transition

i

component index

m

melting-point

mt

mass-transfer

n

number-average

s

surface

w

weight-average

Superscripts
I

interfacial

L

liquid phase

OL

overall for liquid phase

OV

overall for vapor phase

P

polymer phase

P-L

polymer- liquid system

P-V

polymer- vapor system

sat

saturated

V

vapor phase
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Abstract
The goal of this work is to develop a validated process model that we will use to design a new
polymer product.

Computer simulation is a much less costly alternative to trial-and-error

experimentation, particularly with large-scale production trains.

Furthermore, it can be

challenging to scale laboratory experiments up to commercial operations.

We present

comprehensive steady-state and dynamic models for simulating the continuous production of
solid-state poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET.

The polymer production train includes pre-

crystallizers, a crystallizer, a reactor, and coolers. We use a mixing- cell modeling approach for
each unit operation, unlike other published SSP models which are batch or countercurrent plugflow reactors.

Each cell considers the essential physical properties, phase equilibrium,

polymerization kinetics, mass-transfer through the polymer and into the carrier gas, and
crystallization kinetics. Our model development involves fundamental chemical engineering
principles and advanced software tools, such as Polymers Plus and Aspen Custom Modeler. The
model uses one fitted parameter per volatile species. We validate the model using commercial
plant data, as opposed to laboratory-scale reactor data typically found in published literature.
These data include the most important properties measured at the plant: intrinsic viscosity,
degree of crystallinity, and acetaldehyde concentration. We compare predictions for a model
with mass transfer via Fickian diffusion versus one that follows two-film theory. We also
compare model predictions for the mixing-cell model with the more conventional plug- flow
reactor model for cases with and without crystallization kinetics. We justify the inclusion of
crystallization kinetics rather than a constant degree of crystallinity. Finally, we demonstrate the
application of our model by designing a process to synthesize a new product grade.
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7.1. Introduction
We develop steady-state and dynamic models for the solid-state polymerization (SSP) of
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) process.

The goal is to develop a quantitative simulation

model to enable the user to predict the desirable operating conditions to produce solid-state PET
products of any chosen intrinsic viscosity. Model development includes the integration of
physical properties, polymerization kinetics, transport phenomena, crystallization kinetics,
polymer properties, and other modeling issues.

We model the degree of crystallinity and

compositional changes within a solid polymer pellet. We use plant data for three product grades
to validate the model. The plant data include a melt-state PET grade with an intrinsic viscosity
of 0.65 dL/g as the prepolymer feed and three solid-state PET grades with intrinsic viscosities of
0.81, 0.85, and 0.87 dL/g.

The model contains a single set of kinetic, mass transfer, and

thermodynamic parameters.

The model accurately predicts the intrinsic viscosity, degree of

crystallinity, and acetaldehyde concentration for all product grades. We can use the model to
quantify the effects of process variables on the polymer product. We illustrate the utility of the
model by predicting a set of operating conditions necessary to produce a new product with an
intrinsic viscosity of 1.0 dL/g.

Process systems engineering combines mathematics, science, and chemical engineering
fundamentals to develop computer-based methodologies and computational tools for the analysis,
synthesis, design, control, and optimization of processes. They also facilitate economic and
safety evaluations for a given process.

We apply these methodologies to industrial

polymerization trains consisting of multiple unit operations as opposed to a single reactor. We
believe that the framework set forth in this paper is applicable to other industrial solid-state
polycondensation process systems. This work is an extension of our experience and know- how
gained from previous polymer process modeling efforts.1-3

Process modeling allows us to investigate options in order to minimize trial runs and
consequently production of off-spec material.

It is faster and cheaper to use a validated

simulation model to determine how to optimize or debottleneck existing operations, design a
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process to make a new product, plan and optimize a grade change, scale up the operation, or
retrofit the process than to actually make changes with the real process.

We develop a single model capable of simulating a pre-crystallizer, crystallizer, or SSP reactor
when used as one of many cells configured with appropriate operating conditions. We validate
this approach and discuss the potential limitation in a dynamic modeling study.

Our mixing- cell model primarily uses a convection boundary condition for the interfacial
concentration, but can optionally use a concentration from a vapor- liquidequilibrium calculation.
We never artificially set the boundary condition to zero even though the high gas flow rates in
the process push the interfacial concentration to nearly zero. Several researchers4-12 assume the
interfacial concentrations of the volatile species to be zero. A convection boundary condition
allows the carrier gas flow rate to determine the interfacial concentration. Previous research13-18
show that the carrier gas flow rate influences the attainable molecular weight. Arbitrarily setting
the interfacial concentration to zero will make the model insensitive to the carrier gas flow rate
and therefore decrease the accuracy of the model.

Since we model the entire process, we use temperature-dependent equilibrium constants rather
than fixed, scalar values that are only suitable for reactors. The unit operations in the process
have temperatures that are closer to the glass-transition temperature than to the melting
temperature.

The temperature-dependence is necessary to properly model these lower-

temperature operations.

We do not presently include a fundamental enthalpy balance for step-growth polymerization
systems and the respective unit operations. Although our model predictions do not depend on
enthalpy, it would be useful to have the capability to confidently predict the temperature profiles
within polymer beds. The tallest vessels in large SSP processes like the one we are modeling
typically have enough temperature readings spread along the height of the vessel to give us a
close approximation of the entire temperature profile. However, we typically do not know the
bed temperature profiles within smaller units.
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Given the temperature-dependency of

polymerization, diffusion, and crystallization, it is likely that a fundamental enthalpy model
would allow us to fine-tune diffusion parameters.

The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. Section 7.2 describes the solid-state PET
process in this work. Section 7.3 summarizes the available process data. Section 7.4 details the
model development, including engineering fundamentals and relevant equations. Section 7.5
presents the simulation results. This section contains model validation and sensitivity studies.
We compare model predictions for mass transfer via Fickian diffusion and two- film theory. We
also compare model predictions for the mixing-cell model with the plug- flow reactor model. We
justify the inclusion of crystallization kinetics rather than a constant degree of crystallinity.
Section 7.6 demonstrates a model application by predicting the operating conditions required to
produce a new grade with the process. Section 7.7 summarizes our conclusions.

7.2. Process Description
PET is a thermoplastic semi- crystalline polymer in widespread use throughout the chemical
process industry.
applications.

SSP is necessary to build up the intrinsic viscosity required by certain

Balint et al.,19 Brent and Shelley, 20 and Cohn21 describe typical solid-state

polymerization processes for polyesters.

Figure 7.1 shows a simplified diagram of our process for SSP of PET. It is a pretty typical SSP
operation. Temperatures of all unit operations are within the theoretical range for SSP: between
the polymer’s Tg (glass-transition temperature, 69 °C) and Tm (melting-point temperature, 265
°C).22 The PET prepolymer goes through a pair of pre-crystallizers. The polymer streams
leaving the two pre-crystallizers both feed into a single crystallizer. Nitrogen from the solidstate reactor goes into the crystallizer as well. The crystallized polymer drops in at the top of the
reactor and travels downward. Nitrogen flows upward through the reactor. The polymer product
goes into a nitrogen dryer/cooler and then an air dryer/cooler. The dried and cooled polymer is
now ready for packaging. There is less than 30 ppm ethylene glycol, less than 6 ppm water, and
less than 100 ppm oxygen in the purified nitrogen.
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Figure 7.1. Simplified diagram of our process for SSP of PET.

7.3. Plant Data
7.3.1. Specification of Polymer Product Grades
We need to know not only the grades produced by this process, but also what exactly is required
to produce the particular grade. This includes the feed rates of PET propolymer and carrier gases,
operating temperatures, and residence times. It should also list the properties that specifically
define the grade. The intrinsic viscosity ([η]) and acetaldehyde concentration (CAA) are the most
important properties of solid-state PET.

The intrinsic viscosity determines the general

application that the product is suitable for. The acetaldehyde concentration is a quality standard
for PET resin used in food applications.

We examine three different production grades of solid-state PET. The only difference in their
production is the reactor residence time.

All other operating conditions, including the

prepolymer feed rate, are the same for each grade. There are two other grades, which we refer to
as “design grades” because they have never been in production at the plant. The feed flow rate
to the reactor must be lowered to produce grades requiring a residence time of 20 or more hours.
Table 7.1 lists the grades.
Table 7.1. Solid-state PET grade recipes.

Grade

Intrinsic

Reactor

Application
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Designation

viscosity

residence time

(dL/g)

(hr)

1

0.81

10

Water bottle

Production grade

2

0.85

12

Soft drink bottle

Production grade

3

0.87

16

Tray

Production grade

4

0.90

18

Plate

Design grade

5

≥ 1.0

> 20

Tire cord

Design grade

7.3.2. Components
Table 7.2 summarizes the names and abbreviations of the conventional and polymeric
components involved in PET polymerization. Terephthalic acid (TPA) and ethylene glycol (EG)
are the monomers. We use the prefixes “t” and “b” to denote terminal end groups and bound
repeat groups, respectively. TPA reacts to give the TPA end group (tTPA) and the TPA bound
segment (bTPA). Similarly, EG gives the EG end group (tEG) and the EG bound segment (bEG).
Water (W) is a condensation byproduct. Diethylene glycol (DEG) and acetaldehyde (AA) form
by side reactions. DEG, like the monomers, forms the DEG end group (tDEG) and the DEG
bound segment (bDEG). AA can lead to the oxyvinyl end group (tVIN).
We follow the component list given in the literature.10,23,24 While these references sum up DEG,
tDEG, and bDEG all as bDEG, we acknowledge that others elaborate on the DEG formation
reactions in their review of PET polymerization kinetics, which includes tDEG and free DEG.25

There are two carrier gases in the process: one is primarily nitrogen, and the other is air. Air
flows through both of the pre-crystallizers. Nitrogen is the chosen carrier gas in the crystallizer
and reactor. One of the dryers also utilizes nitrogen, while the other dryer utilizes air. Air can
theoretically be used as the carrier gas in the reactor, but the oxygen in air may lead to the
formation of volatile, low- molecular-weight degradation products that can cause yellowing. 26
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Table 7.2. Conventional and polymeric components in PET polymerization. Asterisks denote connection
points on segments.

Component

Abbreviation

Molecular Structure

O
terephthalic acid

TPA

HO
OH
O

ethylene glycol

EG

water

W

diethylene glycol

DEG

H

H
H

O

O

O

H

O

O

O
acetaldehyde

H

O

H

CH3

AA

H

O
terephthalic acid end group

HO

tTPA

*
O
ethylene glycol end group

tEG

diethylene glycol end group

tDEG

H
H

O

O

*
O

O

O

H
oxyvinyl end group

tVIN

H2 C

O

*

O

terephthalic acid bound segment

bTPA

*
*
O
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*

ethylene glycol bound segment

bEG

diethylene glycol bound segment

bDEG

*

*

O

O

*
O

O

O

*

7.3.3. Stream Data
There are three carrier gas systems in this process: (1) a closed- loop air stream system for the
pre-crystallizers; (2) a closed- loop purified nitrogen stream system for the nitrogen dryer, reactor,
and crystallizer; and (3) an open- loop air stream system for the air dryer. There are small
amounts of water and acetaldehyde in the air cycling through the pre-crystallizers. The nitrogen
contains water, ethylene glycol, and acetaldehyde. Table 7.3 summarizes the temperature and
pressure data for the carrier streams.
Table 7.3. Carrier stream data.

Scaled Pin

Scaled Pout

(gauge)

(gauge)

0.76

0.33

0.30

1.13

0.99

0.27

0.23

Reactor

0.86

0.98

0.90

0.23

Nitrogen dryer

0.25

0.89

1.00

0.90

Air dryer

0.12

0.15

0.17

0.00

System

Scaled Tin

Scaled Tout

Pre-crystallizers

0.79

Crystallizer

7.3.4. Unit-Operation Data
Table 7.4 lists the unit-operation data, and Table 7.5 specifies the temperature profile for the
solid-state reactor.

Table 7.4. Major process units and their operating conditions.

Description

Scaled

Scaled

Residence

Temperature

Gauge

time
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Pressure

(hr)

Pre-crystallizers

0.12 - 0.69

0.17

0.67

Crystallizer

0.69 - 0.83

0.43

5

Solid-state reactor

0.83 - 1.00

1.00

10-16

Nitrogen cooler

1.00 - 0.74

1.00

2-3

Air cooler

0.74 - 0.30

0.17

0.5

Table 7.5. Temperature profile for solid-state reactor.

Scaled

Temperature

Scaled

Height

Indicator

Temperature

T1

0.95

T7

0.94

T2

0.95

T8

0.95

T3

0.98

T9

0.98

T4

1.00

T10

1.00

T5

1.00

T11

0.99

T6

0.98

T12

0.98

0.92

0.75

0.58

0.42

0.25

0.08

7.3.5. Pellet Data
Much of the modeling work focuses on PET pellets.

It is important to know the average

geometry, composition in terms of concentration, degree of crystallinity, and [η] of the pellets at
each stage in the process and for each grade: prepolymer feed (before the pre-crystallizers); after
the pre-crystallizers; after the crystallizer; after the solid-state reactor. Table 7.6 summarizes the
degree of crystallinity and [η] data.
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Table 7.6. Degree of crystallinity and intrinsic viscosity pellet data throughout the process and for each
production grade.

Parameter

Solid-

Solid-

Solid-

Prepolymer

Pre-crystallizer

Crystallizer

stater

stater

stater

feed

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

(10 hr)

(12 hr)

(16 hr)

x c (kg/kg)

0.27

0.34

0.40

0.45

0.48

0.51

[η] (dL/g)

0.65

0.67

0.70

0.81

0.85

0.87

The plant uses cuboid prepolymer pellets. The average dimensions are 2.5 mm × 3.2 mm × 3.2
mm. The dimensions of the pellet do not change appreciably during the course of the process.

We generally assume a spherical geometry for the prepolymer pellets for modeling purposes.
We model the crystallization, diffusion, and reaction within a single pellet.

We need to

determine a suitable pellet diameter (Dp ) to represent the actual cuboid as a spherical pellet.
Cubes and spheres have a sphericity (F s) equal to 1.0 and a surface area-to-volume ratio (Sp :Vp )
equal to 6/Dp . The F s is the Sp :Vp for a sphere of diameter Dp divided by the Sp :Vp for the pellet
whose nominal size is Dp .

Φs =

6 Dp
Sp Vp

(7.1)

Given that we want a sphere and know the surface area and volume of the pellet, we can easily
determine the representative pellet diameter for our model. Our Dp is equal to 2.93 mm.
The reactions can be reaction-controlled, diffusion-controlled, or both, depending on operating
conditions and pellet size. As the volatile components diffuse out of the polymer pellets and into
the carrier gas, this drives the equilibrium reactions to the right, which results in a higher degree
of polymerization. Diffusion is sensitive to the pellet geometry. The geometry, specifically the
pellet radius, tells us the ideal path length for diffusion. In reality, the size and shape of the
crystallites within the polymer pellet increase the path length because they exclude the volatile
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components. Although we lack the data to properly account for the tortuosity, the diffusion
terms in our mass-balance equations should at least accurately reflect the pellet geometry.

We do not calculate a pellet radius for a sphere of equal surface area or volume to the real pellet
surface area or volume. We use Fick’s first law of diffusion in spherical coordinates. This
yields a concentration profile for all of the volatile components along the pellet radius. An
infinite number of shapes can have the same surface area or volume. In reality, each shape
would have a different concentration profile in the end. Therefore, using a radius of matching
surface area or volume, rather than the surface area-to-volume ratio, would not in any way
capture the profile for our unique pellet shape.

Duh estimates that the pellet diameter must be below about 250 µm to practically eliminate
diffusion resistances to reactions.27 Given the pellet geometry data that we have, we know that
we can not neglect diffusion through the pellet.

Our prepolymer pellet has 1.5 wt. % W, 11 ppm AA, and trace amounts of TPA, EG, and DEG.
The segment fractions for tEG, tTPA, tDEG, tVIN, bEG, bTPA, and bDEG are 0.00731, 0.00241,
0.48402, 0.49514, and 0.01112, respectively.

Additionally, the zeroth (λ0 ) and first (λ1 )

moments of the molecular weight distribution are 0.201 and 20.7 kmol/hr, respectively. λ0 is the
flow rate of polymer molecules. λ1 is the total molar flow rate of the segments. There is no
catalyst, such as Sb2 O3 , added in this particular process, which relies on thermal initialization
instead.

We relate the degree of crystallinity as a measure of the resistance to diffusion. It is more
difficult for the volatile components to diffuse through polymer pellets with a high degree of
crystallinity. The diffusivities should decrease as the degree of crystallinity increases.
We can use the mass fraction (x c) or volume fraction (φ c) of the crystalline phase as our measure
of crystallinity. We refer to this fraction as the degree of crystallinity. Many believe that end
groups and conventional species exist only in the amorphous phase.28
4

polymerization only occurs in the amorphous phase.
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Consequently,

Thermodynamic properties for semi-

crystalline polymers often use x c, while crystallization kinetics often use φ c. The plant measures
x c.
We can convert between x c and φ c via the following relationship:

φc =

xc ρ c
x c ρ c + (1 − x c ) ρ a

(7.2)

where ?c and ?a are the densities of crystalline and amorphous polymer, respectively.

Knowing the degree of crystallinity is also essential to predicting whether the polymer pellets
will stick together in the process lines (generally in the crystallizer or reactor). The initial degree
of crystallinity is 25% by volume.

The [η] is the primary property used to determine the application of the PET resin. The plant
measures [η], but not the number-average molecular weight Mn . However, Mn is an intermediate
property for correlating the intrinsic viscosity. We can determine Mn from [η] as in Section 0.
The intrinsic viscosity of the prepolymer pellet is 0.65 dL/g.

7.3.6. Vessel Geometry
We need to know the general shape of each vessel (e.g., cylinder) as well as its physical
dimensions (e.g., diameter, height, etc.). We gather these data in Table 7.7. The pre-crystallizers
and crystallizer are more complex than simple tubes.

The pre-crystallizer is basically a

rectangular box. We know the width and the base area of the plates inside it. We use this
information to determine the length that the polymer flows through inside. The crystallizer
contains numerous cones inside it which reduce the effective volume. We know the effective
volume of this vessel and its diameter, and can determine an effective height.
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Table 7.7. Vessel geometry.

General

Scaled

Scaled

Scaled

Shape

Width/Diameter

Height

Length

Pre-crystallizers

cuboid

0.16

0.01

0.33

Crystallizer

cylinder

0.26

0.28

Reactor

cylinder

0.22

1.00

Reactor

cone

0.22

0.23

Nitrogen cooler

cone

0.23

0.15

cuboid

0.15

0.02

Process unit

Air cooler

0.32

7.4. Model Development
7.4.1. Overview
We combine the material balance, initial and boundary conditions, reaction scheme, diffusivity
expressions, and crystallization kinetics. We input the following information: (1) flow rates and
compositions for fresh-feed streams; (2) conditions for unit operations; (3) initial reaction kinetic
parameters; (4) initial crystallization kinetic parameters; and (5) initial diffusion coefficients.
Afterwards, we use the process model to adjust the initial parameters to match the plant data for
the simulation targets. The targets include the intrinsic viscosity, degree of crystallinity, and
composition. We may adjust the crystallization kinetic parameters using the data of degree of
crystallinity for the pre-crystallizer and crystallizer units if the simulation results are
unsatisfactory. We ma y need to re-examine the equilibrium degree of crystallinity if it does not
match plant data at the corresponding operating temperatures. We then adjust the diffusion
coefficients. We fit the reaction kinetic parameters as a last resort if adjusting the diffusion
coefficients does not match the intrinsic viscosity and composition targets.

Section 7.4.2 covers physical properties and phase equilibrium.

We correlate the number-

average molecular weight and intrinsic viscosity in Section 0, and discuss crystallization kinetics
in Section 7.4.4. We present the diffusivities of the volatile components in polymer with initial
parameters from the literature in Section 7.4.5, and establish the solid-state polymerization
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kinetics in Section 7.4.6. We obtain an initial set of kinetic parameters from the literature as well.
Section 7.4.7 presents the material balance, initial and boundary conditions, and mass-transfer
coefficient. We discuss the modeling of the pre-crystallizers, crystallizer, fluidized-bed reactor,
nitrogen cooler, and air cooler in Section 7.4.8.

7.4.2. Phase Equilibrium and Physical Properties
Bokis et al.29 present guidelines to choose whether to use an activity-coefficient model (ACM) or
an equation of state (EOS) for phase-equilibrium calculations. Our system is at low pressure, so
we choose an ACM. The well-known Non-Random Two- Liquid 30,31 (NRTL) ACM is excellent
for modeling phase equilibria of strongly nonideal mixtures of alcohols, hydrocarbons, water,
and other conventional species, whether polar or nonpolar. Chen32 combine the NRTL model
with the Flory-Huggins33,34 model so that it can treat polymeric species. The result is the
Polymer-NRTL model, which, in light of the polar species in the system would work well for our
process. We get the necessary binary interaction parameters from: (1) regression of experimental
data published in the open literature (e.g., Yamada et al.35 have solubility data for the pair EGTPA); (2) regression of T-P-x-y data in the Dortmund Data Bank, which AspenTech and
DECHEMA also distribute versions of; and (3) parameter estimation techniques that consider the
structures of the species.

Seavey et al.36 give guidelines for regressing binary interaction

parameters for the Polymer-NRTL for nylon-6 polymerization and using them in simulations of
two commercial nylon-6 production trains.

We can obtain a variety of pure-component properties, such as molecular weight and critical
properties (temperature, pressure, and molar volume), for the conventional species from Design
Institute for Physical Property Research (DIPPR).37 We can use the correlations and parameters
from DIPPR for the essential physical properties required for SSP process simulation such as
liquid density ( ρˆ iL ), vapor pressure ( Pi sat ), and vapor viscosity ( µiV ) of the conventional
components. Temperature in these correlations has units Kelvin.

The density of solid PET pellets varies with crystallinity. Amorphous PET has a density of 1.33
g/cm3 , while 100% crystalline PET has a density of 1.46 g/cm3 .21 We calculate the mass density
of solid PET with the following equation.
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g 
g 
L
c c
c
c
c 
ρ PET = x ρ + (1 − x ) ρ a = x  1.46
+ (1 − x ) 1.33

3
cm 
cm 3 



(7.3)

The segment fraction (Fi) is the fraction of the particular segment in the polymer sample. We
easily calculate Fi when we know the concentration of each segment in the polymer. This is the
ratio of the concentration of the segment to the total concentration of all segments.

Fi =

Ci
∑ Ci

(7.4)

The number-average degree of polymerization (DPn ) is the average number of structural units
(repeat units and end groups) per polymer chain in a polymer sample. We calculate this from the
sum of the concentrations of all units divided by the sum of the concentrations of the end groups.

DPn =

CtEG + CtTPA + CbEG + CbTPA + CbDEG + CtVIN
CtEG + CtTPA + CtVIN

(7.5)

We can easily determine the average segment molecular weight of the polymer sample (Mseg) by
summing the molecular weight of each species (Mi ) times Fi.

M seg = 2∑ ( M i × Fi )

(7.6)

We consider the molecular weight and concentration of each polymeric component in the
number-average molecular weight (Mn ). This is in essence DPn multiplied by twice the Mseg.
We multiply by two because one repeat unit of PET actually consists of two connected segments
(bEG:bTPA), where “:” represents a connection.
M n = DPn × M seg
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(7.7)

Table 7.8. Polymerization kinetics, physical property, and diffusion models employed in this study.

Reactions 10,48
reaction

reaction rate
Esterification

k1

→ tEG: tTPA + W
EG + TPA ←

k ' =k K

 C C

 k1  CW CTPA
CtEG
EG TPA


R1 = (1 − x ) 4k1
− 
 (1 − x c ) 2  K1  (1 − x c ) 2 CtEG + CbEG 



k2

→ tEGbTPA
EG + tTPA ←
:
+W

'
k =k K



 k 2  CW CbTPA
CEGCtTPA
CtEG


R2 = (1 − x ) 2k2
− 2

c
c 2

K
C
+
C
1
−
x
(1 − x )  2  ( ) tEG bEG 


k3

→ bEG:tTPA + W
tEG + TPA ←

'
k =k K


CtEGCtTPA  k3  CW CtTPA
CbEG 

R3 = (1 − x ) 2k3
− 
c 2

K3  (1 − xc ) 2 CtEG + CbEG 
1
−
x

(
)



1

1

2

3

1

2

3

2

3

4

→ bEG: bTPA + W
tEG + tTPA ←

'

k

k4 =k 4 K 4

c

c

c

 C C
 k C C
CbEG 
R4 = (1 − xc )  k4 tEG tTPA2 − 2  4  W bTPA
 (1 − xc )
K 4  (1 − xc ) CtEG + CbEG 



Polycondensation

k5

→ bEG + EG
tEG + tEG ←

k ' =k K
5

5

5

 C C
 k 5  CEGCbEG 
tEG tEG

R5 = (1 − x ) k5
−4 
c
 (1 − x c )2
 K5  (1 − x ) 

c

Diethylene Glycol Formation
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 C C 
R6 = (1 − x c )  k6 tEG tEG2 
 (1 − xc ) 



tEG + tEG → bDEG + W
k6

Thermal Degradation


CbTPA 
R7 = (1 − xc )  k7 CbEG
CtEG + CbEG 


k7
bEGbTPA
:

→ tVIN + tTPA

Acetaldehyde Formation


CtEG
CbTPA 

R8 = (1 − x c )  k8
c
 (1 − x ) CtEG + CbEG 

k8
tEG: bTPA 
→ AA + tTPA

Vinyl End Group Consumption

 C C
R9 = (1 − x c )  k9 tEG tVIN2
 (1 − x c )


k9
tEG + tVIN 
→ bEG + AA






Generation Rates10
TPA

GTPA = −R1 − R3

EG

GEG = − R1 − R2 + R5

W

GW = R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R6

tEG

GtEG = R1 + R2 − R3 − R4 − 2R5 − 2R6 − R8 − R9

tTPA

GtTPA = R1 − R2 + R3 − R4 + R7 + R8

bEG

GbEG = R3 + R4 + R5 − R7 + R9

bTPA

GbTPA = R2 + R4 − R7 − R8
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GbDEG = R6

bDEG
tVIN

GtVIN = R7 − R9

AA

GAA = R8 + R9
Rate Constants and Parameters10

reaction j

Aj

Ej

1, 2

8.08 ×1014

m3
kmol ⋅ hr

17.6

kcal
mol

3, 4

4.08 ×1014

m3
kmol ⋅ hr

17.6

kcal
mol

5, 9

3.24 × 1014

m3
kmol ⋅ hr

18.5

kcal
mol

6

1.08 ×1017

m3
kmol ⋅ hr

29.8

kcal
mol

7

2.16 ×1011

1
hr

37.8

kcal
mol

8

1.38 ×1011

1
hr

29.8

kcal
mol

kj

DPR 2
 −E 
−E 
exp  p  exp  j 
2
DPn
 RT 
 RT 

k j = Aj

 −E 
k j = Aj exp  j 
 RT 

Thermodynamic Parameters57-59
∆Sj (cal/mol⋅K)

∆Hj (cal/mol)

3, 4

-10.80

-5666

5

-19.21

equilibrium reaction j

-9122
37

Physical Properties
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 kmol 
ρˆ iL  3  =
 m 

liquid molar volume

A

Bi

i
D
 
 i
 1+ 1 − T C 
i
 





for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

vapor pressure

Ei
Pi sat ( Pa ) = exp  Ai + Bi T + Ci lnT + DT
 for Fi ≤ T ≤ Gi
i

vapor viscosity

Bi
AT
i
µ ( Pa ⋅ s ) =
C D
1 + i + 2i
T T
V
i

for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

Physical Property Parameters37
constant

ethylene glycol

water

acetaldehyde

Ai

1.3353E+00

5.4590E+00

1.6650E+00

Bi

2.5499E-01

3.0542E-01

2.6004E-01

Ci

6.4500E+02

6.4713E+02

4.6100E+02

Di

1.7200E-01

8.1000E-02

2.7760E-01

Ei (K)

260.15

273.16

150.15

Fi (K)

645.00

333.15

461.00

Ai

1.9464E+02

7.3649E+01

2.0607E+02

Bi

-1.4615E+04

-7.2582E+03

-8.4786E+03

Ci

-2.5433E+01

-7.3037E+00

-3.1548E+01

Di

2.0140E-05

4.1653E-06

4.6314E-02

Ei

2.0000E+00

2.0000E+00

1.0000E+00

liquid molar volume (kmol/m3 )

vapor pressure (Pa)
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nitrogen

Fi (K)

260.15

273.16

150.15

Gi (K)

645.00

647.13

461.00

Ai

4.0788E-06

2.6986E-06

1.2220E-07

7.6320E-07

Bi

3.7031E-01

4.9800E-01

7.8700E-01

5.8823E-01

Ci

1.0567E+03

1.2577E+03

7.7000E+01

6.7750E+01

Di

-4.0100E+04

-1.9570E+04

Ei (K)

260.15

373.15

293.55

80.00

Fi (K)

1000.00

1073.10

1000.00

1500.00

vapor viscosity (Pa⋅s)

Crystallization Kinetics49
 E
 E
dφc 
ψ 1Tm0 
ψ 2Tm0   0
x


 φ  ( φ − φc )
=  β1 exp  − x −
+
β
exp
−
−
2
 RT T (Tm0 − T ) 
 RT T (Tm0 − T )  c  c
dt 



 


degree of crystallinity

(β1 , β 2 , ψ1 , ψ2 = constants; Ex = activation energy of the segment transfer across the nucleus- melt boundary; R = ideal- gas constant;
Tm0 = equilibrium melt temperature; T = absolute temperature)

constant

PET

Ex (kJ/mol)

40.24

Tm0 (K)

533

ψ1 (K)

201

ψ2 (K)

201

β1 (min-1 )

4.33×106

β2 (min-1 )

6.6×104
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Diffusional Mass Transfer7,48,53,68-70
 −E 
DiP ( T ) = D 0,Pi exp  D, i  (1 − xc )
 RT 

diffusivity in polymer

( DiP = diffusivity within polymer; D 0,Pi = pre-exponential factor; ED,i = activation energy for diffusion; R = ideal- gas constant; and T
= absolute system temperature)
constant

ethylene glycol

water

acetaldehyde

D 0,Pi (cm2 /s)

1.93E-6

0.072

0.072

ED,i (kJ/kmol)

29.670

0.03626

0.03626

diffusivity in nitrogen

 cm 2 
D 
=
 s 
V
i

0.00143T (K )

1.75

P ( bar ) 2 (1 M i ) + ( 1 Mj )  ( Σv

 
−1

)1i 3 + ( Σv )1j 3 

2

(i = W )

(T = absolute temperature; P = pressure; Mi and Mj = molecular weight; Σ v = sum of the atomic diffusion volumes; i = volatile
species; j = bulk carrier gas)
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7.4.3. Intrinsic Viscosity
We classify the simulation targets into two categories: primary and secondary. The primary
targets (intrinsic viscosity, acetaldehyde concentration, and degree of crystallinity) are most
important to the daily operation of the plant. The secondary targets (water and ethylene glycol
concentrations) serve to help validate the accuracy of the model. We try to match all targets with
a minimum error percentage. It is important that the error for intrinsic viscosity results is within
the measurement error at the plant.

The principal property for determining which applications the polymer product is suitable for is
[η]. The model must predict [η] to validate the model in order to quantify operating conditions
for producing additional grades.

One common method to determine [η] is with a 0.5 g of polymer per 100 mL of
phenol:tetrachlorethane solution at 25 ºC. The phenol:tetrachlorethane has a 3:2 weight ratio.

The number-average degree of polymerization (DPn ) and number-average molecular weight (Mn )
are intermediate properties used to calculate [η]. The reaction kinetics can predict DPn and Mn .
Now we need a correlation to calculate [η] as a function of either DPn and Mn .
We find a couple of correlations in the open literature provided by Koepp and Wemer38 and
Kang,10 respectively.

Note that the values from Koepp and Wemer should be used when

measuring intrinsic viscosity in phenol/tetrachloroethane (1:1) at 20 ºC. We do not know the
measurement conditions for the correlation presented by Kang. Therefore, we cannot use either
one of these.

Our strategy is to use basic relationships and trustworthy constants to develop a suitable
correlation. We start with the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation. 39

[η ] = K × M v a
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(7.8)

where Mv is the viscosity-average molecular weight; and K and a are parameters. Flory40 gives
the ratio assuming a most probable distribution (polydispersity index of 2),

1

M n : M v : M w = 1:[(1 + a)Γ (1+ a)]a : 2

(7.9)

where Mn is the number-average molecular weight and Mw is the weight-average molecular
weight. We caution that the polydispersity is likely to stray higher than 2 in the reactor, but it is
currently our best estimate.

[η ] = K × [(1+ a )Γ(1 + a )]× M n a

(7.10)

The values of K and a for PET are in the Polymer Handbook,41 where the values are dependent
on the test method and whether the polymer samples are fractionated or unfractionated. We test
intrinsic viscosity with unfractionated samples in phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2) solvent at 25 ºC.
Therefore, we use K = 7.44×10-4 and a = 0.648 from Berkowitz42 listed in the Polymer
Handbook. We arrive at the following equation when substituting the values of K and a into Eq.
(7.10).

[η ] = 11.03 ×10 −4 × M n0.648

(7.11)

Solid-state PET (or high- intrinsic- viscosity PET) generally has Mn greater than 24,000, while
PET for textile fiber applications (low-intrinsic- viscosity PET) generally has Mn between 17,000
and 21,000.17 We see that the correlation gives reasonable values for Mn in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9. Number-average molecular weight using the intrinsic viscosity correlation, Eq. (7.11), and plant
data.

Sample point
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[η]

Mn

(dL/g)

(kg/kmol)

Prepolymer feed

0.65

19,000

After the pre-crystallizers

0.67

20,000

After the crystallizer

0.70

21,000

After the reactor

0.85

29,000

7.4.4. Crystallization Kinetics
PET undergoes both primary and secondary crystallization. Schultz43 provides more detail on
primary and secondary crystallization as well as ways in which secondary crystallization may
occur.
The Avrami equation44-46 is the most used equation for describing the kinetics of polymer
crystallization. Malkin et al. 47 and Mallon and Ray48 point out that the Avrami equation only
works well during the initial stage of crystallization (primary) for PET, but falls short for
secondary crystallization.
We use an equation developed by Malkin et al. 49 to model the crystallization kinetics of PET.
This model incorporates heterogeneous nucleation and crystal growth via formation of twodimensional surface nuclei. Malkin et al. 49 provide parameter values for PET in Table 7.8. One
shortcoming of this equation is that it does not account for the effect of moisture.

The kinetic equation developed by Malkin et al. requires the equilibrium degree of crystallinity.
This is the ultimate degree achievable at a given temperature. Although we cannot find data
explicitly specifying φ c,0 , we are able to find limiting density data50 (?lim ) which implies φ c,0 . The
φ c,0 is really a function of both temperature and molecular weight. The plant data shows φ c
increasing with molecular weight. We fit a simple polynomial for φ c,0 as a function of Mn when
Mn climbs above a critical point.

We will compare model results using crystallization kinetics versus a fixed degree of
crystallinity.
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7.4.5. Diffusivity in Polymer
Ethylene glycol EG, water W, and acetaldehyde AA diffuse through the spherical pellet and thus
have a concentration profile. We do not include diethylene glycol DEG as a volatile component
since the kinetic scheme we use does not include reactions for free DEG. The reaction rates use
the concentrations at each point along the pellet radius rather than the overall concentrations
inside the pellet. However, our concentration measurements for plant targets are for overall
concentrations.

We integrate the concentration over the sphere to determine the number of moles of component i
(where i is EG, W, or AA), Ni, in the sphere using Eq. (7.12).

CdV 2π π s Ci r 2 sin θ drdφ dθ
Ni = ∫V i
= ∫∫∫
s
Mi
Mi
0 0 0
r

( i = EG, W , and AA )

(7.12)

We divide this by the volume of a sphere for the overall concentration of component i as in Eq.
(7.13).

rs

NM
C%i = i i =
Vs

Ci r2 dr
Mi
0

3∫

rs

3

( i = EG, W , and AA )

(7.13)

We do not use an expression for the diffusivity based on the free- volume used by Devotta and
Mashelkar14 to model the diffusivity of the volatile components. Free-volume is relevant close
to Tg , but industrial reactors always operate more than 100 °C above Tg , close to Tm . Therefore,
we use an Arrhenius-type expression, which is applicable for all operating temperatures
throughout the process. We modify this expression to relate it to the degree of crystallinity. We
assume that the crystalline phase excludes the volatile components.

We multiply the

temperature-dependant diffusivity by a term that includes the amorphous fraction. Chang51 and
Yoon et al.7 show that the diffusivity of EG is linearly proportional to the amorphous fraction.

We use the following diffusivity expression:
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 −E 
DiP ( T ) = D iP,0 exp  D ,i  (1 − x c )
 RT 

( i = EG, W , and AA)

(7.14)

where DiP is the diffusivity of component i in the polymer; DiP,0 is the pre-exponential factor;
ED,i is the activation energy for diffusion; R is the ideal- gas constant; and T is the absolute
system temperature.

We get initial pre-exponential factors and activation energies from the open literature.
Whitehead52 model the crystallization and drying of PET using an Arrhenius expression for the
diffusivity. Mallon and Ray48 use an Arrhenius expression when modeling a reactor and fit the
same activation energy for W and EG. Schmalz and Grundke53 model the diffusivity of W with
an Arrhenius expression. We use the same initial parameters for W and AA. We use parameters
from Mallon and Ray for EG and parameters from Schmalz and Grundke for W and AA, which
we list in Table 7.8.

Water is an exceptional case where its diffusivity depends on its concentration. Water has a
plasticizing effect. The swelling affects the diffusivity. However, we lack the concentration and
temperature data to properly include an additional concentration term. We do not have any data
for free DEG so we do not attempt to model its diffusivity. The initial carboxyl end group
concentration appears to affect the apparent diffusivity of EG,48 but again, we do not have the
data to capture this effect in our diffusivity equation.

7.4.6. Polymerization Kinetics
The SSP process follows the same reaction scheme as in the melt state. The reaction scheme
given by Kang10 differs from Kang et al. 23,24 by including reactions for the oxyvinyl endgroup
tVIN and acetaldehyde AA. We do not include reactions for diethylene glycol end group tDEG
and diethylene glycol DEG since they are not measured. Instead, we include their concentrations
with diethylene glycol bound group bDEG.

We also neglect some other degradation

reactions 25,54 including cyclic oligomer and dioxane formation since we lack relevant data and
SSP inherently suffers less from these reactions than MSP due to lower operating temperatures.
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There are a total of nine reactions of which five are equilibrium reactions that we consider. The
types of reaction include: (1) esterification, Eqs. (7.15) to (7.18); (2) polycondensation, Eq.
(7.19); (3) diethylene glycol formation, Eq. (7.20); (4) thermal degradation, Eq. (7.21); (5)
acetaldehyde formation, Eq. (7.22); and (6) and vinyl end group consumption, Eq. (7.23). Table
7.8 summarizes the reactions in abbreviated form in shorthand notation for segments.
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(7.23)

The crystalline phase is denser than the amorphous phase. Polymer linkages (bound groups such
as bTPA and bEG) comprise the crystalline phase which expel monomer, condensates, and end
groups to the amorphous phase. The crystalline phase therefore does not participate in reactions.
We must calculate the amorphous concentration of monomer, condensates, and end groups in the
reaction kinetics.48

Ci ,amorphous =

Ci,overall

(7.24)

1− xc

The solid-state polymerization kinetics are not exactly the same as those for the melt state. We
can use the same kinetic scheme, which are based on concentrations. However, we must modify
the kinetics so that they use the amorphous concentrations. We also modify the reaction rates by
the amorphous fraction as in Eq. (7.25).48 Table 7.8 summarizes the reaction rates from Kang10
after modification with Eq. (7.24) and the generation rates for all species.

R j,amorphous =

R j ,overall

(7.25)

1− xc

The pre-exponential factor for esterification is higher (SSP rate is higher) for a higher starting
prepolymer [η]. A higher [η] translates to longer polymer chains (higher Mn ). Also, the SSP
rate levels off after the [η] builds to a certain point. Gaymans et al. 55 model SSP of nylon-6 and
propose that end groups must diffuse towards each other within a certain distance in order to
react. This is referred to as an end-group diffusion limitation. Chen and Chen5 attempt to model
this with an “effective rate constant” that varies with end group concentration. The variable rate
constant decreases as the reaction proceeds.
We choose to follow Kang10 and add a term for the chain mobility to the pre-exponential factor
of the rate constant to account for these observations.

Amorphous polymer chains have

translational degrees of freedom above the glass transition temperature.
temperature-dependent as in an Arrhenius-type relationship,
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Chain mobility is

 −E 
m p ∝ exp  p 
 RT 

(7.26)

where mp is the chain mobility at temperature T, and Ep is the activation energy of translational
motion. Translational mobility of polymer chains decreases with increasing length. Reptation is
the snake-like movement that linear polymer chains are believed to undergo. Reptation theory56
gives the relationship that the translational mobility of a reptating chain is inversely proportional
to the square of the chain length or number-average degree of polymerization.

mp ∝

1
2
DPn

(7.27)

There are two separate rate constant calculations depending on whether translational motion
affects the reaction or not.

The reactions rates for esterification, polycondensation, bDEG

formation, and vinyl end group consumption reactions are all proportional to the chain mobility.
Thermal degradation and AA formation reactions are intramolecular so translational motion does
not affect them. Table 7.8 gives rate constants (k j), the pre-exponential (frequency) factors (Aj),
and the activation energies (Ej ).
Kang et al.10,23,24 use the following five equilibrium constants (Kj): K1 = K2 = 2.5; K3 = K4 = 1.25;
and K5 = 0.50. These values for Kj are suitable for the high temperatures in a solid-state or melt
reactor. However, they are inappropriate for the kinetics in lower-temperature units such as the
pre-crystallizer and crystallizer. We instead use van’t Hoff expressions for Kj to more accurately
reflect the temperature-dependence of equilibrium constants.57-59

We express the equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis-esterification reactions involving bEG
(reactions 3 and 4 in the Kang et al. 10,23,24 kinetic scheme):
 ∆S ∆ H 
KH,bEG = exp 
−

 R RT 
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(7.28)

We find the polycondensation equilibrium constant (reaction 5 in the Kang et al.10,23,24 kinetic
scheme):
 ∆S ∆H 
KC = exp 
−

 R RT 

(7.29)

We obtain the equilibrium constants for the hydrolysis-esterification reactions involving tEG
(reactions 1 and 2 in the Kang et al. 10,23,24 kinetic scheme) by their relation to the other
equilibrium reactions:

KC =

K H,bEG
K H,tEG

(7.30)

Table 7.8 gives the thermodynamic parameters while Table 7.10 shows Kj changes over a range
of temperatures inclusive of the plant’s operating temperatures. We see that the values for Kj in
Kang10 correspond to a temperature at the upper operating limit of a reactor for solid-state PET;
the melting temperature of PET is 265 °C.22

Table 7.10. Equilibrium constants for the operating temperature ranges throughout the process.

T

KC

KH,bEG

KH,tEG

100

13.94

9.08

0.65

110

10.11

7.44

0.74

120

7.46

6.16

0.83

130

5.58

5.14

0.92

140

4.24

4.33

1.02

150

3.26

3.68

1.13

160

2.54

3.15

1.24

170

2.00

2.72

1.36

(°C)
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Unit Operation

Pre-crystallizer

Crystallizer

180

1.59

2.36

1.48

190

1.28

2.06

1.61

200

1.04

1.81

1.74

210

0.85

1.59

1.88

220

0.70

1.41

2.03

230

0.58

1.26

2.17

240

0.49

1.13

2.32

250

0.41

1.02

2.48

SSP Reactor

7.4.7. Continuous Reaction and Diffusion in Cell Model

7.4.7.1. Mass Balance
We consider simultaneous reaction and diffusion in a continuous material balance for a single
cell, which is a CSTR with coupled diffusion. The small molecules diffuse to the surface of the
pellet where the carrier stream removes them. The diffusing species are also involved in the
polymerization kinetics.

There are two typical approaches to modeling diffusion: Fickian

diffusion where mass transfer of molecules is due to a concentration gradient, and mass transfer
via two-film theory using an overall convective mass-transfer coefficient summing the
resistances in the polymer and carrier gas phases. We find Fickian diffusion in the works by
Devotta and Mashelkar,14 Kang, 10 Mallon and Ray, 48 Yao et al.,60,61 Kim and Jabarin, 62 and
Algeri and Rovaglio,63 while Yao et al.64 and Rovaglio et al.65 use the two-film theory. We
will compare simulation results for models using each of these two approaches.

The species balance for diffusing component i in a spherical pellet for one-dimensional Fickian
diffusion along the pellet radius is:
2 P
∂CiP
2 ∂CiP 
P &
P &
P  ∂ Ci
V
= Ci ,0V0 − Ci V + Di  2 +
V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r
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( i = EG,W , AA)

(7.31)

where V is the total polymer volume; CiP is the concentration of component i in polymer; V& is
the total volumetric flow rate; DiP is the diffusivity of component i in polymer; and r is the radial
position in the pellet. The volume constraint limits the diffusion time so we do not need to
discretize time, which greatly reduces the number of variables required by a steady-state
simulation.
The component concentrations are distributed over one dimension (radius r). We use the 4thorder central finite-difference (CFD4) discretization method to solve our mass balance equation
for the radius domain.

The species balance for diffusing component i in a spherical pellet following two- film theory is:
OV
I
V
dC% iP % P & % P & 3km t, i RT ( Ci − Ci )
V
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V −
V + GV
i
dt
rs

( i = EG, W , AA )

(7.32)

where C% iP is the average concentration of component i in polymer; k mOVt, i is the overall masstransfer coefficient for the vapor phase; CiI and CVi are the concentrations of component i at the
interface and in the vapor phase, respectively; and rs is the radius of the pellet. We use the
polymer-NRTL model for phase equilibrium when calculating the interfacial concentration.

CiI =

γ i xi Pisat M i
RT

(7.33)

We simply drop the diffusion term for the non-volatile components.

dCiP
V
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + GV
i
dt

( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

(7.34)

dC% iP % P & % P &
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V + GV
i
dt

( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

(7.35)

V
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7.4.7.2. Initial and Boundary Conditions
We use the following initial condition for all components,

CiP = CiP,0

for t = 0, 0 < r < rs

(7.36)

and two boundary conditions for the volatile components when considering Fickian diffusion.
We set a no- flux boundary condition for volatiles at the center of the pellet.

dCiP
= 0 for t > 0, r = 0
dt

( i = EG, W , AA )

(7.37)

We also need a boundary condition at the pellet surface. When we consider the one-dimensional
Fickian diffusion of small molecules through the polymer, we have a few options for the
boundary condition at the pellet surface. We could simplify the boundary condition by assuming
that the concentrations of diffusing species at the surface are equal to zero (or nearly zero such as
1E-4). We could include a mass-transfer coefficient for diffusing species in the polymer and use
a convection boundary condition. This assumes equal diffusion at the surface and to the surface.
This also gives a non-zero concentration at the surface and allows us to easily see the effects of
variable carrier gas flow rates. In industrial practice, the gas flow rates in the SSP reactor are
typically excessively high so the concentration is nearly zero.

We could also perform a phase equilibrium calculation to get a non-zero value for the boundary
condition.

Ravindranath and Mashelkar66 use a Flory-Huggins relationship to calculate the

partial pressures of the volatiles in equilibrium with the surface. Bokis et al. 29 discuss the
advantages of using the Polymer-NRTL model over the Flory-Huggins model for phase
equilibrium calculations.
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Devotta and Mashelkar14 use a convection boundary condition in terms of concentration that
accounts for gas-side mass-transfer resistance. We use the same approach, except that we use a
different correlation for the mass-transfer coefficient,

 cm 2  ∂CiP
−D 

 s  ∂r
P
i

r = rs

m
= 1×10 4 kiV    CiI − CiV  for t > 0, r = rs
s 

( i = EG, W , AA )

(7.38)

where k iV is the mass-transfer coefficient of species i in the vapor phase; and CiI and CiV are the
mass concentrations of species i at the interface and in the vapor phase, respectively, with units
kg/m3 . Yao et al. 60 and later Algeri and Rovaglio63 use a convection boundary condition in terms
of partial pressures instead.

The species balance when considering two- film theory requires only initial conditions,
C%iP = C% iP,0

for t = 0

(7.39)

7.4.7.3. Overall Mass-Transfer Coefficient
We calculate k mOVt, i as follows,

1
KiP −V M i
RT
=
+ V
OV
2
P
2
km t, i ( kmol m ⋅ s ⋅ bar ) km t, i ( kg m ⋅ s ) km t, i ( m s )

(7.40)

where KiP-V is the distribution coefficient for species i in this polymer-vapor system; and k mP t, i is
the mass-transfe r coefficient of species i in the polymer. Henry’s law is a special case of the
distribution coefficient for vapor-liquid systems.

We relate the Henry’s constant for the

diffusing species i to its equilibrium partial pressure at the pellet surface (PiI) and its volume
fraction in the polymer (φ iP) as in Rovaglio et al.65 Furthermore, we use the polymer-NRTL
model to calculate PiI.
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KiP −V =

Pi I
φiP

(7.41)

7.4.7.4. Mass-Transfer Coefficient in Vapor Phase
We calculate a mass-transfer coefficient67 for volatiles in a sphere to a flowing gas,

k

V
m t, i

D Vi ( cm 2 s )
m
−4
 2 + 0.552 ( N Re ) 0.53 ( N Sc )1 3 
  = 1 ×10

Ds ( m ) 
s 

(7.42)

where Di V is diffusivity of species i in the vapor phase, calculated with the correlation by Fuller
et al.;68-70 Ds is the diameter of a sphere of the same surface area as the pellet; NRe is the
dimens ionless Reynolds number; and NSc is the dimensionless Schmidt number. The Ds is not
the same as the pellet diameter Dp , except for true spherical polymer pellets. We calculate the
Schmidt number as follows,

N Sc = 10

ρ

V

( kg

µ V ( cP )

m ) D i ( cm s )
3

V

2

(7.43)

where µ V is the viscosity of the vapor phase and ρV is the mass density of the vapor phase. We
calculate NRe as follows,
N Re =

DS ( m ) m& V ( kg hr )
3.6(1 − ε ) µ

V

( cP ) a ( m2 )

(7.44)

where m& V is the mass flow rate of the vapor phase; ε is the void fraction; and a is the crosssectional area.

7.4.7.5. Mass-Transfer Coefficient in Polymer Phase
We follow Yao et al.64 to calculate k mP t, i ,
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k

P
m t, i

(kg

m ⋅ s ) = 1.5
2

DiP ( cm 2 s ) ρ P ( kg m 3 ) π 21E − 4
3rs

(7.45)

where ρP is the density of the polymer phase.

7.4.8. Modeling the Unit Operations
There are two pre-crystallizers running in parallel in the process. The polymer pellets drop down
from the top of the pre-crystallizer. The polymer bed moves horizontally through the box, while
hot air blows vertically through the bed. We present the physical representation of the precrystallizers in Figure 7.2a. We apply assumptions to model the pre-crystallizers. We simplify
the geometry for our model by only considering the main section shaded in gray. We divide the
air flow and residence time between the cells as in Figure 7.2b.
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Polymer in

Air out

a)

Air in

Polymer out

Air out

Polymer in

b)

T1

T2

TN

τ1

τ2

τΝ

Polymer out

Air in

Figure 7.2. The (a) physical representation of the pre-crystallizer and (b) our modeling assumptions.

The two pre-crystallizers feed into the top of a single crystallizer. The polymer pellets distribute
throughout the crystallizer with the aid of cones spread throughout it. These cones reduce the
effective volume of the crystallizer. The carrier gas (nitrogen) flows upward passed the falling
pellets. Figure 7.3a shows the physical representation of the crystallizer. We model the shaded
section and ignore the bottom cone and top section. We only consider the section where both
polymer and nitrogen interact. We represent the countercurrent flow of polymer and nitrogen
using a mixing cell model as in Figure 7.3b.
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a)

b)

Polymer in

Polymer in
Nitrogen out

Nitrogen out

T1
τ1

T2
τ2
Nitrogen in

TN
Nitrogen in

τΝ

Polymer out
Polymer out

Figure 7.3. The (a) physical representation of the crystallizer and (b) our modeling assumptions.

The reactor is the most important unit in the process. The bulk of the solid-state polymerization
occurs here and the residence time of the reactor determines the final intrinsic viscosity of the
product. Similar to the crystallizer, the polymer pellets drop down from the top and the carrier
gas (again, nitrogen) flows upward through the bed. There is a distribution plate at the top of the
reactor to disperse the pellets throughout the diameter of the reactor. Figure 7.4a illustrates the
physical representation of the reactor. As usual, we only model the shaded section where the
carrier gas and polymer pellets come in contact with one another.

There are temperature

indicators in pairs spaced equally apart along the height of the vessel. We may separate the
reactor into a mixing-cell model. The reactor is heated by a jacket which maintains the same
temperature profile for all grades. Raising the temperature may make it difficult to control the
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viscosity in real operation. We represent the reactor with our modeling assumptions in Figure
7.4b.

a)
Polymer in

b)
Polymer in

Nitrogen out

Nitrogen out
T1
τ1
T2
τ2
T3
τ3
T4
τ4
TN
τΝ

Nitrogen in

Nitrogen in
Polymer out

Polymer out

Figure 7.4. The (a) physical representation of the SSP reactor and (b) our modeling assumptions.

The nitrogen cooler starts to lower the temperature of the reactor product. Nitrogen enters the
cooler near the top, but is piped down to the bottom of the cooler where it disperses upward. A
distribution plate spreads the polymer pellets throughout the diameter of the cooler. We model
this cooler similarly to the crystallizer.

We model the air cooler identically to the pre-crystallizer, except with different operating
conditions.
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7.5. Simulation Results
7.5.1. Comparison of Model Predictions to Plant Data
There is a choice to make between methods for modeling diffusion of volatile species, which
results in either a PDE or an ODE species balance.

Also, not all researchers include

crystallization kinetics in their work. There are options for the mixing-cell model and we wish to
determine the best one among the following: (1) PDE species balance with crystallization; (2)
ODE species balance with crystallization; (3) PDE species balance without crystallization; and (4)
ODE species balance without crystallization. The species balances are for individual mixingcells and are similar to the plug- flow reactor (PFR) species balances,60,63-65 except the axial
velocity term is replaced by flow in and out of the cell. We briefly summarize the four mixingcell models in Table 7.11. We then examine the predictions of each model for the important
simulation targets: intrinsic viscosity, degree of crystallinity, and acetaldehyde concentration.

We construct the flow sheet in the software (Aspen Custom Modeler) sequentially from start to
finish as in the actual plant: (1) pre-crystallizers, (2) crystallizer, (3) reactor, (4) nitrogen cooler,
(5) air cooler. The models contain 58,000 or less equations depending on its complexity. The
software stores the converged residuals of equations so it only needs to handle new residuals
related to where we make changes in the process model, which reduces the computational
requirements and consequently the time required to converge a new solution. It only takes the
software up to a few seconds with an Intel Pentium 4-M 2.5 GHz CPU to determine the steadystate solution when we change the operating conditions in the process using any of the models.
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Table 7.11. Summary of the four mixing-cell model versions for which we compare simulation results.
Mixing-Cell

Species Balances

Model Version

Boundary Conditions

Initial Conditions

(i = EG, W, AA)

Crystallinity

Ref.

Center:

 ∂ 2C P 2 ∂CiP 
∂CiP
= Ci,0V&0 − CiV& + D iP  2i +
 V + GV
i
∂t
∂
r
r
∂
r


for ( i = EG , W, AA )

P
i

dC
=0
dt
for t > 0, r = 0

V
PDE with
crystallization
kinetics

P
i

dC
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + GiV
dt
for ( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

V

CiP = CiP,0
for t = 0, 0 < r < rs
−D iP

crystallization
kinetics

P

r =rs

Crystallization

dC
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + GiV
dt
for ( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

V
PDE without
crystallization
kinetics

P
i

dC
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + GiV
dt
for ( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

V

= kiV ( CIi − CVi )

None

for t = 0

P
i

 ∂ 2C P 2 ∂CiP 
∂CiP
= Ci,0V&0 − CiV& + D iP  2i +
 V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r
for ( i = EG , W, AA )

63

kinetics

C%iP = C% iP,0

for ( i = EG, W, AA )

V

∂Ci
∂r

Crystallization

for t > 0, r = rs

OV
I
V
dC% iP % P & % P & 3km t, i RT ( Ci − Ci )
V
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V −
V + GV
i
dt
rs

ODE with

Surface:

kinetics

65

Center:

CiP = CiP,0
for t = 0, 0 < r < rs

P
i

dC
=0
dt
for t > 0, r = 0
Surface:
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Fixed degree

60

−D iP

∂Ci
∂r

P

r =rs

= kiV ( CIi − CVi )

for t > 0, r = rs
OV
I
V
dC% iP % P & % P & 3km t, i RT ( Ci − Ci )
V
= Ci,0V0 − Ci V −
V + GV
i
dt
rs

ODE without
crystallization
kinetics

C%iP = C% iP,0

for ( i = EG, W, AA )

for t = 0

P
i

dC
= CiP,0V&0 − CiPV& + GiV
dt
for ( i ≠ EG,W , AA)

V
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None

Fixed degree
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We gather the intrinsic viscosity results throughout the process for all of the mixing-cell model
variations and compare them to the plant data in Figure 7.5 along with the respective errors in
Figure 7.6. We also use the different models for intrinsic viscosity predictions over a range of
reactor residence times and present the results in Figure 7.7.

Right away, we see that the ODE model without crystallization kinetics is unable to fit the
intrinsic viscosity in the reactor, but performs well in both the pre-crystallizer and crystallizer.
The simulated intrinsic viscosity results from the PDE model without crystallization kinetics
seem to match well with the plant data throughout the process within measurement error. We
believe the results for the pre-crystallizer and crystallizer match the plant data because the
process is more controlled by the polymerization kinetics at these points than by diffusion. This
ties in with requiring Kj to be temperature-dependent in order to fit the data at these points.
The ODE model with crystallization kinetics fits the intrinsic viscosity throughout the process,
including the reactor, where the other ODE model without crystallization kinetics fails. The
degree of crystallinity amplifies the polymerization rate by increasing the local concentrations of
the reacting species as they are expelled from the crystallizing material. We do not see the
appropriate polymerization rate increases when we neglect the increasing degree of crystallinity.
Even though the reactor is diffusion-controlled, the polymerization kinetics are still important for
achieving the correct intrinsic viscosity in the given residence time.

The PDE model without crystallization kinetics appears to fit the intrinsic viscosity nearly
identically to the PDE model with crystallization kinetics. We must fit the diffusivity preexponential for ethylene glycol in order to get such close values for intrinsic viscosity. However,
on deeper inspection of the PDE model without crystallization kinetics, we see that this results in
a diffusivity for ethylene glycol that is much higher than that of water which is not possible. For
P
example, D EG
in the reactor for the model without crystallization kinetics ranges from 2.7E-05 to

3.0E-05 cm2 /s, while DWP ranges from 7.5E-06 to 7.9E-06 cm2 /s. Therefore, the results of the
model without crystallization kinetics, which happen to fall within measurement error of the data,
are invalid.
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ODE w/o crystallization simulation results
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ODE w/ crystallization simulation results
PDE w/o crystallization simulation results
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Figure 7.5. Intrinsic viscosity simulation results and plant data throughout the process. Intrinsic viscosity
measured at 25 ºC in phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2).
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Figure 7.6. Error percentages for intrinsic viscosity results.
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Figure 7.7. Final intrinsic viscosity results with various reactor residence times for variations of the cell model.

We focus only on the mixing-cell models that include crystallization kinetics when we examine
the degree of crystallinity predictions.

We present the results in Figure 7.8 and the

corresponding error percentages relative to the plant data in Figure 7.9. The crystallinity fits
well for the most part, but there is a problem in the pre-crystallizer. Moisture in the air may
affect the crystallization rate, but the crystallization kinetics that we use do not account for this.
The errors for the different reactor residence times are a direct result of the intrinsic viscosity
prediction errors.

The degree of crystallinity in the reactor changes from control by the

crystallization kinetics to control by the molecular weight.
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0.6
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Figure 7.8. Simulation results and plant data for degree of crystallinity throughout the process.
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Figure 7.9. Error percentages for degree of crystallinity results.

We know that CAA after a reactor residence time of 10 hours is 2 ppm or less, while the feed
concentration is 11 ppm. Table 7.12 compares the predicted final CAA from the four mixing-cell
models. We clearly see that the two versions with Fickian diffusion accurately predict CAA,
while the ones with two- film theory underpredict CAA by several orders of magnitude and are
therefore dubious. The two- film theory models are highly sensitive to the carrier gas flow rate
and composition, and require the interfacial concentration of the volatile species to be in
equilibrium with the gas phase, which appears to adversely affect the results.

Table 7.12. CAA predictions from the four mixing-cell models. Plant data for the concentration after 10 hours
in the reactor is 2 ppm.

Mixing-Cell Model Version

CAA After
Reactor (10 hr)
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(ppm)
PDE with crystallization kinetics

2.0

ODE with crystallization kinetics

1E-6

PDE without crystallization kinetics

2.0

ODE without crystallization kinetics

1E-6

Table 7.13 summarizes the failures and successes of the four mixing-cell models. We conclude
that the cell model with the PDE and crystallization kinetics is the best choice for steady-state
simulation of the process system.

Table 7.13. Summary of failed and successful predictions for the four mixing-cell models.

Intrinsic

Degree of

Acetaldehyde

Viscosity

Crystallinity

Concentration

Prediction

Prediction

Prediction

PDE with crystallization kinetics

success

success

success

63

ODE with crystallization kinetics

success

success

failure

65

PDE without crystallization kinetics

success

failure

success

60

ODE without crystallization kinetics

failure

failure

failure

64

Mixing-Cell Model Version

Ref.

Table 7.14 lists our final mass-transfer parameters. We use the diffusivity activation energies for
water and ethylene glycol from Kang. 10 We assume acetaldehyde has the same activation energy
as water. We fit diffusivity pre-exponential factors for all volatiles to match acetaldehyde
concentration and intrinsic viscosity.

Table 7.14. Final diffusivity parameters for volatiles in polymer used in the model.

D i,0P

ED,i

(cm2 /s)

(kJ/kmol)

W

2.3E-4

10048

EG

4.9E-5

16747

AA

8.9E-6

10048

Component i
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The simulation yields the following profiles for Mn (Figure 7.10) and volatile species
concentrations (Figure 7.11) after 10 hours in the reactor. Keep in mind that we model all pellets
as spheres so the profile indicates the expected trend rather than a true measure from the center
to the surface. Note that the interfacial concentrations at this point in the process with the given
operating conditions are all close to, but not exactly, zero.

Number-average molecular weight
(kg/kmol)
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Scaled radial position
Figure 7.10. Number-average molecular weight profile along the pellet radius for a reactor residence time of
10 hours.
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Figure 7.11. Concentration profiles of volatile species (i.e. AA, E G, and W ) along the pellet radius for a
reactor residence time of 10 hours.

7.5.2. Sensitivity Studies
Common sense tells us that the solid-state polymerization is most sensitive to residence time,
temperature, and pellet size. Simulating the grades reveals the sensitivity to the residence time.
This leaves us with two additional sensitivity studies to investigate: (1) the effect of varying the
pellet length; and (2) the effect of varying the reactor temperature profile.

We set the reactor residence time at 12 hours and vary the length of the pellet. We wish to see
how the intrinsic viscosity varies with the pellet length (which determines the pellet radius used
by the model). The cross-sectional area of the pellets is 3.2 mm × 3.2 mm. The length is cut at
2.5 mm. We choose pellet lengths from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm with 0.25 mm spacing as anything
longer than that would have an undesirable length:diameter ratio. We see in Figure 7.12 that the
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pellet size makes practically no difference. Obviously, the smaller chips will have a higher
intrinsic viscosity since volatiles exit faster, which leads to faster polymerization rates. The
distribution in intrinsic viscosity is within measurement error though. Realistically, it would all
look the same at the plant. Therefore, we must conclude that there is no sensitivity of intrinsic
viscosity with these pellet sizes.

Intrinsic viscosity (dL/g)

0.90

0.88

0.86

0.84

0.82

0.80
2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

Effective pellet diameter (mm)
Figure 7.12. Simulation results showing the effect of varying pellet length on intrinsic viscosity. Intrinsic
viscosity results correspond to measurements at 25 ºC in phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2).

We uniformly increase the reactor temperature profile up to 12 °C. We choose a reactor
residence time of 12 hours for this study. We wish to see the effect that the temperature profile
has on the product. We see in Figure 7.13 that the intrinsic viscosity is sensitive to temperature.
However, it requires a difference of several degrees to be able to measure a different grade.
Tight control of the reactor temperature is not essential to maintaining production quality.
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Figure 7.13. Raising the reactor temperature profile increases the final intrinsic viscosity. Results are for a
reactor residence time of 12 hr. Intrinsic viscosity results correspond to measurements at 25 ºC in
phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2).

7.5.3. Dynamic Response
We are able to show that the cell model delivers simulation results that are able to match the
plant data within measurement error. These results are all from steady-state simulations. We
need to check the applicability of the cell model approach for a dynamic simulation, where axial
dispersion has a significant impact on the dynamic response.

Each cell assumes perfect mixing and therefore will have more or less axial dispersion depending
on the number of cells chosen to model a particular unit operation. An ideal plug- flow reactor
(PFR) has zero axial dispersion. We would need an infinite number of cells to model a PFR with
zero axial dispersion. We can look at the dynamic response of our cell and PFR models for the
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solid-state polymerization reactor. We perform a step change with the prepolymer pellet feed in
which we change from a 0.65 dl/g grade to a lower, 0.63 dL/g grade chip. We maintain all
operating conditions and model the preceding pre-crystallizers and crystallizer with cell models.
We show the dynamic change in Mn for the chip exiting the reactor in Figure 7.14. Note that the
steady-state values of Mn in the cell model (with 8-12 cells) compare favorably to the PFR model.

30000

Mn exiting reactor (kg/kmol)

PFR
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28000

26000

24000

22000
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30

Time (hr)
Figure 7.14. Dynamic response in M n exiting the reactor after a step change to a lower grade prepolymer chip
feed.

We see that it takes several hours for the Mn in the PFR model to start dropping than in the cell
model. The axial dispersion in all of the cell models (pre-crystallizers, crystallizer, and reactor)
causes a long, smooth transition to the final Mn . The Mn change in the PFR model is sharper, but
does not look like a clear step change because of the axial dispersion in the pre-crystallizers and
crystallizer. Still, the response in the PFR is more along the lines of what we expect than in the
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cell models. We can conclude that the cell models perform worse than PFR models in dynamic
simulations unless we use a much higher number of cells to compensate.

7.6. Model Application: New Product Design
Industry uses solid-state PET resin in textile fiber, bottles for carbonated beverages, trays for
frozen foods that are safe for use in microwave and convection ovens, and tire cord.17,21 These
applications require different intrinsic viscosities.

Duh17,27 offers typical intrinsic viscosity

ranges for numerous applications: 0.57-0.65 dL/g for textile-fiber- grade resins; 0.72-0.85 dL/g
for bottle-grade resins; 0.85-0.95 dL/g for tray resins; and 0.95-1.05 dL/g for tire-cord resins.

PET resin

unpressurized
water bottles

tire-cord

carbonated soft
drink bottles

tray

bottle-grade
textilefiber-grade

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

Intrinsic viscosity, [η] (dL/g)
Figure 7.15. Typical intrinsic viscosity ranges for PET applications. 17,21,27

Conventional melt polymerization processes can yield a prepolymer with an [η] of about 0.35 to
0.60 dL/g. 20 Conventional SSP processes can raise the [η] to about 1.0 dL/g. 21 The plant’s PET
SSP process currently produces solid-state PET with a [η] from 0.81 to 0.87 dL/g. We wish to
determine the operating conditions necessary to raise the [η] further from 0.87 to 1.0 dL/g.

There are several strategies possible to attain the maximum intrinsic viscosity for a given
prepolymer, including: (1) optimize pellet size; (2) optimize inert gas velocity in the reactor; (3)
optimize reactor temperature; (4) optimize polymerization time (reactor residence time); (5)
optimize prepolymer [η]; (6) optimize prepolymer crystallinity; and (7) optimize catalyst
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concentration. Duh17 offers insights into this subject. Our prepolymer pellets do not contain any
added catalyst so we do not consider any changes in catalyst concentration.

We know that longer residence times in the reactor yield higher intrinsic viscosities. However,
when looking at Figure 7.7 we see that it would not be practical (if at all possible) to attain a 1.0
dL/g intrinsic viscosity by simply increasing the residence time alone.

We recognize that the reactor operates at a significantly lower temperature than what is often
seen in the literature. We maintain the pellet size (3.2 mm × 3.2mm × 2.5 mm), carrier gas
velocities, prepolymer intrinsic viscosity, prepolymer crystallinity, and zero catalyst
concentration. We look for the combinations of polymerization time and reactor temperature to
produce a 1.0 dL/g product.
We simulate the process with 0 to +14 °C temperature increases for 8 to 18 hr residence times in
the reactor. We plot the results in Figure 7.16 and look for conditions which produce the desired
polymer grade. We see that only a small set of conditions within the allowable ranges can meet
or exceed the desired 1.0 dL/g. For example, it requires a residence time of 17.75 hours to reach
1.0 dL/g if we raise the temperature by 12 °C. We see from the trends that we could possibly
produce the grade at significantly lower temperatures, but we would have to reduce the
production rate due to the reactor’s size.
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Figure 7.16. Intrinsic viscosity predictions for a variety of reactor residence times and temperatures.
Intrinsic viscosity results correspond to measurements at 25 ºC in phenol:tetrachlorethane (3:2).

The sticking temperature of partially crystalline PET should be at least 230 °C. The optimum
temperature for SSP is between 5 and 20 °C below this temperature (i.e., 210 to 225 °C).21 The
final crystallinity with a residence time of 18 hr will be at least 60%. The temperature profile
with a 12 °C increase is partially within the ideal range. Pellet agglomeration should be minimal
if not non-existant.

7.7. Conclusions
The cell model approach is a successful combination of polymerization, diffusion, and
crystallization for an industrial solid-state polymerization process system. It can simulate both
CSTR- like and PFR- like operations. It requires only changing the operating conditions and
geometry for each cell as well as the arrangement of connections to represent a given vessel. It
treats flow through the pre-crystallizers (box with cross flow along the entire bed), flow through
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the crystallizer (tube with several cones obstructing flow), and flow through the reactor (tube
with countercurrent flow through the bed). We show it to be a valid tool to gain insights into
how to change operating parameters to produce a new grade with the existing equipment. Future
publications will demonstrate the applicability of this approach to industrial production of solidstate nylon-6.

We successfully fit the process targets with our SSP of PET model. Our simulation predictions
match the plant data for intrinsic viscosity within measurement error throughout the process. We
adjust only one parameter (diffusivity pre-exponential, Di,0P) per volatile species. The simulation
also gives the correct final acetaldehyde concentration. Samples taken after every unit would
allow us to more accurately adjust the mass-transfer parameters, particularly the activation
energies. We start with activation energies from Mallon and Ray for EG and from Schmalz and
Grundke for W. We end up changing to activation energies from Kang, which gives a better fit.

Crystallization kinetics with correlations for the equilibrium degree of crystallinity can match the
degree of crystallinity, although with a small error in the pre-crystallizer. An additional term in
the crystallization kinetics to capture the effect of moisture may correct that. We do not adjust
any parameters for the crystallization kinetics.

We also leave the polymerization kinetic parameters alone.

We do however change to a

temperature-dependent reaction equilibrium constant, but we maintain the literature values.
Using Kang et al.’s equilibrium constants in the lower temperature range of the pre-crystallizers
and crystallizer leads to problems fitting the data. Adjusting the mass-transfer parameters can
not correct the fit. The process seems to be kinetics-controlled at these lower temperatures.

We show the sensitivities in the reactor to residence time (or bed height), pellet size, and
temperature. The plant data and model results for the three grades clearly demonstrate the
influence of residence time. Our simulated pellet size and temperature sensitivities follow
common sense trends. We must account for the measurement error of intrinsic visocisity though.
Hence, there is essentially no sensitivity to the pellet size, while there is some sensitivity to the
temperature over a range of several degrees.
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The model does not use an artificial boundary condition at the pellet surface such as setting CiI
to zero. We instead use a convection boundary condition to realistically determine the interfacial
concentration. We acknowledge that the boundary condition turns out to be nearly zero given
the high flow rates of the carrier gas and small overall concentrations of the volatiles within both
the polymer and gas.

We show that the cell (8-12 cells) and PFR models yield comparable simulation results for the
intrinsic viscosity. The only potential limitation in the cell model is the dynamic response of a
tubular reactor with plug flow if there are too few cells. The PFR model does not have this
limitation.
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Nomenclature
English Symbols
a

cross-sectional area, m2

Aj

Frequency factor for reaction j, m3 /kmol/hr (j = 1-6, 9), 1/hr (j = 7, 8)

CiI

Interfacial concentration of species i, kg/m3

CiP

Concentration of species i in the polymer, kg/m3

CiP,0

Initial concentration of species i in the polymer, kg/m3

CVi

Concentration of species i in the vapor phase, kg/m3

DiP

Diffusivity of species i in polymer, cm2 /s

DiV

Diffusivity of species i in vapor, cm2 /s

DiP,0

Pre-exponential factor for diffusivity of species i, cm2 /s

Dp

Pellet diameter that maintains Sp :Vp , m

Ds

Diameter of same surface area as the pellet, m

DPn

Number-average degree of polymerization

DPR

Reference number-average degree of polymerization

ED,i

Activation energy of diffusion, kJ/kmol

Ej

Activation energy of reaction j, kcal/mol

Ep

Activation energy of translational motion, kcal/mol

Ex

Activation energy of transfer of a segment through the nucleus-melt interface,

kJ/mol
Fi

Fraction of segment i

Gi

Generation rate for species i, kmol/m3 /hr

Hj

Enthalpy of reaction j, cal/mol

k mOVt, i

Overall mass-transfer coefficient of species i, kmol/m2 /s/bar

k mP t, i

Mass-transfer coefficient of species i in the polymer, kg/m2 /s

k Vm t, i

Mass-transfer coefficient of species i in the vapor phase, m/s
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kj

Forward rate constant for reaction j, m3 /kmol/hr

k j’

Reverse rate constant for reaction j, m3 /kmol/hr

Kj

Equilibrium constant for reaction j

m& V

Mass flow rate of vapor phase, kg/hr

Mi

Molecular weight of segment i, kg/kmol

Mn

Number-average molecular weight, kg/kmol

Mseg

Average molecular weight of segments, kg/kmol

Mv

Viscosity-average molecular weight, kg/kmol

Mw

Weight-average molecular weight, kg/kmol

Ni

Number of moles of species i, kmol

NRe

Reynolds number

NSc

Schmidt number

P

Pressure, bar

Pi I

Equilibrium partial pressure at the pellet surface, bar

Pi sat

Vapor pressure of species i, bar

r

Radial domain, m

rs

Radius of sphere, m

R

Ideal gas constant

Rj

Reaction rate for reaction j, kmol/m3/hr

Sj

Entropy of reaction j, cal/mol/K

Sp

Pellet surface area, m2

t

Time, hr

T

Temperature, K

Tg

Glass transition temperature, K

Tm

Melting-point temperature, K

Tm0

Equilibrium melting-point temperature, K

V

System volume, m3

V&

Volumetric flow rate, m3 /hr

V&0

Volumetric flow rate, m3 /hr

Vp

Pellet volume, m3
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Vs

Volume of sphere, m3

xa

Amorphous mass fraction, kg/kg

xc

Crystalline mass fraction, kg/kg

Greek Symbols
β1 , β2

Crystallization kinetics parameter, min-1

γi

Activity coefficie nt of species i

ε

Voidage

[η]

Intrinsic viscosity, dL/g

λi

ith moment for polymer chains

ρa

Amorphous phase density, kg/m3

ρc

Crystalline phase density, kg/m3

ρV

Vapor phase density, kg/m3

ρlim

Limiting density, kg/m3

µV

Vapor phase viscosity, cP

τ

Residence time, hr

ψ1, ψ2

Crystallization kinetics parameter, K

φc

Degree of crystallinity (volume basis), m3 /m3

φ c,0

Equilibrium degree of crystallinity (volume basis), m3 /m3

Φs

Sphericity
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Abstract
We develop and validate a fundamental model for continuous, countercurrent, tubular leachers
and solid-state polymerization reactors for nylon-6 chip in a commercial production train.
Engineers may use the model for a priori predictions of operating conditions required to meet
the specifications of key process output variables. Computer simulation minimizes conducting
trial runs at the plant when producing new grades or ramping production rates. We employ a
mixing-cell modeling approach for the leachers and reactors.

Each cell includes identical

fundamental models for physical properties, diffusivity through the polymer and into the carrier
(washwater or nitrogen), crystallization kinetics, and polymerization kinetics.

The model

simulates the geometry of all chips as spheres for one-dimensional Fickian diffusion and uses a
convection boundary condition to determine the concentration at the chip-carrier interface.
Engineers manipulate the content of hot-water extractables using the washwater flow rate. The
convection boundary condition captures this behavior in the model. Our model development
involves fundamental chemical engineering principles and advanced software tools, such as
Polymers Plus and Aspen Custom Modeler.

Leachers operate between the glass-transition

temperature Tg and the melting-point temperature Tm where crystallization and polymerization
may occur, similarly to solid-state polymerization.

We compare models of increasing

complexity to determine the impact of crystallization and polymerization during leaching: (1)
diffusion only; (2) diffusion plus crystallization; and (3) diffusion plus crystallization and
polymerization.

We conclude that we may neglect the effects of crystallization and

polymerization while only considering diffusion when modeling leachers.

We fit a pre-

exponential constant for diffusivity through the polymer for each of the three diffusing species
considered: caprolactam and cyclic dimer in leachers; and water in reactors. We validate our
leacher and reactor models using data from four different commercial nylon-6 production trains
at different production rates with different polymer chip compositions, washwater or nitrogen
flow rates, and other operating conditions. We are able to simulate the different-sized leachers
and reactors with wide-ranging operating conditions using identical mass-transfer and kinetic
parameters. The average absolute prediction errors for the hot-water extractables for the four
leachers are 6.73%, 12.12%, 14.43%, and 29.66%. The average absolute prediction errors for
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the sulfuric-acid relative viscosity and moisture in the third reactor are 0.82% and 35.09%,
respectively.
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8.1. Introduction
We develop models for the leaching of water extractables and solid-state polymerization (SSP)
in commercial production of nylon-6. The goal is to develop a quantitative simulation model to
enable the user to predict the desirable operating conditions to produce solid-state nylon-6
products of any extractable contents and relative viscosity. Our model development integrates
physical properties, transport phenomena, crystallization kinetics, polymerization kinetics, and
other modeling considerations. We model the degree of crystallinity and compositional changes
within a solid polymer pellet. We use commercial plant data for four leachers and three SSP
reactors to validate the models. The model contains a single set of kinetic and mass transfer
parameters. The model accurately predicts the content of hot-water extractables and we can use
the model to quantify the effects of process variables on the polymer product. This work is an
extension of our experience and know-how gained from previous polymer process modeling
efforts.1-5

There are no fundamental models for continuous polymer leachers in the open literature that we
know of. We use our experience modeling industrial solid-state polymerization (SSP) process
systems5 and apply the same approach to developing a model for an industrial leacher. Leaching
occurs at temperatures between the glass-transition (Tg) and melting-point temperatures (Tm )
similarly to SSP. Much of the literature we refer to is for poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), but
the framework for modeling the SSP of PET and nylons (e.g, nylon-6 and nylon-6,6) is
essentially similar. The previous work typically refers to batch or bench-scale reactors. This
work, on the other hand, is for a real, industrial cont inuous production train.
Chen et al. 6 present general equations of simultaneous chemical reaction and diffusion to
describe batch solid-state polymerization. Gaymans et al. 7 further clarify the mechanics of SSP
although they use empirical expressions for the reaction rates. Gaymans et al. propose that end
groups must diffuse towards each other to react and the diffusion rate relates to the molecular
mobility, which is influenced by the crystalline phase. Yoon et al. 8 modify the concentrations of
species existing only in the amorphous phase and also the diffusivity of volatile species by the
amorphous fraction because reaction and diffusion only occur in the amorphous phase. Wu et
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al. 9 and Mallon and Ray10 take this a step further and also modify the reaction rates by the
amorphous fraction. Mallon and Ray also include crystallization kinetics (Avrami equation for
primary crystallization and a separate equation for secondary crystallization) and consider an
Arrhenius-type expression for the diffusivity. Kang11 uses a polymer segment approach for the
kinetic scheme, but applies a diffusivity model based on free- volume theory and a modified
Avrami equation for crystallization kinetics. The diffusivity model based on free-volume theory
is more appropriate for temperatures closer to Tg . It makes use of the WLF equation, 12 that is
valid only from Tg to (Tg + 100 °C), well below the highest temperatures in SSP reactors. It may
be employed when modeling lower-temperature unit operations such as leachers, but it also uses
obscure parameters that are difficult to obtain. Parameters are easier to obtain for Arrhenius-type
models.

Other researchers13-16 contribute to SSP model development using pieces of the

previously cited models. Yao et al.17 and Algeri and Rovaglio18 develop dynamic SSP models of
nylon-6,6 and PET, respectively, with convection boundary conditions at the chip surface.

We model the continuous leachers and SSP reactors with a mixing-cell modeling approach. We
divide the unit operations into a series of perfectly- mixed cells. Each cell incorporates the same
engineering fundamentals such as diffusion, crystallization, and polymerization. We model each
cell as a continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) with coupled diffusion and crystallization.
Choosing a sufficient number of cells will accurately simulate countercurrent plug- flow behavior
and temperature profiles in real, industrial leachers and SSP reactors. We previously show that
this approach works well for steady-state simulations of countercurrent, tubular reactors for
solid-state PET and the only potential limitation comes from not using enough cells to accurately
simulate the dynamic response.5

We evaluate three versions of our mixing-cell model to characterize the impact of crystallization
and polymerization in simulating the leacher. We start with a model that only includes diffusion
of extractables out of the chips, while neglecting crystallization and polymerization. We then
increase the complexity of the model by incorporating crystallization kinetics.

We further

increase the model by adding in polymerization kinetics. We compare the predicted extractable
contents to plant data and the two fitted parameters for each modeling case.
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We will compare the predicted relative viscosities (in either formic or sulfuric acid) and moisture
to plant data after fitting a single parameter.

We do not make any predictions based on enthalpies. A fundamental enthalpy balance could
allow us to predict temperature profiles within the polymer beds. However, all of the vessels in
this study have temperature readings within the bed or have a single, constant temperature. The
temperature readings provide satisfactory temperature profiles within the beds for our modeling
purposes.

The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. Section 8.2 describes the nylon-6 leaching
stage and SSP in continuous commercial production. We provide details on the relative sizes of
the vessels as well as process data. Section 8.3 details the model development, including
engineering fundamentals and relevant equations. Section 8.4 discusses the simulation results.
Section 8.5 presents sensitivity studies. Section 8.6 summarizes our conclusions.

8.2. Industrial Nylon-6 Leaching and SSP Process
Figure 8.1 shows the common layout of a commercial nylon-6 production train. The train starts
with the feed of monomer (caprolactam), water, and additives (e.g., catalysts, terminators) into
the melt-state polymerization (MSP) process, which may be a direct- melt,19 bubble- gas kettle,20
VK tube,21 or other continuous process technology. Next, the polymer melt is extruded, cooled,
and pelletized.

At this point, the solid chips have an unwanted amount of monomer and

oligomers that need to be removed.

The chips pass through leachers to remove the small

molecules. Finally, the washed chips are either dried if the molecular weight is sufficiently high,
or is sent to a SSP process22 to further build up the molecular weight. This work will focus on
simulating the leachers and SSP. It is a continuation of the work in Seavey et al. 4 in our effort on
predictive modeling of commercial nylon-6 productions.
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nitrogen

product

Figure 8.1. Typical flow diagram for a nylon-6 commercial production train.

The leacher (also referred to as an extractor) is a vertical, tubular column with polymer chips
flowing downward and with washwater flowing upward through the chip bed as in Figure 6.14.
Water carries the chips after extrusion to the top of the leacher as a slurry. Most of the water
separates from the chip. Washwater fills the leacher from the bottom up to the water overflow.
The washwater exiting the leacher typically goes to a monomer recovery system. The chips
move as a slurry again from the leacher to the dryer or SSP reactor.
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chip & slurry
water
slurry water
return
washwater
return

washwater
supply

washed chip
slurry water
supply
Figure 8.2. Typical continuous leacher with countercurrent washwater flow.

The key product output variable for leaching is the content of hot-water extractables (extHW).
This is the mass percent of the small molecules such as monomer, linear and cyclic oligomers,
and unreacted additives (e.g., terminators) that are typically unwanted in the final polymer
product. We focus primarily on removing monomer and cyclic oligomers, particularly cyclic
dimer, using near-boiling water. We assume that water acts as a solvent to remove caprolactam
and that water and caprolactam both act as solvents to remove cyclic dimer. A leacher may be
atmospheric or pressurized depending on the desired water temperature.
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The hot washwater heats the polymer chips between Tg and Tm , allowing enough mobility for
Fickian diffusion of the small molecules out of the polymer matrix and into the washwater. The
polymer will be semi-crystalline in this temperature range. The crystallites in the polymer chips
present a resistance to diffusion.

Furthermore, the solid polymer chips may also undergo

polymerization in this temperature range.

Table 8.1 gives the scaled dimensions of the leachers included in this modeling study. The
height is the tangent-to-tangent measurement of the contact zone of polymer chips and
washwater in the column. This is typically from the washwater input to the washwater overflow.
We also present ranges for key process data in Table 8.2 to show their variability. There is a
distribution of chip sizes within each leacher. We show an effective pellet diameter for the most
typical pellet geometry fed to each leacher.

Table 8.1. Scaled dimensions of the leachers in this study.

Scaled

Scaled

Height

Diameter

L1

0.56

0.05

L2

0.56

0.05

L3

1.00

0.07

0.91

0.03

Leacher

L4

Table 8.2. Scaled process data for leachers.

Process characteristic

L1

L2

L3

L4

Scaled effective chip diameter

1.00

1.00

0.86

0.71

Scaled washwater supply flow rate

0.40 - 0.54

0.95

0.87 - 1.00

0.21 - 0.43

Scaled washwater supply temperature

0.79 - 0.80

0.73

0.79

0.83

Scaled slurry water temperature

0.79

0.77

0.58 - 0.78

0.77

Scaled leacher temperature

0.79 - 0.87

1.00

0.91 - 1.00

0.82

Scaled leacher pressure

1.00

0.48

0.89 - 0.94

0.33
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Scaled chip bed height

0.39

0.43

0.91

0.28

Scaled chip feed flow rate

0.28 - 0.34

1.000

0.81 - 1.00

0.15 - 0.26

Scaled nylon-6 fraction

0.902 - 0.918

0.022

0.907 - 0.908 0.841 - 0.873

Scaled monomer fraction

0.103 - 0.120

0.003

0.111 - 0.113 0.144 - 0.177

Scaled cyclic dimer fraction

0.003 - 0.004

0.95

0.004 - 0.005 0.004 - 0.005

The typical continuous SSP reactor is a vertical column with polymer chips flowing downward
and carrier gas (typically nitrogen) flowing upward as in Figure 8.3. The chips (with 12-14%
water inside) are slurried from the leacher to the top of the reactor and the slurry water separates
from the chip. The chips exiting the reactor pass through cooling silo before going to packaging.
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Slurry water &
washed chip
Nitrogen
return
Slurry water
return

Nitrogen
supply

Washed &
dried chip
Figure 8.3. Typical continuous SSP reactor with a countercurrent nitrogen flow.

The SSP reactors are typically at atmospheric pressure. The reactors use nitrogen gas to remove
water, which drives the equilibrium reactions to the right. Consequently, the polymer chains
build up and the molecular weight increases. SSP achieves higher molecular weights than what
is feasible in MSP. It is far easier to move a solid chip of such high viscosity than a melt with
the same viscosity. SSP also minimizes thermal degradation reactions.
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The hot nitrogen heats the polymer chips allowing for Fickian diffusion of the small, volatile
molecules to move out of the polymer matrix and into the carrier gas. The heat also crystallizes
the polymer which presents a resistance to diffusion. Furthermore, the reactors operate between
Tg and Tm , although closer to Tm than Tg . Therefore, the solid polymer chips will undergo a
considerable amount of polymerization. We do not expect the extractables (monomer and cyclic
oligomer content) to change appreciably in these reactors. We expect polymer chips with much
higher relative viscosities after SSP.

Table 8.3 gives the overall dimensions of the three SSP reactors. We me asure the diameter of
the tube as well as the height from tangent-to-tangent. We also include the dimensions for the
cone at the bottom.

Table 8.3. Scaled dimensions of the SSP reactors in this study.

Scaled

Scaled

Scaled

Cone

Tube

Tube

Cone

Angle

Height

Diameter

Height

(°)

R1

0.84

0.19

0.34

30

R2

1.00

0.14

0.24

30

R3

0.16

0.15

0.10

90

Reactor

There are two different relative viscosities of interest to us which depend on the solvent (e.g. acid)
used in the test method. The first is the formic acid relative viscosity, often shortened to the
formic acid viscosity (FAV). The other is the sulfuric acid relative viscosity (RVS). We list
these data along with other process data for the SSP reactors in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4. Scaled process data for SSP reactors.

Process characteristic

R1

R2

R3

Scaled production rate

0.29 - 0.37

0.14 - 0.17

0.08 - 0.14

Scaled bed height

0.79

1.00

0.12
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Scaled reactor pressure

0.99

1.00

0.92

Scaled bed temperatures

0.36 - 0.90

0.82 - 0.96

0.38 - 1.00

Scaled nitrogen temperature

0.77 - 1.00

0.88 - 0.99

0.93 - 1.00

Scaled nitrogen flow rate

0.51 - 1.00

0.21 - 0.71

0.72 - 0.74

Scaled effective chip diameter

1.00

1.00

0.83

Scaled initial FAV

0.30

0.30

Scaled initial RVS

0.82 - 0.87

8.3. Model Development
8.3.1. Physical

Properties,

Chip

Geometry,

Crystallization

Kinetics,

Diffusivity, and Polymerization Kinetics
We can obtain a variety of pure-component properties, such as molecular weight and critical
properties (temperature, pressure, and molar volume), for the conventional species from Design
Institute for Physical Property Research (DIPPR).23 We can use the correlatio ns and parameters
from DIPPR for the essential physical properties required for the unit operation simulations such
as liquid density ( ρˆ iL ), liquid viscosity ( µiL ), and vapor viscosity ( µiV ) of the conventional
components. Temperature has units Kelvin in these correlations. Table 8.6 summarizes the
equations and parameters.

The density of solid, semi-crystalline polymer pellets varies with crystallinity.

Amorphous

polymer has a lower density than 100% crystalline polymer. We calculate the mass density of
the solid, semi-crystalline polymer with the following equation:
L
ρnylon-6
= xc ρ c + (1 − xc ) ρ a

(8.1)

where x c is the crystalline mass fraction; ρc is the crystalline density (1.23 g/cm3 );24 and ρa is the
amorphous density (1.08 g/cm3 ).24
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Mehta25 gives dry Tg and Tm as 338 K and 493 K, respectively. Water plasticizes nylon-6. Jin et
al. 26 report that water depresses Tg , so there is sufficient mobility regardless of the amount of
water taken in by the chips in the leacher.

We use a pellet diameter (Dp ) for a given chip by modeling all chip geometries as spheres, while
maintaining the surface area-to-volume ratio (Sp :Vp ) and equating the sphericity (F s) to 1.5

Dp =

6
S p Vp

(8.2)

We use Eq. (8.3) developed by Malkin et al. 27-29 to model the crystallization kinetics of nylon-6,
which we also use in our study5 on SSP of PET. Malkin et al. 29 provide parameter values for
nylon-6 and a plot of φ c0 as a function of temperature. The initial degrees of crystallinity (φ 0,c)
for the chips are 0.27 and 0.25 in leachers L1-L3 and L4, respectively. We summarize the
parameter values in Table 8.6.
 E
 E
dφc 
ψ Tm0 
ψ Tm0   0
x


 φ  (φ − φ c )
= α exp  − x −
+
β
exp
−
−
 RT T (Tm0 − T ) 
 RT T (Tm0 − T )  c  c
dt 



 


(8.3)

We use the mass fraction x c or volume fraction φ c of the crystalline phase as our measure of
crystallinity. We refer to this fractio n as the degree of crystallinity. We follow the assumption
that polymerization only occurs in the amorphous phase due to reactive end groups and small
molecules existing only in the amorphous phase.10,30-32 Thermodynamic properties for semicrystalline polymers often use x c, while crystallization kinetics often use φ c. We convert between
x c and φ c via the following relationship:
xc ρc −1
φc =
xc ρc −1 + (1 − xc ) ρ a −1
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(8.4)

All small molecules may diffuse out of the solid polymer chip. We focus only on caprolactam
(CL) and cyclic dimer (CD) in leachers and only water (W) in the reactors. We may neglect
mono- functional terminators such as acetic acid (HAC) and cyclohexylamine (CHA), linear
oligomers including aminocaproic acid (ACA), and other cyclic oligomers because of their
extremely small concentrations, which are difficult to measure accurately.

We model all

polymer chips as spherical pellets. The small components diffuse through the spherical pellet
and thus have a concentration profile. We also need to know the overall concentrations of CL
and CD inside the pellet.

rs

Cˆi ,overall =

3∫ Cˆ i r2 dr
0

rs

3

( i = CL, CD )

(8.5)

We relate the degree of crystallinity as a measure of the resistance to diffusion. Yoon et al. 8
show that the diffusivity of ethylene glycol in solid-state poly(ethylene terephthalate) is linearly
proportional to the amorphous fraction. We assume that the same linear relationship holds for
the conventional components in solid-state nylon-6. We model the diffusivities within the
polymer the same way as in the solid-state PET study, 5 but with initial parameters for CL, CD,
and W.4 We assume that CD has the same activation energy as CL and that its pre-exponential is
half that of CL. Table 8.6 summarizes the relevant equations and initial parameters.
 −E 
DiP ( T ) = D 0,Pi exp  D, i  (1 − xc )
 RT 

( i = CL, CD )

(8.6)

We calculate the diffusivities of organic species in liquid (water) by the Wilke-Chang method.33
Wilke and Chang suggest 2.6 for ϕ if the solvent is water. We use the Tyn and Calus 34 method
to calculate vi' and assume the critical volume ( vic ) of CL (0.402 m3 /kmol) 23 is half that of CD
(0.804 m3 /kmol).
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−18
 cm 2  117.3 × 10 ( ϕ M W ) T
D 
=
µW vi'0.6
 s 
12

(i ≠ W )

L
i

(8.7)

Fuller et al.35-37 develop an expression for estimating the diffusivities in low-pressure binary gas
systems. This equation is suitable for moderate temperature ranges. It can handle mixtures of
nonpolar gases as well as a mixture of nonpolar and polar gases.

 cm 2 
0.00143T ( K )
D 
=
2
 s  P ( bar ) 2 (1 M ) + (1 M )  −1 ( Σ )1 3 + ( Σ )1 3 
i
j 
v
v
i
j



1.75

V
i

(i =W )

(8.8)

The species that we consider include small molecules and polymer. The small molecules are W,
CL, CD, ACA, HAC and CHA. We have the nylon-6 repeat unit (bACA) and its amine and acid
end groups, tNH2 and tCOOH, respectively. The terminator end groups are tHAC and tCHA,
which come from HAC and CHA, respectively.

Table 8.5 summarizes all polymeric and

conventional species.

Table 8.5. Conventional and polymeric species in nylon-6 polymerization. Asterisks denote connection points
on segments.

Component

Description

W

Water

Molecular Structure

H

O

H

O

CL

NH

Caprolactam

O

ACA

Aminocaproic acid

HO
O

tCOOH

Carboxylic acid end group
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HO

H
N

H

H
N
*

O

tNH2

H
N

Amino acid end group

*
O

bACA

H

H
N

Nylon-6 repeat group
*

*

H
N
CD

O O

Cyclic dimer

N
H
O

HAC

Acetic acid
H3 C

OH

O
tHAC

Acetyl end group

H3C

*
NH2

CHA

tCHA

Cyclohexylamine

Cyclohexylamine end

H
N
*

group

We use a modified Arai et al.38 reaction scheme, rather than the more complex model by Mallon
and Ray39 , to describe the polymerization mechanism.4 The basic Arai et al. 38 model remains the
industry standard for modeling nylon-6 polymerizations and is easily extendable to describe
polymerization with additives such as mono- and di- functional acids and amines. We assume
that polycondensation of a mono-functional acid (e.g., acetic acid) abides by the same kinetics as
traditional polycondensation by behaving like a carboxylic acid polymer end group as in
Agrawal et al.21 The concentrations and reaction rates are modified by the amorphous fraction
following Zimmerman, 30 Meyer,31 and Mallon and Ray. 10
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A semi-crystalline pellet is both crystalline and amorphous between Tg and Tm . The crystalline
phase is denser than the amorphous phase. Polymer linkages (bound segments such as the nylon6 repeat unit and other di- functional additives incorporated into the chains) comprise the
crystalline phase which expel monomer, condensates, and end groups to the amorphous phase.
The crystalline phase therefore does not participate in reactions.

We must calculate the

amorphous concentration of monomer, condensates, and end groups in the reaction kinetics
following Zimmerman, 30 Meyer,31 and Mallon and Ray:10

Ci ,amorphous =

Ci,overall
1 − xc

(8.9)

Table 8.6 presents the equilibrium reactions and the corresponding rate expressions in segment
notation. These are expressed as Rj, j being particular to each expression. We calculate the
reaction rates on the basis of the amorphous phase just like the species concentrations.10

R j,amorphous =

R j ,overall

(8.10)

1 − xc

Table 8.6 summarizes the reaction and generation rates (Gi). We use equations and parameters
similar to those of Arai et al. 38 to calculate the rate and equilibrium constants. The superscripts
nc and ac refer to non-catalyzed and acid-catalyzed, respectively.
 E nc
j
k j = A exp  −
 RT

nc
j


 E acj
ac
 + A j exp  −

 RT


 ( C ACA + CtCOOH + CHAC )


∆H j

 ∆S j −
T
Kj =
= exp 
kj '
R


kj
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(8.11)

(8.12)

Table 8.6. Polymerization kinetics, physical property, crystallization kinetics, and diffusion models employed in this study.

Reactions 4
Equilibrium Reaction

Reaction Rate
k1

→ ACA )
Ring-opening of Caprolactam ( W + CL ←

k1 '

 C C

C
R1 = (1 − xc )  k1 CL W 2 − k1 ' ACA 
(1 − xc ) 
 (1 − xc )

k1

→ ACA
CL + W ←

k1 ' =k1 K1

k2

→ Pn +m + W )
Polycondensation ( Pn + Pm ←

k2 '

2

→ tCOOH :tNH2 + W
ACA + ACA ←




CACA2
C C
CtCOOH
R2 = (1 − xc )  k2
− k2 ' W tNH22 
2
 (1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CtCOOH + CbACA + CtCHA

k2

→ tCOOH :bACA + W
ACA + tCOOH ←
k '=k K 

 C C

CW CtCOOH 
CbACA
R3 = (1 − xc )  k 2 ACA tCOOH
−
k
'

2
2
2 

(1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CbACA + C tNH2 + CtHAC  

2

→ tNH2bACA
tNH2 + ACA ←
:
+W


 C C


C C
CbACA
R4 = (1 − xc )  k2 tNH2 ACA
− k 2 ' W tNH22 

2
 (1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CbACA + CtCOOH + CtCHA  

k2

→ bACAbACA
tNH2 +tCOOH ←
:
+W

k ' =k K

 C C

C C
CbACA
R5 = (1 − xc )  k 2 tNH2 tCOOH
− k 2 ' W bACA 
2
(1 − xc )  CbACA + C tNH2 + CtHAC
(1 − xc )


k

k2 ' =k 2 K 2

2

2

2

k

k 2 '= k2 K 2

2

2

2

k3

→ Pn+1 )
Polyaddition of Caprolactam ( CL + Pn ←

k3 '
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3

→ tNH2tCOOH
ACA + CL ←
:


 C C


C
CtCOOH
R6 = (1 − xc )  k3 ACA CL2 − k3 ' tNH2 

(1 − xc )  CtCOOH + CbACA + CtCHA 
 (1 − xc )

k3

→ tNH2bACA
tNH2 + CL ←
:


 C C


C
CbACA
R7 = (1 − xc )  k 3 tNH2 CL2 − k 3 ' tNH2 

(1 − xc )  CbACA + CtCOOH + CtCHA  
 (1 − xc )

k

k3 ' =k 3 K 3

k 3 '=k 3 K 3

k4

→ P2 )
Ring-opening of Cyclic Dimer ( W + CD ←

k4 '

 C C


C
CtCOOH
R8 = (1 − xc )  k 4 CD W 2 − k 4 ' tNH2 

(1 − xc )  CtCOOH + CbACA + CtCHA  
 (1 − xc )

k4

→ tCOOH:t N H 2
CD + W ←

k 4 ' =k 4 K 4

k5

→ Pn +2 )
Polyaddition of Cyclic Dimer ( CD + Pn ←

k5 '

k5

→ tNH2bACAtCOOH
ACA + CD ←
:
:

k5 ' =k 5 K 5

 C C
R9 = (1 − xc )  k5 ACA CD2
 (1 − xc )
−k5 '

5

→ bACAbACAtNH2
tNH2 + CD ←
:
:


k

k5 '=k 5 K 5



CtNH2 
CbACA
CtCOOH



(1 − xc )  CbACA + CtCOOH + C tCHA  CbACA + CtCOOH + CtCHA  

2
 C C
 
CtNH2 
CbACA
tNH2 CD

R10 = (1 − xc )  k5
− k5 '
2
(1 − xc )  CbACA + CtCOOH + CtCHA  
 (1 − xc )

k2

→ PntHAC
Polycondensation of Acetic Acid ( Pn + HAC ←
+W )

,
k2 '

k2

→ tHAC:tCOOH + W
ACA + HAC ←

k2 ' =k 2 K 2

 C C

CW CtHAC 
CtCOOH
R11 = (1 − xc )  k2 HAC ACA
−
k
'

2
2
2 
 (1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CtCOOH + CbACA  
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→ bACAtHAC
tNH2 + HAC ←
:
+W

k2

k2 ' =k 2 K 2

 C C
C C
R12 = (1 − xc )  k 2 HAC tNH2
− k2 ' W tHAC2
2
(1 − xc )
 (1 − xc )



CbACA


 CtCOOH + CbACA 

k3

→ P1,tCHA )
Polyaddition of Cyclohexylamine ( CL + CHA ←

k3 '

3

→ tNH2tCHA
CHA + CL ←
:


k

k3 ' =k 3 K 3

 C C


C
CtNH2
R13 = (1 − xc )  k 3 CHA CL2 − k3 ' tCHA 

(1 − xc )  CtNH2 + CbACA  
 (1 − xc )

2

→ PntCHA
Polycondensation of Cyclohexylamine ( Pn + CHA ←
+W )

,

k

k2 '

k2

→ tNH2tCHA
CHA + ACA ←
:
+W


 C C

CW CtCHA 
CtNH2
R14 = (1 − xc )  k 2 CHA ACA
−
k
'

2
2
2 
 (1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CtNH2 + CbACA  

k2

→ bACAtCHA
CHA + tCOOH ←
:
+W

k ' =k K

 C C

CW CtCHA 
CbACA
R15 = (1 − xc )  k 2 CHA tCOOH
−
k
'

2
2
2 

(1 − xc )
(1 − xc )  CtNH2 + CbACA  

k 2 ' =k 2 K2

2

2

2

Generation Rates4
W

GW = R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R11 +R12 +R14 +R15 −( R1 + R8 )

CL

GCL = − ( R1 + R6 + R7 + R13 )

CD

GCD = − ( R8 + R9 + R10 )

HAC

GHAC = − ( R11 + R12 )

CHA

GCHA = − ( R13 + R14 + R15 )

ACA

GACA = R1 − ( 2 R2 + R3 + R4 + R6 + R9 + R11 + R14 )
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bACA

GbACA = R3 + R4 + 2 R5 + R7 + R9 + 2R 10 + R12 + R15

tNH2

GtNH2 = R2 + R6 + R8 + R9 + R13 + R14 − ( R5 + R12 )
GtCOOH = R2 + R6 + R8 + R9 + R11 − ( R5 + R15 )

tCOOH
tHAC

GtHAC = R11 + R12

tCHA

GtCHA = R13 + R14 + R15
Physical Properties23,34
 kmol 
ρˆ iL  3  =
 m 

liquid molar density

A

Bi

i
Di 
 
T  
1
+
1
−
 
Ci  



for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

liquid viscosity

B

L
E 
µi ( Pa ⋅ s ) = exp  Ai + i + Ci lnT + DiT i 
T



vapor viscosity

µiV ( Pa ⋅ s ) =

molar volume at normal boiling temperature

 m3 
c 1.048
vi' 
 = 0.285 ( vi )
 kmol 

Bi
AT
i
C D
1 + i + 2i
T T

for Fi ≤ T ≤ Gi

for Ei ≤ T ≤ Fi

( vic = critical molar volume)
Physical Property Parameters23
constant

water

caprolactam

acetic acid

cyclohexylamine

7.1180E-01

1.5791E+00

7.0886E-01

liquid molar density (m3 /kmol)
Ai

5.4590E+00
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nitrogen

Bi

3.0542E-01

2.5400E-01

2.6954E-01

2.5517E-01

Ci

6.4713E+02

8.0600E+02

5.9271E+02

6.1500E+02

Di

8.1000E-02

2.8570E-01

2.6843E-01

2.7070E-01

Ei (K)

273.16

342.36

289.81

255.45

Fi (K)

333.15

806.00

592.71

615.00

liquid viscosity (Pa⋅s)
Ai

-5.1964E+01

-8.5082E+01

-9.0300E+00

-3.5730E+01

Bi

3.6706E+03

7.2571E+03

1.2123E+03

2.8806E+03

Ci

5.7331E+00

1.0218E+01

-3.2200E-01

3.4662E+00

Di

-5.3495E-29

Ei

1.0000E+01

Fi (K)

273.15

343.15

289.81

288.15

Gi (K)

643.15

543.15

391.05

405.65

vapor viscosity (Pa⋅s)
Ai

2.6986E-06

9.7816E-08

2.6800E-08

1.1920E-07

7.6320E-07

Bi

4.9800E-01

7.9290E-01

1.1126E+00

7.6350E-01

5.8823E-01

Ci

1.2577E+03

2.1040E+02

4.3600E+02

1.1680E+02

6.7750E+01

Di

-1.9570E+04

Ei (K)

373.15

500.00

366.35

255.45

80.00

Fi (K)

1073.10

1000.00

522.65

1000.00

1500.00

Crystallization Kinetics29
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 E
 E
dφc 
ψ Tm0 
ψ Tm0   0
x


 φ  (φ − φ c )
= α exp  − x −
+
β
exp
−
−
 RT T (Tm0 − T ) 
 RT T (Tm0 − T )  c  c
dt 



 


degree of crystallinity

(α, β, and ψ = constants; Ex = activation energy of the segment transfer across the nuc leus- melt boundary; R = ideal- gas
constant; Tm0 = equilibrium melt temperature; T = absolute temperature)
constant

nylon-6

Ex (kJ/mol)

35.1

Tm0 (K)
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ψ (K)

225.8

α (min-1 )

1.03×106

β (min-1 )

4.326×107
Diffusional Mass Transfer4,5,8,33,35-37
 −E 
DiP ( T ) = D 0,Pi exp  D, i  (1 − xc )
 RT 

diffusivity in polymer

( DiP = diffusivity within polymer; D 0,Pi = pre-exponential factor; ED,i = activation energy for diffusion; R = ideal- gas
constant ; and T = absolute system temperature)
constant

D 0,Pi (cm2 /s)
ED, i (kJ/kmol)

caprolactam

cyclic dimer

water

1.41E-04

7.05E-05

2.21E-4

33,457

33,457

3,010
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diffusivity in water

−18
 cm 2  117.3 ×10 (ϕ M W ) T
D 
=
µW vi'0.6
 s 
12

L
i

( DiL = diffusivity in liquid; ϕ = association factor of the solvent (water); MW = molecular weight of water; T = absolute
temperature; µ W = viscosity of water; vi' = molar volume of solute at the normal boiling temperature)
diffusivity in nitrogen

 cm 2 
D 
=
 s 
V
i

0.00143T (K )

1.75

P ( bar ) 2 (1 M i ) + ( 1 Mj )  ( Σv

 
−1

)1i 3 + ( Σv )1j 3 

2

(i = W )

(T = absolute temperature; P = pressure; Mi and Mj = molecular weight; Σ v = sum of the atomic diffusion volumes; i =
volatile species; j = bulk carrier gas)
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8.3.2. Balance Equations
We consider simultaneous reaction and diffusion in a continuous material balance for a single
cell, which is a CSTR with coupled diffusion. The small molecules diffuse to the surface of the
pellet where the carrier stream removes them. The diffusing species are also involved in the
polymerization kinetics. The relevant equations are similar to those in Lucas et al.,5 except we
also consider a liquid carrier.

The species balance for diffusing component i in a spherical pellet for one-dimensional Fickian
diffusion along the pellet radius is:
2 P
∂CiP
2 ∂CiP 
P &
P &
P  ∂ Ci
V
= C0, iV0 − C i V + D i  2 +
V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r

( i = CL, CD, W )

(8.13)

where C0,Pi and CiP are the initial and output concentrations, respectively, of component i; V&0 and
V& are the inlet and outlet volumetric flow rates, respectively; DiP , the diffusivity of conventional

component i; r, the radial position in the pellet; and V, the system volume. The small molecules
diffuse to the surface of the pellet where they are removed by the bulk carrier stream (i.e.
washwater). We use the 4th-order central finite-difference discretization method to solve our
mass-balance equations for the radial domain. The volume constraint limits the diffusion time so
we do not need to discretize time, which greatly reduces the number of variables required by a
steady-state simulation.

The mass balance equation, Eq. (8.14), for the non-diffusing components obviously lacks the
diffusion term.

V

dCiP
= C0,PiV&0 − C iPV& + GV
i
dt
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( i ≠ CL, CD, W )

(8.14)

The polymer chips reside in the leachers for several hours so the species balance for water is a
special case. The mass fraction of water in the chips is higher after leaching; it typically varies
between 12 and 14%. We include a water uptake rate (Ui) for the water species balance.

V

dCiP
= C0,PiV&0 − CiPV& + GV
+ Ui
i
dt

(i = W )

(8.15)

We use the following initial condition for all components,

CiP = C0,Pi

for t = 0, 0 < r < rs

(8.16)

and two boundary conditions for the volatile components when considering Fickian diffusion.
We set a no- flux boundary condition for volatiles at the center of the pellet.

dCiP
= 0 for t > 0, r = 0
dt

( i = CL, CD )

(8.17)

We also need a boundary condition at the pellet surface. When we consider the one-dimensional
Fickian diffusion of small molecules through the polymer, we have a few options for the
boundary condition at the pellet surface. We could simplify the boundary condition by assuming
that the concentrations of diffusing species at the surface are a constant, equal to or nearly zero.
However, we calculate a mass-transfer coefficient for diffusing species in the polymer and use a
convection boundary condition. This assumes equal diffusion at the surface and to the surface.
This also gives a non-zero concentration at the surface and allows us to capture the sensitivity of
diffusion to the carrier flow rate. In leaching, engineers use the washwater flow rate as a handle
to decrease the content of hot-water extractables (e.g., monomer, oligomers) in continuous,
industrial leachers. In SSP, practitioners also use the carrier gas flow rate, not only to heat the
polymer to the desired temperature, but also to remove sufficient amounts of water to drive the
polycondensation equilibrium reaction to the right, which increases the relative viscosity.
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We can write the mass flux of species i at the surface (the convection boundary condition) with a
liquid or vapor carrier fluid,
J iI = k mt ,i (C iI − C iB )

(8.18)

where J iI is the mass flux of species i at the interface (pellet surface); k mt,i is the mass-transfer
coefficient of species i; CiI is the concentration of species i at the surface; and CiB are the
concentrations of species i in either the bulk carrier liquid or gas, equivalent to either CiL or CVi
depending on the system.

Mass transfer at the surface could be equal to that to the surface. The interfacial concentration
will not be zero in this case.

 cm2  ∂CiP
−D iP 

 s  ∂r

r = rs


 I
kmol
  C − CiL 
= 1 ×104 km t,i  2
 m ⋅ s ⋅ ( kmol m 3 )   i



 cm 2  ∂CiP
−D iP 

 s  ∂r

r = rs

m
= 1×104 kiV    CiI − CiV 
s 

(8.19)

(8.20)

We calculate a mass-transfer coefficient40 for liquid flow k mt,i in packed towers,
L


kmol
0.45
0.5
−4 D i

k m t, i  2
=
25.1
×
10
N Re ) ( N Sc )
(
3
 m ⋅ s ⋅ ( kmol m ) 
DS



(8.21)

where DiL is the diffusivity of species i in the liquid phase with units cm2 /s; Ds has units m; and
NRe and NSc are the dimensionless Reynolds and Schmidt numbers, respectively. The Ds is not
the same as the pellet diameter Dp , except for true spherical polymer pellets. We calculate the
Reynolds number as follows,
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N Re = 0.278

DS ( m ) m& L ( kg hr )
µ

( cP ) a ( m2 )

L

(8.22)

where m& L is the mass flow rate of the liquid phase; µL is the viscosity of the liquid phase; and a
is the cross-sectional area. We calculate the Schmidt number as follows,

N ScL = 10

ρ

L

( kg

µ L ( cP )

m ) D i ( cm s )
3

L

2

(8.23)

where ρL is the mass density of the liquid phase.
We calculate a mass-transfer coefficient41 for volatiles in a sphere to a flowing gas,
D Vi ( cm 2 s )
m
−4
 2 + 0.552 ( N Re ) 0.53 ( N Sc )1 3 
k m t, i   = 1 ×10

Ds ( m ) 
s 

(8.24)

where DiV is diffusivity of species i in the vapor phase, calculated with the correlation by Fuller
et al. 35-37 We calculate the Schmidt number as follows,

N Sc = 10

ρ

V

( kg

µ V ( cP )

m ) D i ( cm s )
3

V

2

(8.25)

where µ V is the viscosity of the vapor phase and ρV is the mass density of the vapor phase. We
calculate NRe as follows,
N Re =

DS ( m ) m& V ( kg hr )
3.6(1 − ε ) µ

V

( cP ) a ( m2 )

(8.26)

where m& V is the mass flow rate of the vapor phase; ε is the void fraction; and a is the crosssectional area.
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Table 8.7 summarizes the species balance equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditio ns
for leachers and SSP reactors.
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Table 8.7. Summary of species balance equations, initial conditions, and boundary conditions.

Species i

Initial

Species Balance

Condition

Center
Boundary

Surface Boundary Condition

Condition

Leachers
CL, CD

V

∂CiP
 ∂ 2C P 2 ∂CiP 
= C0,PiV&0 − C iPV& + DiP  2i +
V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r

CiP = C0,Pi

dCiP
=0
dt

−DiP

W

V

dCiP
= C0,PiV&0 − CiPV& + Gi V + Ui
dt

CiP = CiP,0

N/A

N/A

All others

V

dCiP
= C0,PiV&0 − C Pi V& + GiV
dt

CiP = CiP,0

N/A

N/A

dCiP
=0
dt

−DiP

N/A

N/A

∂CiP
∂r

r =rs

= 1× 10 4 k m t, i ( CiI − CiL )

SSP reactors
W

All others

V

V

∂CiP
 ∂ 2C P 2 ∂CiP 
= C0,PiV&0 − C iPV& + DiP  2i +
V + GV
i
∂t
r ∂r 
 ∂r

CiP = C0,Pi

dCiP
= C0,PiV&0 − C Pi V& + GiV
dt

CiP = CiP,0
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∂CiP
∂r

r =rs

= 1× 10 4 k m t, i ( CiI − CiV )

8.3.3. Polymer Product Properties
We do not fundamentally predict the concentration of cyclic oligomers higher than cyclic dimer.
Such predictions are not necessary to estimate total extractables. We compute the total formicacid extractables (extFA, also referred to as the true extractables) using the concentrations of
caprolactam C1 and cyclic dimer C2, and a multiplier (χ) fit from laboratory data:
ext FA = %C1 + χ %C2

(8.27)

We can dissolve polymer chips in formic-acid and use liquid chromatography to get the fractions
of caprolactam and cyclic oligomers up to seven chain lengths (C1 to C7). These fractions add
up to the total extractables. We do this for samples taken before and after leaching and calculate
the multiplier for the extFA. We plot the scaled cyclic oligomer fractions and totals in Figures 8.4
to 8.6. The content of extractables does not change appreciably after drying or solid-stating, so
we do not include those measurements in the figures. These values vary with the melt-state
polymerization technology (e.g., batch, bubble-gas kettles, direct melt, VK tube, etc.) used to
produce the chips and the leacher technology (e.g., batch, countercurrent tube, etc.).
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Before leaching
After leaching
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Cyclic oligomers
Figure 8.4. Example 1 of the distribution of cyclic oligomers before and after leaching.
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Figure 8.5. Example 2 of the distribution of cyclic oligomers before and after leaching.
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Before leaching
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Cyclic oligomers
Figure 8.6. Example 3 of the distribution of cyclic oligomers before and after leaching.
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Total

We compute the hot-water extractables, extHW (30- min boil), using a correlation with the formicacid extractables, extFA :
ext HW = A × ext FA

(8.28)

where A is a constant between 0.60 and 0.75 based on laboratory data.

The key product output variables for the SSP reactors are relative viscosity and chip mo isture.
The test method for FAV typically uses an 11% polymer solution in 90% formic acid at 25 °C.
We use an in- house correlation based on the number-average molecular weight (Mn ). Akkapeddi
et al. 42 give a correlation based on the weight-average molecular weight (Mw).
FAV = 9.38 ×10 −9 M w2.15

(8.29)

Xie43 uses an RVS correlation44 for a 0.01 g/mL sample in 95.7% sulfuric acid at 20 °C.

RVS =

Mn
+1
11500

(8.30)

We use different in- house correlations for both FAV and RVS based on whether the sample is
unleached or leached-and-dried.

The correlations for unleached samples account for the

presence of extractables.

We compute the number-average degree of polymerization (DPn ) as follows,

DPn =

bACA + tNH2 + tCOOH + tHAC + tCHA
1
( tNH2 + tCOOH + tHAC + tCHA)
2

(8.31)

We estimate the Mn by multiplying the DPn by the molecular weight of the nylon-6 repeat unit,
which is 113.2 g/mol.
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8.4. Model Validation
The content of hot-water or formic-acid extractables is an important specification for the
polymer, whether the chip undergoes only melt-state polymerization, or melt-state
polymerization plus solid-state polymerization. The content of extractables has implications in
the type of applications a particular resin is suitable for. It is economically advantageous to have
a simulation tool capable of determining the operating conditions required to meet the
specification of extractables in any leacher for any feed chip rate and composition.

We first determine the required complexity for such a model by investigating whether we need to
consider crystallization and polymerization kinetics.

We fit diffusivity parameters for the most prevalent components in the extractables: CL and CD.
Our goal is to identify a set of parameters (diffusivity pre-exponential factors) suitable for any
leaching operation regardless of the size of the vessel, the geometry of the chip, or the operating
conditions. We use high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) measurements before and
after leaching for the breakdown of the cyclic oligomer fractions, which we set as our simulation
targets.

We compare the plant data and the relative predictions of extractables from the three model
variations: (1) full model; (2) no polymerization; and (3) diffusion only. We use leacher L1 and
present the simulation results in Figure 8.7 and the fitted parameters in Table 8.8. We see that
there is very little difference among the predictions. The degree of crystallinity reaches its
equilibrium value quickly, so we are able to use a constant degree of crystallinity in the model
without incurring any significant error. There is very little change in the composition of the
pellets from polymerization. We may neglect this contribution in the model as well without a
penalty in accuracy. The chips absorb a great deal of water, so there is no loss of condensate
(water) to drive up the molecular weight as in SSP.
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Relative Hot Water Extractables

1.2

1.0

Plant data
Full model
No polymerization
Diffusion only

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
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0.85

0.89

1.00

0.99

0.99

Relative Production Rate
Figure 8.7. Comparison of plant data and model predictions for hot-water extractables from three model versions: (1) diffusion, (2) diffusion plus
crystallization, and (3) diffusion plus crystallization plus polymerization.
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Table 8.8. Fitted diffusivity parameters for CL and C D in the three model versions.

D 0,PCL

D0,PCD

(cm2 /s)

(cm2 /s)

Full model

5.9E-02

1.1E-02

No polymerization

6.0E-02

1.1E-02

Diffusion only

2.5E-02

4.6E-03

Model Version

We proceed to examine the predictions and accompanying errors for the simulations of all four
leachers using the cell model that considers all fundamentals, although we could safely use the
reduced version that only considers diffusion. We use the fitted parameters from leacher L1 to
make a priori predictions for the other leachers. Figure 8.8 combines the results for leachers L1
and L2. Figure 8.9 illustrates the error percentages for these two leachers. Figure 8.10 presents
the results for leacher L3, while those for leacher L4 appear in Figure 8.12. The errors for
leachers L3 and L4 are in Figures 8.11 and 8.13, respectively. The average absolute prediction
errors for the hot- water extractables in leachers L1 through L4 are 6.73%, 12.12%, 14.43%, and
29.66%, respectively.
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Figure 8.8. Leachers L1 and L2 predictions vs plant data for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.9. Leachers L1 and L2 prediction errors for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.10. Leacher L3 predictions vs plant data for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.11. Leachers L3 prediction errors for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.12. Leacher L4 predictions vs plant data for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.13. Leachers L4 prediction errors for the content of hot-water extractables as a function of the scaled production rate.
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The predictions of the content of hot-water extractables for leachers L1 through L3 match the
plant data overall. The Φ s for their chips are 1.0, 1.0, and 1.07, respectively, where 1.0 does not
necessarily mean that the chip is spherical. The predications in L4 are consistently low at the
lower rates, while consistently high and the higher rates. The Φ s in L4 is 1.2 with a length-todiameter ratio greater than 1.0. This may signify a limit to the applicability of our treatment of
the chip geometry. It is likely an oversimplification of the chip geometry in L4 to reduce it to a
sphere for one-dimensional Fickian diffusion. There may be other factors involved as well, such
as the distribution of crystallites inside this chip, which has a higher initial degree of crystallinity
than the others. We may need a two-dimensional Fickian diffusion to correctly model molecular
diffusion within this specific chip as well as an adjustment for the increase in tortuosity in at
least one of these dimensions due to the presence and orientation of crystallites.

The model predicts the concentration profiles for CL and CD for leacher L1 in Figure 8.14. We
caution that these are merely simulated trends rather than real measurements, because the pellet
is not truly a sphere, but the sphericity is equal to one and we treat it as a sphere. Note that the
interfacial concentrations are not zero.

Artificially setting them to zero will lead us to fit

inaccurate diffusivity parameters.
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Figure 8.14. Concentration profiles for CL and CD in leacher L1.
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0.8

1.0

The FAV or RVS is the most important specification for the polymer as it determines the suitable
applications for the resin. It is economically advantageous to have a simulation tool capable of
determining the operating conditions required to produce a chip of any FAV or RVS in any SSP
reactor for any feed chip rate and composition.

We fit a diffusivity parameter for water ( D0,PW = 1.4E-05) as its loss drives up the Mn , which the
plant indirectly measures though a relative viscosity test. This parameter is suitable for any SSP
operation, regardless of the size of the vessel, the geometry of the chip, or the operating
conditions.

We show that our mixing-cell model for SSP that we previously apply to commercial PET
production5 is also applicable to nylon-6. The framework of the model does not change. We
consider the same fundamentals and use the same boundary conditions. The only changes are in
the polymer-specific parameters and reaction rates.

We proceed to examine the predictions and accompanying errors for the simulations of all three
SSP reactors using the cell- model approach. Figures 8.15 and 8.16 show the FAV results for R1.
The average absolute prediction error is 5.68%. Similarly, Figures 8.17 and 8.18 give the FAV
results and errors for R2, with an average error of 5.13%. Figures 8.19 and 8.20 present the RVS
results and errors for R3. The average absolute prediction error for RVS is 0.82%. The FAV
and RVS predictions match the R1 to R3 plant data very well (<10% error). Finally, Figure 8.21
gives the chip moisture predictions for R3. Although the errors in Figure 8.22 seem rather high
with an average of 35.09%, the predictions are all within the measurement error.
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Figure 8.15. Reactor R1 predictions vs plant data for FAV as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.16. Reactor R1 prediction errors for FAV as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.17. Reactor R2 predictions vs plant data for FAV as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.18. Reactor R2 prediction errors for FAV as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.19. Reactor R3 predictions vs plant data for RVS as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.20. Reactor R3 prediction errors for RVS as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.21. Reactor R3 predictions vs plant data for chip moisture as a function of the scaled production rate.
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Figure 8.22. Reactor R3 prediction errors for chip moisture as a function of the scaled production rate.
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The chip moisture predictions in reactor R3 are generally low at the lower rates, while always
high at the higher rates. The chips have a sphericity of 1.2 and a length-to-diameter ratio greater
than 1.0. As we saw with the CL and CD diffusion predictions in the leachers this may signify a
limit to the applicability of our treatment of the chip geometry.

We simulate a profile of Mn in Figure 8.23. We again caution that this is merely simulated trend
rather than a real measurement, because the pellet is not truly a sphere and the real locations of
crystallites will cause deviations from the simulation.
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Figure 8.23. Reactor R3 predictions for the M n profile along the chip radius.
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8.5. Sensitivity Studies
We apply our validated model for leacher L1 to predict the effect on leaching by changing the
chip diameter, washwater flow rate, and vessel temperature.

We develop and validate the models for the typical chip size although the chips actually may
vary in diameter from 14 to 6 mesh. Figure 8.24 predicts the content of hot-water extractables
for chips of these sizes. We see a fairly linear trend where smaller diameter chips have less
extractables than larger chips due to the shorter path length for diffusion.

We know that the final content of hot-water extractables is sensitive to the washwater flow rate.
Increasing the washwater flow rate is one method used to meet the chip’s specified content of
hot-water extractables. We see in Figure 8.25 that the effect of the washwater flow rate levels
off at higher flow rates.

We can assume the leacher operates with a uniform temperature. Figure 8.26 predicts the
content of hot-water extractables for different operating temperatures. There is a high sensitivity
to the temperature.
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Figure 8.24. Predictions of the content of hot-water extractables for a range of chip diameters in leacher L1.
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Figure 8.25. Predictions of the content of hot-water extractables for a range of washwater flow rates in leacher L1.
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Figure 8.26. Predictions of the content of hot-water extractables for a range of operating temperatures in leacher L1.
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We use our validated models for reactors R1 and R2 to predict the effect on SSP by changing the
chip diameter. We can predict the FAV for chips of these sizes as in Figures 8.27 and 8.28. We
see linear trends where smaller diameter chips have higher FAV than larger chips due to the
shorter path length for diffusion. The lower water concentrations towards the surface of the chip
lead to faster polycondensation rates at these radial points.

We see a more pronounced

difference in FAV in the R2 chips than in the R1 chips. The chips are the same size and had the
same initial FAV. R2 has a much higher residence time and therefore higher FAV (Figures 8.15
and 8.17). We attribute the wider disparity in FAV in the R2 chips to the longer residence time.
However, we must bear in mind that there is no measureable difference for the FAV in R1 and
that we would only see a difference in the FAV exiting R2 for the two extreme sizes. There is
little to no sensitivity in the FAV for these chip sizes.
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Figure 8.27. FAV predictions for a variety of chip diameters in reactor R1.
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Figure 8.28. FAV predictions for a variety of chip diameters in reactor R2.
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8.6. Conclusions
We are able to simulate an entire commercial production train for nylon-6 from caprolactam plus
water to solid-state nylon-6 by combining our previous studies2,4 with the current study. We
demonstrate the capability of the mixing-cell modeling approach for the simulation of continuous
leachers and SSP reactors in industrial nylon-6 production. The model can handle a wide range
of operating conditions in commercial-sized vessels. It is a tool that offers practicing engineers
insights into how to manipulate operating conditions a priori to meet specified content of the
hot-water extractables, FAV, or RVS for a variety of grades on different production trains. The
models use a single set of fitted parameters, the diffusivity pre-exponentials for caprolactam,
cyclic dimer, and water.

We find that the leacher model does not require consideration of crystallization or
polymerization kinetics under typical operating conditions. Leachers typically operate within the
vicinity of the normal boiling point and at lower temperatures than SSP reactors. Reaction rates
are small enough to neglect any compositional changes associated with the m. There is also
typically very little change in the degree of crystallinity in the chips from top-to-bottom in the
leacher. We can safely assume a constant degree of crystallinity equal to the equilibrium degree
of crystallinity at the average temperature of the leacher.

The capability of the model to precisely predict the final chip moisture is unclear. On one hand,
we clearly see that the predictions are within the measurement error. On the other hand, the
errors are consistent with the CCL and CCD prediction errors for the preceding leacher. We
concede that the diffusivity of water in R3 likely suffers from the same affliction as the
diffusivities of CL and CD in leacher L4. The chips in these vessels have the highest Φ s and
φ0,c . The model may require a two-dimensional form of Fickian diffusion as opposed to one-

dimensional for certain chip sizes and shapes as well as improved compensation for the increase
in tortuosity due to the distribution and orientation of crystallites that is more accurate than
multiplying the diffusivity by the amorphous fraction.
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Nomenclature
Symbol

Description

a

cross-sectional area, m2

Ancj

Pre-exponential factor for non-catalyzed forward reaction j, kg/kmol⋅hr

Aacj

Pre-exponential factor for catalyzed forward reaction j, kg2 /kmol2 ⋅hr

CiI

Concentration of species i at the chip-water interface, kg/m3

CiL

Concentration of species i in the liquid phase, kg/m3

CiP

Concentration of species i in polymer, kg/m3

CVi

Concentration of species i in the vapor phase, kg/m3

Cˆ i

Molar concentration of species i in polymer, kg/m3

C0,Pi

Initial concentration of species i in polymer, kmol/m3

DiL

Diffusivity of species i in liquid phase, cm2 /s

DiP

Diffusivity of species i in polymer, cm2 /s

DiV

Diffusivity of species i in vapor phase, cm2 /s

D 0,Pi

Pre-exponential factor for diffusivity of species i, cm2 /s

Dp

Diameter of the pellet, m

Ds

Diameter of a sphere, m

DPn

Number-average degree of polymerization

ED,i

Activation energy for diffusivity of species i, kJ/kmol

E acj

Activation energy for catalyzed forward reaction j, kJ/kmol

E ncj

Activation energy for non-catalyzed forward reaction j, kJ/kmol

Ex

Activation energy for the segment transfer across the nucleus- melt boundary,
kJ/mol

extFA

Content of formic-acid extractables, %

extHW

Content of hot-water extractables, %
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Gi

Generation rate of species i, kg/m3 ⋅hr

∆Hj

Enthalpy of reaction j, kJ/kmol

J iI

Mass flux of species i at the interface, kg/m2 ⋅s

Kj

Equilibrium constant for reaction j

kj

Forward rate constant for reaction j, kg/kmol⋅hr

k j’

Reverse rate constant for reaction j, kg/kmol⋅hr

kmt,i

Mass-transfer coefficient of species i, m/s

Mi

Molecular weight of species i, kg/kmol

Mn

Number-average molecular weight, kg/kmol

Mw

Weight-average molecular weight, kg/kmol

m& L

Mass flow rate of liquid, kg/hr

m& V

Mass flow rate of vapor, kg/hr

Ni

Moles of species i, kmol

NRe

Reynolds number

NSc

Schmidt number

P

Pressure, bar

R

Ideal-gas constant, kJ/kmol⋅K

Rj

Rate equation for reaction j, kmol/kg⋅hr

r

Radial domain

rs

Radius of the spherical pellet, m

∆Sj

Entropy of reaction j, kJ/kmol⋅K

Sp

Surface area of the pellet, m2

T

Temperature, K

t

Time, hr

Tg

Glass-transition temperature, K

Tm

Melting-point temperature, K

Tm0

Equilibrium melting-point temperature, K

Ui

Uptake rate, kg/hr

V

Cell volume, m3

V&

Exit volumetric flow rate, m3 /hr
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V&0

Inlet volumetric flow rate, m3 /hr

vic

Critical molar volume of species i, m3 /kmol

vi'

Molar volume of species i at the normal boiling point, m3 /kmol

Vp

Volume of the pellet, m3

Vs

Volume of a sphere, m3

xc

Mass fraction of crystalline polymer, kg/kg

α

Crystallization kinetics constant, min-1

β

Crystallization kinetics constant, min-1

ε

Void fraction

µL

viscosity of liquid phase, cP

µiL

Liquid viscosity of species i, Pa⋅s

µV

viscosity of vapor phase, cP

µiV

Vapor viscosity of species i, Pa⋅s

ρa

Mass density of amorphous polymer, kg/m3

ρc

Mass density of crystalline polymer, kg/m3

ρL

Mass density of liquid phase, kg/m3

ρL

Mass density of liquid phase, kg/m3

ρV

Mass density of vapor phase, kg/m3

ρˆ iL

Molar density of species i liquid phase, kg/m3

Φs

Sphericity

ϕ

Association factor of the solvent

φc

Volume degree of crystallinity, m3 /m3

φ 0,c

Initial volume degree of crystallinity, m3 /m3

φ c0

Volume equilibrium degree of crystallinity, m3 /m3

χ

Multiplier in the correlation for the contents of hot-water and formic-acid
extractables

ψ

Crystallization kinetics constant, K
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